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April 10, 2001

EA No. 01-055
Mr. John Groth
Senior Vice President - Nuclear Operations
Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc.
Indian Point 2 Station
Broadway and Bleakley Avenue
Buchanan, NY 10511
SUBJECT: INDIAN POINT UNIT 2- NRC SUPPLEMENTAL INSPECTION 05000247/2001002
Dear Mr. Groth:
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission conducted a supplemental inspection from January 16
through February 9h, 2001, at your Indian Point 2 (IP2) facility. This inspection was conducted
in accordance with the guidance contained in NRC Manual Chapter 0305 and inspection
procedure 95003 and was performed in response to your facility's designation as having
multiple degraded cornerstones, as defined by the NRC's reactor oversight process.
The results of our inspection indicate that your facility is being operated safely. However, the
team identified problems similar to those that have been previously identified at the IP2 facility,
particularly in the areas of design control, human and equipment performance, problem
identification and resolution, and emergency preparedness. Senior management has raised
performance expectations, increased accountability and emphasis on training, and taken steps
to establish improvement programs that are aligned with the station's business planning
process. While some performance Improvements were noted, as a result, progress has been
slow overall and limited in some areas, indicating the need for you to maintain, and in some
areas consider accelerating, the ongoing performance improvement program which has been in
place. One such area is that of design control where recurrent problems were found in the
translation of important design assumptions into plant operating procedures, drawings,
calculations, and testing programs.
The inspection team assessed its findings together with the results of similar, previous
inspections in order to provide insight into the overall root and contributing causes of
performance issues at the site. The NRC's effort at summarizing potential causes is not
intended to be a substitute for a more focused root cause study or self-assessment on your
part. We found that most performance issues could be attributed to one or more of the
following:
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*

Weaknesses in the ability to retrieve, verify, and assure the quality of engineering
products, particularly design basis information.

*

Inconsistent reinforcement of existing management standards with respect to staff
performance, particularly in the areas of procedural quality and adherence and in
implementation of the corrective action program;

*

A tendency, in some instances, for the plant staff to accept degraded conditions;

*

Some limitations in the application of resources leading to, for example, staffing issues
and training weaknesses.

We observed that your current performance improvement plan, developed within the framework
of your business plan, appears to envelope the areas needing improvement. The team
determined that an alignment existed between the business plan and actions necessary to
address performance issues. However, the plan is general in nature and relies heavily on
department level implementation strategies that vary in quality and depth. We note previous
improvement plans similarly covered the issues broadly, but were not fully effective. In that
regard, you are requested to respond to this inspection report by May 7, 2001, highlighting both
changes made to your business plan, based on the issues raised during this inspection, and
measures you will use to monitor the effectiveness of your performance improvement efforts.
We will continue heightened oversight of Indian Point 2 until we gain confidence that your
performance improvement program has substantially addressed the performance weaknesses
identified in this and previous NRC inspections. This will include inspection of targeted areas of
weakness, periodic site visits and public management meetings, and quarterly assessments by
senior regional management. A more detailed oversight plan will be published in late
May 2001, following receipt and assessment of your response.
We are planning two public meetings to discuss your performance improvement efforts. The
first meeting, tentatively scheduled for April 30, 2001, will cover your response to this inspection
focusing principally upon design control activities to provide confidence that appropriate actions
are being taken and planned in this important area. Secondly, we are finalizing plans for an
annual review meeting (as prescribed in the Agency Action Matrix), which will occur in the local
area of the plant in June 2001; this will provide opportunity for broader discussion on your
improvement program.
The details of our inspection findings are provided in the enclosed inspection report and were
discussed with you and members of your staff throughout the inspection and at a public
meeting held on March 2nd, 2001. The issues identified in the enclosed inspection report have,
individually, been evaluated under the risk significance determination process as being minor in
nature or having very low safety significance (Green). However, the issues provide evidence of
some program and process weaknesses similar to those which contributed to previous plant
events. We have determined that violations of regulatory requirements are associated with
several of these issues. These violations are being treated as Non-Cited Violations, consistent
with Section VI.A.1 of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. If you deny the non-cited violations, you
should provide a response with the basis of your denial, within 30 days of the date of this
inspection report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
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Washington, DC 20555-0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Region I, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415; the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
20555-0001; and the NRC Resident Inspector at the Indian Point 2 facility.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,' a copy of this letter will be
available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document Room or from the
Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS
is accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMSrindex.html (the Public
Electronic Reading Room). Should you have any questions regarding this report, please
contact Mr. Brian Holian at 610-337-5128.
Sincerely,
IRAI
Hubert J. Miller
Regional Administrator
Docket No. 05000247
License No. DPR-26
Enclosure: Inspection Report 05000247/2001-002
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cc w/encl:
A. Blind, Vice President - Nuclear Power
J. Baumstark, Vice President, Nuclear Power Engineering
J. McCann, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing
B. Brandenburg, Assistant General Counsel
C. Faison, Licensing, Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
W. Smith, Operations Manager
C. Donaldson, Esquire, Assistant Attorney General, New York Department of Law
P. Eddy, Electric Division, Department of Public Service, State of New York
T. Rose, NFSC Secretary
W. Flynn, President, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
J. Spath, Program Director, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
The Honorable Sandra Galef, NYS Assembly
County Clerk, West Chester County Legislature
A. Spano, Westchester County Executive
R. Bondi, Putnam County Executive
C. Vanderhoef, Rockland County Executive
J. Rampe, Orange County Executive
T. Judson, Central NY Citizens Awareness Network
M. Elie, Citizens Awareness Network
D. Lochbaum, Nuclear Safety Engineer, Union of Concerned Scientists
J. Riccio, Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy Project
M. Mariotte, Nuclear Information & Resources Service
E. Smeloff, Pace University School of Law
F. Kich, Manager, Training
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Distribution w/encl: (VIA E-MAIL)
H. Miller, RA
J. Wiggins, DRA
F. Congel, OE (2) (RIDSOEMAILCENTER)
J. Shea, RI EDO Coordinator
R. Urban, ORA, (EA Packages Only)
W. Raymond, SRI - Indian Point 2
E. Adensam, NRR (ridsnrrdlpmlpdi)
P. Eselgroth, DRP
P. Milano, NRR
G. Wunder, NRR
M. Gamberoni, NRR
D. Screnci, PAO,
N. Sheehan, PAO
S. Figueroa, OE
S. Barber, DRP
L. Harrison, DRP
R. Junod, DRP
R. Martin, DRP
Region I Docket Room (wlconcurrences)
D. Barss, NRR
S. Wong, NRR
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Executive Summary
The NRC designated Indian Point 2 (IP2), owned and operated by Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. (the licensee), a multiple degraded cornerstone" facility in
October 2000. As a result, a supplemental inspection was performed in accordance with the
guidance in NRC manual chapter 0305 and inspection procedure 95003. A multi-disciplinary
team of 14 NRC inspectors conducted the inspection over the course of approximately two
months, with a total of three weeks of onsite effort. This report contains the results of that
inspection. The objectives of the inspection included the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

To provide the NRC additional information to be used in deciding whether the continued
operation of the facility is acceptable and whether additional regulatory actions are
necessary to arrest declining plant performance;
To provide an independent assessment of the extent of risk significant issues to aid in
the determination of whether an unacceptable margin of safety exists;
To independently assess the adequacy of the programs and processes used by the
licensee to identify, evaluate, and correct performance issues;
To independently evaluate the adequacy of programs and processes in the affected
strategic performance areas; and,
To provide insight into the overall root and contributing causes of identified performance
deficiencies.

The results of this inspection indicated that the licensee was operating IP2 safely, with an
acceptable margin of safety, and that continued operation was acceptable. However, the team
identified problems similar to those that have been previously identified at the 1P2 facility,
particularly in the areas of design control, human and equipment performance, problem
identification and resolution, and emergency preparedness. In general, some progress has
been observed in improving previously identified performance problems at the facility; however,
progress has been slow overall, and limited in some areas. The team identified a number of
performance weaknesses in programs and processes at the facility which indicate the need to
maintain, and in some areas consider accelerating, the ongoing performance improvement
program which has been in place.
The team determined that the overall program for problem identification and resolution was
adequate. It was noted that some improvements had been made, in particular, an improved
emphasis on problem identification and a metrics and tracking system for corrective action
program issues. However, the team identified several continuing challenges to the program. It
was observed that the effectiveness of some of the corrective actions for previously identified
deficiencies was mixed. Additionally, the overall timeliness of corrective actions continued to be
a significant challenge, and longstanding issues persisted with respect to prioritizing issues for
resolution and trending causal factors. Additionally, the corrective action backlog presents an
ongoing challenge to the station. Finally, as noted in previous assessments, weaknesses
continue to exist in the operating experience review program, although some improvements
have been made in this area. While performance difficulties continue to exist with respect to
the review and disposition of technical issues, the site has made progress in areas related to
industry outreach and bench-marking efforts.

ii
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Executive Summary
In the assessment of the reactor safety strategic performance area, the team selected the
service water system and the 480 Vac system (including the emergency diesel generators) for
in-depth reviews. These systems were selected primarily based on their overall Importance to
plant risk (the service water system is an important cooling water system and the 480
Vac/emergency diesel generators provide the emergency power source for the facility).
Additionally, neither of these systems had received recent in-depth reviews from either the NRC
or the licensee. With respect to these systems, the inspection focused heavily on the important
design aspects, the quality of procedures, configuration control, and equipment performance.
Additionally, the team reviewed the licensee's programs and processes associated with human
performance and emergency preparedness.
It was determined that the licensee's overall performance was acceptable in the reactor safety
strategic performance area. However, the team identified a number of issues in the areas of
design control, equipment and human performance, and emergency preparedness which
indicated weaknesses in these areas as well as the need for continued improvement.
Specifically, in the design control area, a number of performance issues were identified with
respect to weaknesses in translating important design assumptions into plant operating
procedures, drawings, calculations, and testing programs, including acceptance criteria. In
some cases these deficiencies called into question the operability of the affected equipment.
However, subsequent analyses demonstrated that the equipment would have been able to
perform its safety function. The team also determined that difficulties existed in retrieving the
design basis information necessary to support design control, system testing, and plant
modification efforts. This particular issue had been previously identified, during NRC
inspections as well as by the licensee in self-assessment efforts, and slow progress has been
made to improve in this area. Additionally, this deficiency appears to have had additional
impact in that some inconsistencies in the review of certain technical issues by the plant staff
were observed.
In the area of equipment performance, the team determined that the reliability, material
condition, and overall performance was acceptable for the reviewed systems. However, a
number of other equipment issues presented challenges to both the plant and the operators.
For example, emergent equipment failures in secondary plant systems continue to challenge
the plant operators and have required numerous plant power changes. Examples included the
feedwater pump oscillations during the recent plant startup, the heater drain pump flow element
leak, and the feedwater system leak. In addition, the team noted that there had been some
history of failures associated with the service water system strainers and boundary valves. The
team also noted that a decrease in reliability and a concurrent increase in unavailability of the
gas turbine generators occurred in the final quarter of 2000. This appears to be partly
attributable to a decrease in the emphasis on maintenance for this equipment. Finally, the
team concluded that the station work backlog continued to pose a significant challenge to the
plant. It was also determined that due to oversights, a number of important work items had not
been accurately captured in the accounting for the backlog, indicating that it may have been
even somewhat larger than stated. Examples of this included the procedure changes required
by the 'communications to staff" program and the issues associated with verifying the
comprehensiveness of the testing of various instrumentation and control components.

i

In the area of human performance, the team noted an increased emphasis on overall
improvement and a recognition of the need for an improved training program. However, a

iii
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Executive Summary
number of program and process issues were identified. In particular, a challenge existed with
respect to the number of licensed operators. This issue presented difficulties with respect to
overall scheduling as well as overtime considerations. During the course of the inspection, the
team witnessed a number of both planned and unplanned deviations from the overtime policy.
However, the team also noted that licensee management recognized this problem and took
steps to increase the number of licensed operators at the site.
The team also observed that operator performance issues have contributed to previous events
and that some performance problems continue to occur. Performance errors were observed in
the August 1999 reactor trip, the February 2000 steam generator tube failure, and again
recently in the January 2001 turbine trip. Additionally, inconsistencies continued to exist with
respect to procedural quality and adherence. Examples were also observed whereby the
control room staff was unnecessarily challenged with maintenance planning efforts (in the
control room) rather than having these same planning activities conducted by the work control
organization outside the control room. However, the team did observe that overall crew
performance was acceptable, and in particular, crew communications were good, indicating that
some improvements had been made in this area.
In the area of emergency preparedness, the team determined that the overall program was
adequate and provided reasonable assurance that the emergency response organization could
respond effectively to an emergency. Additionally, while issues were identified that indicated
the need for continued improvement, improvements were noted in a number of areas where
performance issues had been previously identified. Notwithstanding, the team observed that
the remediation for some of the previously identified performance issues in the technical
support center, emergency operations facility, and joint news center had not been fully
effective. Examples included weaknesses in technical support center assessment activities and
communication, and information dissemination and coordination activities in the emergency
operations facility and the joint news center. The team acknowledged that while some
corrective actions had been taken in these areas, the training program had not been fully
effective in preventing the recurrence of these issues. The team also found minor examples of
performance issues associated with implementation of the emergency plan and the associated
implementing procedures.
The team integrated these supplemental inspection findings and the results of previous similar
efforts to develop the overall root and contributing causes to performance issues at the site.
However, this effort was not intended to be a substitute for a more focused root cause study or
self-assessment on your part.
The team determined that weaknesses existed with:
The ability to retrieve, verify, and assure the quality of engineering products, particularly
design basis information. These weaknesses contributed to problems in developing and
validating calculations, testing methodologies, and acceptance criteria.
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An inconsistent reinforcement of existing management standards with respect to staff
performance, particularly in the areas of procedural quality and adherence and in
implementation of the corrective action programs. The team concluded that although
adequate standards existed, inconsistent application of these standards appeared to
cause performance issues to continue in those areas.
*

A tendency, in some instances, for the plant staff to accept degraded conditions. This
was true for both equipment issues and the quality of technical information. However,
the team concluded that improvement has been made in this area.

*

Some limitations in the application of resources which led to, for example, staffing
issues and training weaknesses.

The team noted that station management identified similar root causes. Further, the team
determined that, while a number of program and process issues existed at Indian Point 2 (some
of a longstanding nature), some improvements have been made. While progress has been
somewhat slow overall and limited in some areas, the business plan appeared to envelope the
major performance issues which have been identified, and if executed properly, should result in
continued station performance improvements. Previous site improvement plans had shown
similar promise, but were not fully effective in improving overall plant performance. The NRC
will continue heightened oversight of Indian Point 2 until we gain confidence that the
performance improvement program has substantially addressed the performance weaknesses
identified in this and previous NRC inspections.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
IR 05000247-01-02, on 01/16 - 02/0912001; Consolidated Edison; Indian Point 2 Nuclear Power
Plant. Supplemental Inspection, Multiple Degraded Cornerstones - 95003, Problem
Identification and Resolution, Human Performance, Safety Systems, Chemistry, Emergency
Preparedness.
The inspection was conducted by Region i, Region II, Region IV regional and resident
inspectors and NRC Headquarters and contract personnel. The significance of issues is
indicated by their color (green, white, yellow and red) and was determined by the Significance
Determination Process (SDP). This inspection identified all green issues.
Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems
The team identified the following issues concerning design control. The four Individual findings
are being treated as a non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion IlIl, "Design
Control." (NCV 2001-002-002)
Green. The design temperature ratings of electrical components in the emergency
diesel generator (EDG) building, including ventilation fan thermal overloads, cabling, and
control power transfer switches had not been verified. These issues were of very low
significance because the as-found thermal overload settings would not have resulted in
the loss of ventilation at the maximum building temperatures, the effects of elevated
temperature on the cabling voltage drop calculation would have been negligible, and
information obtained from the vendor indicated that the control power transfer switch
circuitry would have remained functional at the elevated temperature. (Section 2A.1.b.1)
Green. The results of the EDG loading calculation had not been transmitted to the
operations department for inclusion into appropriate operating and test procedures.
These issues were of very low safety significance since the ability of the EDGs to
provide emergency power was not affected and the procedure issues would not have
impacted safe operation of the affected systems. (Section 2.A.1 .b.1)
Green. The ability of the service water system to supply adequate flow to all safetyrelated components based on existing service water low header pressure alarm setpoint
and the control room log limits was not supported by engineering calculations. The
licensee performed a preliminary analysis and determined that the alarm setpoint of 53
psig was adequate to ensure adequate flows. However, if pressure decreased to the
control room log limit of 48 psig the system would not have had sufficient capacity to
supply adequate flow to all components. The licensee increased the control room log
limit to 58 psig, giving a 5 psig margin to the 53 psig low pressure alarm design limit.
This issue was of very low safety significance because there was no indication that the
service water system had been operated below a header pressure of 53 psig. (Section
2.A.2.b.3)
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Summary Of Findings
Green. Controls were not in place to prevent damage to components in the service
water strainer room given an external flood caused by high river water level and a
concurrent internal flood due to a potential single failure of a service water pump
vacuum breaker valve. The licensee implemented a temporary procedure change to
address this issue. This issue was of very low safety significance because it involved
the relatively low probability of an internal flooding event coupled with the low probability
of an external flooding event. (Section 2.A.2.b.3)
The team identified the following issues concerning the quality and use of procedures. The four
individual findings are being treated as a non-cited violation of procedures required by
Technical Specification 6.8.1 (NCV 2001-002-003).
Green. Abnormal Operating Instruction (AOI) 27.3.1, "Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer
Using the Trailer," Rev. 0, did not provide adequate instructions for filling the trailer.
This issue was of very low safety significance because the use of this procedure has
never been required and would require minor changes to resolve the discrepancies.
(Section 2.A.2.b.1)
Green. Addendum VI to SAO 100, *Indian Point Station Procedure Policy," Rev. 3,
which describes the process for implementing temporary procedure changes (TPCs),
was not followed when alarm response procedure ARP AS-1 (Accident Assessment
Panel 1; windows 54 and 6-4) was changed with TPC 00-0853. This TPC was
implemented because a temporary modification disabled the associated alarm inputs;
however, the alarm inputs had already been disabled and the change was not required
for immediate operation of the plant. This issue was of very low safety significance
because the use of a TPC did not have any actual detrimental affect on plant
operations. (Section 2.A.2.b.1)
Green. The reactor coolant loop Delta-Temperature alarm was received during power
ascension as a result of having an incorrect setpoint value in calibration procedure. This
issue was determined to be of very low safety significance since the instrument does not
have any automatic protective function, only an alarm function. (Section 2A.4.b.1)
Green. Leaving two oil absorbent pads inside the EDG 21 instrumentation cabinet
following repairs to a leak did not comply with SAO-701, 'Control of Combustibles and
Transient Fire Load," Rev. 8. This issue was of very low safety significance because it
did not represent a fire impairment nor a degradation of a fire protection feature or
defense in depth issue. (Section 2.A.4.b.1)
The team identified the following other findings concerning design, testing, and maintenance
rule issues.
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Summary Of Findings
Green. Design bases information was not translated into electrical systems testing and
operating procedures acceptance criteria or operating limits. This issue was of very low
safety significance because none of the test results or operating data reviews identified
instances where equipment was operating outside of its design limits. This failure to
include appropriate acceptance in the procedures and drawings to ensure activities have
been satisfactorily accomplished is being treated as a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings.* (NCV 2001-002004) (Section 2A.2.b.2)
Green. The plant testing program did not include a verification that the safety-related
service water strainer room drain line check valve, MD-500, could open to prevent
internal strainer pit flooding. The licensee demonstrated operability by manually cycling
the valve from the full open to full dosed position and observing that the valve opened
with minimal effort and that there was no restriction in movement. . This failure to test a
valve by periodically exercising it to its safety function position is being treated as a noncited violation of 10 CFR 50.55a, 'Codes and Standards," paragraph (f), 'Inservice
Testing Requirements.' (Section 2.A.2.b.3) (NCV 2001-002-005)
Green. Corrective actions were not taken to resolve reliability and availability
performance issues with the alternate AC power sources, gas turbines (GTs) -1, -2 and
-3. The GTs had not been meeting the licensee developed maintenance rule reliability
and availability performance goals since 1995. The team did an independent
calculation of the change in core damage probability associated with the unavailability of
GT-2 for an estimated repair length of 60 days and determined that the risk increase to
be within the very low safety significance band (cI E-6). This issue was of very low
safety significance because the Technical Specifications relative to GT availability were
met. This failure to effectively implement corrective actions to ensure that the
established maintenance rule goals would be met is being treated as a non-cited
violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (a)(1). (Section 2A.3.b.1) (NCV 2001-002-006)
Cornerstone: Emergency Preparedness
Green. The team found that the Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) was found
inoperable during an exercise in November 2000 and again during a test conducted in
the 1 quarter 2001. The NRC conducted an ERDS test during this inspection and
found both the system and it's backup to be operable. This issue was determined to be
of very low safety significance because the licensee retained capability to communicate
via the telephone system. The failure to correct a deficiency identified during a
drill/exercise is being treated as a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(14). (Section
2.D.1.b) (NCV 2001-002-007)
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Summary Of Findings
Green. The licensee could not locate Emergency Operations Facility Inventory records
for the third quarter 2000 nor verify those inventories were actually conducted and a
review of available quarterly inventory records identified cases where the records were
not properly filled out. This issue was determined to be of very low safety significance
because notwithstanding the discrepancies which were identified, the licensee had
sufficient resources in the facilities to properly respond to an event. The failure to
properly maintain emergency facilities and equipment is being treated as a non-cited
violation of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) and the licensee's E-Plan, Section 8.3 which states
quarterly inventories will be conducted. (Section 2.D.4.b) (NCV 2001-002-008)
Green. The licensee was not able to produce the 3d quarter records for the operational
check of the emergency communications links between facilities and could not verify
that the tests had been conducted. This issue was determined to be of very low safety
significance because the licensee had installed spare operable telephone lines. The
failure to conduct and/or document the performance of quarterly communications tests
is being treated as a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and Section 8.1.3 of the
licensee's E-Plan. (Section 2.D.4.b) (NCV 2001-002-009)
Green. The team found that ten individuals assigned to the offsite and onsite
monitoring teams had let their respirator qualifications lapse. This issue was determined
to be of very low safety significance because there were sufficient responders with
respiratory qualifications to fill the positions. The failure to maintain qualifications
necessary to maintain proficiency as an emergency responder is being treated as a noncited violation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and Section 8.1.2 of the licensee's E-Plan. (Section
2.D.5.b) (NCV 2001-002-010)
Green. The licensee continued to identify exercise deficiencies that are repetitive
performance issues and are reflective of past performances, particularly in the area of
plant assessment and the dissemination of the information to the general public. The
team determined that the training program was not fully effective in preventing
recurrence of repetitive exercise issues to ensure consistent emergency response
organization performance. This issue was determined to be of very low safety
significance because these performance issues did not deal with the risk significant
planning standards (classifications, notifications, PARs). The failure to establish an
effective training program to train employees and exercising, by periodic drills to ensure
that employees maintain the proficiency of their specific emergency response duties, is
being treated as a non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50.54(q) and Appendix E.IV.F.2.g.
(Section 2.D.5.b) (NCV 2001-002-01 1)
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Summary Of Findings
Cross-Cutting Issues: Problem Identification and Resolution
The team identified the following findings which are being treated as a non-cited violation of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XVI, Corrective Action.' (NCV 2001-002-001)
Green. The licensee failed to identify and correct the cause of repetitive failures of the
service water strainers and motor operated service water isolation valve SWN-7. These
items were determined to be of very low safety significance because the strainer failures
did not have more than a minimal impact on system operability and the valve failures
were identified when the valve was out of service for maintenance. (Section 1.A.b)
Green. The licensee failed to initiate condition reports for three failures to meet the
acceptance criteria for service water strainer blowdown flow rates during the
performance of procedure PT-93 on July 13, 2000. This issue was determined to be of
very low safety significance because the operability of the system was not affected.
(Section 1.A.b)
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Review of Licensee Control Systems for Identifyinn. Assessing. and Correcting
Performance Deficiencies
The team evaluated the ability of Consolidated Edison of New York (the licensee) to
identify, assess, and correct performance problems within the corrective actions
program. The evaluation focused on the programmatic performance of the condition
reporting system and on the identification and resolution of plant performance issues.
A.

Significant Deficiencies Review

a. Inspection Scope
The team conducted a review of the licensee's condition reporting system and related
programs focusing on evaluating the ability to identify, assess, and effectively correct
performance deficiencies. The review focused primarily on evaluations and
assessments associated with program performance issues and organizational
deficiencies. Additionally, the team reviewed licensee actions taken to address
identified program performance issues (e.g., the effectiveness reviews conducted for the
August 1999 loss of offsite power and reactor trip event). The team reviewed
performance aspects associated with the January 2, 2001, turbine trip and other
important issues associated with the plant systems and processes described in section
2 of this report.
b. Findings
Program Issues
In most cases, the team found that the licensee's condition reporting system was
effective in identifying program performance issues and organizational deficiencies and
that the individual site department business plans included the long term corrective
actions for the identified performance issues within their respective organizations.
The overall ability to easily access and use the condition reporting system had been
previously identified as a performance issue, and the team observed that this problem
continued to challenge the plant staff. The quality assurance (QA) organization had
attributed the usage problems to inadequate training and an overall lack of familiarity.'
To address this issue, approximately one-half of the plant employees received training
on the system during 2000. However, the team concluded that implementation of this
corrective action was slow, because a previous condition report (CR) 2 had been
initiated to document this same knowledge weakness in November 1999.

'These conclusions were documented in condition report (CR) 200000994.
2

CR 199908802
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Additionally, the team observed that the condition reporting system exhibited several
computer based weaknesses. As examples, on several occasions during the
inspection, the system was unavailable due to plant computer problems and the
program made it difficult to track the status of corrective actions. The licensee had
recognized these deficiencies and included an initiative in the 2001 business plan to
purchase new condition reporting system software.
Line management ownership of the corrective action program had also been previously
identified as an important performance issue and the team found that challenges
continued to exist in this area. The team noted that the licensee had implemented
measures to improve accountability (i.e., an improved metrics report, condition report
quality reviews, and quarterly departmental reviews) but more improvement was needed
to assist in managing and reducing the backlog and provide more effective condition
report responses. Line management ownership of the program was expected to
become even more important because the proposed revision 4 (Rev. 4)to the corrective
action program procedure3 would result in a significant increase in the backlog since
individual items would not be closed until their associated work orders were completed.
The team noted that the 2001 business plan addressed insufficient line management
ownership as one of the most significant contributing causes for corrective action
program problems.
The licensee's ability to trend condition reporting causal factors continued to be a
challenge. This item had been identified by the NRC as an issue in 1998, and more
recently in the 2000 problem identification and resolution inspection. To address this
longstanding issue, the corrective action group had recently begun assigning causal
factors to condition reports because prior efforts by the line organizations to perform this
function had not been successful. The licensee indicated that the complicated nature of
the condition reporting system software and unfamiliarity of the program by the plant
staff were the primary reasons for this continuing deficiency. The licensee had initiated
measures to address this issue by evaluating a less complicated software and assigning
a specific individual for assigning causal factors. Additionally, plans to improve this
deficiency were included in the licensee's 2001 business plan. The team determined
that the inability to trend causal factors was a weakness of a longstanding nature and
one for which there had been little measurable progress.
The licensee continued to face challenges in the area of condition report response
effectiveness. The licensee had initiated a number of condition reports (as a result of
audits and self-assessments in this area) which pointed out various problems related to
this issue. For example, CR 200003865 identified that the extent-of-condition
assessments were better developed for significance level (SL) 3 CRs when compared to
the more significant SLI and SL2 CRs.4 Additionally, with respect to the quality and
effectiveness of corrective actions, several deficiencies were identified. For example,
CR 200004854 identified that several SL2 CRs did not meet management expectations
for quality, primarily due to insufficient line management ownership for corrective action

3
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The licensee's system assigned a significance level to each CR, with SL3 having the
lowest significance and SLI having the highest.
4
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evaluations. As a result, the licensee required that all SL2 CRs receive a quality review
by the Corrective Action Review Board (CARB). However, the team observed that the
CARB's review of at least one SLO CR was of mixed quality. Specifically, one CARB
member was not fully aware of all the key elements to be considered during the review.
Another member expressed concern that if the board assigned lower quality scores,
then that would require the SLI report to be revised. The team was concerned that this
attitude Indicated a potential hesitancy to score CR quality responses low to avoid
required revisions. Additionally, the quality review process observed by the team was
informal and lacked critical assessment on some issues.
The team noted that the licensee's effectiveness reviews continued to indicate
difficulties with the corrective actions taken to address problems identified following the
August 1999 loss of offsite power and reactor trip event. The licensee used outside
contractors to conduct several independent assessments such as a review of common
cause trends in the condition reporting system, a review of the closure of condition
reports, and a review of corrective action effectiveness for actions taken following the
event. These reviews were self-critical and provided valuable information with respect
to improving plant performance. However, these reviews also Identified areas where
previous corrective actions have not been fully effective.
Imolementation Issues
In the review of the implementation of the corrective action program, the team identified
a number of issues related to weaknesses in implementing effective corrective actions
and in identifying repetitive failures of certain plant components. Additionally, several
examples were identified where condition reports were not promptly initiated for plant
and equipment deficiencies.
For example, the team discovered instances of repeated equipment failures that were
not identified in the condition reporting system. While the issues were individually raised
in separate condition reports that were subsequently closed to work orders, the
repetitive nature of the failures were not questioned relative to the adequacy of previous
corrective actions. Examples included:
Repetitive service water strainer failures were Identified through the review of
maintenance activities performed since early 1998. The strainers had failures
caused by issues such as: tripping overloads, binding, and a damaged arm
shaft. 5 As part of an effort to address the unavailability caused by the failures in
December 1998, the licensee added a preventive maintenance work scope that
involved a periodic overhaul or replacement of a strainer with a rebuilt internals
package every six months. However, additional failures subsequently occurred,
caused by issues such as binding, tripping, and high differential pressure. There
was no indication that the problems were being pursued as repetitive failures to

5CRs

199905026, 199902815 and 199902586, respectively
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ascertain their root causes or to perform broader corrective actions to preclude
repetition. This issue was determined to be of very low significance (Green)
because each failure had a minimal impact on system operability.
Repeated failures of service water valve 7 (SWN-7) were identified during a
review of condition reports. SWN-7 is the isolation valve for the service water
supply to turbine building loads and provides a barrier between the essential and
non-essential loads. CR 200002700, written in April 2000, identified that the
sector gear on the operator for SWN-7 required replacement and was closed out
to a work order to complete the repair. On May 1, 2000, CR 200003085 was
written to clarify that this was the second failure of this valve due to a damaged
sector gear. This CR also noted that the worm gear on the valve operator was
damaged, and had not been repaired even though the licensee attempted to
return the valve to service. Although this worm gear had been determined to be
damaged, the condition report identified that a new worm gear was on order and
as of May 2000 had not been received. The team questioned why post
maintenance testing had been attempted on the valve while it still contained
damaged components and why this issue had not been raised by any of the
condition reports in the system. After reviewing the condition reports and work
orders involved with this issue, the licensee agreed that the condition reports had
been inappropriately dosed without an engineering evaluation to address the
repetitive failure. This issue was determined to be of very low significance
(Green) because the deficiency had been discovered when the valve was out of
service for preventive maintenance and had not been returned to service.
Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action," the licensee
failed to take adequate measures to properly identify and correct several instances of
repeated failures and degradation of the service water strainers and valve SWN-7. As a
result the licensee failed to determine the root causes and to take appropriate corrective
action to preclude repetition of these issues. This violation is being treated as a noncited violation consistent with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy, issued
May 1, 2000 (65FR25368). The two specific issues were entered into the corrective
action program as CRs 200101388 and 200101125 (NCV 0500024712001-002-001).
The team also identified several examples where the licensee failed to promptly issue a
CR upon the discovery of an adverse condition or deficiency. For example, during the
performance of PT-R93, 'Essential Service Water Header Flow Balance,' in July 2000,
the team identified three cases where the as-found service water strainer blowdown
flows exceeded the 215-235 gpm acceptance criterion, and no condition report had
been generated as required by the corrective action program. 6 The affected strainers
were: pump 21 strainer (277 gpm as-found flow), pump 23 strainer (305 gpm as-found
flow), and pump 26 strainer (254 gpm as-found flow). It was also noted that the
procedure required blowdown flows to be adjusted to within the acceptable range prior
to obtaining

6
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the as-found flows for the remaining components. Even though the remaining
components' as-found flows might be acceptable, this premature adjustment of
blowdown flows had the potential to mask unacceptable flows to the other loads.
It was estimated that, before the adjustments, flow to the other loads were
approximately 1.15% lower than recorded. This would have resulted in only one of the
other components, a containment fan cooler unit, to have flows less than Its acceptance
criterion. The fan cooler's flow would have been 10 gpm below the 1,740 gpm
acceptance criterion. However, since the actual required flow for operability was 1,600
gpm, it would have still been able to perform its safety function.
The licensee failed to generate CRs for three failures to meet the acceptance criteria for
service water strainer blowdown rates in procedure PT-R93 on July 13, 2000. This
issue was determined to be of very low significance (Green) because the operability of
the system was not affected. This issue is considered an additional example of the noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Actions.' This issue
was entered into the corrective action program as CR 200100568 (NCV
0500024712001-002-001).
The team identified other examples, of a more minor nature, of the failure to initiate
required CRs. Although, each of these issues warranted correction, none presented an
operability concern and were therefore considered to be minor violations of regulatory
requirements, not subject to enforcement action in accordance with Section IV of the
NRC's Enforcement Policy. Representative examples included:
*

The licensee failed to initiate condition reports for instrumentation and control
preventive maintenance procedures 1775-1 and 1778-1 when the alarms could
not be verified (as required by the procedure) due to tagout 98-10993 which
removed dc control power. Also, the licensee was slow to initiate condition
reports after the team identified this on January 18, 2001. CRs 200101467 and
200101468 were written, but not until February 8, 2001.

*

During the walkdown of the service water pump intake bay, the team identified
several issues that did not meet foreign material exclusion requirements. The
conditions involved: (1) the presence of spalling concrete, (2) peeling epoxy
coating on SW piping, (3) a 314 Inch carbon steel nut in the service water strainer
pit drain valve MD-501, and (4) degraded valve assembly nuts on the drain
valve. The spalling condition had been previously identified in CR 199808290,
but there was little evidence of any meaningful corrective action beyond installing
a tarp in the area. Following the team's identification of these issues, the
licensee generated CRs 200101433, 200101464, and 200101431 to address
these conditions.

*

During a walkdown of the service water system, the team noted several
conditions that demonstrated a lack of attention to detail by maintenance
personnel. Specifically, instances of the use of fasteners fabricated from
dissimilar materials, inconsistent use of washers in bolted arrangements,
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improper nut thread engagement, and physical differences between the
fasteners used on similar equipment. The licensee issued CRs 200100565,
200100560, and 200100510 to address these issues.
During a review of the Temporary Facility Change (TFC) process, the team
noted that the licensee failed to conduct the quarterly review of TFCs for the
fourth quarter of 2000 as required by station procedures. 7 The purpose of this
review is for the Generation Support Manager to determine the compliance of
each individual change with respect to the procedure requirements and to
determine whether individual open TFCs should remain in effect. The team
considered this to be a minor violation of administrative controls. The licensee
initiated CR 200101456 to address this issue.
During the review of the 480 Vac Design Basis Document (DBD), the team found
that only 2 of 101 open items had been entered into the corrective action
program for resolution. The remaining 99 open items contained conditions such
as missing or unapproved calculations and specifications. In response, the
licensee grouped the 99 items into 13 general categories and generated a
separate condition report for each category.
Additionally, the team identified a weakness in documentation and in initial efforts to
establish root and contributing causes of the January 2, 2001, turbine trip. In CR
200100048 the licensee indicated that a contributing cause for the event was an offnormal system line-up leading to the operator having to start a second condensate
pump to address a lower that normal feed pump suction pressure. Additionally, the
report described untimely actions by a reactor operator which caused overfeeding of the
steam generators and an associated steam generator high level turbine trip. However,
in the resolution of the CR, there were no specific corrective actions to address the root
and the contributing causes. The licensee noted in the interim action section of the
report, that the operations manager was completing crew briefings on the event and that
procedures were to be changed. However, the CR did not address any potential
operator knowledge deficiencies in the operation of the condensate and feed system.
After significant interaction with NRC staff, ConEd ultimately developed a reasonably
comprehensive assessment of the event and took additional corrective actions.
B.

Quality Assurance. External Audits. and Self-Assessments Review

a. Inspection Scope
The team reviewed selected audits and assessments performed by the line
organizations, the quality assurance group, and external sources to determine whether
the licensee had demonstrated the capability to identify performance issues before they
resulted in undesired consequences. The team evaluated management support of
these assessments and also evaluated the effectiveness of management systems to
process and act upon identified performance issues.

I SAO-206, 'Temporary Facility Changes," Rev. 20, section 6.1
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b. Findings
In general, the audits and self-assessments reviewed by the team were well conducted
and provided sufficient detail and recommendations for improvement. Also, the
corrective actions taken were generally effective. The condition reporting system was
used to identify and track the closure of issues from the audits and self-assessments.
Some examples of effective self-assessment activities included the following:
Audit 00-09-C, 'Corrective Action - 10 Half 2000,* dated September 28, 2000,
was thorough and self-critical in identifying areas of needed corrective action
program improvements. These improvements included a revision to the program
procedure, enhanced metrics for timeliness and quality of condition report
responses, and improved training for new employees. The team reviewed the
condition reports for the significant audit findings and determined that the
licensee's response to the performance deficiencies was acceptable. The team
noted that continued efforts for further improvements in these areas was also
Included in the corrective action program 2001 business plan.
*

The team reviewed several audits and condition reports associated with plant
procedures. In particular, Quality Assurance Audits 98-08-L (January 5, 1999)
and 00-08-A, (February 2001) assessed station instructions, procedures and
drawing control. The team determined that the audits and associated condition
reports were of good quality and provided the proper emphasis on station
improvement.

*

The system engineering self-assessment on engineering work control interface
completed in February 1999 identified weaknesses.' The team reviewed the
completed corrective actions for these condition reports and interviewed several
system engineers and work week managers with respect to the findings. The
team determined that the corrective actions were adequate.

Notwithstanding these positive observations, the team identified a number of
performance weaknesses in the self-assessment program. The following examples are
representative:
*

8

The quality assurance (QA) department self-assessment of the audit program
dated March 6, 1999, contained no substantive assessment of QA's ability to
evaluate plant problems and effectively communicate those problems to plant
management. The purpose of the assessment was to evaluate the audit
program against industry practices and identify areas for improvement.
However, the assessment primarily focused on elements such as training,
staffing, audit report detail, procedures, and office space.

CR 199902791 and CR 199902792
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QA's 2000 self-assessment dated September 14, 2000, concluded that the
organization's program elements were not adequate for effectively promoting
performance-based continuous improvement. The assessment identified that
plant risk assessment data needed to be more effectively used in the audit
process. The assessment also identified that Individual auditor training plans
needed to be developed to provide better technical skills. These were good
findings. However, the training matrix developed to address the assessment's
findings did not include plant risk training. The team considered that not
including risk training in the matrix was a weakness with respect to the ability to
integrate priority assessment results into effective corrective actions. The team
noted that continued efforts for further improvements were included in the 2001
business plan.
The primary purpose of the engineering third party self-assessment issued on
August 14, 2000, was to review the quality of engineering output documents.
However, the assessment did not document any reviews of actual engineering
calculations or other output documents. The team also reviewed another
assessments and found it had covered numerous engineering work product
areas. The discussions provided appeared to be self-critical and constructive
and represented meaningful assessments.
It was recognized in the February 2001 audit of 'Plant Operations and
Operations Performance, Training, and Qualification," that the corrective actions
associated with a similar audit in January 1999 had not been fully effective.
Specifically, several issues associated with procedure quality and adherence
were identified, but the subsequent effectiveness review concluded that the
station still had problems with procedural compliance and accountability. As a
resuit of this issue, the licensee issued CR 200005446.
C.

Work Authorization and Allocation of Resources Process

a. Inspection Scope
The team reviewed the corrective action and maintenance backlogs for the systems
selected for detailed review to assess the extent of the backlog and determine if there
was open work which would prevent the systems from performing their safety functions
and reviewed the prioritization and timeliness of corrective action program items. For
the systems selected for review by the team, there were a total of approximately 40
open requests for engineering services and modifications.

91P2 Engineering Document Quality Review, January 5, 2001
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b. Findings
Backlog Review
The team found that the overall backlog of open CRs and work orders had increased,
however there had been some improvement in the timeliness of completing condition
report evaluations.
The total number of open corrective maintenance work orders for all plant systems was
reported by the licensee to be approximately 875 at the end of the inspection and had
gradually increased over the past several months. The number of temporary facility
changes and control room deficiencies had trended upward and continued to exceed the
plant goals. A recent reduction in the number of operator work-arounds had been
achieved but the number had also continued to exceed the plant goal.
With respect to the maintenance backlog in the service water, 480 Vac, and emergency
diesel generator (EDG) systems the team did not identify any open issues that appeared
to challenge the functionality of the system. There were no overdue preventive
maintenance work orders for the service water system. However, six were overdue for
the 480 Vac and emergency diesel generator systems; none appeared to have a
potential effect on equipment operability.
The team also noted that some open work items had not been accurately captured in
the accounting for the backlog. Examples of this included approximately 99 open items
from the recently completed design basis review of the 480 Vac system, a significant
number of issues related to the instrumentation and control preventive maintenance
program, and a large number of procedure changes associated with the
communications to staff program. These observations indicated that the actual plant
work backlog was somewhat larger than previously believed.
The team observed that the licensee continued to face challenges with respect to the
use of plant risk information for condition report and corrective action prioritization. This
had been identified in the recent NRC problem identification and resolution inspection,
as well as in other previous NRC inspections and licensee self-assessments. The team
concluded that this was another example of a longstanding weakness in the corrective
action program and one for which limited progress had been achieved.
Finally, the team observed that the licensee's average time to close corrective actions
was significantly outside station goals. The average as of the January 2001 data was
approximately 256 days (i.e., time from identification to problem correction). The station
goal for this metric, which was based on industry bench marking data, was in the 90 180 day range. It was noted that the configuration management and controls backlog
appeared to the leading contributor to driving the average in the upward direction with a
560 day closure time as of the January 2001 data.
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D.

Review of Station Performance Goals and Strategic Plans

a. Inspection Scope
The team evaluated the licensee's performance goals to assess whether these goals
and associated strategic plans were aligned with the actions needed to correct the
known performance issues at Indian Point 2. The team conducted numerous
management and plant staff interviews and specifically reviewed the departmental
business plans for the following organizations: corrective action program, configuration
management, work management, emergency planning, operator training, engineering,
operations, and maintenance.
b. Findings
Performance Goals
The team reviewed the 2001 business plan for the site organizations as noted above. It
was determined that the business planning process had adequately provided for the
integration of efforts and provided an appropriate allowance for resources and
associated funding. However, it was also noted that the details provided in the
individual department plans varied significantly. Several of the plans lacked proposed
completion dates for certain items and others were somewhat general in the description
of areas of needed improvement. Some representative examples of individual
department business plan observations are listed below.
*

Several weakness in the documentation associated with the configuration
management and control business plan were noted. For example, several
business plan items associated with Technical Specification setpoint calculation
issues contained question marks as place holders. Additionally, items related to
staff training in the updated final safety analysis report, licensing basis and
design basis documents contained provisions for funding, yet did not contain
justification or support for station organizational goals. A similar example existed
with a business plan goal associated with 'Operating Equipment Staff
Augmentation." The business plan listed the next seven design basis documents
to be updated in the continuing design basis document upgrade project. The
team noted that two of the systems, main steam and the emergency diesel
generators were scheduled to have been started on October 1, 2000, but no
current status appeared in the plan. Interviews with plant staff indicated that the
projects had not yet been started.

*

The maintenance department business plan was detailed and comprehensive.
Major improvement areas were identified and included the maintenance backlog
reduction plan, the work control process improvement plan, and instrumentation
and control preventive maintenance program upgrade plan. The team noted
that, with a few minor exceptions, the plan identified managers responsible for
required actions, along with expected completion dates.

*

The corrective actions program business plan was not fully developed and none
of the plan's initiatives had schedule dates for completion. Additionally, the plan
did not specifically address the resources required to complete the planned
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initiatives. The team also noted instances whereby items were dosed
prematurely. However, the team noted that even though the approved plan was
not fully developed, the plan's major elements appeared to address needed
improvement areas such as human error reduction, operating experience,
trending, and line management ownership for corrective actions.
The operations training business plan contained proposed budgets, staffing, and
schedules for completing major department initiatives. Additionally, it was noted
that effectiveness reviews of major actions taken were scheduled for later in
2001. The plan contained initiatives associated with major areas of operator
knowledge weaknesses and referenced performance improvement programs
established to improve the skills, knowledge, and abilities of licensed operators.
*

The design and site engineering business plans included appropriate areas for
improving engineering processes, design bases documentation, and equipment
reliability. Backlog reduction efforts were also included in the plans. However,
specific project details and schedules were not included within the business
plans.

Management Interviews
The team conducted extensive interviews of licensee managers throughout the
organization including the chief nuclear officer, site vice presidents, and many
department managers. The management consensus was that the current plant
performance problems started as experienced staff began to leave site in the early
1990s. This, combined with a lack of infrastructure improvements, and a successful
extended plant run in 1996 led to an organization that lost a significant portion of its
knowledge base, did not seek out external perspectives, and did not recognize the need
for continued improvement due to demonstrated high capacity generation.
The team concluded that the station management was in general agreement with
respect to the performance problems which existed at the site and in the areas requiring
improvement. Additionally, the station management was in almost unanimous
agreement in the belief that the 2000 business plan was a success and had allowed for
focus on areas for improvement and In planning for and obtaining needed resources to
complete the required tasks. The managers also believed that the 2001 business plan
provided an adequate scope and method of documenting needed areas of future
improvement along with the resources to accomplish the activities. Several managers
indicated that the use of an approved, resource-loaded business plan was the first time
that the organization had such a detailed plan for which they had been held
accountable.
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E.

Emolovee Concerns Program Review

a. Insoection Scooe
The team performed a review of the licensee's employee concerns program (ECP), also
known as the Ombudsman Program. This review focused on the adequacy and
responsiveness to employee concerns and included an assessment as to whether a
safety conscious work environment existed at the facility. The team interviewed
numerous personnel at various levels of the organization and reviewed the program files
and documentation associated with the program. The team also reviewed a selfassessment of the Ombudsman Program to evaluate whether appropriate action was
taken for deficiencies which had been identified.
b. Findings
The team noted that the ECP appeared to provide an acceptable means for employees
to raise safety concerns to management without fear of retaliation. In addition, the
licensee's condition reporting system allowed employees to raise safety issues
anonymously and was viewed as an alternate process to the ECP. The team did note
that the number of anonymous CRs initiated could be an indication that some
employees were reluctant to identify themselves with concerns raised. In most cases,
the team found the licensee's response to employee concerns was acceptable and
interviews with site employees indicated that a safety conscious work environment
existed at the facility.
Notwithstanding the overall adequacy of the program, the team identified several minor
deficiencies. It was determined that the ECP procedure, SAO-1 23, 'Employee
Concerns Program," Rev. 10, lacked specificity with respect to several important
program elements. These elements included (1) how employees access the ECP, (2)
methods for employees to report safety concerns, (3) program assurance of maintaining
employee confidentiality, and (4) measures to protect employees against retaliation.
The team reviewed other aspects of the program such as general employee training
information, bulletin board information about the program, and posted information at
drop boxes where employees submit concerns. As a result of this finding, the
responsible manager, otherwise known as the Ombudsman, initiated CR 200100619 to
correct the deficiency. The team determined that, even though the governing procedure
lacked the desired specificity, sufficient information regarding these program elements
were included in the program.
The team reviewed the 2001 business plan for the ECP and found that it provided the
expected degree of specificity for program improvements. In particular, the team noted
that more detailed training for managers and other plant personnel was scheduled for
2001. Also, the plan included initiatives for updating the program procedure,
preparations for the annual self-assessment, documentation improvements, and
program improvements for the classification and tracking of concerns.
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F.

ODeratina Experience Review Program

a. Inspection Scope
The team conducted a review of the operating experience review program to determine
if appropriate actions were taken to address potential plant problems identified as a
result of industry operating experience. The team reviewed the licensee's governing
operating experience review procedure, program assessments, and backlog of open
iems. Interviews were conducted with program personnel as well as the line
organizations. The team also reviewed selected 10 CFR Part 21 reports and NRC
Information Notices from 1998 thru 2000 to determine if the program had adequately
assessed the issues for applicability at the site.
b. Findings
Previous NRC inspection efforts as well as licensee assessments had identified
weaknesses in the licensee's operating experience review program. The team
determined that while some limited progress had been made, primarily in the area of
industry bench marking and outreach efforts, that weaknesses continued to exist in the
program. The team observed that some progress had been made by the advent of
enhanced electronic access and by increased resource allocation. However, the overall
implementation of the program, particularly by the line organizations, continued to be a
problem. Additionally, the team determined that while there had been progress in the
reduction of the backlog associated with operating experience items, continued
emphasis was needed. The following observations are representative of the team's
findings with respect to the program:
Surveillance Report 99-SR-040, 'Operating Experience Review,' dated
November 11-18, 1999, was performed by the site quality assurance
organization. The team determined that the audit was self-critical and identified
several needed program improvements. The audit concluded that plant
personnel did not effectively use operating experience. The team reviewed the
results and found that no action had been taken on the audit findings until
June 2000. The team concluded that based on the significant programmatic
nature of the findings that the licensee's response was untimely. However, the
team verified that the corrective actions were eventually included in the
corrective action program 2000 business plan and were completed by the end of
the year.
*

The team reviewed the licensee's self-assessment, 'Operating Experience Peer
Evaluation,- dated September 5-7, 2000. The assessment concluded that the
program needed improvement in that the gobserved performance did not indicate
an active program or that individuals were sufficiently engaged with respect to
the usage of operating experience.' The team reviewed a number of condition
reports that were initiated as a result of the assessment. For example,
CR 200006619 was initiated to address operating experience training because
as the assessment stated "station personnel are passive with respect to
obtaining operating experience information in support of their day-to-day
activities.' However, the corrective actions did not address the need to train
personnel on the value of operating experience as it relates to their daily work,
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but established a focus group with departmental points of contact. The team
determined that no site wide training had been provided on operating experience
and none had been provided for specific target audiences such as engineering,
operations and maintenance personnel.
The team reviewed nine selected operating experience review evaluations. Of
the nine which were reviewed, the team found thoroughness issues with four of
the evaluations. For example, CR 200009927 evaluated a 10 CFR Part 21
notification of a defective Foxboro relay module. The licensee verified that the
defective relay was not installed in the plant but failed to place an in-stock spare
on administrative hold until verification that the spare relay was not defective.
The reviewer had intended to place the spare relay on hold and communicated
this intent by e-mail versus using the condition reporting system for tracking the
action. Subsequently, the individual did not follow through with his intentions and
the verification was not performed until the inspection team discovered the
problem. The spare relay was later checked and found to be satisfactory. The
licensee initiated CR 200100904 to address this problem. An additional example
of an inadequate response to an operating experience review item involved the
failure to evaluate a residual heat removal system operating procedure.
Specifically, CR 200004907 evaluated an industry notification which addressed
the need to evaluate the system fill and vent procedure for certain specific
problems described in the notification. The individual who performed the review
misunderstood the process and failed to initiate a corrective action item or
communication to staff item, consequently no procedure review was performed.
The licensee initiated CR 200100894 for this problem.
*

The team noted problems in the timeliness associated with completing operating
experience reviews and corrective actions. For example, the evaluation for
CR 199802561 took two years to complete. This item concerned NRC
Information Notice 95-52 Supplement I which was related to fire protective
systems. Interviews indicated that the delays in addressing this issue were
related to resource limitations. Another example involved CR 199810884 which
took 17 months in order to complete the needed corrective actions. This iem
was related to pipe weld failures in the chemical volume and control system that
had occurred in the industry. The corrective action involved a radiograph of the
suspect flow orifice in the piping to determine if cavitation damage had occurred.

*

The team attended a CARB meeting on February 8, 2001. The meeting focus
was to approve a SL1 condition report regarding the failure to maintain
containment integrity calculations provided by a vendor. The presenter failed to
address operating experience in the report, however, this shortcoming was
identified by the board co-chair.

*

The team reviewed the backlog of operating experience review items. In
January 2001 the total backlog of open items was 133 with 38 items being
overdue. The team noted that the backlog had gradually decreased from 366 in
October 1999. A significant reduction in the backlog had occurred in June 2000
when the backlog decreased from 205 to 118. The licensee attributed this
reduction to an increase in resources in the this area. The team concluded that
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progress had been made in the operating experience review backlog but
continued emphasis was warranted in this area.
G.

Surolemental Inspection - Emeraencm AC Power Unavailability. >2EDG
Performance Indicator

a.

Inspection Scope

The Indian Point 2 performance indicator (PI) for 'Emergency AC Power Unavailability,
>2EDG" exceeded 2.5% (white band) starting in the 2nd quarter of 1999. The AC power
system availability declined due to the failure of the 23 emergency diesel generator
(EDG) to operate on demand during the reactor trip event with complications on
August 31, 1999. EDG 23 failed because the overcurrent trip device (amptector) on its
supply breaker to emergency bus 6A had been improperly calibrated. The improperly
calibrated amptector added 1444 hours of unavailability and increased the fault
exposure hours in the calculated Pi for EDG 23.
The NRC review of the performance of the emergency AC power supplies during the
August 31, 1999, event was previously described in NRC Augmented Inspection Report
05000247/1999-08, Followup to the Augmented Inspection Team Report
05000247/1999-013, and the Enforcement Followup Inspection to the Augmented
Inspection Team Report 05000247/1999-014. The corrective actions related to testing
of the safety related breakers and other issues were described in a licensee letter to the
NRC dated June 5, 2000.
b.

Findings

During these reviews, the NRC verified that the licensee's evaluations provided
assurance that the root and contributing causes for the EDG failure were understood,
that the extent of condition on other safety-related breakers was identified, and that
corrective actions to correct weaknesses in the calibration of overcurrent devices were
sufficient to address the causes for the event and to preclude recurrence. As such, the
NRC removed this issue from consideration in future Agency actions, per the Action
Matrix, in accordance with the guidance in Inspection Manual Chapter 0305. 8Operating
Reactor Assessment Program.'
H.

Conclusions Associated with Licensee Control Systems for Identifying.
Assessing. and Correcting Performance Deficiencies

The team determined that the overall program for problem identification and resolution
was adequate. It was noted that some improvements had been made, in particular, an
increased emphasis on problem identification and an improved metrics and tracking
system for corrective actions program issues. However, the team identified several
continuing challenges to the program. In particular, it was observed that the
effectiveness of some of the corrective actions for previously identified deficiencies was
of somewhat mixed quality. Additionally, significant challenges existed with respect to
the timeliness of corrective actions and longstanding issues remained with respect to
prioritizing issues for resolution and in trending causal factors. Further, the backlog
associated with open corrective actions presented an ongoing challenge to the station.
Finally, as noted in previous assessments, weaknesses continued to exist in the
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operating experience review program, although some improvements had been made in
this area. While performance difficulties continued to exist with respect to the review
and disposition of technical issues, the site has made considerable progress in areas
related to industry outreach and bench-marking efforts.
2.

Assessment of Performance in the Reactor Safety Strategic Performance Area
A.

Emergencv Diesel Generator. 480 Vac and Service Water Systems

1.

System Design

a. Insoection Scope
The team selected the emergency diesel generator (EDG), 480 Vac and service water
systems for detailed reviews. The selection was based on these systems' importance to
overall plant risk and also due to the fact that these systems had not received recent, indepth reviews by either the NRC or the licensee. The team reviewed licensing and
design basis documents for these systems, including the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR), calculations, engineering analyses, and system descriptions (when
available) to determine the functional requirements of the systems for normal, abnormal
and accident operating conditions. The team reviewed a sample of risk significant plant
modifications for the selected systems, including those that involved vendor supplied
products and services to verify that the design changes did not negatively impact the
ability of the systems to perform their design bases functions and that the changes
would not cause initiating events. During this review, the team evaluated the
effectiveness of the licensee in controlling design and licensing information, in providing
necessary calculations to support plant changes and in developing and implementing
thorough post-modification testing. The team assessed the adequacy of the licensee in
evaluating applicable system and support system design attributes and regulatory
requirements. The team also reviewed system modifications to ensure that original
design and accident analyses assumptions were not invalidated by the changes.
Additionally, the team reviewed the modifications to confirm that the licensee had
properly evaluated any required changes or additions to plant procedures.
The team conducted general walkdowns of the systems. Also, recent changes to plant
maintenance and operating procedures were also reviewed to ensure that they did not
result in inadvertent design changes to the systems. For procedures that involved
design changes, the team verified that the change was subjected to the appropriate
design change processes, including review in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59,
"Changes, Tests, and Experiments."
The team assessed the adequacy of communications between the site departments
during the performance of design related activities such as the updating of training
programs, updates of design related materials and the performance of operability
evaluations. The team verified that the appropriate departments were involved in the
evaluation and concurrence process for the approval of activities that included nonroutine maintenance, temporary modifications, and field change requests. The team
also assessed the adequacy of the licensee's control of vendor supplied services and
products, including the process for communicating identified deficiencies to the vendor.
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Finally, the team reviewed a sample of condition reports to assess the effectiveness of
corrective actions for deficiencies involving design activities.
b. Findinas
b.1

480 Vac and Emergency Diesel Generator System

The 480 Vac system provides power to safety and non-safety related equipment. The
safety-related equipment is powered by a four bus, three train arrangement normally
supplied from off-site power through the 6.9 kV buses. Upon loss of the normal off-site
supply, the safety-related buses are powered from three emergency diesel generators.
An alternate source of power to the buses Is also available from three gas turbine
generators that connect to the electrical system at the 13.8 kV level. The 480 Vac
system is supported by the 125 Vdc system for switchgear and EDG control power and
the 118 Vac system provides power for the safety injection initiation instrumentation.
The team reviewed the important design control aspects of the 48OVac and emergency
diesel generator system. A number of performance issues and weaknesses were
identified. The following observations are representative of the issues identified by the
team.
EDG Building Ventilation System
The team reviewed the ventilation system for the three site EDGs. The EDGs occupy a
common building. Calculation GMH-00006-00 determined the maximum building
temperature under worst case conditions, assuming three of the six EDG building
exhaust fans were unavailable, to be 1260 F. In response to the team's questions on the
capability of the electrical equipment in the building to operate.at the maximum
calculated building temperature, the licensee found that the control power auto-transfer
switches for the diesels had not been qualified for the maximum building temperature.
The team also reviewed the settings of the thermal overload devices for the ventilation
exhaust fan motors and found that the thermal overload ambient compensation had not
been designed for the maximum building temperature. As a result, the trip point
required derating for the higher temperature. The team also noted that the thermal
overload calculation was based on a different device than what was actually installed in
the circuits and did not account for the manufacturing tolerance which the team later
found to be ± 20%. The team also observed that the thermal overloads were not
periodically checked as part of the preventive maintenance program. In addition, the
team found that the voltage drop calculation for the exhaust fan power circuits did not
consider the maximum possible building temperature.
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The above errors were a result of the licensee failing to confirm the adequacy of these
components in a maximum ambient temperature of 1260F, which was 220F above their
nominal rating of 1040F. The licensee performed calculation FCX-00421-00 and
determined that there was no immediate operability concern since, with two fans
operating the building temperature would not exceed 104OF with an outside temperature
up to 730F.
The licensee subsequently revised the thermal overload calculation using derating
factors obtained from the manufacturer for the higher room temperatures. The
calculation indicated that the specified dial setting of 9 would have been satisfactory
because the original setting included a 15% margin for the motor service factor.
However, the calculation also concluded that a dial setting of 10 would be implemented
to provide additional margin to the trip point. The team later found that the licensee had
not verified the as-built settings of the overloads prior to revising the calculation and a
field verification determined that five of the six fans were set at a dial setting of
approximately 8.66 and the sixth fan, added by modification CPC-91-06847-H, was set
at a dial setting of 9.0. The licensee reviewed the operability of the fans for the setting
of 8.66 and concluded that there was sufficient margin to prevent tripping at an ambient
temperature of 1260F.
The team determined these issues to be of very low significance (Green) because the
as-found thermal overload settings would not have resulted in the loss of ventilation at
the maximum building temperatures, the effects of elevated temperature on the voltage
drop calculation would have been negligible and information obtained from the vendor
indicated that the control power transfer switch power circuitry would have remained
functional at the elevated temperature.
The team considered the failure to verify the adequacy of the design temperature
ratings of components in the EDG building to be a violation of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion lII,' Design Control." This violation is being treated as a non-cited
violation consistent with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy, issued
May 1, 2000 (65FR25368). These issues were entered into the corrective action
program as CRs 200100780, 200101447, 200101852 and 200102336 (NCV
05000247/2001-002-002).
EDG Manual Load Control
The team reviewed the EDG loading calculation, FEX 000148-00, and observed that the
sizing of the diesels was acceptable, but that little design margin was available when the
required design basis assumptions were applied. The team also found that some of the
assumptions and conclusions of the calculation regarding operator actions had not been
formally transmitted to operations procedures.
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The team reviewed the assumptions for frequency tolerance and individual motor load
data.' The EDG vendor instruction manual, (VIM)-2351, included a section on
setpoints which indicated a frequency tolerance of +1-0.5 % which was included in the
loading calculation. However, the team found that the surveillance tests for the EDGs
either failed to include an acceptance criterion for frequency (Procedure PT-R14) or
contained an acceptance criterion different than that assumed in the EDG loading
calculation (Procedures PT-M21 and PT-R84).
The calculation also contained an assumption that the auxiliary feedwater pump flow
would be throttled by operators during the accident (versus in a runout condition) prior to
the transition to the recirculation phase following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
However, that assumption had not been formally transmitted to operations for inclusion
in plant procedures. The team also found that the emergency operating procedures
(EOPs) had been recently updated to include revised motor loads but the update failed
to include the correct loading values from the EDG load calculation. In many cases, the
errors observed were non-conservative.
The team determined these issues were of very low safety significance (Green) because
the ability of the EDGs to provide emergency power was not affected and the procedure
issues would not have impacted safe operation of the affected systems.
The failure of the licensee to translate the design requirements for EDG loading into
appropriate procedures and instructions is considered an additional example of the noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IlIl, Design Control.' These issues
have been entered into the corrective action program as CRs 200100777, 200100599,
and 200100943 (NCV 05000247/2001-002-002).
Alternate AC Power Source Voltage
The team reviewed the capability of the gas turbine (GT) generators to power the
safety-related shutdown loads. The licensee was unable to locate a voltage drop
calculation to demonstrate that adequate voltage could be supplied to the required
loads. Subsequently, the licensee performed an evaluation to address this issue. The
team reviewed this evaluation and found that the licensee failed to confirm the actual tap
setting of the 13.8 kV to 6.9 kV transformer which connects the alternate AC source to
the plant. This resulted in a non-conservative input to the evaluation. The team also
noted the evaluation was performed for GT-1 which is located on site and did not initially
evaluate the voltage available from GT-2 or GT-3 which are located offsite and may
have been more limiting due to voltage drop considerations.
The team determined this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because the
load assumed in the evaluation was significantly higher than actual expected safety bus
loads. Even with this resultant voltage drop, sufficient voltage would be available to
power the safety-related loads. Although this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a

'° Frequency affects motor speed for the driven loads; a higher frequency results in
additional load to the EDGs
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violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in accordance
with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered into the
corrective action program as CR 200101298.
480 Vac Load Amoacity Calculations
The team reviewed the ampacity rating for selected 480 Vac feeders, including the
feeds to the 480 Vac switchgear and the service water pump motors. The licensee's
calculation EPG-00027-00 indicated that the loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) load, with
offsite power available, could be 2,420 kVA or 2,911 Amps. The team found that the
calculation for the feeder to Bus 6A contained an incorrect input for the rating of the bus
connection and used incorrect units. Based on the information supplied, It appeared
that the bus would have been overloaded by 400 Amps. The licensee was subsequently
able to demonstrate that the connection from the EDG to the bus had been analyzed for
the re-rating of the EDG to carry 3,300 Amps.
The licensee could not produce a calculation for the service water pump motors that
evaluated the adequacy of the feed from the Unit 2 buses (original design) or from the
Unit 1 alternate supply. The licensee subsequently identified relevant correspondence
from the original architect engineer from the 1969 time frame and also evaluated the
cable size using the guidance in Okonite Engineering Bulletin EHB-98. Although a
formal calculation had not been completed by the completion of the inspection, it
appeared there was an acceptable basis for the original design. The team determined
this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because the design was
subsequently determined to be acceptable to support plant operations. Although this
issue should be corrected, it constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not
subject to enforcement action in accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement
Policy. These issues have been entered into the corrective action program as CRs
200101463, 200100584 and 200100796.
Design Inouts for Load Flow and Voltage Drop
The licensee's design basis calculations included voltage drop or load flow studies for
the 480 Vac, 118 Vac, and 125 Vdc systems to demonstrate sufficient voltage at the
safety-related loads. The team found that the 480 Vac load flow calculation,
FEX-000144-00, included a number of unverified assumptions and inputs. These
included the lack of a controlled basis for the impedance diagram and conflicting motor
data. Also, the offsite system operating conditions were inconsistent with those used in
the degraded voltage studies.
These issues did not have a credible impact on safety because the team reviewed a
sample of assumptions and inputs and found that the variations in input data would not
have affected the conclusion of the calculation. Although this issue should be corrected,
it constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in
accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. These issues have been
entered into the corrective action program as CR 200100583 and CR 200100591.
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Instrument Power SuDplv Voltage Automatic Transfer Point
The team reviewed the operation of the 118 Vac system safety-related inverters which
power the safety-related instrument buses. The inverters have a solid state transfer
switch on their outputs that transfers the output from the inverter to a transformer supply
in the event of a degraded input or output voltage. The team found that there was no
engineering evaluation to support the transfer set point for the inverters.
The team determined this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because the
inverter output is periodically monitored and verified to operating at an acceptable value
specified in the daily log. Although this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a
violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in accordance
with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue has been entered into the
corrective action program as CR 200100908.
Auxiliary Feedwater PumD Motor Loading
The team reviewed the sizing of the auxiliary feedwater pump motor and found that the
as-built rating of 400 horsepower at a 1.15 service factor would be exceeded with an
assumed runout load of 490 horsepower as indicated in the loading calculation. The
licensee could not locate correspondence from the motor manufacturer that was
referenced in the loading calculation. However, the licensee had a manufacturer's
performance test of the motor at 500 horsepower and a thermal stress calculation that
indicated there would be an acceptable operating life at 500 horsepower. The failure of
the licensee to clearly document the design bases for this pump was considered a
design control weakness. The licensee initiated CR 200100972 to further evaluate this
issue.
Alternate AC SupplV Transformer Replacement Modification
The team reviewed safety evaluation 99-339-MD associated with the modification that
replaced the GT-1 transformer. The team found that the safety evaluation failed to
document that, while the transformer was non-safety related, it did in fact perform a
function important-to-safety as the alternate ac power source. The modification
package also lacked any references to important bases documents, including the
calculations for the no-load tap setting. The team determined that these issues
represented weaknesses in the licensee's design control process.
b.2

Service Water System

The service water system provides cooling to safety-related and non-safety-related
components through two separate main supply headers. Flow to each header is
provided by three pumps, each rated at 5,000 gallons per minute (gpm) at 220 feet of
water discharge head. The pumps take suction from a common intake bay supplied
from the Hudson River through two parallel traveling screens. In addition to the
traveling screens, there are rotating strainers installed between the pump and the main
headers to remove any particles or debris that could obstruct the flow paths through the
components.
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The main headers are aligned and designated as 'essential' and 'non-essential'
headers. The essential header supplies cooling to all of the safety components except
the component cooling water system heat exchangers. The non-essential header
supplies the component cooling water system heat exchangers and the non-safety
related components. The system design ensures that both headers will be able to
perform their safety functions following any single active failure in the system.
In the event of a LOCA, operators are required to isolate the non-safety components
from the non-essential header prior to entering the recirculation phase. The system can
also be aligned for three header operation during which both the essential and nonessential headers supply only their respective safety-related components and the nonsafety-related components are supplied by a separate river water system. The team
reviewed the Important design control aspects of the service water system. A number of
performance issues and weaknesses were identified. The following observations are
representative of the issues identified by the team.
Non-Essential Header Flow
The team Identified that the licensee did not have a documented analysis or test that
verified the ability of the service water system to supply the post-accident design flow to
the component cooling water (CCW) heat exchangers. The licensee had a hydraulic
model, Calculation PGI-00371, Rev. 0, which addressed the normal system lineup with
the non-essential header supplying both the non-safety related components and the
CCW heat exchangers. However, the analysis did not confirm the ability of the system
to provide the required 2,500 gpm to each heat exchanger following an accident.
In response to this finding, the licensee used the flow model to evaluate the adequacy of
flow to the heat exchangers under design basis accident conditions while assuming the
service water pump was at the maximum degraded condition of 7%. This analysis
showed that one of the CCW heat exchangers would receive 2,725 gpm and the other
3,054 gpm. Although this analysis was preliminary, it was determined that the service
water system and CCW heat exchangers were operable.
The team found the licensee's immediate actions to address this issue, Including the
operability determination, to be acceptable. The system would have been able to
perform its intended functions, as such, the team determined this issue did not have a
credible impact on safety. Although this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a
violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in accordance
with Section IVof the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered into the
corrective action program as CR 200100566.
Containment Fan Cooler Radiation Detector Anbalsis
The containment fan coolers were equipped with two radiation detectors in the service
water system outlet flow paths to provide for monitoring effluent discharge paths for
radioactivity that could be released from postulated accidents. This feature was
incorporated into the design since the service water system pressure at locations inside
the containment with the system in the incident mode alignment could be below the
containment post-accident design pressure of 47 psig. These detectors were designed
to actuate an alarm in the control room whenever their set points were exceeded. The
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team reviewed the detector set point calculation, RS-92, Rev. 2, to verify that it was
appropriate to prevent exceeding the allowable accident radiation exposure limits
specified by the regulations. The team found that the analysis had been performed for
normal operating conditions assuming a total service water flow of approximately
16,000 gpm and a 600,000 gpm dilution flow from the circulating water system. The
team noted therefore under design basis accident conditions the circulating water
system may not be operating and that this assumption was non-conservative.
The licensee acknowledged this finding and performed another calculation that credited
other conservative assumptions in the original calculation. The results of the revised
calculation showed that the setpoint would have ensured that the accident exposures
would have remained within regulatory limits, as such, the team determined this issue
did not have a credible impact on safety. Although this issue should be corrected, it
constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in
accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered
into the corrective action program as CR 200100879.
Essential Header Flow Verification
The team reviewed test procedure PT-R93, "Essential Service Water Header Flow
Balance," Rev. 3, which performed an operational test of the essential service water
header to verify that design flow was provided to all system components. The test is
normally performed at the end of each refueling outage on the header that is aligned as
the essential header and using the two lowest performing pumps to simulate worst case
design basis accident conditions.
The team noted that during plant operation the system was realigned every six months
to equalize the time each header functioned as the essential or nonessential header to
more evenly distribute pump wear. However, the team also noted that there were no
requirements in the test procedure, or other plant procedures, to ensure that the
refueling interval testing would alternate between the two headers. The licensee was
able to verify from operating records that both headers would function properly as the
essential header. The team considered the lack of directions to alternate headers
during testing to be a weakness with the flow testing procedure. The licensee initiated
CR 200100511 to address this issue.
Strainer Blowdown Flow Safety Evaluation
The team reviewed test procedure PT-R93, 'Essential Service Water Header Flow
Balancew that was performed on August 24, 1998, following the replacement of all six
service water pumps during 1997 and 1998 (Modification Number FMX-96-10376-M).
During the test, the pumps were unable to deliver the design basis flows to all of the
safety-related components and CR 199807295 was generated. In reviewing this issue
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the licensee discovered that the service water strainer blowdown flow was at
approximately 600 gpm. The flow was adjusted to the required value of 225 ± 25 gpm
and the test was re-performed successfully. The licensee then implemented a
temporary facility change (98-222) to maintain the blowdown valves at the new throttled
setting.
The team reviewed the documents associated with the temporary modification and
determined that safety evaluation 98-322-EV, Rev. 2, did not clearly address the
required strainer blowdown flows. The safety evaluation indicated that UFSAR
Table 9.6-1 specified the minimum essential service water pump strainer blowdown flow
as 100 gpm. The safety evaluation further identified that service water operability could
be maintained with as little as 0 gpm and as much as 250 gpm without reconciling these
differences with the UFSAR specified minimum flow. In addition, the strainer supplier
recommended a blowdown flow rate of 2 to 3% of the through-strainer flow."1
Calculation FFX-00713, Rev. 0, documented that the maximum through-flow was
approximately 6,923 gpm. Using 2% of this value would yield a minimum allowable
blowdown flow of 138 gpm. The calculation showed that with the throttle valves set at
the new normal operating minimum flow of 200 gpm, the actual blowdown for worst case
accident conditions would be 164 gpm, thereby meeting the vendor's recommended
minimum flow. Therefore, the team determined that, although the 225 gpm ± 25 gpm
setting for normal operating blowdown flow was adequate to maintain strainer
operability, the safety evaluation was weak since this value had not been evaluated
against the correct basis provided by the vendor (138 gpm). Additionally, the safety
evaluation did not identify that the 100 gpm UFSAR minimum value was inadequate and
would have incorrectly allowed 0 gpm blowdown flow. The licensee initiated
CR 200101133 to address this concem.
b.3

General Design Control Observations

The team observed that there appeared to be a general difficulty in retrieving design
basis information to support design control, testing and plant modification efforts. This
issue had been previously identified and slow progress has been made to improve in
this area. Additionally, this deficiency appeared to have had additional plant staff impact
in that some inconsistencies in the review of certain technical issues were observed.
The team noted that the licensee's business plan incorporated long-term initiatives to
address this issue.
2.

Procedure Quality

a. Inspection Scooe
The team reviewed licensee event reports, NRC inspection reports, self-assessments,
and condition reports to evaluate the extent that procedure quality has contributed to
previous performance issues. The team reviewed a sample of procedures involved in
performance problems to assess the technical adequacy of those procedures. The
reviews included a verification that the procedure steps would achieve the required

"1The lowest blowdown flow would occur at maximum through-strainer flow conditions
that would correspond to the lowest pump discharge pressure
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system performance for normal, abnormal, remote shutdown and emergency operating
conditions. Procedures were also reviewed to ensure the activity was accomplished
within the plant design bases and regulatory requirements, and that procedure
inadequacies did not exist that would cause an initiating event. The team reviewed
maintenance procedures to ensure they were sufficient to perform the task, that they
included independent quality verification of important attributes, and that they resulted in
the task being performed consistent with the equipment vendor instructions and
specifications. A sample of important vendor manuals were also reviewed to ensure
they were complete and up-to date. The team reviewed the effectiveness of the
licensee in ensuring current copies of documents were in place in the working files and
that procedures affected by modifications or industry experience were updated in a
timely manner.
The team reviewed the procedure change process to ensure it was in accordance with
regulatory requirements and that appropriate personnel were involved in the
development, review and approval of procedure changes. The team also reviewed the
adequacy of controls for developing special or complex procedures to ensure that they
were adequately validated and discussed with the plant personnel prior to
implementation.
The team evaluated a sample of temporary procedure changes to ensure the changes
were reviewed and approved in accordance with technical specification requirements
and that the changes were consistent with the plant design and licensing bases. The
team reviewed night orders, work orders and other documents to ensure that they did
not result in uncontrolled procedure changes. The team also reviewed a sample of
condition reports involving procedure quality to assess the effectiveness of corrective
actions.
b. Findings
b.1

General Procedure Issues

Emergencv Fuel Oil Transfer Procedure
The team reviewed AOl 27.3.1, Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer Using the Trailer," Rev. 0,
and found that the instructions for filling the trailer from the gas turbine fuel oil storage
tank were deficient. This procedure is used to transfer fuel oil from the gas turbine fuel
oil storage tank to replenish the fuel oil supply to the onsite emergency diesel
generators. The procedure improperly directed the operator to connect the trailer fill
hose to a drain line on the tank connection manifold rather than the fill line. Further, the
precautions and limitations of the procedure stated that a flush of the trailer fuel lines
may be required to remove ethylene glycol used for freeze protection. However, there
were no instructions for performing this task and an operator interviewed by the team
was unaware of how that particular flush evolution would be accomplished.
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The team considered this issue to be of very low safety significance (Green) because
the use of this procedure has never been required and would require minor changes to
resolve the discrepancies. The failure to establish adequate procedure directions is
considered an additional example of the non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1. This issue was
entered into the corrective action program as CR 200100944 (NCV 0500024712001002-003).
Temporarv Procedure Change Process
Addendum VI to SAO 100, Indian Point Station Procedure Policy,' Rev. 3, described
the process for implementing temporary procedure changes (TPCs). A TPC provides
guidance for plant operations when existing plant procedures cannot be performed as
written. The procedure stated that if not required for immediate operation of the plant,
then the procedure shall be revised in accordance with SAO 100. The team reviewed
TPC 00-0853 which was implemented to change alarm response procedure (ARP) AS-1
(Accident Assessment Panel 1; windows 5-4 and 6-4) because a temporary modification
had disabled the associated alarm inputs. Since the alarm inputs had already been
disabled and the change was not required for immediate operation of the plant, the team
determined that a TPC was not the appropriate mechanism to change the procedure.
The team considered this issue to be of very low safety significance (Green) because
the use of this TPC had minimal affect on plant operations. However, the failure to
implement the requirements of SAO 100 for the use of TPCs is considered an additional
example of the non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1. This issue was entered into the
corrective action program as CR 200100866 (NCV 0500024712001-002-003).
Biennial Procedure Reviews
The team found that the licensee did not implement biennial procedure reviews in a
manner consistent with existing administrative guidance. SAQ 100, Indian Point Station
Procedure Policy,' Rev. 31, stated that biennial procedure reviews apply to documents
which implement the regulations of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The procedure also stated
that procedures which are used routinely (at least every two years), may be excluded
from biennial reviews. Examples included calibration procedures, check-off lists (COL),
maintenance procedures, plant operating procedures (POP), surveillance test
procedures, system operating procedures (SOP), alarm response procedures (ARP),
and abnormal operating instructions (AOl). The team found that the generation support
department personnel interpreted this guidance to mean that all COLs, POPs, SOPs,
ARPs, and AOls are exempted from biennial procedure reviews. However, the team
noted that there was no mechanism to identify procedures that are not used within a two
year interval, and would therefore require a biennial review. The licensee researched
the basis for this interpretation and found that the quality assurance program description
stated that routine plant procedures that have not been used for two years shall be
reviewed before use to determine if changes are necessary or desirable.
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The failure to implement the SAO-100 procedure was not subjected to a cornerstone
significance determination process. Although this issue should be corrected, it
constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in
accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered
into the corrective action program as CR 200101449.
Incomplete Plant Operating Procedures
Operations Administrative Directive (OAD) 33, OProcedure Adherence and Use,"
Rev. 15, requires that operators verify the completion of steps in POPs. While
reviewing a controlled procedure binder in the control room, the team Identified that two
POPs used for the recent plant startup (December 2000) contained several procedure
steps that were not properly signed off. Specifically, POP 1.1, 'Plant Restoration From
Cold Shutdown to Hot Shutdown Conditions,* Rev. 55, and POP 1.2, wReactor Startup,"
Rev. 30, had numerous procedure steps that were apparently completed, but not
initialed by licensed operators. This was considered to be an example of a minor
violation of a failure to follow procedures since it appeared that the affected procedure
steps had actually been performed and only the associated signatures were missing.
The failure to implement the OAD 33 procedure was not subjected to a cornerstone
significance determination process. Although this issue should be corrected, it
constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in
accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy.
Environmental Qualification Engineer Review of Work Orders
Station procedure SAO-430, Environmental Qualification (EQ) Program," Section
2.2.12 required that the EQ engineer review all work packages on EQ equipment to
assure that EQ considerations have been addressed. The team identified that this
review was not performed for work order NP-99-06573. The team interviewed an EQ
engineer, who stated that he was not aware of this procedure requirement and did not
review all the completed work packages. The EQ engineer stated that he had reviewed
and approved the general procedures that were used during the performance of the
associated work. He also noted that he did not review all completed packages as a
routine matter.
The team determined this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because there
were no actual equipment deficiencies identified that were due to a lack of the EQ
engineer review. Although this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a violation of
minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in accordance with Section
IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered into the corrective action
program as CR 200100872.
Procedure Chanae Backloa
The team reviewed the backlog of operations procedure changes and noted there were
about 650 Communications to Staff (CTS) items in the backlog. Many of the CTS items
represented change requests for multiple procedures. Accordingly, the backlog of
affected procedures requiring changes was substantially higher than 650. The team
discussed the backlog with licensee personnel in the generation support department
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(operations procedure writers) and reviewed the *klog and found that there was no
^ only prioritization occurred when
formal mechanism to prioritize individual items.
CTS items were received, and judgement calls' ,
made as to whether immediate
changes were necessary. The team identified a ;.nber of items which should have
received elevated priority. The following exams . are representative of the team's
findings in this area:
*

CTS 98-1248, dated October 21, 1998,. ferred to an Abnormal Operating
Procedure (AOI 29.6) that implemented :i operating principle that was
inconsistent with current practice.

*

CTS 99-0265, dated April 14, 1999, documented that a procedure check-off list
(PCO 3.2) did not properly reposition two valves (residual heat removal heat
exchanger motor-operated valves) following a safety injection.

*

CTS 99-0535, dated July 28, 1999, identified that operations log sheet DSR-8M,
associated with the gas turbine north and south fuel oil storage tanks, did not
accurately reflect the proper minimum and normal tank levels.

The items listed above had been in the system for some time (nearly 2 % years for
CTS 98-1248), and were more than minor editorial changes. The team considered the
extent and age of the procedure change backlog to be a weakness in the maintenance
of plant procedures. The team also noted that nearly all of the operations procedures
had not received biennial reviews due to the misinterpretation of SAO 100 as discussed
earlier, contributing to the time it takes for incorporating proposed changes by way of
periodic procedure reviews and revisions.
Document Control
The team identified several minor document control issues associated with station
procedures. For example, uncontrolled, and out-of-date copies of the post-run
attachments of the diesel generator operating procedures (SOP 27.3.1.1, 27.3.1.2. and
27.3.1.3) were found in the EDG building. However, it did not appear that any out-ofdate attachments had been used for obtaining and recording actual EDG data. The
licensee promptly removed the uncontrolled attachments from the EDG building and
initiated CR 200101382 to further review this issue.
The team also found that there was no mechanism or instruction to remove expired
temporary operating instructions (TOI) from the controlled, active TOI binder located in
the control room. Previously, the generation support supervisor removed outdated TOls
during routine tours. During the course of this inspection the team identified two expired
TOls that were still in the control room binder. The licensee promptly removed the
expired TOls from the control room binder and initiated CR 200101383 to further review
these issues.
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Procedure Use and Quality
The team determined that OAD 33, "Procedure Adherence and Use,' Rev. 15, allowed
broad flexibility for place keeping while using implementing procedures. The procedure
recommended, but did not require, place keeping for continuous use procedures and
operating instructions by placing a mark on the sign off line upon completion of the step
(marks can be made in pencil and then erased). The team observed that during the
power ascension on January 19, 2001, the status of ongoing evolutions was not
apparent because place keeping within an active procedure was not consistently
conducted. Although a panel walk down by the team did not identify any mis-positioned
components or missed procedural steps, the team concluded that place keeping
guidance and implementation was a weakness and made it difficult for operators to
ascertain accurate system configurations.
The team also identified quality weaknesses associated with the procedure associated
with scheduling, approving and assessing overtime. The team determined that
procedure OAD 9, Operations Section Organization," Rev. 27, did not institute
maximum limits for excessive overtime. Rather, the procedure allowed workers to
surpass the overtime limits for planned overtime with the advance approval of the
assistant operations manager or higher. Further, excessive unplanned overtime
required only the approval of the shift manager. The team also found that excessive
overtime approvals did not require any assessment with respect to worker fitness for
duty. The team reviewed overtime request and approval records, and did not identify
instances where procedure requirements were violated. However, the team concluded
that the procedure weaknesses represented the potential for inappropriate overtime
hours being worked without including an assessment for fitness for duty concerns.
b.2

480 Vac and Emergencv Diesel Generators Procedure Issues

Procedure Acceptance Criteria
The team reviewed various procedures associated with the 480 Vac and EDG systems
and identified a number of performance issues. The following examples are
representative of the team's findings in this area:
*

The team noted that the EDG loading calculation assumed a frequency variation
of +1-0.5% based on the vendor setpoint tolerance. The team found that the
safety injection with loss of off-ske power surveillance test did not contain an
acceptance criteria for EDG frequency. Based on the available design data the
acceptance criterion should have been 60 Hz, +/- 0.3 Hz. Although the
procedure did not specify an acceptance criterion, the team found that the
results of the most recent testing performed during the 2000 outage confirmed
that the frequency was within the values assumed in the calculation. The team
also noted that the monthly EDG surveillance procedure and the 24 hour load
test
procedures specified an acceptance criteria tolerance of +o- 1.5
Hz which was not consistent with the loading calculation. In
addition the team noted that the procedure for verifying the
capacity of the EDGs did not include considerations of instrument
uncertainty for the maximum loading (2300 kW) condition testing.
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*

The team reviewed control room operator log, DSR-1, and found that the
minimum and maximum ranges specified for the instrument bus voltage were not
bounded by the 118 Vac instrument power system voltage calculations.

*

The team found that the vendor requirement to restrain the end cells of battery
23 had not been adequately translated into installation drawings.

*

The team reviewed instrumentation and control preventive maintenance package
for the undervoltage relays (ICPM 1741) for the 125 Vdc control power automatic
transfer switches that supply EDG and 480 Vac switchgear control circuits. The
team observed that the specified acceptance criteria of 100 +/- 2.0 volts was not
consistent with the 125 Vdc voltage drop calculations FEX-00044-02 through
FEX-00046-02 and FEX-00048-02 and would not ensure acceptable voltage at
the dc loads prior to transfer.

The team determined these issues were of very low safety significance (Green) because
none of the test results or operating data identified instances where equipment was
operating outside of its design limits.
The team considered the failure of the licensee to include appropriate acceptance in the
procedures and drawings to ensure activities have been satisfactorily accomplished to
be a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V. "Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings.' This violation is being treated as a non-cited violation consistent with
Section VI.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368). These
issues were entered into the corrective action program as CRs 200100777, 200100531,
200100908, 200101576 and'200100750 (NCV 0500024712001-002-004).
b.3

Service Water System Procedure Issues

Service Water Header Pressure Analyses
The team reviewed Alarm Response Procedure (ARP) Window 4-6, 'Service Water Hdr
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 High/Low Press,' Rev. 25, and DSR 1, 'Unit 2 Central Control
Room Log," Rev. 77, and found that the service water header low pressure alarm set
point was 53 psig and the minimum acceptable header pressure in the control room log
was 48 psig . The team found that the bases for the low pressure alarm set point was to
ensure there would be adequate pressure to supply flow to the main turbine lube oil
coolers. The control room log minimum appeared to have been based on the same
requirement but without an elevation head correction that should have been considered.
The licensee did not have an engineering analysis to demonstrate that all safety-related
components would receive adequate flow if header pressure was controlled based on
these limits.
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The licensee performed a preliminary analysis assuming a header pressure of 53 psig
and it was determined that acceptable flows would be delivered to the system.
However, the control room log limit of 48 psig was found to be inadequate, and it was
raised to 58 psig by Revision 78 during the inspection to provide a 5 psig margin above
the set point.
This issue was of very low safety significance (Green) because the team did not identify
any Instances of operation at less than 53 psig.
The failure to properly translate the header pressure design bases into plant procedures
is considered an additional example of the non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion IlIl, ODesign Control.' This issue was entered into the licensee's corrective
action program as CRs 200100707 and 200101410 (NCV 0500024712001-002-002).
Service Water Strainer Pit Flooding
The team reviewed the service water system for potential failure modes. It was noted
that an event that requires the automatic starting of the service water pumps results in
the potential for one of the service water pump vacuum breaker valves to fail open.
These valves were located in the strainer room and would discharge directly into the
space whose floor elevation (5' - 9") is several feet above normal Hudson River
elevation. As a means of relieving an internal flood Inthe strainer pit, there was an eight
inch drain line that discharges to the service water pump bay. This line included
butterfly valve MD-501 that was maintained normally open by procedure COL 24.1.1.
Service Water and Closed Cooling Water Systems,' Rev. 30.
Procedure AOI 28.0.4, "PIant Flooding-Conventional Side,' Rev. 2 required closing MD501 if river water level reached 5' - 8" to prevent flooding the room from the river
(external flood). However, in this configuration, an internal flood from a failure, such as
a vacuum breaker valve, could cause failure of all of the service water strainer motor
operators. In response to this finding, the licensee initiated TPC 01-0039, dated
January 24, 2001, which revised Procedure AOI 28.0A. to continuously monitor the
service water strainer pit for evidence of water in-leakage when the river water level
reaches 5'- 8" and valve MD-501 is closed.
The team determined this issue was of very low risk significance (Green) because it
involved the relatively low probability of a valve failure coupled with the low probability of
an external flooding event.
The failure to properly translate the design bases into plant procedures is considered an
additional example of the non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IlIl,
mDesign Control." This issue was entered into the corrective action program as CR
200100878 (NCV 0500024712001-002-002).
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Service Water Strainer Pit Drain Check Valve
The team noted that in addition to the manually operated valve discussed above, the
strainer room drain line also contained check valve, MD-500, located on the outboard
side of the room in the service water pump bay. This valve had safety-related functions
to close to prevent river water from entering the room in the event of high river level and
to open to prevent internal strainer pit flooding. The valve has a counter-balanced disk
designed to assure opening at the very low differential pressure that would be
associated such flooding. The team discovered that valve MD-500 was not included in
the plant testing program to verify its ability to fulfill its function. In response to this
finding, the licensee took immediate action to demonstrate operability by manually
cycling the valve from the full open to full closed position and observing that the valve
opened with minimal effort and that there was no restriction in movement., The team
considered this issue to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the valve
was confirmed to be operable.
The failure to test the valve by periodically exercising it to its safety function position is
considered a violation of 10 CFR 50.55a, 'Codes and Standards,' paragraph (f),
uInservice Testing Requirements." This violation is being treated as a non-cited violation
consistent with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy, issued May 1, 2000
(65FR25368). This issue was entered into the corrective action program as
CR 200101466 (NCV 0500024712001-002-005).
Inservice Testing Procedure
The team reviewed the results of performance test PT-Q26A, Rev. 7, "21 Service Water
Pump," performed on September 13, 2000, and found that the test acceptance criteria
reflected the original Aurora pump criterion for operability of 2 253 feet differential
pressure at 1,500 gpm. The team noted that the licensee had not revised the
acceptance criteria following the replacement of the Aurora pumps with Johnston pumps
in 1997 and 1998 to properly reflect the characteristics of the new pumps.
The licensee indicated that the basis for the acceptance criteria corresponded to the
10% degraded head point for the Aurora pumps as documented in Calculation PGI00371, Rev. 00. The calculation demonstrated that, with 10% degradation, the Aurora
pumps could still provide the required design basis flow to all of the safety-related
components. Although the replacement Johnston pumps' vendor curves showed better
performance than the Aurora pumps at the 1,500 gpm test point, they showed
somewhat lower performance at the 5,000 gpm design point. The team noted that there
were several missed opportunities for the licensee to discover and correct this
discrepancy. Preliminary analyses by the licensee during the inspection showed that if
the pumps had been allowed to degrade to the acceptance criteria values in this test
procedure and the other service water pumps' corresponding IST procedures, their
performances would not have been adequate to meet the design basis requirements.
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The licensee evaluated this issue and determined that If individual pump performance
remained above the 95% 'alert value in the test procedures, the pumps would be
capable of providing the design basis flows. The licensee also confirmed that all of the
pump actual test results remained above the alert values and as a result all were
considered operable.
The system would have been able to perform its intended design functions, as such, the
team determined this issue did not have a credible impact on safety. Although this issue
should be corrected, it constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to
enforcement action in accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy.
This issue was entered into the corrective action program as CR 200100170.
Service Water System Test Correction Factors
The team reviewed procedure PT-R93, "Essential Service Water Flow Balance," Rev. 3,
and identified that the acceptance criteria for minimum flows to the various safetyrelated components had not been adjusted to compensate for several factors that could
result in accident flows being less than design basis requirements. These factors
included test instrument uncertainty, actual river levels versus the design basis minimum
level, and the effect of pump strainers at design basis maximum differential pressure.
The team also noted that the procedure directed the installation of temporary flow
instrumentation without provisions to ensure consistent installation from one test to the
next.
The licensee evaluated this issue and determined that, although the factors discussed
above were not accounted for in the procedure, there were sufficient margins in the
established flows to ensure that all components were operable. The team determined
this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because the system was capable of
performing its design function. Although this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a
violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in accordance
with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. This issue was entered into the
corrective action program as CR 200100970.
Service Water Strainer Differential Pressure
The team reviewed design documents and operating and test procedures associated
with the service water system strainers. Several procedures reflected a 9 psid design
differential pressure limit across the strainer, and the strainer vendor manual
documented 15 psid as the structural differential pressure limit. The team observed that
during normal operation the flows in both the essential and non-essential headers were
significantly lower than design basis accident flows due to flow throttling for temperature
control. In an accident, however, the flow control valves would be either full open or
bypassed in order to maximize heat removal. The differences between normal and
accident flows were at the maximum in winter when throttling was maximized. An
example of the difference was observed on February 5, 2001, when, with ice in the river,
in three-header operation, the non-essential header flow was observed to be 3,250 gpm.
The licensee had determined that the minimum accident flow would have been
5,780 gpm. Since the differential pressure is proportional to the square of the flow rate,
for this particular day the strainer differential pressure would have increased by a factor
of 3.2 for accident flow conditions. Since the actual differential pressure was 1.3 psid on
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this date the non-essential header would not have exceeded the design limit of 9.0 psid
as a result of expected post-accident flow rates. However, higher normal strainer
differential pressure, well below the procedure limit would result in strainer differential
pressures in excess of the design limit or the vendor's structural limit after accident flow
conditions were established. Therefore, these normal operation procedural limits were
inadequate.
The team also identified a weakness in the alarm response procedure, 'Service Water
Strainers Trouble," Rev. 25, which had an alarm set point at 8.5 psid. The alarm
response procedure stated, "IE differential pressure remains above 15 psid, PLACE
standby service water pump in service a shutdown service water pump associated
with affected strainer." This direction would allow strainer operation above 15 psid for a
limited period, which was contrary to the vendor's direction and could cause permanent
damage. The licensee had no basis or analysis to demonstrate that its operating limit
was adequate to prevent exceeding the strainer structural limit of 15 psid for accident
conditions.
The team determined that these issues did not have a credible impact on safety
because the differential pressure across the strainers was low enough that the design
limit would not have been challenged even at the higher accident flow rates. Although
this issue should be corrected, it constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not
subject to enforcement action in accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement
Policy. This issue was entered into the corrective action program as CR 200101404.
Service Water System Operating Procedure
The team found that procedure SOP 24.1, 'Service Water System Operation," Rev. 40,
contained a precaution which stated "Do not operate 23 and 24 SWPs simultaneously, if
it can be avoided by existing operational considerations, due to the potential for creating
vortexing in the service water bay.' The procedure contained a similar note following
step 4.1.1.
The ability of these pumps to operate together safely was further called into question by
a July 1994 evaluation report on a 1-to-6.4 scale model hydraulic study of the service
water pump intake. The study had been commissioned by the licensee in response to
three pump failures that occurred over a period of a few weeks. The report indicated
that there were severe sub-surface vortices for almost all pump combinations tested,
and because of the large length-to-diameter ratio, the pump columns were sensitive to
flow imbalances and fluctuations. The report also indicated that the hydraulic
performance of the existing service water intake did not meet the acceptance criteria
selected for the study because of adverse sub-surface vortices. The most severe
vortexing was noted with pumps 2,3,4, and 6 operating.
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The licensee initiated CR 200100912 to document and further review this issue and
determined that the procedure statements associated with vortexing were added by a
procedure change in response to the report. This change had been reviewed by the
Station Nuclear Safety Committee on August 25, 1994. The reason stated in the
meeting minutes for the changes was 'only because of the possible long-term effects of
potential vortexing.0 The licensee also informed the team that the pump configurations
were in accordance with the Hydraulic Institute Standards and that the new Johnston
pumps, installed in 1997 and 1998, were more heavily constructed than the original
Aurora pumps. In addition, the three pump failures that precipitated the original study
had ultimately been attributed to improper coupling assembly and foreign object
ingestion. Based on this information, and the fact that during normal operation no
excessive wear or vibration had been observed in any of the pumps, the licensee
concluded that the precaution and note were unnecessary and planned to revise the
procedure to remove the procedure statements. The team considered the failure of the
licensee to correct the procedure to be a weakness, in that it unnecessarily restricted
operators from certain operating configurations.
3.

Eauipment Performance

a. Inspection Scope
The team reviewed various maintenance related issues for the selected systems to
determine the licensee's effectiveness in identifying the causes and extent of equipment
problems as well as in developing and implementing corrective actions. Additionally, an
assessment of the implementation of maintenance rule (MR) requirements was
conducted. The team reviewed maintenance related documents, observed maintenance
activities and conducted plant tours to assess the effectiveness of the licensee in
entering maintenance issues into the corrective action program. The team also
reviewed open condition reports and corrective maintenance work orders for the
selected systems to assess their potential impact on operability.
The review also included surveillance and post-maintenance tests to assess the
effectiveness of the licensee in specifying appropriate acceptance criteria and to verify
the effectiveness of controls to restore equipment to operation following testing. The
team also reviewed the scope of the calibration program for the selected systems and
sampled system instrumentation loops to ensure instrumentation important to safety
was included. Additionally, the team reviewed the preventive maintenance programs for
the selected systems to assess the program adequacy and to verify that design
document, vendor manual and generic communication information were incorporated
into the maintenance program. Observations of in-progress maintenance and testing on
the selected systems were conducted.
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b. Findings
b.1

480 Vac and Emergency Diesel Generators

Gas Turbine Performance
The team reviewed the performance of the GTs that provide a backup electrical supply
in the event of a station blackout condition and for alternate safe shutdown in the event
of a fire. Based on these functions, the GTs were included within the scope of the
licensee's 10 CFR 50.65 maintenance rule program. The licensee established an
availability goal of 80% (less than 3,504 hours unavailability in a 24 month period) and a
reliability goal of less than 2 maintenance preventable functional failures (MPFF) and
zero repetitive MPFF's in a 24 month period. The team noted that the GTs had not
been meeting these goals since 1995. In addition, a review of the performance history
documented in the existing site maintenance rule basis document
for the gas turbines indicated that none of the goals (availability
and reliability) were being met at that time and that the GTs
remained classified as (a)(1) under the MR.
The team reviewed the system health report for the gas turbines for the 4' quarter of
2000 and noted that GT-2 was still not meeting the goals for availability and none of the
GTs were meeting the goal for reliability due to numerous failures. Discussions with
licensee personnel indicated that several outstanding issues impacted the station's
ability to adequately maintain the GTs. For example, the preventive maintenance
program lacked specificity and rigor and there was poor design information, such as
electrical schematics and mechanical drawings available to the staff. The team also
noted that there was a significant decline in performance of the GTs during the 4"
quarter of 2000 that included several repetitive maintenance preventable failures. The
licensee attributed these problems, in part, to a lack of preventive maintenance during
the 2000 steam generator replacement outage.
The team determined these issue were of very low safety significance (Green) because
the technical specification requires only one GT to be operable. In addition, the team
did an independent calculation of the change in core damage probability associated with
the current unavailability of GT-2 for an estimated repair length of 60 days and
determined that the risk increase to be within the very low safety significance band
(<1 E-6).
The failure of the licensee to effectively implement corrective actions to ensure that the
established maintenance rule goals would be met is considered a violation of 10 CFR
50.65 (a)(1). This violation of 10 CFR 50.65(a)(1) is being treated as a non-cited
violation (EA-01 -055), consistent with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy,
issued on May 1, 2000 (65FR25368). This issue was entered in the corrective action
program as CR200100233 (NCV 0500024712001-002-006).
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480 Vac and Emergency Diesel Generator Performance
The team reviewed the maintenance history, equipment performance and maintenance
rule program aspects associated with the emergency diesel generators and 480 Vac
systems. The review focused on system performance in the post-1999 time period
since extensive follow-up was performed following the August 1999 loss of offsite power
and reactor trip. The team determined that while minor equipment problems had been
observed, the overall performance of the systems had been adequate.
b.2

Service Water

Instrumentation and Controls Preventive Maintenance
The team reviewed several EDG instrument calibrations which were performed using
instrumentation and controls preventive maintenance (ICPM) packages and found that
in several cases the entire instrumentation circuit was not tested. For example, several
packages 12 were completed without control power available to test the resultant circuit
actuations. The specified sensors were tested through verification of relay contacts, but
in some cases, the resultant actuations such as alarm and annunciation were not tested.
The incomplete PMs referenced a condition report, however, the inability to test the
specific condition was not included in the report.
The team also reviewed ICPM package 1350, Rev. 3, that tested instrumentation
associated with service water flow control valves FCV 1176 and 1176A. These valves
control the flow of cooling water from the EDGs. The control circuitry includes contacts
to open the valves if a high jacket water or high lube oil temperature is sensed on an
operating EDG. Although the ICPM checked and calibrated the setpoint of the
temperature switches, there was no testing to verify that the associated relay and
circuitry would open the valves on a high temperature condition. The team reviewed
CR 199900576 which documented that the licensee had identified this same issue
during the development of the component function matrix. The CR recommended
testing to improve plant reliability but also stated the devices are not important to
nuclear safety since the valves also open on a safety injection signal, which was
routinely tested. However, the team noted that a single failure of flow control
instrumentation for the valves could result in a close signal to both valves.
Consequently, during operation of the EDGs without the presence of a safety injection
signal, the high temperature circuitry was important to nuclear safety since it was
necessary to prevent the loss of the emergency power safety function due to a single
failure that could isolate all cooling water to the diesels. The licensee reviewed the
issue further and concluded that the high temperature circuitry was not tested but also
identified a previous modification

12 PM Packages No. 1779-1, Diesel Generator 22 Lube Oil System, Rev. 2, PM package
No. 1778-1, Diesel Generator Jacket Water System, Rev. 2, and PM package no. 1776, Diesel
Generator 21 Fuel Oil System, Rev. 4
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which added a mechanical stop to prevent full closure of the 1176A valve. While the
purpose of this modification was to provide sufficient flow velocity to prevent fouling of
the system, the licensee was also able to show that with the valve closed to the
mechanical stop, adequate flow would be provided to the EDGs.
The team discussed these findings with licensee personnel and found that the station
had recognized the need to improve the ICPM program and developed a program to
convert the packages to procedures that used the surveillance test procedure format.
Further, the team also noted that the ICPM program did not include all of the various
safety and non-safety related instruments. There were approximately 650 existing ICPM
packages requiring action and approximately 600 instruments not included in the ICPM
program scope. As a result of the team raising this issue, the licensee subsequently
reviewed a random sample of approximately 100 ICPMs to assess the adequacy of
testing and identified 7 additional discrepancies. Based on these results, the licensee
completed a review of all safety-related instrumentation ICPM packages and verified
that there were no concerns with equipment operability due to inadequate testing.
The team determined this issue did not have a credible impact on safety because none
of the deficiencies affected any component operability. Although this issue should be
corrected, it constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to
enforcement action in accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policy.
This issue was entered into the corrective action program as CRs 200100974,
200101411, 200101467 and 200101468.
Service Water Pump and Motor Replacement
Between July 1997 and January 1998, all six service water Aurora pumps were replaced
with Johnston pumps. Also, in 2000, the motors for pumps 21 and 24 were replaced.
Each pump and motor replacement was followed by a post-maintenance test (PMT) in
accordance with procedure TP-SQ-1 1.016, 'Post Maintenance Test Program.' The test
involved a performance of the applicable quarterly test procedure, PT-Q26A - F, which
involved a single point (low-flow, high-head) pump test. The team reviewed this
guidance and found it to be in accordance with the licensee's commitments to ASME
OM Part 6. The team also noted that following a pump or pump motor disassembly or
replacement, the procedure requires a single point capacity test for flow verification as
well as checks for vibration levels, operating temperature and fluid leakage. The team
further observed, that subsequent to the pump replacements, the pump vendor
identified a nonconformance associated with pump performance curves in that the
curves could be in error up to 3.8% due to a failure to take into account instrument
uncertainties during the development of the curves. Capacity testing at more than one
point would have increased the potential for identifying this discrepancy since at the test
point (1,500 gpm at 307 ft) the original curve had negligible deviation from the curves
that were subsequently adjusted for the potential error. Although the testing was in
accordance with the station procedure, the team considered flow testing at a single point
to be a weakness in the test program since it may not be adequate to verify pump
performance over the full range of flows that would be experienced during normal and
post-accident operation.
Emeraencv Diesel Generator Heat Exchanaer Flow Measurements
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The team reviewed PT-R93, Essential Service Water Header Flow Balance," performed
in July 2000, and noted that the procedure did not have an acceptance criteria for the
flow through the individual emergency diesel generators. Instead, it contained an
acceptance criteria for the combined flow of 1,200 gpm for all 3 EDGs. The team found
that the licensee had previously initiated CR 200005646 to address deficiencies
associated with the test and included the issue described above. The licensee had
determined that, based on factors such as regular inspection and cleaning of the heat
exchangers and the similarity of the parallel flow paths to the EDGs, that there was
adequate assurance that each EDG had adequate flow. The team considered this item
to be another example of testing program weaknesses. The licensee planned to
improve the test procedure.
Motor Onerated Valve T" Drains
During a plant walkdown the team noted that the *T drains for motor operated valve
(MOV) SWN-44-4A were not installed at the low point of the motor as required. The
licensee reviewed this condition and determined that the environmental qualification of
this particular valve was not affected based on the expected post-accident pressure and
temperature conditions. However, the licensee also found that the maintenance
procedures for the MOVs were weak in that they did not include directions to ensure the
drains were installed at the low point and the procedure did not specify the number of
drains to be installed. CR 200101007 was initiated to further evaluate this issue.
Service Water System Performance
The team reviewed the maintenance history, equipment performance and maintenance
rule program aspects associated with the service water system. The team determined
that while minor equipment problems had been observed, the overall performance of the
system had been adequate and that adequate flows would be delivered to important
system components.
4.

Configuration Control

a. Inspection ScoDe
The team reviewed operability evaluations performed for the selected systems to assess
their thoroughness, technical adequacy and to ensure that they did not result in plant
operation outside of the design and licensing bases. The team reviewed temporary
modifications for the systems to evaluate whether they had been reviewed and
approved by the appropriate personnel and that controls were in place to limit the
duration of the installation. Additionally, the team reviewed whether procedures and
drawings were updated where necessary. The assessment included a review of
selected configuration control issues from the corrective action program data base to
assess the adequacy of the licensee's problem identification and resolution program.
The team performed detailed walkdowns of the systems to determine whether the asbuilt configurations and lineups were consistent with plant procedures, drawings,
UFSAR and design basis documents. The team also assessed the material condition of
the system and support system components to determine if any conditions existed that
could adversely impact operability. Additionally, the team performed a verification that
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system components were properly labeled, cooled and lubricated to support the
performance of their design function requirements and that power was available and
correctly aligned to support automatic activations where appropriate. The team also
reviewed selected system instrumentation to verify it was properly installed and
calibrated. The team reviewed overall cleanliness, control of ignition sources and
flammable material in the vicinity of the systems and control of temporary storage of
materials and equipment to determine whether they impacted equipment operation or
access by plant operators.
The team reviewed the backlog of corrective and preventive maintenance for the
systems to assess whether any items or combinations thereof could impact equipment
operability. The team assessed the process for controlling maintenance, including the
assessment of risk and the inclusion of emergent work into the schedule. A sample of
tag-outs were reviewed to assess the adequacy of the configuration for the planned
work and the methods for controlling equipment status changes, including the control of
entry and exit from Technical Specification (TS) action statements. A walkdown was
performed to independently verify a sample of tag placements and component
alignments. Long term tag-outs, control room deficiencies, operator work-arounds and
equipment deficiencies were reviewed to assess the significance of these conditions.
The review included an assessment of work control procedures for the control of hot
work (welding, open flame, etc.) and the control of scaffolding in the vicinity of safety
related and important operating equipment. The team also reviewed the process for
performing maintenance using the Fix-It Now (FIN) team.
The team reviewed primary and secondary system chemistry controls to assess their
effectiveness in preventing degradation of the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure
boundary. The inspection included a review of chemical analyses records, trends of
water quality data and corrective actions taken when chemical variables exceeded
established limits. The adequacy of the licensee's measures to prevent the introduction
of chemical contaminants into the primary and secondary coolant water and measures
to detect any inadvertent contamination were also reviewed.
The team further assessed the adequacy of the fission product barriers by verifying a
selected portion of the containment isolation lineup, including attributes such as
component positions and power availability to ensure that components were properly
controlled in accordance with Technical Specifications. The team also reviewed a
reactor coolant system leak rate determination and reviewed procedures for ensuring
the containment atmosphere met design basis assumptions.
The team reviewed the operating performance history for the selected systems and
components and compared the out-of-service time to the assumed time in the individual
plant examination. The team also reviewed the licensee's efforts to integrate preventive
and corrective maintenance to minimize unavailability.
The team performed a walkdown of the containment spray system to independently
verify the system configuration. Temporary modifications for the system were also
reviewed to ensure proper installation in accordance with design information.
b. Findings
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b.1

480 Vac and Emermency Diesel Generators

Control of Setpoints for Delta - Temoerature Annunciation
During power ascension, the control room alarm for abnormal Delta-Temperature
(Defta-T) between reactor coolant loops was received. The operators took appropriate
actions as specified in the alarm response procedure for the deviation. However, it was
determined that the actual physical reactor coolant temperature differential was below
the setpoint for the alarm. The operators stopped the power increase and contacted
maintenance to investigate the alarm. Upon further investigation, it was determined that
the setpoint for the delta-T deviation loop 2 channel was incorrect which resulted in the
alarm actuating prematurely. Additionally, the preventive maintenance procedure used
to calibrate the instrument contained incorrect setpoint values.
Although the setpoints were incorrect for the delta-T deviation alarm, there was minimal
safety significance associated with the event. The delta-T deviation alarm prompts the
operators to investigate a possible core flux distribution or instrument problem and is not
part of any protective circuitry. Accordingly, this issue was determined to have very low
safety significance (Green). The licensee took corrective actions which included
adjustment of the setpoint to the proper setting.
The team considered the failure to properly adjust the setpoints of the DeltaTemperature circuitry as required by procedure an additional example of the non-cited
violation of TS 6.8.1. This issue was entered into the corrective action program as
CR 200100669 (NCV 0500024712001-002-003).
Oil Pads in EDG Instrumentation Cabinet
The team identified two oil absorbent pads inside the emergency diesel generator
(EDG) 21 instrumentation cabinet. The system engineer indicated that the pads were
used on October 26, 2000, to contain the oil from a leaking oil pressure switch (PC5440-S). The leak had been repaired but the pads were not removed. The oil soaked
pads represented an ignition hazard due to the presence of 120 volt direct current.
Several components in the cabinet could fail in the presence of heat and flame and
result in diesel unavailability. Technical Specification 6.8.1 specifies that written
procedures shall be implemented which cover the Fire Protection Program. Portions of
the Fire Protection Program are implemented at Indian Point 2 by procedure SAO-701,
Control of Combustibles and Transient Fire Load,' Rev. 8. The finding was determined
to have very low safety significance (Green) because the issue did not represent a fire
impairment, degradation of a fire protection feature, or a reduction in defense in depth.
The team considered the failure to remove the oil pads from EDG 21 gauge panel as
required by procedure SAO-701 an additional example of the non-cited violation of TS
6.8.1. This issue was entered into the corrective action program as CR 200101448
(NCV 05000247/2001-002-003).
Drawing Errors
The team identified a number of minor configuration control errors related to component
labeling and drawing discrepancies. Representative examples included:
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*

Drawing 9321 -F14046, wDiesel Generator Building Floor Drains & Ventilation
Control Air Piping Plans and Sections," did not show the 6' building exhaust fan
which had been added to the system. Additionally, another drawing had
mislabeled the exhaust fan.

*

Drawing 243683, Revision 2, showed SOV-7215 as a two way solenoid valve
whereas the installed valve was a three way solenoid valve. The installed valve
also did not match the bill of materials listed on the drawing.

*

Drawing 9321-F-3278, for heat trace panel 21, was not updated following a
modification.
Loop diagram 252686 had an error involving the depicted valve type.

*

One line diagram 208088 contained an error associated with the service water
cable size.

The team considered these to reflect weaknesses in the area of drawing controls.
Temporarv Power Cord
The team discovered that an uncontrolled, temporary power cord was plugged into an
energized power source outside the EDG building and fed under the building door to
power a maintenance air compressor. The compressor had not been used recently nor
had the power cord been disconnected as specified by Station Administrative Order
(SAO) 218, *Housekeeping Policy," Rev. 14. The temporary power cord was
disconnected and CR 2900100786 was initiated to document this issue. The team
concluded that this represented a weakness in the configuration control process.
Control of Licensing Basis Information
The team identified examples of incomplete or inaccurate licensing basis information. It
was noted that Technical Specification 4.6.D.1 indicated the gas turbine generator
would provide a minimum of 750 kilowatts (KW) for alternate safe shutdown loads. The
team questioned the basis for the 750 KW load rating and determined from a review of
the station's fire protection analysis that in fact, approximately 1,700 KW was required.
The system engineer concurred that TS 4.6.D.1 appeared incorrect and initiated several
CRs 13- to prompt further engineering investigation. This apparent Technical Specification
discrepancy did not appear to be a safety concern since the GT load ratings were well
above (> 10,000 KW) the necessary loads required for the plant to achieve a cold
shutdown condition. In addition, they are tested monthly in accordance with station test
procedures PT-M38A, B & C.
The team also identified incomplete licensing basis information associated with UFSAR
Section 8.2.3.2. This section of the analysis dealt with the emergency fuel supply for the
diesels and stated that "19,000 gal of storage ensures that at least two diesels can
operate to power the minimum engineered safeguards load for 73 hr." However, unless

'3

CRs 200101386, 20011386, and 200101486
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one diesel fails following a demand signal, all three EDG's would start and load their
respective emergency buses. The calculation which determined the minimum EDG
operation of 73 hours did not account for the fuel consumption from the third diesel.
The team estimated that if all three diesels were operating, the fuel storage capacity
would provide for only approximately 50 hours of diesel operation. The licensee initiated
CR 200100782 to revise this incomplete UFSAR description and include the fuel supply
given all three EDGs are operating. This issue did not present a safety concern as
adequate fuel monitoring capability was available to the operators when the EDGs are
operating and an adequate supply of fuel oil was available on-site with the necessary
transfer capability.
b.2 Service Water System
Systems not Operated as Designed
The team identified equipment related to the service water system in which the
automatic controls were degraded or long-term temporary fixes were installed. For
example, following the replacement of the service water pumps, the blowdown flow for
the strainers had to be reduced to ensure sufficient flow was provided to the service
water loads. This was accomplished using TFC 98-222 to throttle the blowdown stop
valves. The team noted that although these were ball valves which are not designed to
be used as throttle valves, a permanent modification has not yet been implemented and
the temporary change has-remained installed since 1998.
The team also found that the EDG temperature control valves, FCV-1 176 and FCV11 76A, are usually operated in automatic but are periodically placed in manual when
one or more of the valves begin to hunt. This problem was documented in CR
200006702 but had not been resolved at the time of the Inspection. This issue was
determined to be of minor safety significance because at the time of the inspection one
valve was in manual and the other was in automatic and in the event of a high
temperature condition on any diesel generator or a safety injection signal the valves
receive open signals which override the automatic controls.
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The team also reviewed a similar control problem associated with two automatic control
valves which control service water flow to the hydrogen cooler. Pressure control valve
PCV-1 180 is on the inlet side of the hydrogen cooler and limits flow such that service
water pressure inside the cooler is always below the hydrogen pressure. Temperature
control valve, TCV-1 101, is on the outlet of the hydrogen cooler and automatically
controls the outlet temperature of the cooler. The team found that the temperature
control valve for the generator hydrogen cooler could not always be operated in the
automatic mode because of interactions between the two valves.
The team noted an additional example of problems with automatic control of the service
water traveling screen 27. When the screen was actuated by the automatic control
system the control room incorrectly received a loss of spray water pressure alarm. This
condition was created when valve FCV-6983 and its actuator were replaced with a
different model valve and actuator. The newly installed valve operated slower than the
previous valve, resulting in the alarm circuitry actuating just prior to system pressure
being reached. Although operation of the screen system was not affected, the change
has resulted in unnecessary nuisance alarms.
These are examples of operating with known degraded conditions for extended periods
of time. While these issues are individually of very low safety significance, they present
a burden to operators.
EDG Temrorarv Facility Change
The team identified several administrative deficiencies associated with TFC 99-083
installed on the EDGs including: a caution tag on valve SWN 77-6 with an incorrect tag
number, an unsigned TFC tag on valve SWN 77-6, absence of a date and signature on
the deficiency tag on the 22 EDG raw water pressure gauge, and absence of a date on
the tag hanging on valve SWN 77-5. In addition, TPC 2000-0055 was incorporated into
SOP 27.3.1.3, "23 Emergency Diesel Generator Manual Operation," but was not
documented on the TFC. These issues were of minor significance and did not affect the
safe operation of the plant.
Drawing and Document Discreoancies
The team identified UFSAR descriptions of radiation monitoring on the service water
outlets from the containment fan coolers that did not accurately describe the
arrangement of these devices. UFSAR Section 6.4.2.1.4 stated that the cooling water
discharge from the cooling coils flows to the discharge canal and is monitored for
radioactivity by routing a small bypass flow from each through a common radiation
monitor. The team noted that the bypass flow did not come from the discharge of each
cooling coil, but rather from common headers into which coolers discharged, and the
bypass flow was monitored by two monitors and not one common monitor. Also,
UFSAR Section 9.6.1.2 stated that the ventilation cooler and motor cooler discharge
lines will be monitored by routing a small bypass flow from each through redundant
radiation monitors. The team noted that the bypass flow did not come
from the discharge of each cooling coil, but rather from common headers
into which the coolers discharged. The licensee initiated CR 200100849
to address these inaccuracies.
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The team also identified that service water system drawing, 9321-2722 Rev. 99, showed
valve SWN-68-1 which could not be located in the plant. The licensee investigated this
discrepancy and determined that this valve was associated with a service water flow
instrument that was retired in place in 1991 when an improved flow instrument was
installed. In 1993, a generic piping modification removed this valve and capped the
elbow tap. However, this modification was never updated in the system drawings. The
licensee initiated CR 200100910 to address this deficiency.
The team also identified six strainer drain valves which were not reflected on the system
drawings. The licensee investigated this issue and determined that these drain lines
had been installed by a modification in August 2000. The control room did not receive
an as-built marked-up version of the drawing until January 23, 2001, after the team
questioned the condition of these valves. The licensee initiated CRs 200101483 and
200101488 to address this issue.
The team noted discrepancies in the Service Water System Lineup, COL 24.1.1. The
check off list required that the seal14 numbers on the strainer blowdown stop valves be
checked by comparing the number on the seal with the number recorded in the most
recent documentation of acceptable flow. During the system walkdown, the team noted
that the seals installed on these valves did not contain specific identification numbers.
The licensee indicated numbered seals are no longer used at the plant, however, the
plant procedures had not been updated to reflect this fact. The team also noted that the
last service water system lineup performed on December 21, 2000, did not identify the
problem with a lack of numbers on the seals. The licensee initiated CR 200100923 to
address this issue. The team also noted that COL 24.1.1 had two entries for a valve
identified as NService Water Cooling Water to R-46, R-49 and R-53 (Header 4) Stop'
labeled with two different numbers, once as SWN-5 and the other time as SWN-56.
The team verified with that both situations referred to the same valve, and that the
number should have read SWN-56 in both cases. The team determined this issue did
not have a credible impact on safety. Although this issue should be corrected, it
constitutes a violation of minor significance that is not subject to enforcement action in
accordance with Section IV of the NRC's Enforcement Policies. However, they
demonstrate a lack of attention to detail on the part of the licensee staff and
weaknesses in the control of design drawings and documents. The licensee initiated
CR 200100774 to address this issue.
b.3

Findings - Fission Product Barrier Control

During the walkdown of the containment spray system the team noted that a portion of
the suction pipe between the refueling water storage tank and the containment spray
pumps was outside of the building and above grade. The team reviewed the adequacy
of the freeze protection on the exposed piping and noted that there could be an
undetected loss of freeze protection in the event the neutral wire connection was lost.
Further, it was determined that minimal measures were in place to ensure the continued

14

The seal are installed to ensure that the valves remain in the required throttled

positions
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reliability and availability of the freeze protection circuitry for this portion of the system.
The licensee acknowledged this potential and initiated CR200100858 to document and
further review this issue.
B.

Chemistry Controls

a. Inscection Score
The team reviewed primary and secondary system chemistry controls to assess their
effectiveness in preventing degradation of the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure
boundary. The inspection included a review of chemical analyses records, trends of
water quality data and corrective actions taken when chemical variables exceeded
established limits.
A confirmatory measurements radio-chemistry inspection was performed to review the
licensee's ability to measure radioactivity in plant systems and effluent samples and the
ability to demonstrate the acceptability of analytical results through implementation of a
laboratory quality assurance program. Water, charcoal cartridge, (particulate) filter, and
gas samples were analyzed by both the licensee and by the NRC Region I Mobile
Radiological Measurements Laboratory.
Inspection of this area included a review of the licensee's internal laboratory quality
program as described in Procedure No. CH-SQ-13.003, "Quality Assurance/Quality
Control of Analyses," Rev. 5. This procedure, as well as other licensee procedures,
provided for the control of analytical results through a number of mechanisms including:
definition of personnel responsibilities, the use of traceable standards, implementation of
instrument control checks, and participation in an interlaboratory quality control program.
b. Findings
During a review of the secondary chemistry data sheets in the control room, the team
found an out-of-specification reading for feedwater hydrazine concentration that was not
circled in red and not noted by the control room supervisor who had reviewed the logs.
It was later determined that the actual value was not out-of-specification due to the fact
that the limits had been recently changed by a temporary procedure change. In
reviewing this issue the team found that TPC 01-0015 changed the acceptable
hydrazine requirement in the chemistry administrative procedure to greater than
100 ppb. This change was carried into the control room chemistry log book but not into
the chemistry administrative procedure or the watch chemist logs. As a result, the
apparent out-of-specification (70 ppb) readings were not red circled or noted in the
control room log book since the watch chemist's log sheet still indicated that the 70 ppb
reading was acceptable. Further, the team's review of watch chemist logs showed
numerous red circled readings. These included: in-line instruments out-of-service, inline sample temperatures high, low hydrazine levels and low primary lithium
concentrations. The team noted that there were no condition reports written to
document these out-of- specification conditions. The team determined that these issues
were of minimal safety significance; the out-of-specification conditions were of short
duration and properly corrected. These issues represented minor violations of
regulatory requirements.
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The team conducted a comparison of the split sample results of various radio-chemistry
samples. It was concluded that the licensee was able to accurately quantify
concentrations of radioactive material in effluent and in-plant samples. The
comparisons for the sample results indicated that all of the measurements were in
agreement under the criteria for comparing results. The comparison data associated
with the sampling activities are presented in Table I.
The licensee's primary and secondary chemistry procedures and analysis were
found to be satisfactory and In accordance with the Electric Power Research
Institute guidance. The team concluded that the licensee had an adequate
internal laboratory quality assurance and quality control program and had
appropriately participated in an acceptable interlaboratory program.
C.

Human Performance

1.

Organizational Practices

a. Inspection Scone
The team conducted in excess of 50 hours of control room observations, Including a
24 hour continuous coverage period. Operators were observed performing evolutions,
tests, and responding to annunciators. The team also accompanied operators during
the performance of operator rounds. Written logs and shift status reports or updates
were reviewed for completeness and accuracy to ensure they provided sufficient detail.
Additionally, the team observed the performance of six operating crews in the simulator
(on-shift, initial license, and staff crews). The team evaluated shift communications and
turnover, operator knowledge of plant conditions and activities in progress, and operator
response to alarms.
The team observed scheduled and non-scheduled maintenance activities, the control
room command function, and implementation of compensatory measures as required by
risk and safety evaluations. The team observed pre-job and pre-evolution briefings,
evaluated communication between operations and other departments, and interviewed
operators to determine their awareness and understanding of ongoing activities.
Activities of field support supervisors and nuclear plant operators were observed to
determine whether operations personnel were knowledgeable about the status of
systems, structures, and components, equipment performance, and the impact of
ongoing work activities.
b. Findings
The team determined that a resource limitation existed with respect to the number of
licensed operators. There were 6 shift managers one of whom is the assistant
operations manager, 5 control room supervisors, and 5 watch engineers at the site. The
team noted that this level of staffing had the potential to increase the amount of planned
and unplanned overtime deviations. In fact, several instances of planned as well as
unplanned deviations from the administrative overtime limits were observed since
January 1"t, 2001. The team noted that the licensee had Initiated efforts to requalify
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several individuals holding inactive senior operator licenses. Additionally, nine
individuals were currently enrolled in a senior operator licensing class and were
expected to be evaluated for operating licenses by the NRC in July 2001. Additional
licensing classes were scheduled to start in April 2001 and early in 2002.
The team reviewed a number of self-assessments and third party assessments of
operations training. It was observed that these assessments were self-critical and had
identified a number of training weaknesses. The team concluded that although a
number of significant challenges existed with respect to the operator training program,
that the licensee had recognized these challenges and had initiated measures to
improve the overall training program. However, progress in this area has been slow and
the effectiveness of these measures had yet to be realized.
The team observed a weakness with respect to management reinforcement of
standards associated with the use of plant operating procedures. It was observed that
during the preparations to reduce power to repair a leak on the heater drain pump, that
plant management believed that the abnormal operating instruction (AOI 21.1.1) for the
loss of the drain pump provided an adequate basis for the ultimate power level to be
achieved. However, the AOl guidance conflicted with the more conservative guidance
contained in plant operating procedure (POP) 3.1 which governed a plant load
decrease."5 The team observed control room discussions concerning which procedure
should be used. Ultimately, after discussions with the Chief Nuclear Officer, the
licensee determined that the power should be reduced in accordance with POP 3.1.
However, a night order written that evening to the plant operators suggested that it
would have been acceptable to have terminated the load reduction at 900 MW. The
team determined that the guidance in the abnormal operating instructions, while
suggesting that an acceptable basis for the power level may exist at 900 MW, did not
necessarily establish the most desirable plant conditions to conduct corrective
maintenance. Rather, the abnormal operating instructions were written to place the
plant in a safe and stable configuration from which additional actions and assessment
can be made. The team determined that the management standards regarding the use
and adherence to procedures were weak in this case. The team noted an additional
weakness in that the planning and discussions associated with this evolution were
concentrated in the control room versus being planned by engineering and maintenance
with operations support.
In general, the command and control function in the control room was adequate.
However, the team observed several problems in this area. For example, the team
noted in one instance that shift management had difficulty prioritizing actions in
response to multiple, simultaneous alarms. In another instance, the operating crew was
not aware

'5

AOI 21.1.1 would lead to a power level of 900 MW whereas POP 3.1 would have led
to a level of 650 MW
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of post-maintenance testing being conducted. Additionally, during the start of a main
boiler feedwater pump (MBFP), the control room supervisor exhibited weak operational
oversight of activities when he became directly involved in the restart of the pump rather
than directing overall activities.
On one occasion, the control room operators and maintenance personnel did not display
conservative actions following erratic behavior of the main feedwater pump control
system. On January 21,2001, the 'B' MBFP flow oscillated and the 'A' MBFP control
system and pump responded accordingly. Operators promptly placed the 'B' MBFP
control system in manual, which stabilized the flow oscillations. On January 22, the team
observed that the 'B' MBFP had been returned to automatic. When questioned, the
operators stated that no troubleshooting work had been performed and the suspected
control system inputs had not been instrumented. The operators felt that if the flow
oscillations occurred again, they would be able to quickly respond. A second flow
oscillation occurred the evening of January 23. System traces were not available to
evaluate the pump's response or to positively identify the cause of the flow oscillation.
Subsequent troubleshooting isolated the suspected channel but the failure to instrument
the channel represented a missed opportunity and demonstrated the willingness of
operators to accept a potential operational challenge.
During the 24 hour continuous control room coverage, a period when the plant was
engaged in power ascension activities, minimal senior station management presence
was observed in the control room. Lack of management involvement in control room
activities had been identified in previous licensee self-assessments and NRC inspection
efforts..
The team also observed during the control room observations that maintenance
personnel suggested a potentially disadvantageous approach to repairing a service
water leak on the generator hydrogen cooler. The recommended approach involved
introducing a vulnerability of losing the only inservice hydrogen cooler, increasing the
probability of a plant shutdown. After discussions between the operating crew and
maintenance personnel, the crew conservatively determined that the alternate cooler
should be placed in service prior to maintenance. The control room staff effectively
managed the risk of the evolution. However, poor maintenance planning in.this instance
resulted in additional burden on the control room operating crew.
Problems in control room logkeeping were noted for the 1999 reactor trip with
complications, the 2000 tube failure, the fall 2000 operator requalification inspection,
and the recent turbine trip. It was again noted during the continuous control room
coverage that the operating logs in the control room do not consistently contain an
appropriate level of detail to allow a reconstruction of many operational activities.
In most cases, licensed operators were observed to use self-checking and peer
checking in both the simulator and the control room. However, one instance was noted
in which the balance of plant operator did not self-check during a valve manipulation.
Instead of waiting for the valve to fully stroke, the operator walked away while the valve
was in mid-stroke.
On one occasion, weak teamwork was exhibited by a shift crew when repeated alarms
for a failed main steam line radiation monitor occurred simultaneously with repeated
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alarms associated with an in-progress post-maintenance test. These simultaneous
alarms challenged the crew's effectiveness in prioritizing their actions to respond. In
addition, the performance of the post-maintenance testing was not communicated to the
crew, further contributing to the confusion. Also during this period, the crew was visibly
frustrated with respect to a separate issue related to the power ascension ramp rate.
The reactor engineers instructions were to increase power at a maximum rate of 3% per
hour. Some crew members wanted to be more conservative and proceed at a rate of
about 2%. The shift manager, however, informed the crew that they were being overly
conservative and the reactor engineer's instructions were meant to be an average ramp
rate versus a maximum rate. This disagreement was eventually settled and discussed
during the pre-evolution brief for the power ascension.
Several instances of a weak accounting of the status of ongoing evolutions were
observed. For example, it was noted that place keeping within active procedures was
not consistently conducted. During the power ascension it was not apparent which
actions in SOP 21.1, "Main Feedwater System," had been completed. For example,
several pages had missing signoffs and other pages were incomplete with respect to the
steps which had been completed.
2.

Training and Qualification

a. Insoection Scope
The team verified the training and qualifications of station personnel with respect to the
level of work assigned. The team conducted observations of training using the guidance
and checklists found in NUREG-1 220 Rev. 1, 'Training Review Criteria and
Procedures.' The team conducted interviews of trainees, supervisors, and instructors.
The team assessed whether personnel were able to evaluate hypothetical conditions or
data, identify respective emergency action levels, evaluate or perform dose calculations,
classify emergencies, and recommend appropriate protective actions. Personnel were
interviewed to determine their awareness and understanding of procedure changes, and
whether they had received adequate training for their use.
b. Findings
Interviews were conducted with plant operators with respect to the quality of the site
training program. Many operators stated that they believed that licensed operator
continuing training was improving. Many of the operators noted that, while the overall
industry operating experience level of the licensed instructors was good, the site specific
experience level of the instructors warranted improvement.
The licensee had issued SLU CR 200004471 as result of an adverse trend in the quality
of nuclear training lesson plans. This trend was identified when initial licensed operator
training was rescheduled due to inadequate lesson plans. The team reviewed the
condition report and associated root cause assessment. It was determined that the
overall assessment was adequate and that the corrective actions identified, if properly
implemented, should address this significant issue. The actions planned to improve the
lesson plans were scheduled for March and August 2001. Additionally, the team
reviewed the licensee's assessment of the 2000 operator requalification examination.
The licensee's evaluation included a root cause assessment of examination
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performance difficulties. The team concluded that the root cause assessment appeared
to be adequate and that the corrective actions, if properly implemented, should address
issues related to improving the fundamental knowledge level of the licensed operators.
The licensee indicated that a review of the effectiveness of the actions taken will be
conducted during the next licensed operator requalification examination.
A third party assessment of the simulator was conducted in March 1999 using the
criteria in ANSI/ANS-3.5-1985, Nuclear Power Plant Simulators for Use in Operator
Training." The conclusion of the assessment was that the simulator appeared to meet
the requirements of the standard. Five weaknesses related to the simulator were
identified and entered into the condition reporting system. Four of the five condition
reports had been satisfactorily completed. The actions for the fifth weakness associated
with the computer were in progress.
The fuel handler's training provided to licensee personnel during the Fall 2000 outage
was evaluated by the team. The training program included the refuel equipment course
conducted by Westinghouse training and operational services at the Waltz Mills facility.
The refuel equipment course was the same course for licensee and Westinghouse
personnel and was conducted at the same facility, using the same course materials and
instructors. In addition to the refuel equipment course, the fuel handlers training
program included site-specific crane training and qualification, based on the existing site
crane operator training program. As part of the site-specific training, the fuel handler
candidates completed a spent fuel tool, bridge crane, and upender refueling operator
qualification guide containing three tasks and two refueling job performance measures.
The three tasks were Noperate the fuel storage building bridge crane,' T operate the
spent fuel handling tool,' and 'operate the upender." The two job performance
measures involved moving dummy assemblies and operation of the upender. The fuel
handler training program was designed using systems approach to training techniques
and should ensure that employees are satisfactorily qualified to safely move and handle
nuclear fuel.
3.

Communications

a. Insoection Scone
The team assessed the quality of communications and whether communications were
consistent with the licensee's procedures during the conduct of operations,
maintenance, and testing activities. The team also evaluated the communications
between various site departments and licensee management.
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b. Findings
The team observed that overall crew communications were adequate. In most cases,
operators announced expected and unexpected alarms, used three-way and, when
appropriate, two-way communications. During the power ascension, communications
between the control room supervisor and the operator at the controls were adequate.
The quality of pre-job and pre-evolution briefings was mixed but the briefings generally
described expected indications and potential problems that could be encountered during
the evolution.
4.

Control of Overtime and Fatigue

a. Insoection Scooe
The team reviewed the process for controlling overtime. Interviews were conducted with
personnel who had worked overtime to determine how management ensures that
personnel are not assigned to safety related duties while in a fatigued condition. A
review of records was conducted to identify indications of recurrent or routine use of
overtime.
b. Findings
The hours worked for operations personnel were reviewed. The team noted that while
there did not appear to be an excessive use of overtime, that several instances of both
planned and unplanned deviations from the overtime policy had occurred in recent
months. During the continuous control room coverage, two operator trainees were
observed to have worked a significant amount of overtime in order to acquire needed
qualification requirements. A review of the audits conducted in calendar year 2000
through September 16, 2000, did not identify any working hour deviations that were not
approved.
5.

Human System Interface

a. Inspection Scope
The team conducted an evaluation of human-system interfaces, including work area
design and environmental conditions. During both the control room coverage and
simulator observations, the team walked down control panels and evaluated displays,
controls, and alarms. The team assessed whether panels and equipment were correctly
labeled and evaluated work areas.
b. Findings
The team did not identify any human-system interface problems with control room
displays, controls, and alarms.
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D.

EmermencvyPrenaredness

1.

Problem Identification and Resolution

a. Inspection Scone
The team evaluated the effectiveness of corrective actions for emergency preparedness
(EP) performance issues to determine whether identified problems were appropriately
reviewed, prioritized, and resolved in a technically adequate and timely manner. The
review included an assessment of 120 action items in the licensee's condition report
system, QA audit report No. 00-05-A, and various self-assessments and exercise
reports. In addition, interviews were conducted with the EP Manager and individuals
responsible for overseeing the corrective action program within the EP group.
b. Findings
The team found that the licensee was self-critical of the EP program and had generated
a number of condition reports to address identified performance issues. In particular, a
number of thorough self-assessments were generated following the February 15, 2000,
steam generator tube failure event. With respect to the overall program for identifying
and correcting deficiencies in the EP area, the team determined that most condition
reports were concise and well-written and that corrective actions had been appropriately
specified. However, the team found several examples where the condition report
responses were not sufficiently descriptive, or did not describe the actual corrective
action taken.
The team reviewed surveillance test records for the Emergency Response Data System
(ERDS) and found the system was operable in the 2 nd and 3 quarter of 2000.
However, the system was found inoperable during an exercise in November 2000, and
also during a test conducted in the 1 quarter of 2001. The system engineer stated that
the cause of this failure was that the modem assigned to the ERDS had been borrowed
and reconfigured prior to both tests. The NRC conducted an ERDS test during the
inspection and found both the system and the backup to be operable. However, the
team noted there were no procedures for activating the backup system. The licensee generated CR 200100964 to address this issue. Overall, the team concluded that the
corrective actions taken as a result of a drill deficiency were inadequate to prevent a
recurrence with respect to the failure of the ERDS. The finding was determined to have
very low safety significance (Green) because the licensee retained capability to
communicate via the telephone system. 10 CFR 50.54(q) states that licensees will
follow and maintain in effect an E-Plan which meets the planning standards of 10 CFR
50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. This is considered a
Severity Level IV
violation of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(14), which states that deficiencies
identified during a drill/exercise will be corrected. This violation is
being treated as a non-cited violation consistent with Section VI.A
of the NRC Enforcement Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368)
(NCV 0500024712001-002-007).
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The team noted that the licensee was responsive in resolving most identified issues.
However, in some cases the licensee was not effective in diagnosing the underlying
causes for the problems to prevent recurrence. Some examples of this included the
ERDS issues discussed above and issues involving qualification lapses in the
emergency response organization. Additionally, the licensee had identified several
deficiencies in exercises that appeared to be repetitive (section D.5). The corrective
actions focused on conducting an additional exercise, post-exercise critiques and
lessons learned with emergency response organization emergency facility leads.
However, the actions did not include an assessment of, for example, the effectiveness
of training for resolving these issues, qualifications of the responders, or lessonslearned from discussions with the affected individuals.
During drills conducted in the past two years, the licensee consistently identified
problems with the site public address system. After several attempts by EP to have
engineering address this issue, a contingency measure was established to use a
bullhorn in areas determined to be inaudible. The licensee indicated that the system
needed to be upgraded and that repairing the system had not been considered a priority
and entered into the corrective action system. While the EP work around was an
adequate temporary corrective action, the team considered the continual delays by
engineering to fix this issue a weakness.
The team identified a weakness with respect to the process for conducting the 2000
nuclear quality assurance audit in the emergency planning area. The team determined
the audit report met the 10 CFR 50.54(t) requirements; however, the licensee did not
maintain checklists for the team to verify the conduct of the audit and for supporting the
conclusions in the audit report. In addition, the audit report did not include an
assessment of the adequacy of corrective actions for previously identified deficiencies
listed in the corrective action system. The team concluded that due to the number of
emergency planning weaknesses in the past year, an independent assessment of
ongoing corrective actions would have been appropriate.
Interviews with the EP manager indicated that he was knowledgeable of the corrective
actions taken for identified performance issues. However, an EP staff member was
delegated the responsibility for maintaining the condition reporting system. The site
corrective action program manager stated that the use of a "surrogate' is considered to
be an acceptable practice at the site. However, the EP manager did not routinely review
the narrative of how condition reports were closed. This issue is considered a weakness
and was entered into the licensee's corrective action system (CR 200101416) for
resolution.
2.

Emergency Response Staffing

a. Inspection Scope
The team reviewed the licensee's emergency response organization to ensure the
minimum on-shift staffing met the applicable regulatory requirements and that staffing
was sufficient to fill positions needed in the emergency facilities. The team also
reviewed drill records and call-in procedures to determine if augmentation and off-hour
drills were held as required by the E-Plan, whether augmentation goals were met, and
that off-shift
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personnel were available if needed. In addition, interviews were conducted with
emergency response organization responders to verify their understanding of the callout process and their responsibilities for reporting to their facilities during an event.
b. Findings
The team verified that the emergency response organization assignment roster met the
minimum on-shift staffing requirements as stated in the E-Plan. Key positions were
divided into three teams with most positions having alternates as additional backups.
Although the licensee designated a team per week to be on-call, they required all teams
to report during an event to ensure complete coverage. Weekly pager tests were
performed for the on-call team. A review of records indicated acceptable pager
performance. The licensee conducted an unannounced off-hours augmentation drill in
April 2000 and met the 60 minute requirement in all emergency facilities. The licensee
had been conducting off-hours testing of a new automated dialer system (section D.4),
and test records indicated that they would have been able to fill all key positions should
there have been a real event. The EP manager stated that an unannounced off-hours
drill would be conducted in 2001 to further verify that changes made to the notification
system were adequate. During the planned drill, the ability to staff the Joint News
Center will also be verified. Interviews with individuals who were recently added to the
emergency response organization indicated they were knowledgeable of the call-out
process and understood their responsibilities during an event.
3.

Emergency Plan and Procedure Quality

a. Inspection ScoDe
The team performed a review of E-Plan changes since June 2000 to determine if any
changes had decreased the effectiveness of the plan. In addition, a review of the plan's
implementing procedures relative to the significant planning standards was performed.
The team evaluated the 10 CFR 50.54(q) review documentation and applicable
procedures to assess the adequacy of the method for reviewing the E-Plan and
implementing procedure changes.
b. Findings
The team noted an instance where the licensee's review of changes made to the E-Plan
and implementing procedures was not thorough. The issue involved a change to
implementing procedure IP-1035, 'Technical Support Center," Attachment 2. The
change stated that prior to activation, a minimum staffing level of three individuals was
required. This change appeared to contradict the E-Plan which stated that a minimum
staffing level of seven people was needed for activation. The licensee continued to
commit to the 60-minute activation staffing level (seven people), as set forth in the
E-Plan. However, the licensee stated that the intent of IP-1035, was that a minimum of
three people could begin to assist the control room. The licensee acknowledged that
the word uactivation" may have been misused in the implementing procedure relative to
its use in the E-Plan. This issue was entered into the corrective action system (CR
200100813) and the discrepancy was corrected.
4.

Emergency Facility Equipment
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a. Insoection Scooe
The team reviewed surveillance test records and maintenance procedures for offsite
sirens, emergency pagers and communication equipment to determine if the tests were
performed in accordance with regulations and E-Plan commitments. In addition, the
team conducted an inventory of the emergency equipment located in the emergency
facilities using the appropriate inventory checklists.
b. Findings
The team found a number of discrepancies with respect to the equipment inventories.
These included: (1) five radiological instruments were out of calibration at the
Emergency Operations Facilities (EOF); (2) the monthly inspection of full face
respirators was not conducted in April and June 2000; (3) a radiological instrument
located in one of the field kits had low batteries, and no batteries were found in the kit;
(4) an expired calibration sticker on a meter was not replaced
when calibrated the previous month; and, (5) inventory lists were
not updated to reflect the addition of several radiological check
sources.
According to Section 8.3 of the E-Plan, facility inventories are to be conducted on a
quarterly basis. The licensee could not provide inventory records for the third quarter
nor verify that those inventories were actually conducted. The EP manager stated that
due to limited resources, the responsibility for conducting the inventories was given to
another department within the past year. The team concluded that the emergency
planning organization was not proactive in making sure the inventories were being
conducted and properly documented. These issues were entered into the corrective
action system (CR 200100815) and out-of-calibration instruments were immediately
replaced. The team considered this issue to be of very low safety significance (Green)
because notwithstanding the discrepancies which were identified, the licensee had
sufficient resources in the facilities to properly respond to an event. 10 CFR 50.54(q)
states that licensees will follow and maintain in effect an E-Plan which meets the
planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E. This is considered a Severity Level IV violation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and the
licensee's E-Plan, Section 8.3 which states that quarterly inventories will be conducted.
This violation is being treated as a non-cited violation consistent with Section VI.A of the
NRC Enforcement Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368) (NCV 0500024712001-002008).
In July 2000 the licensee's system performance group began an extensive initiative to
address emergency response organization pager problems. These actions included:
(1) evaluation of the current vendor for compatibility; (2) consolidation of pagers under
one vendor, (3) installation of a repeater system to ensure pager operability in 'dead'
zones; and, (4) establishment of specific testing criteria. The work was completed by
October 2000, and since that time, weekly pager test records indicated significant
improvements in reliability. The licensee had installed and was testing an automated
telephone system which would backup the pager system by simultaneously telephoning
responders. The responders would call back the system which would log and track the
number of responders needed to fill ERO positions. The licensee stated that this
system would be operational by April 1, 2001.
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Finally, the inspectors noted that Section 8.1.3 of the E-Plan stated that emergency
communication links between facilities will be operationally checked on a quarterly
basis. The communication tests would include the dedicated NRC communication links
used in each facility. The team reviewed communication records for the year 2000 and
found that the licensee was not able to produce the 3 quarter records and could not
verify that the required tests had been conducted. This issue was entered into the
licensee's corrective action system (CR 200101776). The team determined this issue to
be of very low safety significance (Green) because the licensee had installed spare
operable telephone lines. 10 CFR 50.54(q) states that licensees will follow and maintain
in effect an E-Plan which meets the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. This is considered a Severity Level IV
violation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and Section 8.1.3 of the E-Plan. This violation is being
treated as a non-cited violation consistent with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement
Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368) (NCV 0500024712001-002-009).
5.

Emergency Response Organization Performance

a. Inspection Scope
A review was conducted of the licensee's training program to ensure it was in
compliance with the applicable regulations and the E-Plan. The team reviewed the
following: (1) EP-AD-03, ZERO Training Program"; (2) various lesson plans; (3) conduct
of training; (4) experience and qualifications of instructors; and (5) ERO qualification
training records. The team also conducted interviews and observed training to identify
any observed weaknesses. In addition, the team reviewed reports for several recent
training exercises to determine the adequacy of training and the ability to identify and
correct exercise deficiencies in a timely manner.
The team evaluated four mini-evaluation drills of simulated events that tested the
performance of key members of the emergency response organization in understanding
their assignments, responsibilities and authority. These drills provided an independent
assessment of the licensee's capabilities to make and assess emergency
classifications, dose assessment calculations and protective action recommendations
(PAR). In addition, the team reviewed the documentation generated as a result of the
exercises and evaluated the licensee's critique process.
b. Findings
The team observed that the licensee had recently revised their training program. The
revision included procedure and exam development, classroom training, and a tracking
process for qualifications. However, the team found that the program procedure did not
describe if a drill or exercise was needed for initial qualifications or for requalification.
Additionally, the procedure lacked specificity regarding the tracking of deficiencies.
The team reviewed the critique comments from classroom training conducted in
December 2000 and found that while the comments were primarily administrative in
nature, several had some technical significance. For example, comments involved
confusion with terminology, questions on activation, request for additional practice for
making classifications, and confusion regarding what procedures are current (versus
changes expected to be made). The team further noted that there was no formal
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mechanism for reviewing critique comments and documenting their resolution. The
team concluded that this represented a weakness with respect to documenting and
tracking training issues.
The team interviewed a number of staff in key emergency response organization
positions. There was a consensus that training had improved and that the EP staff were
receptive to critical feedback and program enhancement suggestions. The team also
observed an operations support center facility walkthrough class and noted the
instructor was knowledgeable of the facility. The team further observed that the training
appropriately emphasized the use of procedures and that the participants were actively
involved in the training session.
The team reviewed qualification records and the training matrix listed in the licensee's
administrative procedures. Overall, the team found that emergency responder
qualifications were current. However, ten individuals assigned to the offsite and onsite
monitoring teams had let their respirator qualifications lapse. It was determined that
there was confusion between the EP and the health physics organizations regarding the
necessity for maintaining respirator qualifications for emergency responders. Upon
further review, the EP manager determined that all individuals that would be expected to
wear respirators must be respirator qualified. This issue was entered into the licensee's
corrective action system (CR 200100290) and at the end of the inspection the issue had
been resolved. The team determined this issue to be of very low safety significance
(Green) because there were sufficient responders with respiratory qualifications to fill
the positions. 10 CFR 50.54(q) states that licensees will follow and maintain in effect an
E-Plan which meets the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. This is considered a Severity Level IV violation of 10 CFR
50.54(q) and E-Plan Section 8.1.2 of the licensee's E-Plan which describes the
qualifications necessary to maintain proficiency as an emergency responder. This
violation is being treated as a non-cited violation consistent with Section VI.A of the NRC
Enforcement Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368) (NCV 05000247/2001-002-010).
Since the June 2000 NRC evaluated exercise, the licensee conducted four exercises'6
with the 'blue and 'red' emergency response teams. The exercise reports were found
to be self-critical and had identified areas for improvement. The NRC team trended the
deficiencies identified in the four exercise reports and found repetitive issues in the
exercises that were reflective of past performance, particularly in the area of plant
assessment and the dissemination of the information to the general public.
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August, November (2), and December 2000
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The team reviewed the condition report generated following the August 2000 exercise
and found it to be descriptive; however, the corrective actions were general, simply
indicating that more exercises were needed and lessons learned should be discussed
with the facility leads. In this case, the affected team had one additional exercise and
the lessons learned discussion was not performed until November. The condition
reports associated with the second exercise did not capture the deficiencies in the joint
news center and the corrective actions were only generally described and not pertinent
to all the significant issues. The licensee provided two lesson plans for classes
conducted in November 2000 and the instructor notes indicated some of the repetitive
issues were addressed, but the classes were limited to only the facility leads and not the
organization as a whole. Further, the team noted that the licensee did not retain any
original player or controller comments, or trend and assess exercise performance. The
emergency planning organization expressed their belief that significant improvement
in the TSC has been observed, but that other facility personnel were not
fully aware of the improvements and tend to be overly critical. However,
the team noted that irrespective of the adequacy of the TSC, that a lack
of confidence on the part of other key organizations could limit the
effectiveness of the TSC.
While it appears the licensee implemented some corrective actions, the team
determined that the licensee's training program was not fully effective in preventing
recurrence of issues to ensure consistent emergency response organization
performance. The team determined this issue to be of very low safety significance
(Green) because these performance issues did not deal with the risk significant planning
standards (classifications, notifications, PARs). The licensee entered this issue into the
corrective actions system (CR 200101775). 10 CFR 50.54(q) states that licensees will
follow and maintain in effect an E-Plan which meets the planning standards of 10 CFR
50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. Section 8.1.2 of the
licensees E-Plan states a training program is established to train employees and
exercising, by periodic
drills to ensure that employees maintain the proficiency of
their specific emergency response duties. This is
considered a Severity Level IV violation of 10 CFR Part
50.54(q) and Appendix E.IV.F.2.g for inadequate training.
This violation is being treated as a non-cited violation
consistent with Section VI.A of the NRC Enforcement
Policy, issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368) (NCV
0500024712001-002-01 1).
The team observed and evaluated the licensee's performance in response to two drills
and four separate scenarios. The licensee used a limited emergency operations facility
staff and simulated support from the technical support center to conduct the drill. The
scenarios both required an upgrade to the protective actions recommendations due to a
wind shift in one case, and increased radiological release in another. Dose assessment
calculations were performed with the two shift managers and their control room
supervisors and was independent of the training class. The team determined that the
licensee effectively evaluated plant conditions and the emergency classifications. The
required notifications and protective actions recommendations were accurate and timely.
The licensee conducted an adequate critique of each performance and identified areas
for improvement.
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6.

Emergency Preparedness Off-site Interface

a. Inspection Scope
The team evaluated the licensee's interface with off-site state and county agencies.
This included a review of documentation of off-site state and county meetings, letters of
agreement with offsite organizations and training drills. Also, the team conducted
telephone interviews with the lead contacts from the New York State Emergency
Management Agency, Orange County Office of Emergency Management, Rockland
County Office of Fire and Emergency Services, Westchester County Office of
Emergency Management and the Putnam County Office of Emergency Management.
The team reviewed documentation of radiological orientation training provided to the
media as required by the regulations and the E-Plan. An interview was conducted with
the site communications manager regarding the status of corrective actions from
deficiencies identified during the Alert Event on February 15, 2000, and the
June 1, 2000, exercise at the joint news center.
b. Findings
Following the steam generator tube failure event of February 15, 2000, the licensee has
met with state and county officials on numerous occasions to gain a better
understanding of their needs and requirements. While expressing concerns about the
extent of past overall communications, most of the state and county officials indicated
that the licensee has made an effort to improve communications and address their
needs with respect to emergency preparedness. The team verified that all required
offsite training and drills had been conducted and that letters of agreement for offsite
assistance were current. The team also observed that the licensee conducted the
required annual training session for the local media as required in Section 8.4 of the EPlan.
E.

Conclusions Regardinq Performance in the Reactor Safety Strategic
Performance Area

The team determined that overall performance was acceptable in the reactor safety
strategic performance area. However, a number of issues were identified in the areas
of design control, procedures, equipment and human performance, and emergency
preparedness which indicated weaknesses in these areas as well as the need for
continued improvement. The issues identified by the team have, individually, been
evaluated under the risk significance determination process as being minor in nature or
having very low safety significance (Green). However, the issues provide evidence of
some program and process weaknesses similar to those which contributed to previous
plant events.
In the design control area, the team identified several examples of performance issues
related to weaknesses in translating important design assumptions into plant operating
procedures, drawings, calculations, and testing programs. These examples point to
weaknesses in the design control process which indicate the need for continued
improvement in this area. Additionally, the team observed that there appeared to be
difficulties in retrieving design basis information necessary to support design control,
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testing and plant modification efforts. This issue had been previously identified and slow
progress has been made to improve in this area. Notwithstanding the performance
issues identified, the team determined that while weaknesses, some of a longstanding
nature, existed in the design control area, that the 480 Vac/emergency diesel generator
and service water systems were capable of performing their safety functions.
In the area of procedures, the team found that while overall procedure quality was
adequate, performance weaknesses in both procedure quality and usage existed at the
facility. The team found deficiencies related to procedure clarity, consistency, and
accuracy in administrative and implementing procedures. The team also noted that
flexible guidance in some administrative procedures allowed for wide variation in
procedure use and interpretation and there were several instances where the team
identified that design, vendor, or modification information was not properly translated
into procedures.
In the area of equipment performance, the team determined that the reliability, material
condition and overall performance was acceptable for the systems which were reviewed.
However, a number of equipment issues were observed which presented challenges to
both the plant as well as the operators. It was observed that emergent equipment
failures in secondary plant systems continue to challenge the plant operators and
require plant power changes. The team also noted a decrease in reliability and a
concurrent increase in unavailability of the gas turbine generators which appeared to be
partly attributable to a decrease in the emphasis on maintenance for this equipment.
Finally, the team noted that the station work backlog continued to pose a significant
challenge to the station. It was also determined that a number of important work items
had not been accurately captured in the accounting for the backlog, indicating that the
backlog may be somewhat larger than stated.
In the area of human performance, the team noted an increased emphasis on overall
improvement and a recognition of the need for an improved training program. However,
a number of program and process issues were identified. In particular, a challenge
existed with respect to the number of licensed operators which posed complications with
respect to overall scheduling and overtime considerations. The team observed that
there was a management recognition of this problem and that steps have been
undertaken to increase the number of licensed operators. The team also observed that
operator performance issues have contributed to recent events and that some
performance problems continue to occur. Specifically, performance errors were
observed in the August 1999 reactor trip, February 2000 steam generator tube failure
and as recently as the January 2001 turbine trip. Additionally, inconsistencies continue
to exist with respect to procedural quality and adherence, owing, in large measure, to
inconsistent reinforcement of management expectations in this area. However, the
team did observe that during the inspection, overall crew performance was acceptable,
and in particular, crew communications were good, indicating some improvements.
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In the area of emergency preparedness, the team determined that the overall program
was adequate and provided reasonable assurance that the emergency response
organization could respond effectively to an emergency. Additionally, while issues were
identified that indicated the need for continued improvement, improvements were noted
in a number of previously identified problem areas. Notwithstanding the improvement
which was observed, the team concluded that the remediation for some of the previously
Identified performance Issues in the technical support center, emergency operations
facility and joint news center had not been fully effective. The team acknowledged that
although some corrective actions had been implemented, the licensee's training
program has not been fully effective In preventing the recurrence of issues to ensure
consistent emergency response organization performance. However, risk significant
planning standards continue to be met.
3.

Root and Contributing Cause Assessment
The team, in accordance with Inspection Procedure 95003, integrated the inspection
findings, with the results of similar, previous efforts in order to provide insight into the
upper level causes of performance issues at the site. It should be noted, however, that
this effort was not intended to be a substitute for a more focused root cause study or
self-assessment by the licensee.
The team identified four specific causes:
*

Inconsistent management application and reinforcement of existing standards
with respect to staff performance, particularly in the areas of procedural quality
and adherence and in implementation of the corrective actions programs.

*

Weaknesses existed with respect to the ability to retrieve, verify, and assure the
quality of engineering products, particularly design basis information. These
weaknesses contributed to problems In developing and validating calculations,
testing methodologies and acceptance criteria.

*

The plant staff tended to accept degraded conditions. This was true of both
equipment and documentation issues. However, it was noted that Improvement
has been made in this area, in particular, the increased emphasis on problem
identification.

*

A number of performance problems may have been influenced by resource
issues. In particular staffing issues (in operations and instrumentation and
control) and training resources.
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4.

Management Meetings
Exit Meeting Summary
The team conducted a detailed debriefing with the licensee on February 15, 2001.
An exit meeting, open for public observation, was conducted on March 2, 2001, at the
Cortlandt Town Hall, Cortlandt, New York. The inspection results were presented to
Mr. J. Groth and other members of the licensee staff who acknowledged the findings.
This exit meeting was followed by a public question and answer session with elected
officials and members of the public.
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ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED AND DISCUSSED
Opened And Closed Durina This Insoection
05000247/2001-002-001
0500024712001-002-002
05000247/2001-002-003
0500024712001-002-004

NCV
NCV
NCV
NCV

05000247/2001-002-005
0500024712001-002-006
05000247/2001-002-007
05000247/2001-002-008
05000247/2001-002-009
05000247/2001-002-010

NCV
NCV
NCV
NCV
NCV
NCV

05000247/2001-002-011

NCV

10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criteria XVI, Corrective Action
10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criteria III, Design Control
Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures
10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criteria V, Instructions,
Procedures, Drawings
10 CFR 50.55.a, Inservice Testing
10 CFR 50.65(a)(1), Maintenance Rule
10 CFR 50.47(b)(14), EP Drill Deficiencies
10 CFR 50.47(b)(8), Emergency Equipment
10 CFR 50.54(q), E-Plan 8.1.3, Communication Tests
10 CFR 50.54(q), E-Plan 8.1.2, Emergency Responder
Proficiency
10 CFR 50.54(q), Appendix E.IV.F.2.g, Inadequate
Training
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TABLE I
INDIAN POINT 2 RADIOCHEMISTRY TEST RESULTS
_ SAMPLE

|

U)

NRC VALUE

Con Ed VALUE

COMPARISON

Liquid Radwaste
0945 hrs
2-8-01
(Detector NUC3)
(Results in microCuries per
milliliter)

Co-60
Cs-137
Co-58
Sb-125

(2.81±0.09) E-6
(6.00±0.10)E-6
(1.76±0.08)E-6
(2.62±0.04)E-5

(2.71±0.10) E-6
(5.81i±0.11)E-6
(1.81±0.07)E-6
(2.60±0.04)E-5

Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

Reactor Coolant Particulate Filter
(Crud Filter)
1200 hrs
1-31-01
(Detector NUC3)
(Results in microCuries per
milliliter)

Co-60
Co-58
Mn-54
Cr-51
Zr-95
Sb-124

(3.62±0.02)E4
(5.16±0.02)E-4
(3.74iO.O9)E-5
(1.522±0.008)E-3
(1.158±0.016)E-4
(6.6±0.6)E-6

(3.50±0.03)E-4
(5.04±0.03)E-4
(3.85±0.16)E-5
(1.553±0.014)E-3
(1.15i±0.03)E-4
(6.1±0.7)E-6

Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

Reactor Coolant (First Count)
0828 hrs
2-8-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per
milliliter)

1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135

(1.46±0.06)E-3
(7.8±0.3)E-4
(2.41±0.11 )E-3
(1.50±0.14)E-3

(1.54±0.07)E-3
(8.3±0.7)E4
(3.14±0.10)E-3
(1.80i0.16)E-3

Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

Reactor Coolant (Second Count)
0828 hrs
2-8-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-135

(1.1±0.2)E-4
(1.8±0.2)E-3
(7.9±0.2)E-4
(1.82±0.14)E-3

(9±2)E-5
(1.52±O.16)E-3
(8.7±0.3)E4
(1.7±0.2)E-3

Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

milliliter)

I~1

RADIONUCLIDE

.

_

A

M
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SAMPLE
Waste Gas Decay Tank
1409 hrs
2-8-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per

RADIONUCLIDE
Xe-133
Xe-135

NRC VALUE
(2.63±0.03)E-5
(1.68±0.06)E-6

milliliter)

Plant Vent Charcoal Cartridge
1235 hrs
2-7-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per

Con Ed VALUE
(2.48±O.04)E-5
(1.62±0.06)E-6

COMPARISON
Agreement
Agreement

.

l

1-131
1-133

<6E-13
<IE-12

<9E-13
cIE-12

No comparison,
no radionuclides
were detected in
this sample.

Co-60
1-131
1-133

<1E-13
c9E-14
<7E-13

<2E-13
c2E-13
<8E-13

No comparison,
no radionuclides
were detected in
this sample.

Kr-85
Xe-133
Xe-1 35

<6E-6
<6E-8
<3E-8

c1 E-6
c9E-9
<4E-9

No comparison,
no radionuclides
were detected In
this sample.

milliliter)

Plant Vent Particulate Filter
0948 hrs
2-6-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per
milliliter)

Air Ejector
1308 hrs
2-7-01
(Detector NUC3)
(Results in microCuries per
milliliter)

0

cn1
0
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NRC VALUE

Con Ed VALUE

Mn-54
Co-58
Co-60
1-131
1-133
Cs-1 37

<8E-8
<8E-8
<IE-7
<9E-8
<9E-8
<IE-7

<9E-8
<9E-8
<IE-7
<6E-8
<7E-8
<9E-8

No comparison,
no radionuclides
were detected in
this sample.

Service Water
0900 hrs
2-9-01
(Detector NUC3)
(Results in microCuries per

Mn-54
Co-58
Co-60
1-131
1-133

<9E-8
<8E-8
<IE-7
<9E-8
<8E-8

<2E-7
<5E-8
<IE-7
<IE-7
<1E-7

No comparison,
no radionuclides
were detected in
this sample.

milliliter)

Cs-137

<1 E-7

<2E-7

SAMPLE
Steam Generator Blowdown
(Water)
0900 hrs
2-7-01
(Detector NUC2)
(Results in microCuries per

RADIONUCLIDE

COMPARISON

milliliter)

_____

NOTE: Reported uncertainties are ± I Standard Deviation counting uncertainties for both NRC and licensee results.

CD
UT
-Q

,

t

___
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ATTACHMENT TO TABLE I
CRITERIA FOR COMPARING ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS
This attachment provides criteria for comparing results of capability tests and verification
measurements. The criteria are based on an empirical relationship which combines prior
experience and the accuracy needs of the program.
In these criteria, the judgement limits are variable in relation to the comparison of the NRC
Reference Laboratory's value to Its associated uncertainty. As that ratio, referred to in this
program as "Resolution," increases, the acceptability of a licensee's measurement should be
more selective. Conversely, poorer agreement must be considered acceptable as the
resolution decreases.
Resolution'

Ratio for Comrarison2

<4
4-7
8-15
16 - 50
51 -200
>200

No Comparison
0.5-2.0
0.6-1.66
0.75 - 1.33
0.80 - 1.25
0.85 - 1.18

1. Resolution = (NRC Reference Value/Reference Value Uncertainty)
2. Ratio = (Consolidated Edison Value/NRC Reference Value)
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ATTACHMENT I
NRC's REVISED REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS
The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently revamped its inspection, assessment, and
enforcement programs for commercial nuclear power plants. The new process takes into account
improvements in the performance of the nuclear industry over the past 25 years and improved
approaches of inspecting and assessing safety performance at NRC licensed plants.
The new process monitors licensee performance in three broad areas (called strategic performance
areas): reactor safety (avoiding accidents and reducing the consequences of accidents if they occur),
radiation safety (protecting plant employees and the public during routine operations), and safeguards
(protecting the plant against sabotage or other security threats). The process focuses on licensee
performance within each of seven cornerstones of safety in the three areas:
Reactor Safety
*
*
*
*

Initiating Events
Mitigating Systems
Barier Integrity
Emergency Preparedness

Radiation Safety
* Occupational
* Public

Safeguards
* Physical Protection

To monitor these seven cornerstones of safety, the NRC uses two processes that generate information
about the safety significance of plant operations: inspections and performance indicators. Inspection
findings will be evaluated according to their potential significance for safety, using the Significance
Determination Process, and assigned colors of GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW or RED. GREEN findings
are indicative of issues that, while they may not be desirable, represent very low safety significance.
WHITE findings indicate issues that are of low to moderate safety significance. YELLOW findings are
issues that are of substantial safety significance. RED findings represent issues that are of high safety
significance with a significant reduction in safety margin.
Performance indicator data will be compared to established criteria for measuring licensee performance
in terms of potential safety. Based on prescribed thresholds, the indicators will be dassified by color
representing varying levels of performance and incremental degradation in safety: GREEN, WHITE,
YELLOW, and RED. GREEN indicators represent performance at a level requiring no additional NRC
oversight beyond the baseline inspections. WHITE corresponds to performance that may result in
increased NRC oversight. YELLOW represents performance that minimally reduces safety margin and
requires even more NRC oversight. And RED indicates performance that represents a significant
reduction in safety margin but still provides adequate protection to public health and safety.
The assessment process integrates performance indicators and inspection so the agency can reach
objective conclusions regarding overall plant performance. The agency will use an Action Matrix to
determine in a systematic, predictable manner which regulatory actions should be taken based on a
licensee's performance. The NRC's actions in response to the significance (as represented by the color)
of issues will be the same for performance indicators as for inspection findings. As a licensee's safety
performance degrades, the NRC will take more and increasingly significant action, which can include
shutting down a plant, as described in the Action Matrix.
More information can be found at: http://www.nrc.pov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/index.html.
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ATTACHMENT 2
LIST OF ACRONYMS USED
MC
AFW
AOI
ARP
ASSD
CARB
CCHX
CCR
CCW
CFR
COL
CR
DBD
ECP
EDG
EOP
FMEA
GT
GPM
ICPM
IMC
IPE
KVA
KW
LOCA
MCC
MOV
MPFF
MR
NCV
OAD
P&ID
PM
PMT
POP
QA
RCS
SAO
SDP
SGRO
SL
SOP
SOV
SSC
SW

Alternate AC
Auxiliary Feedwater
Abnormal Operating Instruction
Alarm Response Procedure
Alternate Safe Shutdown
Corrective Action Review Board
Component Cooling Heat Exchanger
Central Control Room
Component Cooling Water
Code of Federal Regulations
Check-Off List
Condition Report
Design Basis Document
Employee Concern Program
Emergency Diesel Generator
Emergency Operating Procedure
Foreign Material Exclusion Area
Gas Turbine Generator
Gallons Per Minute
Instrument & Controls Preventive Maintenance
Inspection Manual Chapter
Individual Plant Examination
Kilo Volt Ampere
Kilo Watt
Loss Of Cooling Accident
Motor Control Center
Motor Operated Valve
Maintenance Preventable Functional Failure
Maintenance Rule
Non-Cited Violation
Operations Administration Directive
Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
Preventive Maintenance
Post Maintenance Test
Plant Operating Procedures
Quality Assurance
Reactor Coolant System
Station Administration Order
Significance Determination Process
Steam Generator Replacement Outage
Significance Level
System Operating Procedures
Solenoid Operated Valve
Structures, Systems and Components
Service Water
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Ust of Acronyms (Cont.)
SWSOPI
TFC
TOL
TP
TPC
UFSAR
VAC
VDC
VMI
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Service Water System Operational Performance Inspection
Temporary Field Change
Thermal Overload
Test Procedure
Temporary Procedure Change
Updater Final Safety Evaluation Report
Volts AC
Volts DC
Vendor Manual Index
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ATTACHMENT 3
LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
The following is a list of licensee documents reviewed during the inspection, including
documents prepared by others for the licensee. Inclusion on this list does not imply that NRC
inspectors necessarily reviewed the documents in their entirety but rather that selected sections
or portions of the documents were evaluated as part of the overall inspection effort. Inclusion of
a document on this list does not imply NRC acceptance of the document or any part of it,
unless this is stated -in the body of the Inspection report.
Calculations/Studies/En-ineerinc Analyses
NSL-EDG-900430A, Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Minimum Storage Requirements,
Rev. 0
Con Edison study, Update of the Indian Point Unit 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Loading
Study," dated December 18, 2000
FEX-00152-00, Revision 0, 1/22101, EDG Generator Ratings Analysis
Westinghouse Motor Company Engineering Report WMC-EER-90-005, dated October 23, 1990
FEX-00143-00, 1P2 LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM,
12/14100
FEX-00120-01, Analysis of EDG Load Sequencing for Blackout & Unit Trip with and
without an SI
FEX-00029-02, MINIMUM VOLTAGE ANALYSIS FOR INSTRUMENT BUSES 21
THRU 24 &21A THRU 24A, dated 2/3/98
FEX-00019-01, FEX-00020-01, FEX-00021-01, FEX-00022-01 INSTRUMENT BUS
LOADING FOR INSTRUMENT BUSES
FEX-00025-02, Minimum Voltage Analysis for the Loads on Instrument Buses 21 & 21A,
dated 2/3/98
EGE-00001-02, Indian Point - Class IE Motor Minimum Starting Voltage and Acceleration
Time Calculations, Rev. 2, 6/24/98
FEX-00101-00, revision 01, 4/21/00, 13.8 kV and 6.9 kV cable ampacity for primary and
secondary leads of the new GT-1 transformer
125Vdc Protective Device Coordination Study No. SGX-00007-03 - Ebasco - Original, date
9125/91, revision 3, approved 4/16/98
EPG-00006-00, Verify Adequacy of 480 Volt DB-50 Switchgear to interrupt Worst
Case Short Circuit, Rev. 0, 9/5/91
SGX-00013-04, Setpoint Change for Undervoltage Relays on 480 Volt Buses 2A, 3A, 5A
and 6A, Modification EGP-91-06786-E, Revision 4, dated 9/10/99
SGX-00004-00, Indian Point 2 - Calculate Fault Current at 480V Switchgear including
6.9 kV Motor Contributions, Rev. 0, 5-28-92
DA-EE-93-107-07, 480 Volt Coordination and Circuit Protection Study, Rev. 2
FFX-00822-01, Stress Analysis of Jacket Water Header for EDG JW Expansion Tank due to
Replacement of Valve JW-5 (CR 200007667).
FMX-00107-00, EDG-JW/LOC Bundle Replacement - Seismic Evaluation.
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Calculations/Studies/Enaineering Analyses (Cont.)
MEX-00041-00, Seismic Evaluation of EDG Jacket Water and Lube Oil Coolers.
GMS-00014-01, Pipe Stress Analysis of Diesel Fuel Oil System to Determine if Piping is Over
stressed due to Replacement of FO Valves to Day Tanks.
FFS-00131-00, Evaluation of Diesel Gen 21, 22 & 23 Air Compressors
FFX-00408-01, Evaluation of Diesel Generator Starting Air Line and 'Supports Due to
Installation of Hose at Motor.
FPX-00009-O1, Installation of Check Valves in Discharge Lines from EDG 21, 22, and 23,
Seismic Support Evaluation.
GCC-00155-00, Compressor Mounting in EDG Building - Seismic.
MMM-00014-00, IP Sluice Gate Flow, 1/29/92
PE-SW-910830A, SWP Submergence & NPSH, 8/30/91
PGI-001 11-01, EDG JW and LO Heat Exchanger Tube Velocity, 3110195
(No document number),Update of the Indian Point Unit 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Loading
Study, Final Report, Rev 0
Technical Report No. 97222-TR-28, Indian Point Unit 2 GL 98-13 Heat Exchanger Performance
Assessment Program, Rev 1, June 2000
(No document number), Hydraulic Model Study of Service Water Intake by Alden research
Laboratory, Inc., July 1994
PGI-00354, Generic Letter 89-13 Heat Exchanger Performance Assessment Program, Rev 1
PGI-00371-00, Service Water System Hydraulic Model, 7/29/98
MAA-00001, Service Water DBD Item 035, CFCU Outlet Flashing, Rev 00
FFX-00713, Evaluation of Service Water Strainer Minimum Blowdown Flow Through Throttled
Valves, Rev 0
FFX-00300, Evaluation of Line 405, New & Existing Supports Due to t he Replacement of
Valves SWN-35 & 35-1, Rev 2
FMX-00102, EDG Jacket Water Cooler & Lube Oil Cooler Performance, Rev 00
PGI-00162, 22 EDG Jacket Water Heat Exchanger Performance, Rev 0
PGI-00163, 22 EDG Lube Oil Heat Exchanger Performance, Rev 0
SMX-00005, FCU Service Water Flow Transmitter Replacements, Rev 1
FMX-00128, EDG-JWC/LOC Bundle Replacement: Vendor Thermal and Mechanical Design
Calc., 4/29/99
GE Report NBR DER-1703, Emergency Diesel Flow Test, 9/19/91
RS-92, Service Water System Radiation Detector Alarm Set point, Rev 2
FEX-00003-00, Heat Trace of Lines 155, 161 and 181 for RWST, Rev. 0
EGE-00001-02, Class IE Motor Minimum Starting Voltage and Acceleration Time
EGE-00006-00, EDG Upgrade DB-75 and Switchgear Testing
EGE-00022-01, DB-75 Overload Capability During Degraded Voltage Conditions
EGP-0001 8-00, Service Water Improvement / Electrical Power Supply Ampacities
EGP-00027-00, Power Cable Ampacities for 480 VAC and 125 Vdc Systems
EGP-001 10-00, Summary of Degraded Voltage Study
EGP-S36-001-00, EDG Bldg. Ventilation System Upgrade Control Panel Feeder Sizing
EGP-S36-002-00, EDG Bldg. Ventilation System Upgrade Ampacity & Voltage Drop
EPG-00006-00, Verify Adequacy of DB-50 Switchgear to Interrupt Worst Case Short Circuit
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Calculations/StudieslEnpineerinp Analyses (Cont.)
FCX-00421-00, Maximum Outside Ambient Air Temperature to Maintain 104°F Inside EDG
Bldg.
FEX-00019-xx, 118VAC Instrument Bus Loading
FEX-00025-02, Minimum Voltage Analysis for Loads for Instrument Buses 21 &21A
FEX-00048-02, Minimum Voltage Analysis for 125 Vdc Power Panels
FEX-00066-00, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Operability at 500 HP
FEX-00087-00, EDG 21, 22 & 23 KW Meter Accuracy
FEX-00139-00, EDG Loading
FEX-00143-00, Load Flow Analysis of the Electrical Distribution System
FEX-0014800, Plant Startup with Pending EDG Load Study Revision
FEX0015200, EDG Generator Ratings Analysis
GMH-00006-00, Ventilation System for the EDG Building
SGX-00004-00, Fault Current at 480 Volt Switchgear Including 6.9 KV Motor
SGX-00005-00, EDG Bldg. Ventilation System Upgrade Protective Device Selection
SGX-00005-01, EDG Bldg. Ventilation System Upgrade Protective Device Selection
SGX-00013-04, Setpoint Change for Undervoltage Relays on 480 V Buses
SGX-00048-00, 480 V Protective Devices Coordination Review
Condition Reports
CR 199802561 Response to Information Notice 95-52
CR 199802596, 21EDG Took 17.5 Seconds to Come Up to Voltage
CR 199802858, 21EDG Failed to Start on Right Hand Air Start Motor
CR 199802979, 21EDG Air Start Motors Lack of Lubrication
CR 199803069, 21EDG Failed to Start Within Required Time
CR 199805606, Analysis of Service Water Header Cross-Tie Requires Procedure Revision
CR 199807295, ESW flow balance fails its acceptance criteria, 8/24/98
CR 199807530, 22EDG Declared Inoperable Due to Failed Start Time.
CR 199807706, EDG Start Time Measurement Methods Not Very Accurate
CR 199807866, 22EDG Failed to Start Within Required Time
CR 199809212, No Procedure for Program/Procedure Changes Following TS Amendments
CR 199810682, EDG system walkdown deficiencies
CR 199810840 Degradation of Fire Protection Foam Under Freezing Conditions
CR 199810884 CVCS Weld Failures Due to Cavitation Erosion
CR 199810933, 24 SW strainer blowdown valve indicator 90 degrees out of alignment,
12/22198
CR 199810988 Part 21 Review for Valcor Valve Model V70900-11
CR 199811021, 22EDG Jacket Water Exp Tank Level Control Valve Leaks.
CR 199900210, SW strainer pit access hatch leaks, 1/10/99
CR 199900216, RWST instrumentation heat trace alarm
CR 199900327, 25 service water pump in alert range, 1/14/99
CR 199900401, Shaft stop on valve SWN-617 not consistent with other similar valves, 1/19/99
CR 199900470, EDG 21 overspeed trip reset lever pin broken
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Condition Reoorts (Cont.)
CR 199900499, EDG 21 overspeed trip reset lever pin hole oversized
CR 199900536, Multiple problems with 24 SW strainer, 1/25/99
CR 199900576, No procedure for checking function of DG SW outlet valves FCV-1 176 &
1176A
for DG jacket water high temperature, 1/26/99
CR 199900600 Loss of RHR During Maintenance
CR 199900653, New DG heat exchanger titanium tube bundles do not fit, 1/28/99
CR 199900698, 21EDG SW to lube oil cooler pressure indicates 0 reading, 130/99
CR 199900719, SWN-618 indication is backwards, 1/31/99
CR 199900830, SPIN database missing setpoints, dated 02/04/1999
CR 199900851, Valve SWN-41-2B Dual Indication
CR 199900869, Request for TS interpretation on failure of containment isolation valve leak test
failure, 2/5/99
CR 199901326, EDG ICPM discovered loose wire on lube oil heater temperature switch
CR 199901424, Conduct of training
CR 199901438, Use of controlled procedures
CR 199901816, Lack of feedback to simulator students
CR 199901818, Lack of controlled procedures in simulator
CR 199901819, Simulator CPU weaknesses.
CR 199901821, Communications between training and computer applications
CR 199901822, Simulator operator performed surveillance testing.
CR 199901856, Chipped epoxy coating in 21 CWHX, 3/9/99
CR 199901944, UFSAR Table 6.2-12 discrepancy, 3/11/99
CR 199902505, EDG Jacket Water Exp Tank Float Valve Leaks
CR 199902527, EDG 50.54f identified discrepancies
CR 199902586, 23 SW strainer knocking and slipping in rotation, 3/27/99
CR 199902626, Point Beach cold weather freeze event
CR 199902675, Retire or Resolve Issues with TSC Diesel Generator Alarm Panel
CR 199902815, Knocking sound in 23 SW strainer getting worse, 4/6/99
CR 199903103, 21 EDG Jacket Water Exp Tank Level Control Valve Leaks.
CR 199903369, Requirement for Second CCW Pump not Modeled in EDG Study
CR 199903467, 21, 22 & 23 EDG Over Speed Trip Reset Lever Resting On Pin Which Could
Cause Premature Failure of Trip Reset Pin.
CR 199904088, 480V cable spreading room smoke detector testing adequacy review
CR 199904447 Fire Induced Failure of VCT Outlet Valve LCV-112C
CR 199905093, New 25 SW pump had only four holddown bolt holes drilled, 6/29/99
CR 199905487, EDG 21 inappropriate mechanical governor venting
CR 199905843, Lack of procedure Guidance to Initiate Data Archive During GT-3 Operation
CR 199906210, 21 SW pump discharge pipe expansion joint is cracked, 8/11/99
CR 199906411, EDG load sequencing relays single failure analysis
CR 199906681, EDG 23 unexpected load reduction from 900kW to 100kW
CR 199906815, 480v bus undervoltage relays without reset values
CR 199906901, Self Identified and Corrected Procedure Violation
CR 199907198, 480v breaker current transformer configuration
CR 199907277, Ability to hear public address systems during emergency
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Condition ReDorts (Cont.)
CR 199907506, TSC DG Room Has an Alarm Panel But No Alarm Response Procedure
CR 199907665, 480v 3A to 6A crosstie breaker bent cell switch
CR 199907767, Concern about questioning attitude, 10/13/99
CR 199908666, EDG engine analysis PM deferral
CR 199908715 Operating Experience Program Enhancements
CR 199908743, Management review of contractor developed lesson plans
CR 199908802 CRS Training Deficiencies
CR 199908817, riming of Project Completion and Filing of Report Installation
CR 199908826, Drawing and Procedure Discrepancies Associated with Fuel Oil Shipments
CR 199908884, EDG 21 overspeed trip reset lever pin missing
CR 199908999, Technical accuracy of contractor developed lesson plans
CR 199909125, Roll up of deficiencies found during various audits and self-assessments
CR 199909153, ICPM program
CR 199909417, Common Cause Analysis of Events at IP-2
CR 200000128, Qualification record keeping
CR 200000285, NRC Severity Level IV violations for inadequate exercise critiques
CR 200000288, Emergency exercise weakness due to overall poor performance in the TSC
CR 200000289, Emergency exercise weakness due to poor performance in the OSC
CR 200000290, Lapse of ERO Qualifications
CR 200000634, Operations Training extent of condition
CR 200000968, Questions retarding the backup methods for notifying offsite authorities
CR 200000994 CRS Training Needs
CR 2000010694, Service Water Traveling Screen 27 Stops on Zero Speed Alarm
CR 200001093, Logkeeping standards were not met during the Alert of 2/15/2000
CR 200001126, A 50.54(q) review may not have been done on changes made to P1-1023 &
IP-1035
CR 200001183, Questions Deleted from Re-qual Test without EP Manager Approval
CR 200001221, Some phones in the OSC/TSC were inoperable during the Alert of 2/15/2000
CR 200001229, Changes to EOF IP were a hindrance to ERO operations regarding step-off
pads
CR 200001240, Initial lesson plans not reviewed and updated to reflect plan changes
CR 200001241, Self study modules have not been revised to reflect plan changes
CR 200001301, Failure to conduct event critique with county and State following Alert
CR 200001356, ERO Training Program did not ensure Personnel were Trained in all Positions
CR 200001361, Accountability deficiencies identified during the Alert of 2/15/2000
CR 200001366, 6 year requirement to test off-hours emergency drill not conducted
CR 200001521, 480V undervoltage panel dc power indicating lights not lit
CR 200001621, 21EDG Over Speed Trip Reset Lever Slips to Tripped Position but EDG
Remains Reset.
CR 200001874 CAG Procedures for Routine Activities
CR 200002109, Issues concerning off-site monitoring and post accident sampling
CR 200002247, Onsite contractors raising concerns with being in the trailers and not hearing
alarms or announcements and what they do in an evacuation
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Condition Resorts (Cont.)
CR 200002274, 25 SW strainer not rotating smoothly, 3/30/00
CR 200002329, EP Pre-restart plan includes action that could potentially impact the restart of
iP2
CR 200002522, Station failed to meet 30 minute requirement for completing accountability
CR 200002591, Employee concern regarding message left at his home for a pager test
CR 200002618 Continued Problems with the OE Program
CR 200002713, Deficiencies identified with the ERO notification system and process
CR 200002788, Deficiencies identified during a drill on 4/17/2000
CR 200002924 Response to Information Notice 2000-06
CR 200002952, Concerns of the PA system and evacuation during an event
CR 200002968, Internal SW piping inspection found shells, 4/24/00
CR 200003182, Compliance with SAO-1 12 for CR Closure
CR 200003560, Drill weaknesses identified from 5/10/2000 drill
CR 200003568, CR system training attendance
CR 200003578, 22 FUC inspection found tubercles in waterbox, 6/4/00
CR 200003838, Questions regarding Accountability process
CR 200003865 Extent of Condition Information for CRs
CR 200003868 Root Cause Determination Deficiencies
CR 200003890, Deficiencies identified during a 5/14/2000 drill
CR 200003891, Drill weaknesses identified from 5/25/2000 drill
CR 200003945, EDG 21 overspeed trip reset lever pin found on floor
CR 200003978, EDG21 unexpected load change from 750kW to 2300kW
CR 200003987, No page system in NSB location
CR 200004008, EDG prints didn't match as-found wiring
CR 200004012, Valve SWN-44-5B failed leak test, 5/30/00
CR 200004059, Unable to hear alarm or announcement
CR 200004142, Simulator problem noted during the 8/1/00 evaluated exercise
CR 200004149, During 6/1/00 exercise, personnel were walking around and in between the
new
simulator building and the energy education center because they had not heard any
announcements in the building concerning the drill
CR 200004153, JNC did not demonstrate the ability to coordinate clear, accurate and timely
information to the news media during the 6/1/00 exercise
CR 200004181, 23 FCU inlet SW relief valve failed Appendix J leak test, 6/3/00
CR 200004265, Training and Drill weaknesses observed during 6/1100 exercise
CR 200004311 Self-Assessments for the CAP
CR 200004312, failure of supply cable to MCC 21 due to damage to underground duct bank,
dated 6/7/00
CR 200004345, Adequacy of offsite monitoring kits was questioned
CR 200004374, Siren 317 failed growl test
CR 200004393, Weaknesses identified in the JNC during the 6/1/00 exercise
CR 200004471, Contractor developed lesson plans
CR 200004545, 6/14/00 E-Plan training did not meet red team EOF participant's standards
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Condition Reports (Cont.)
CR 200004578, EDG 21 mechanical governor mis-adjustment
CR 200004759 Roles and Responsibilities of the CAG
CR 200004766 No Action Plan for CAP
CR 200004839, Frisker failed source check in OSC locker
CR 200004907 Review of INPO SEN 214
Reporting System
CR 200005014 Contract Security Personnel Involvement with Condition
in Reset
Locked
Remain
CR 200005032, 21 EDG Over Speed Trip Reset Lever Will Not
Position.
CR 200005040, Maintaining respirator qualifications
CR 200005153, Training section computer upgrades
causes analysis
CR 200005260, Program deficiencies identified as a result of an root
allow for adequate
CR 200005332, Procedures, processes and training for the JNC do not
information dissemination
CR 200005371, NPSH calculation not adequate, 7/19100
actions
CR 200005446, Re-evaluation of 1999 Common Cause Analysis corrective
211512000
of
event
Alert
from
findings
CR 200005491, NRC identifies three white
CR 200005516, Valve SWN-71-2B failed stroke test, 7/25/00
CR 200005585 Statement Regarding Technical Specifications
at EOF
CR 200005640, On 7/2812000, lost two phone circuits which service Reuter-Stokes
are met,
9.6-1
Table
UFSAR
of
CR 200005646, PT-R93 doesn't assure design requirements
7/31/00
CR 200005704, TCV-1 113 plugged with shells and sediment, 8/2100
may have prevented
CR 200005815, Questions not trending beeper problems previous to 8199 of due dates
current problems. Questions continual approval by CARB for extensions
CR 200005975, Several beepers did not activate during test
CR 200006021, 22 SW strainer not rotating, 8115/00
CR 200006057, Heat trace functional tests
at JNC
CR 200006156, Equipment deficiencies found during 8/16/2000 drill, including
exercise
CR 200006157, Deficiencies identified from August 16, 2000 emergency
Study
EDG
on
Effects
Pump
CR 200006170, Containment Recirculation
drained, -8/21/00
CR 200006180, 21 SW strainer dp switch reads 2.5 # when secured and
8/28/00
CR 200006345, 24 SW strainer not rotating,
Self-Assessment
CR 200006357, LOR-08-00, Operations Training Section Training Program
8/30/00
CR 200006369, 24 SW strainer tripped on thermals,
CR 200006377, Could not hear message in stairwell
CR 200006381 Noted Decrease in CRs Initiated
CR 200006501, Personnel in VC should not hear alarm
CR 200006508, Personnel unable to clearly understand announcement
CR 200006556, Page speaker in screen well house does not work
CR 200006565, High Head Safety Injection Pump HP Increase
CR 200006619 Training Personnel on Use of Operating Experience
CR 200006658 QA Auditor Training Needs
CR 200006663 Use of Risk Significance in QA
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Condition Reports (Cont.)
CR 200006674, Heat trace panel discrepancies
CR 200006702, Flow instability with both FCV-1 176 and 1176A in automatic, 9/10/00
CR 200006764, Inadequacies found with facilities and equipment implementing procedures
CR 200006794, Incorrect operability call on CR 200004534, 9/13/00
CR 200006944, FC-5032-A Alarm will not clear
CR 200006965, EDG Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Level Switch Tolerances Were Incorrect
CR 200007028, HPES training
CR 200007070 SAO-1 12 Procedure Deficiencies
CR 200007072 Effectiveness and Timeliness of Corrective Actions
CR 200007073 Training Needs to Prevent Recurrence
CR 200007078 Engineering Manager Understanding of CR Threshold
CR 200007108, EDG 21, 23 GE CR120A relay failure analysis report
CR 200007265, Johnson SW pumps do not meet hydraulic requirements, 9/27/00
CR 200007418, Relief valve SWN-86 IST failure
CR 200007509, 26 SWPS auto blowdown valve failed to stroke, 10/4100
CR 200007600, Increase in Service Water Pump Load on EDGs
CR 200007667, Yoke Bushing Broke While Closing Valve JW-5.
CR 200007718, Stranded issues from "inappropriately' closed CR
CR 200007740,480 V DBD Missing Reference
CR 200007742,480 V DBD Missing Reference
CR 200007815, SWPS 24 not rotating, 10/13/00
CR 200007923, During the monthly notification drill, CAN was found inoperable
CR 200008089, Water Hammer Potential on Non-Essential SW Header, 10/23/00
CR 200008090, SW System flow model calculation deficiencies, 10/23/00
CR 200008156, EDG Loading Study Requires Revision
CR 200008249, Instrument Air Compressor smoke detector indicating light failure
CR 200008293, Licensed Operator Requalification Program
CR 200008448, Pager vendor inadvertently activated all ERO pagers while testing two. Used
wrong test code and caused confusion
CR 200008472, Operator requalification examination results
CR 200008478, 21 SWP oil sample trending toward dilution of oil., 11/2/00
CR 200008487 Use of Circular Logic in CR Closure
CR 200008774, Radiological equipment deficiencies found during drill on 11/9/2000
CR 200008786, Valves SWN-6 and SWN-7 appear to not be properly supported, 11/9/00
CR 200008813, Deficiencies identified from November 9, 2000 emergency exercise
CR 200008829, SW Zurn strainer dp greater than 4 psid acceptance criterion, 11/10/00
CR 200008854, Oil in 24 SW pump appears to be emulsified, 11/11/00
CR 200008981, ERDS Inoperable During Training Session
CR 200009752, Inadequate Safety Evaluation 98-402-PR Regarding Changing EDG Start Time
From 10 seconds to 10.5 seconds.
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Condition Reports (Cont.)
CR 200009753, Inadequate Operability Determinations 98-012 and 98-013 Regarding
Exceeding the EDG 10 second Start Time.
CR 200009927 Part 21 Review of Foxboro Relay for RWST Level Alarm
CR 200009963, Offsite Monitor procedure inadequacies regarding TLDs
CR 200009972, Instrument Air Compressor smoke detector timer failure
CR 200010025, Offsite Monitor procedure inadequacies
CR 200010120, Qualification to operate a crane
CR 200010268, SOP 1.7 discrepancy
CR 200010277, QA audit finding regarding procedure for making an 'emergency repair' under
a
declared emergency condition
CR 200010278, QA audit finding regarding EP-AD-02 containing inadequacies and ambiguities
CR 200010279, QA audit finding regarding the adequacy of JNC procedure for preparing initial
news releases during an event
CR 200010284, QA audit finding regarding altemating ERO requalification exams
CR 200010322, Alternate location for decontamination and applicable procedures
CR 200010476, Emergency Alarms & pagers are inaudible in Plant Cafeteria
CR 200010490, Does E-Plan training use the systematic approach to training which is used in
operator training and technical training programs?
CR 200100170, No basis calculation for SW pumps IST quarterly tests' acceptance criteria,
1/5/01
CR 200100201, Maintenance planning area page
CR 200100290, Respirator qualification lapses for Onsite and Offsite monitors
CR 200100487 Automatic Self Locking Door for Employee Concerns Program Office
CR 200100499, pipe wrench left above instrument air compressors
CR 200100502, Heat trace circuit light intermittent
CR 200100510, Concem with 21 CCW heat exchanger holddown bolts, 1/17/01
CR 200100511, Balance of SW flows through DG heat exchangers, 1/17/01
CR 200100512, Corrosion on stainless steel line in CCW Heat exchanger
CR 200100513, Nuts on 21CCHX do not have full thread engagement, 1/17/01
CR 200100520, Leak rate program
CR 200100533, Page party speaker in NPO office
CR 200100545 Employee Concem Regarding Discontinuance of Posting CRs on Intranet
CR 200100549, NRC Found Instrument Out of Calibration.
CR 200100566, No test of non-essential SW header, 1/18101
CR 200100577, unfastened deck plates in EDG building
CR 200100586, No condition report generated for failed acceptance criteria in PT-R93, 1/18/01
CR 200100599, Conclusions for Calculation FEX-00148-00
CR 200100606, Dwg 9321-F-4046, EDG Building Control Air Did Not Show 6" Building Exhaust
Fan.
CR 200100611, Dwg 9321-F-1460-11, EDG Building Incorrectly Labeled 6" Building Exhaust
Fan as #322 (number for the 5' fan) Versus #323.
CR 200100619 Employee Concerns Program Deficiencies
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Condition Regorts (Cont.)
CR 200100657, Loop 2 Delta-T Deviation Alarm
CR 200100663, scaffolding around instrument air compressor unsupported at base
CR 200100667, housekeeping items In EDG building
CR 200100669, ICPM 1508, Delta -T Deviation Alarm Setpoints
CR 200100700, oil pad fire protection assessment
CR 200100702, untimely generation of CR for instrument air scaffolding operability question
CR 200100714, past operability of instrument air scaffolding
CR 200100749, EDG 22 control mom undervoltage annunciator alarming
CR 200100759, Field operator confusion over 125v DC control power indication
CR 200100773, 480V work orders Incorrectly categorized (CM vs. other)
CR 200100782, EDG Fuel Oil Storage Issues
CR 200100783, Reduced SW flow to instrument air coolers, 1123/01
CR 200100786, Temporary power cord connected to Air Compressor in EDG building
CR 200100788, EDG building sump backflow valves dirty
CR 200100795, dated 1123/01, 118V system, consideration of inrush current for solenoid valves
CR 200100810, Dwg. 243683, Rev. 2, Shows Incorrect Type Solenoid Valve.
CR 200100811, EDG work orders incorrectly categorized (CM vs. other)
CR 200100812, Addition of word "MAY' in Plan changed the intent
CR 200100813, Procedure changes regarding activation of facilities conflicts with Plan.
CR 200100815, Facility inventories not being properly conducted
CR 200100816, Comments made by NRC regarding ERO Training Program Procedure
CR 200100827, Deficiencies not identified in CRS 2000-08813
CR 200100849, UFSAR description of SW radiation monitors incorrect, 1/24/01
CR 200100860, Deficiencies identified from December 14, 2000 drill
CR 200100878, Concern with service water strainer pit flooding, 1/24/01
CR 200100879, Calculation for SW radiation monitors set point, 1/24/01
CR 200100880, SW pump upper vacuum release valve not shown on P&ID, 1/24/01
CR 200100894 Failure to Review RHR Procedure During OE Review
CR 200100904 Failure to Place Relay on Administrative Hold
CR 200100908, dated 1/25/01, 118V system, control room logs/transfer switch setting
CR 200100972, AFW motor overload condition
CR 200100974, ICPM Extent of Condition Review Needed
CR 200101007, Tee drain on MOV SWN-444A
CR 200101379, Rescheduling of EDG 23 Work Schedule Idles l&C Crew
CR 200101386, Gas Turbine TS 750 KW Rating
CR 200101396, Relief Valve IST Test Failures
CR 200101416, Examples where descriptions for closing condition reports was inadequate.
CR 200101434, UFSAR Section 8.5 Gas Turbine Incomplete Information
CR 200101448, EDG Oil Rag Concern not put into CRS
CR 200101467, EDG Lube Oil Temperature Switch Calibration
CR 200101468, EDG Jacket Water Temperature Switch Calibration
CR 200101484, Information on Completed Mods Provided to NRC Inspector Incorrect.
CR 200101775, Inadequate training for correcting exercise deficiencies
CR 200101776, Third quarter communication drills were not conducted
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Drawings
9321 -F-2030-36, Flow diagram, Fuel Oil to Diesel Generators, Rev. dated 1110/00
9321 -F-2028-35, Flow diagram, Jacket Water to Diesel Generators, Rev. dated 8/16/99
A207698-25, Flow Diagram, Lube Oil for Diesel Generators No. 21, 22 & 23, Rev. dated
4/01/99
9321-F-2722-99, Flow Diagram, Service Water System Nuclear Steam Supply Plant, Sheet I of
2, Rev. dated 9/08/00
9321-H-2029-47, Flow Diagram, Starting Air to Diesel Generators, Rev. dated 12/13/99
A208377-08, Main One Line Diagram - UFSAR Figure 8.2-3, Rev. dated 10/12100
A208088-34, One Line Diagram of 480 VAC SWGRS 21 & 22, Bus 2A, 3A, 5A and 6A, UFSAR
Figure No. 8.2-6, Rev. dated 4/14/00
A250907-15, Electrical Distribution and Transmission System, Rev. dated 12/16/99
A214529-9, Control Building Fire Dampers, Rev. dated 10/10/00
9321-LL-3129-08, Control Building Wall Exhaust Fans 213, 215 & 216, Sheet 4, Rev. dated
6115/95
B208476-13, Schematic Diagram of Control of Louver Fire Damper, Rev. dated 6108100
9321-LL-3133-18, Schematic Diagram Diesel Generator 21 Compressor, Fuel Oil Pump &
Jacket Water & Lube Oil Heaters, Sheet No. 2 and 4, Rev. dated 7/13/00
A208376-09, Single Line Diagram of Unit Safeguard Channeling and Control Train
Development, Rev. dated 5/19/93
A249956-14, One Line Diagram 480V MCC 24 & 24A, Rev. dated 3/29/00
A249956-16, One Line Diagram 480V MCC 29 & 29A, Rev. dated 7/6/99
9321-F-3006-89, Single Line Diagram 480V MCC 26A and 26B, Rev. dated 6/9/00
9321-LL-3133-15, Diesel Generator 22 Compressor, Fuel Oil Pump, Jacket Water & Lube Oil
Heaters, Sheet No. 3, Rev. dated 7/13/00
9321-LL-3133-13, Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage & Day Tanks Level Control & Indication,
Sheet No. 6, Rev. dated 10/31/00
9321-LL-3133-14, Schematic Diagram Fuel Oil Pumps Interlocking Relay, Sheet No. 5, Rev.
dated 2/24/99
A207577-18, Internal Wiring for Diesel Generators 21, 22 & 23, Rev. datedl2/18/00
IP2-S-000284-10, D.C. Schematic for Diesel Generator 21, Rev. dated 10/31/00
9321-F-272, Flow Diagram, Service Water System, Nuclear Steam Supply Plant, Sheet I of 2,
Rev 99.
A209762, Flow Diagram, Service Water System, Nuclear Steam Supply Plant, Sheet 2 of 2,
Rev 61.
D252680, EGG's Jacket Water & Lube Oil Coolers Cooling Water System, Loop No's: 1176,
5919, Rev 3.
9321-F-3004, One Line Diagram 480V Motor Control Centers 21, 22, 23, 25, & 25A, Rev 76.
9321-F-3006, Single Line Diagram 480V MCC 26A and 26B, Rev 89.
A208088, One Line Diag. of 480 VAC Swgrs 21 & 22, Bus 2A, 3A, 5A & 6A, Rev 34.
B227535-0, Outline and Assembly Dwg., Component Cooling Heat Exchanger, 8/7/89.
D-7317, Details, Component Cooling Heat Exchanger, Rev 0.
9321-F-4022, Flow Diagram Ventilation System Containment, Primary Aux. Bldg, Fuel Stg Bldg,
Rev 51.
1996MB4165, Service Water Pumps (Johnson Pumps), 10/96.
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Drawings (Cont.)
A200009, Intake Structure, Concrete - Cross Sections, Rev 17.
A200008, Intake Structure, Concrete - Plan Thru Walls, Rev 13.
A200737, Containment Building, Service Water Piping to Recirc. Fan Motor Coolers - Sheet 2,
Rev 12.
A200735, Containment Building, Service Water Piping to Recirc. Fan Motor Coolers - Sheet 1,
Rev 13.
D264097, Loop Diagram S. W. Containment S. W. Ctrl. Valve, Loop Numbers: 1104, 1170,
5004, Rev 00.
D264098, Loop Diagram S. W. Containment S. W. Ctrl. Valve, Loop Numbers: 1105, 1171,
5005, Rev 00.
A208368, Flow Diagram - Screen Wash System & Bearing Cooling Wtr. for Circ. & S. W.
Pumps, Rev 29.
9321-F-2033, Flow Diagram - Service & Cooling Water, River Water & Fresh Water, Rev 71.
B225141-14, Elementary Wiring Diagram of Service Water Pump #25
D252680-03, EDG's Jacket Water & Lube Oil Coolers Cooling Water System
9321-F-2735-128, Flow Diagram - Safety Injection System
9321-F-3252-23, Indian Point No. 2 Heat Trace Cables - Service Water Piping Intake Structure
9321-LL-3137-07, Intake Structure Elec. Heat Tracing Panel 21, Sheet 13
9321-F-3278-04, System Impedance Diagram 480 Volts
A250907, revision 12116/99, Electrical Distribution and Transmission System
9321 -LL-3132-10, Schematic Diagram Pilot Wire and Misc. Lock-Out Relays, Sheet 5
9321-LL-3113-13, Schematic Diagram Breaker 521UT1-ST5#1-5 Tie, Sheet 3
9321-LL-3114-11, Schematic Diagram Breaker 52/UT4-ST6#4-#5 Tie, Sheet 5
9321 -LL-3114-11, Schematic Diagram Breaker 52/UT4-ST6#3-#5 Tie, Sheet 3
A208377-08, Main One Line Diagram
A231592-15, 6900 Volt One Line Diagram
ALCO drawing No. 5904S310750-Z6, Revision dated 9/5)00, Schematic Exciter Voltage
Regulator (EDG21, EDG22, EDG23)
207698-25, Lube Oil Flow Diagram
208088-34, 480 VAC Switchgear 21 and 22 One Line Diagram
208241-23, MCC 28A & 211 Single Line Diagram
208377-08, Main One Line Diagram
208540-07, Breaker Control
225016-11, Safeguards Actuation Schemes
225139-19, Service Water Pump Elementary Wiring Diagram
231592-15, 6900 Volt One Line Diagram
248513-1 0, MCC 26C & CCR Ventilation Distribution Panel 21 Single Line
249955-16, MCC 29 & 29A One Line Diagram
250907-15, Electrical Distribution and Transmission System One Line
252680-03, EDG Cooling Water Schematic Wiring Diagram
252686-01, EDG Fuel Oil Control Instrument Loop Diagram
253799-03, Starting Air Control Instrument Loop Diagram
523802-04, Lube Oil Control Instrument Loop Diagram
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Drawings (Cont.)
253805-02, Jacket Water Control Instrument Loop Diagram
254451-00, Replacement of Battery 23
9321 -F-2028-435, Jacket Water Flow Diagram
9321-F-2029-47,Starting Air Flow Diagram
9321-F-2030-36, Fuel Oil Flow Diagram
9321-F-3004-76, MCC 21,22,23,25 & 25A One Line Diagram
9321-F-3005-98, MCC 27 & 27A One Line Diagram
9321-F-3006-89, MCC 26A & 26B One Line Diagram
9321-F-3007-17, Diesel Generator Low Voltage Three Une Diagram
9321-F-3117-15, Schematic Diagram 480 Volt Switchgear 21
9321-F-3278-04, Impedance Diagram
9321-LL-3113-13,Breaker 521UT1-ST5 Tie Schematic Diagram
9321-LL-3114-11,Breaker 521UT4-ST6 Tie Schematic Diagram
9321-LL-3132-10,Pilot Wire and Misc. Lock-Out Relays Schematic Diagram
9321 -LL-3133-05, Diesel Generator Auxiliaries Schematic Diagram
IP2-S-000231-04, EDG Building Ventilation Distribution Panel One Line
IP2-S-000284-1 0, DC Schematic for 21 EDG
9321-F-1460-11, Diesel Generator Building Plan, Section & Elevations.
9321-F-4046-15, Diesel Generator Building Floor Drains & Vent. Control Air Piping.
A208241-23, Single Line diagram of 480 VAC MCC 28A and 211
IP2-S-000231-04, One-Line Schematic for EDG Building Ventilation Dist. Panels #1 & #2.
1P2-S-000291-03, EDG Exhaust Fan #318
IP2-S-000292-02, EDG Exhaust Fan #319
IP2-S-000293-00, EDG Exhaust Fan #320
IP2-S-000294-02, EDG Exhaust Fan #321
IP2-S-000295-02, EDG Exhaust Fan #322
B243684-03, Terminal Arrangement EDG Vent Thermostats, Valves & Terminal Boxes.
B243683-02, Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System Details.
Eauipment Taaouts
2000-N-0000013111, 23 Auxiliary Boiler Feedwater Pump Oil Sightglass replacement
2000-N-0000013039, Vacuum Fill Modification Flange Installation
Miscellaneous Documents
Technical Specification - amendment 205, 2/11/00
Technical Specifications 3.7, Auxiliary Electrical Systems
Technical Specifications 4.6, Emergency Power System Periodic Tests
NL-92-017, Response to GL91-11: Resolution of Generic Issues 48 & 49 for IP2
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Miscellaneous Documents (Cont.)
RA-86-016, Analysis of the Vulnerability of IP2 Buildings to High Winds, letter to NRC dated
February 18, 1986.
Technical Evaluation of the Susceptibility of Safety-Related Systems to Flooding Caused by the
Failure of Non-Category I Systems For Indian Point Unit 2, November 1980
ANSI N195-1976, Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Revision 14, 12/18/97
UFSAR Section 6, Engineered Safety Features
UFSAR Section 8, Electrical Systems
Individual Plant Examination of External Events for Indian Point Unit No. 2 Nuclear Generating
Station, 12/95.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: Implementation Status of Generic Letter 89-13 Required Actions,
7119/91.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: Implementation Status of Generic Letter 89-13 Required Actions I
&
II, 2/11192.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: Response to Generic Letter 89-13, Service Water System
Problems
Affecting Safety-Related Equipment.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject 10 CFR 50.54(f) Notification in Response to NRC Generic Letter
96-06: Assurance of Equipment Operability and Containment Integrity During Design-Basis
Accident Conditions, 10/30/96.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: Response to NRC Generic Letter 96-06, 11/18/96.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: 10 CFR 50.54(f) Notification in Response to NRC Generic Letter
96-06: Assurance of Equipment Operability and Containment Integrity During Design-Basis
Accident Conditions, 1128197.
ConEd Ltr to NRC, Subject: Supplemental Information Regarding 10 CFR 50.54(f) Notification
in Response to NRC Generic Letter 96-06: Assurance of Equipment Operability and
Containment Integrity During Design-Basis Accident Conditions, 4/30/97.
Equipment Reliability Self Assessment July 11-21, 2000, Issued October 6, 2000
Memo NL-79-B43, Response to IE Bulletin No. 79-24, dated 10/29/79
Memorandum from Mark Entenberg to Villani, et al, NRC required documentation - Electrical
calcs etc
Memo from V. Rebbapragada, Washington Power to Tom Klein, Con Edison, FEX-00143-00,
IP2 LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. Study of
Shutdown-from Gas Turbine 1 of Indian Point Units #2 and #3, dated 1/22/01
Con Edison Protective Equipment -Relays 27-SI and 27-S2, Data & Test Record, Sheets 17A,
17B, 18A, 18B, 19A, 19B, 20A, and 20B of 24, Calculation #SGX-0013-04
System Description 27.1, 480 Volt System, Rev. 4
SE 304, Attachment 7.1 System Health Report - Emergency Diesel Generators, 3Yd Quarter
2000, Rev. 4
System Notebook, Emergency Diesel Generators, Rev. 2
System Description No. 27.3, Emergency Diesels, Rev. 6
Failure Analysis of GE CR12OXIA UPR Relay for PECO PowerLabs, dated July 14, 2000.
Seismic Structures and Devices Design Basis Document for Indian Point 2, Rev. 0
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Miscellaneous Documents (Cont.)
SE-302, Work Control Process Interfacing Responsibilities Standard, Rev. 1
SE-304, System Health Report, Gas Turbines, 4" Quarter 2000
Indian Point Unit 2 Maintenance Rule Basis Document Gas Turbine, Rev. 1
Maintenance Department Performance Indicators, November 30, 2000
Westinghouse Letter W LTR-POE-00-142, Indian Point Unit 2 EDG Loading Study Update
(amends Westinghouse WCAP-12655, Rev. 1).
MPR Associates, Inc., Report MPR-2206, Rev. 0, Indian Point 2 EDG 2-2 October 2000 Engine
Analysis Results.
Emergency Diesel Generators System Health Report, 7/16/99, with 2"V Quarter 2000 Update,
ConEd SE-304, Rev. 4
Service Water System Health Report, 11/18/99, with 2nd Quarter 2000 Update, ConEd SE-304,
Rev. 4
Maintenance 2001 Business Plan Summary
Design Engineering Department 2001 Business Plan, 1/4/2001
Site Engineering Department 2001 Business Plan, 1/4/2001
Training Department 2001 Business Plan approved 12/12/00
Operations Department 2001 Business Plan approved 1/4101
The 2000 Con Edison IP2 Organizational Effectiveness Survey, a CRA, Inc., Research Report,
12/27/2000
Material Substitution Authorization Procedure MSAP-98-00446-FFX, Control Relays for Diesel
Generators 21, 22, 23, Rev. 01
Ombudsman Program Assessment dated April 27, 1999
Employee Concerns Program 2001 Business Plan dated January 5, 2001
Surveillance Report 99-SR-040, Operating Experience Review, dated November 11-18, 1999
Operating Experience Peer Evaluation, dated September 5-7, 2000
Nuclear Quality Assurance 2001 Business Plan dated December 27, 2000
Effectiveness Review - Trip and Unusual Event 8/31/99 - January 2001
Performance Monitoring Report - December 2000
CRS-CAP Performance Indicators August 2000 January 2001
Final Report - Condition Report Closure Review - December 2000
Common Cause Analysis of Events at IP2 - December 1999
480 Volt System Readiness Review SGRO 2000
System Health Report, 3Q 2000, Emergency Diesel Generators
White Paper dated June 26, 1993, Final Overview of EDG Upgrade Program Modifications
WRE-6007-1, 01/16/98, Buchanan Hill Substation 13 kV Feeder Bus Voltage Regulation
EO-4292-4, January 1994, Maximum Operating Voltage on the 138 kV and 345 kV Systems
EP-7000, March 1996, Voltage Schedule, Control and Operation of the Transmission System
Orerabilitv Determinations (OD)
97-061, EDG Governors, Rev 0
97-049, EDG Reverse Current Trip, Rev 0
99-032, EDG Load Sequencing, Rev. 0
99-037, 2A to 3A bus crosstie breaker 52/2AT3A would not rack out, Rev. 0.
Onerability Determinations (OD) (Cont.)
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99-007, Lube Oil Pressure Switch Out of Specification, Rev. 0
8-012, Operability of 22EDG which exceeded 10 second start time.
98-013, Operability of 22EDG which exceeded 10 second start time.
00-046, Dual indication on motor operated valve SWN-41-4B
99-002, Dual indication on motor operated valve SWN-41-2B
96-028, 21, 22, & 23EDG jacket water pressure switches failed to reset.
96-044, 23EDG jacket water pressure switch failed to reset.
Plant Modifications
Con Edison Mod. No. FEX-98-86846-E, Rev 2, dated 1/27/00, Replacement of Gas Turbine #1
Transformer
FPX-97-12766-F, Secondary Boiler Blowdown Purification System Piping Seismic Upgrade,
Rev. 0
MSAP-99-00484-FFX, replace EDG Jacket Water Expansion Tank Float Valves, LCV-5004,
5004, & 5006.
FIX-97-12476-l, EDG Jacket Water Pressure Switches Setpoint Change
FPX-98-12941-F, Install Additional EDGs Starting Air Motor Lubricators (Minor Modification).
TFC 99-083, Temporary Facility Change, EDG Raw Water Pressure Gage Replacement,
6/13199
Jumper 98-222, SWP Strainer Blowdown Valves, 911198
Minor Mod. MFI-88-01774-M, Service Water Pits - Miscellaneous Improvements, Rev 4
CL-81-63, Service Water Pump Discharge Check Valve and Piping, 5126/87
MEX-93-03369-Q, Replace EDG Lube Oil Heat Exchanger Tube Bundles and Floating Heads,
7/13/93
FMX-96-10376-M, Replacement Service Water Pumps, Rev I
FIX-98-12939-l, IP SWOPI Set point Mods, Rev 0
MMT-76-00207, Repair #25 Service Water Pump, Rev 0
MFI-85-50754, Service Water Pumps Seismic Restraint, Rev 1
MFI-83-30769-01, Service Water Intake Fine Screen Spray Wash, Rev 0
MFI-83-30769, Service Water Intake Fine Screens, Rev 0
CPC-91-06847-H, EDG Building Ventilation Upgrade
EGP-89-03372-E, Installation of Current Limiters
ESG-82-10199-80, Installation of Transfer Switches for Safe Shutdown Equipment
FEX-98-86846-E, Replacement of Gas Turbine I Transformer
FMX-96-10376, Replace SW Pumps
FEX-98-86846-E, Replacement of Gas Turbine #1 Transformer
MSAP-99-492, EDG Start Air Pressure Switches
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Preventive Maintenance Procedures
PM No. 834, Emergency Diesel Generator No. 21, DG Panel Meters - Excitation DC Amps,
Excitation DC Volts, Amps, Volts, Watts, Vars, Hz, Rev. 2
PM No. 835, Emergency Diesel Generator No. 22, DG Panel Meters - Excitation DC Amps,
Excitation DC Volts, Amps, Volts, Watts, Vars, Hz, Rev. 2
PM No. 836, Emergency Diesel Generator No. 23, DG Panel Meters - Excitation DC Amps,
Excitation DC Volts, Amps, Volts, Watts, Vars, Hz, Rev. 2
PM No. 838, Emergency Diesel Generator Synchronizing Panel Meters - EDG-VIN, EDG-VR,
EDG-HZIN, EDG-HZR, EDG-SYNC, Rev. 0
PM No. 1775-1, Diesel Generator 21 Lube Oil System, Rev 2.
PM No. 1775-3, Diesel Generator 21 Lube Oil System, Rev. 2.
PM No. 1776, Diesel Generator 21 Lube Oil System, Rev. 4.
PM No. 1777, Diesel Generator 21 Starting Air System, Rev. 0.
PM No. 1778-1, Diesel Generator 21 Jacket Water System, Rev. 2.
PM No. 1778-2, Diesel Generator 21 Jacket Water System, Rev. 3.
PM No. 1779-1, Diesel Generator 22 Lube Oil System, Rev. 2.
PM No. 1779-2, Diesel Generator 22 Lube Oil System, Rev. 2.
Procedures
Alarm Response Procedure, ARP SDF, Rev. 15 N-1, Window 1-4, 21 or 22 Inverter Trouble
AOD 6, Equipment Status Control, Rev. 26
AOI 24.1, Service Water Malfunction, Rev. 9
AOl 26.4.6, Main Turbine Without a Reactor Trip, Rev. 5
AOI 27.1.1, Loss of Normal Station Power, Rev. 13
AOI 27.1.7, Main Transformer High Temperature, Rev. 4
AOI 27.3.1, Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer Using the Trailer, Rev. 0
AO1-28.0.4, Plant Flooding - Conventional Side, Rev. 1
AOI 28.0.4, Plant Flooding - Conventional Side, Rev 2
ARP SJF, Cooling Water and Air Alarm Response Procedure, Rev. 25
ARP SEF, Turbine and GE Generator Startup, Rev. 35
ARP SGF, Auxiliary Coolant System, Rev. 24
ARP SOF, EHT PNL 21 INTK STRUC CONTACTOR FAILURE, Rev 14
BAT-B-003-A, Inspections and Cleaning of Battery Cells and Intercell Connectors, Rev. 4
BAT-C-001-A, Replacement of Battery Cells, Rev. 6
BKR-B-002A, Westinghouse Model DB-50 Breaker-Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 03
BKR-C-023-A, Westinghouse Model DB-50 Breaker-Corrective Maintenance, Rev. 04
BKR-P-003-A, Westinghouse Model DB-75 Breaker-Corrective Maintenance, Rev. 02
CH-SQ-1 3.003 - Chemistry Quality Assurance/Quality Control of Analyses
CH-SQ-13.016 - Chemistry data management
CH-SQ-13.017 - Chemistry program for sampling, analysis, and control of the RCS
CH-SQ-13.018 - Chemistry program for sampling, analysis, and control of secondary systems
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Procedures (Cont.)
COL 24.1.1, Service Water and Closed Cooling Water Systems, Rev. 30
COL 24.1.2, Service Water Essential Header Verification, Rev. 13
COL 10.6.2, Containment Integrity, Rev. 19
DSR 1, Control Room Log, Rev. 77
DSR 1, Unit 2 Control Room Log, Rev 78
DSR 7, Unit 2 Conventional Area Log Sheet, Rev 77
E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection, Rev. 36
EDG-P-001-A, Emergency Diesel Generator Semi-Annual Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 139
EDG-P-005-A, Alco 16 Cylinder NVee* Diesel Engine - Annual Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 4
EDG-P-006A, Alco 16 Cylinder *Veeg Diesel Engine - Cylinder Pressure Readings, Rev. 2
EDG-P-007-A, Emergency Diesel Generator - Two Year Maintenance, Rev. 3
EDG-P-008-A, Emergency Diesel Generator- 3 Year Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 0
EHT-M-003-A, Replacement of Exdsting Freeze Protection Cable With Chemelex Heat
Trace(Generic MOD EGP-88-00906), Rev. 0
Emergency Plan for Indian Point Units 1 & 2, Rev. 01-02
EP-AD-03, ERO Training Program, Rev. 0
EP-AD-07, Conduct of Drills and Exercises, 1/2001
EP-S-7.701, Conduct of Emergency Drills and Exercises, Rev. 11
ES-0.1, Reactor Trip Response, Rev. 36
ES-1.3, Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation, Rev. 36
GEN-B-001A, Generator Six Year Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 05
GSAD 9, Operating Procedure Development and Control, Rev. 12
GSAD 12, Quality Assurance Records Management, Rev. 5
GSAD 14, Temporary Operating Instructions, Rev. 7
GT-24.0-1, Generic Test of Service Water (Zum) Strainers, Rev 6.
ICPM-0803-1, 480 V Bus 2A Undervoltage Relay 27-1/2A Calibration
ICPM-0803-2, 480 V Bus 2A Undervoltage Relay 27-2/2A Calibration
ICPM-0803-3, 480 V Bus 2A Undervoltage Relay 47 Calibration
ICPM-0803-4, 480 V Bus 2A Undervoltage Relay 27-SI/2A Calibration
ICPM-0803-5, 480 V Bus 2A Undervoltage Relay 27-S212A Calibration
IP-1001, Mobilization of Onsite Emergency Organization, Rev. 10
IP-1002, Emergency Notification and Communication, Rev. 21
IP-101 1, Joint News Center, Rev 0
IP-1013, Protective Action Recommendations, Rev. 8
IP-1015, Radiological Surveys Outside the Protected Area, Rev. 8
IP-1018, Media Relations, Rev 8
IP-1023, Operations Support Center, Rev. 14
IP-1024, Emergency Classification, Rev. 8
IP-1027, Personnel Accountability and Evacuation, Rev. 12
IP-1030, Emergency Operations Facility, Rev. 3
IP-1035, Technical Support Center, Rev. 15
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Procedures (Cont.)
LARP-18, Circ Water Screen Trouble, Rev 4
LARP 23, Unit 2 21 Main Transformer, Rev. 2
LARP 24, Unit 2 22 Main Transformer, Rev. 2
LARP 28, Unit 2 Service Water Screen Trouble, Rev. 2
MAD 4, Maintenance Planning, Rev. 29
MAD 40, Maintenance Work Instructions and Maintenance Procedures, Rev. 4
MMS-B-003-A, Maintenance Procedure, Flange Makeup - Class 'A,' "FP" and MET, Rev 10
MOT-P-004-A, 480 V Motor & Motor Starter Preventive Maintenance, Rev. 09
MPWG, Maintenance Procedures Writers Guide, Rev. 3
MS-011, Maintenance Standard, Torquing of Mechanical Fasteners, Rev 0
NPPS 010, Nuclear Power Policy for NRC Schedule Guidelines, Rev. 3
OAD 2, Shift Turnover, Rev. 21
OAD 3, Plant Surveillance and Log Keeping, Rev. 32
OAD 6, Equipment Status Control, Rev. 26
OAD 9, Operations Section Organization, Rev. 27
OAD 15, Policy for the Conduct of Operations, Rev. 37
OAD 22, Freeze Protection, Rev. 10
OAD 27, Temporary Procedure Change, Rev. 19
OAD 29, Human Factors Control Program, Rev. 0
OAD 31, Operations Training Program, Rev. 5
OAD 33, Procedure Use and Adherence, Rev. 15
OAD 34, Communications, Rev. 4
OAD 37, Guidelines for Performing Operations Planning and On-Line Risk Assessment, Rev. 3
OAD 41, Operator Burden Program, Rev. 2
OAD 465, License Amendment Requests, Rev. 0
P-MT-1 52, Fan Cooler Unit Inleakage Test, Rev 0, performed May 2000
P-MT-154, Fan Cooler Unit Outlet Inleakage Test, Rev o, performed May 2000
PC-R28, Fan Cooler Unit Weir Level Instrumentation -CCR, Rev. 5,
PC-R36-1, Fan Cooler Unit Cooling Water Flow Transmitters, Rev.3
PI-A9, Station Batteries (Inspection), Rev. 0
PM Package 1350, EDGILube Oil & Jacket Water Coolers Service Water Discharge, Rev. 3
PM Package 17581, Diesel Generator 23 Jacket Water System, Rev. 2
POP 1.1, Plant Restoration From Cold Shutdown to Hot Shutdown Conditions, Rev. 55
POP 1.2, Reactor Startup, Rev. 30
POP 1.3, Plant Shutdown From Zero Power Condition to Full Power Operation, Rev. 50
PT-2Y12, EDG Auto Transfer to Alternate DC Power with EDG Running
PT-A-7, Intake Structure Electric Heat Trace, Rev. 9, performed 10/24/00
PT-EMI0, Nuclear Tank Farm Electric Heat Trace, Rev. 2, performed 09/09/00
PT-M21A-C, Emergency Diesel Generator Load Test, Rev. 04
PT-M96, EDG Exhaust Fans Functional Test, Rev. 01
PT-013A, Service Water Header Valve Strokes, Rev 2, performed November 2000
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Procedures (Cont.)
PT-Q26A, 21 Service Water Pump [IST Program Surveillance Test per T.S. 4.2], 10115198,
performed 9113/00
PT-Q26B, 22 Service Water Pump [IST Program Surveillance Test per T.S. 4.2], performed
1/15/988
PT-Q26C, 23 Service Water Pump [PST Program Surveillance Test per T.S. 4.2], performed
8/97
PT-Q26F, 26 Service Water Pump [IST Program Surveillance Test per T.S. 4.2], performed
12197
PT-R13, Safety Injection System, Rev. 23
PT-R14, Automatic Safety Injection System Electrical Load and Blackout Test, Rev. 17
PT-R84A1-Cl, EDG Alternate 24 Hour Load Test, Rev. 02
PT-R93, Essential Service Water Header Flow Balance, Rev 3, performed 7/13/00
PT-V54A, 21 EDG HX Performance Test, Rev 0, performed 1/19/96
PVE-M-029-A, Johnston (18EC-2) Service Water Pump and Motor Replacement
PVE-M-029-A, Maintenance Procedure, Johnston Service Water Pump and Motor
Replacement, Rev. 1
SAO 100, Indian Point Station Procedure Policy, Rev. .31
SAO-1 12, Corrective Action Program, Rev 3
SAO 133, Procedure, Technical Specification and Ucense Adherence and Use Policy, Rev. 4
SAO-161, Operational Risk Management, Rev. 0
SAO 202, Conduct of Infrequently Performed Tests or Evolutions, Rev. 3
SAO-204, Work Control, Rev. 21
SAO-218, Housekeeping Policy, Rev. 14
SAO-250, Indian Point Preventive Maintenance Program, Rev. 9
SAO-251, Conduct of Maintenance, Rev. 11
SAO 420, Industry Operating Experience Review Program, Rev. 13
SAO-460, 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations, 9/15/00
SAO 502, Training and Qualification Programs, Rev. 9
SAO 503, On The Job Training and Evaluation, Rev. 6
SAO-701, Control of Combustibles and Transient Fire Load, Rev. 8
SE-330, Inspection Standard,1 1/16/98
SOP 1.7, Reactor Coolant System Leakage Surveillance, Rev. 28
SOP 21.1, Main Feedwater System, Rev. 37
SOP 24.1, Service Water System Operation, Rev 40 with Temporary Procedure Change TPC
00-0800
SOP 24.1.1, Service Water Hot Weather Operations, Rev. 6
SOP 24.1.2, Service Water Operation with Less Than 350eF, Rev. 3
SOP 27.1.4, 6900 Volt System, Rev. 13
SOP 27.1.5, 480 Volt System, Rev. 25
SOP 27.1 .15, Removing 48OVolt Buses from Service, Rev.9
SOP 27.3.1.1, 21 Emergency Diesel Generator Manual Operation, Rev. 2, 3 and 4
SOP 27.3.1.2, 22 Emergency Diesel Generator Manual Operation, Rev. 6
SOP 27.3.1.3, 23 Emergency Diesel Generator Manual Operation, Rev. 3
SOP 27.3.2, Filling Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tanks, Rev. 16
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Procedures (Cont.)
SOP 27.3.2, Filling Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tanks, Rev. 17
SOP 27.3.3, Diesel Fuel Oil Truck Operation, Rev. 3
SOP 27.5.3, Black Start of Gas Turbine 1, 2 or 3
SOP 31.4.3, Gas Turbine 3 Local Operations, Rev. 8
TFC-99-144, Defeat of 480 Volt Undervoltage Relays for Loss of 480 V Bus
TP-SQ-1 1.016, Post Maintenance Test Program, Rev. 3, 02123100
TP-SQ-1 1.041, Surveillance Test Procedures Writers Guide, Rev. 2
TRAD 100-QA, Conduct of Training, Rev. I
TRAD 101-QA, Analysis, Rev. 1
TRAD 102, Design, Rev. 2
TRAD 103, Development, Rev. 5
TRAD 104, Implementation, Rev. 4
TRAD 105, Evaluation, Rev. 2
TRAD 201 -QA, Scheduling, Attendance and Classroom Conduct, Rev. 0
TRAD 202-QA, Conduct of Simulator Training, Rev. 0
TRAD 203, Course Documentation/Training Records Requirements, Rev. 1
TRAD 205-QA, Training Work Control Process, Rev. 0
TRAD 501 -QA, Licensed Operator Requalification Examinations, Rev. 0
VSR-P-015A, Safety and Relief Valve Set Pressure Testing, Rev 9, 4/4/00
Quality Assurance/Self Assessment Documents
Quality Assurance Program Description, Rev. 15
988-L, Audit Report - Instruction, Procedure and Drawing Control (January 5, 1999)
00-08-A, Audit Report (Draft) - Instructions, Procedures and Drawing Control (February 2001)
99-010A/99-04-A, Plant Operations and Operations Performance, Training and Qualification,
February 10, 2000
1999 [Technicall Instructor Training Program Self-Assessment, November 18, 1999
Utility Simulator Users Group Assess Team Visit, March 5, 1999
LOR-08-00, Operations Training Section Training Program Self-Assessment, August 24, 2000
Engineering Self Assessment, August 14,2000
Engineering Document Quality Review, January 5, 2001
Design Control & Safety Evaluations, Audit Report 00-08-CID, December 2000
Design Basis Document for the 480 Volt System, September 2000
System Engineering Self Assessment Work Control Interface, approved 4/2/99
Engineering Self-Assessment, An Assessment of Performance and Progress in selected
Engineering Functions at the Indian Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2, August 14, 2000
IP2 Engineering Document Quality Review, January 5, 2001.
Design Control & Safety Evaluations, Audit Report 00-08-CID, transmitted with Memorandum
from J. C. Goebel to Distribution, dated December 7, 2000
Chemistry Self-Assessment November 1999
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Quality Assurance/Self Assessment Documents (Cont.)
Chemistry Self-assessment August 2000
Chemistry Audit 99-01-D July 1999
Effectiveness Review of CAP Leadership Plan, dated June 2000
Nuclear Quality Assurance Self-Assessment dated March 6, 1999
Nuclear Quality Assurance Self-Assessment dated September 14, 2000
Audit 00-09-C, Corrective Action - 1 Half 2000, dated September 28, 2000
Safety Evaluations (SE)
98-322-EV, Throttling of SW Strainer Outlet Valves, Rev. 2
93-212-MD, Enhancement of EDG Lube Oil Heat Exchangers, 7/19/93
98-294-SP, IP SWOPI Set point Mods, Rev. 00
98-324-TM, SW Strainer Outlet Valves Throttle Position Locking Device, Rev. 00, 8/29/98
TFC 99-083, EDG Raw Water Pressure Gauge Replacement
90-366-MD, IP-2 Rearrangement of 480V Loads, Rev. 1
SE-98-402-PR, Change allowable EDG start time from 10 seconds to 10.5 seconds.
SE-98-322-EV, Rev. 2, Throttling of SW Strainer Outlet Valves.
SE-98-161-MM, Rev. 0. Install Additional Emergency Diesels Starting Air Motor Lubricators
Safety Evaluation No. 99-339-MD, Rev. 1, dated 4/14/00
99-227-TM, Safety Evaluation for AOI 1.3 (Rev. 8), Reactor Coolant Pump Malfunction
2000-728-PR, 23 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Filling of 21 and 22 Steam Generators
89-127-MD, Installation of Current Limiters
96-228-MD, Replace Service Water Pumps
97-197-MM, Degraded Voltage Monitor Lights
97-369-MM, Amptector Enhancement
98-402-PR, EDG Starting Time
99-237-TM, Defeat of 480 Volt Undervoltage Relays for Loss of 480 V Bus
99-339-MD, Replacement of Gas Turbine #1 Transformer
Surveillance Test Procedures
PT-M21A, Emergency Diesel Generator 21 Load Test, Rev. 2, 3 and 4
PT-R36D, Station Auxiliary Transformer Water Deluge System, Rev. I
PT-SA1 1, Diesel Generator Building Fire Detection System, Rev. 5
PT-EM23, Instrument Air Compressor Smoke Detector, Rev. 4
PT-M38A, Gas Turbine No. 1, Rev. 0
PTR-R84C-1, '23 EDG Alternate 24 hour load test"
EP-S-7.301, Periodic Check of Emergency Equipment and Supplies, Rev. 13
EP-7.201, Biweekly Siren Tests and Routine Maintenance, Rev. 7
EP-7.202, Growl Test of the IP Siren System, Rev. 7
EP-7.203, Verifying Actual and Operation of IP Siren System, Rev. 9
Temoorarv Procedure Changes
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99-0112, SOP 22.1, Wash Water System and Traveling Screen Operation
99-0254, SOP 31.2.2, GT-2 Local Operation
00-0785, SOP 4.2.1, RHR System Operation
00-0801, SOP 1.1.1, Vacuum Filling and Venting the RCS
00-0811, SOP 1.1.1, Vacuum Filling and Venting the RCS
00-0836, SOP 4.2.1, RHR System Operation
00-0852, SOP 20.2, Condensate System Operation
00-0853, ARP AS-1 (Accident Assessment Panel)
00-0855, COL 27.1.4 (6900 Volt ac Distribution Lineup)
01-0017, Alarm Response Procedure AS-1 (Toxic Gas Monitor)
*Training Materials/Lesson Plans
TPD 406-QA, Licensed Operator Requalification, Rev. 0
NTS112-25, Engineering Support Training for Emergency Diesels, Rev. 4
IIT-C-007, Operations Training for Emergency Diesels, Rev. 0
EPO8, Emergency Management, Rev. 0
EPO5, Operations Support Center, Rev. 0
EPO6, Emergency Operations Facility, Rev. 0
EPO2, IP-2 EP Fundamentals, Emergency Response, Rev. 1
Vendor Manuals/Documents
Zum Self-Cleaning Strainer Installation, Operation & Service Manual, 11181
Envirex Traveling Water Screen "Two-Post" Service Manual, 9175
Envirex Traveling Water Screen Four-Post Service Manual, 6/77
Technical Manual for Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Johnson Pump Company 18
EC-2 Stage Service Water Pumps Serial Numbers 96JC1700S-96JC1701S at Consolidated
Edison Company Indian Point Unit II, 10/8/96
Operating and Maintenance Manual, 8"-150 lb. Swing Check Valves with Internal
Counterweight, Tag No: MD-500, Manual No. E6835, 7/20/89
2351-1.1, Emergency Diesel Generators Vendor Manual, Rev. 33
2729-1.2, Technical Manual for Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Johnston Pump
Company Service Water Pumps, Rev. 1
ABB lB 7.4.1.7-7, Rev. D, Instruction Booklet for Single Phase Voltage Relays (Type 27N)
ALCO Instruction Manual TPI-899, DRP-907, Rev 12, (VMI-2351) Setpoints
ALCO Drawing 5904S310750-Z6 Exciter Voltage Regulator Schematic
Diesel Generator Study Motor Data Reference Book
M-1 0400-1 A, C&D Battery Arrangement for Two Sets of (58) KCR-13 Cells
JS333-033-A2, ASCO Control Power Automatic Transfer Switch Wiring Diagram
Moeller Catalog Section 4, Thermal Overload Relays
NLI-O-309, Data on Basler Voltage Regulator Components supplied by Nuclear Logistics
Work Orders and Post-Maintenance Tests (PMT)
NP-01-19913 WSL 1, Generator Hydrogen Cooler SW Piping Repair, Rev. 0
NP-01-19826 WSL 3, Generator Hydrogen Cooler SW Piping Repair, Rev. 0
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NP-00-19085,
NP-00-15890,
NP-00-16300,
NP-99-10747,
NP-00-18640,
NP-00-1 9106,
NP-00-18111,
NP-00-18162,
NP-00-18270,
NP-00-1 8164,
NP-00-18140,
NP-00-17924,
NP-00-17921,
NP-00-17949,
NP-00-17926,
NP-93-65938,
NP-98-80081,
NP-00-15881,
NP-00-1 6109,
NP-97-90734,
NP-98-02487,
NP-98-83218,
NP-00-1 7433,
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EDG 21 Governor Voltage Readings and PMT
EDG 21 Replacement of Motor Operated Potentiometer and PMT
Replacement of MCC 28 Fuse Clips and PMT
Replacement of EDG 23 Unit Parallel Switch and PMT
Repair EDG 21 Governor and PMT
Replace EDG 23 Governor Raise/Lower Switch and PMT
Repair of MCC 26A Breaker Operating Handle and PMT
Repair of Distribution Panel Lead
Repair EDG 21 Day Tank Transfer Switch
Repair EDG 23 Cylinder Thermocouple Loose Fittings
Calibration of EDG 21 Voltage Meters
Repair EDG 21 Cylinder Thermocouple Loose Fittings
Replacement of EDG 22 Degraded 86 Relay and PMT
Replacement of EDG 21 Control Relays and PMT
Replacement of EDG 23 Control Relays
Replacement of EDG 23 Control Relays
Replacement of EDG 23 Control Relays
Inspect Breaker and Megger Motor for 23SWP
Megger 24 CRF Motor
Megger 23 AFP Motor
Megger 21 AFP Motor
Woodward Electronic Governor, 22EDG
Woodward Electronic Governor, 21 EDG
Woodward Electronic Governor, 23EDG
PMT of 23EDG
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED
Adams, E. - Dosimetry Technician
Altic, Bill - Senior Instructor, Shift Training Advocate
Andreozzi, Vincent - 480 Vac Electrical System Engineer
Baumstark, J. - VP Engineering
Bishop, Dave - Work Week Manager
Blatt, Michael - External Affairs
Blichfeldt, C. - Maintenance
Brooks, Kevin - Operations
Brovarski, C. - Communications Manager
Browne, F. - Maintenance
Buletta, John - Watch Engineer
Bums, T. - Supervisor, Nuclear Environmental Manager
Bums, R. - Emergency Planning Analyst
Carpenter, S. - Response Team Maintenance Contact
Comax, Denis - Watch Engineer, Operations
Dahl, George - Fire Protection Engineer
Dean, Greg - Assistant Operations Manager
Dean, Roger - Senior Instructor, Shift Training Advocate
DeGasperis, Eddie - Nuclear Plant Operator
DiUglio, Anthony - Employee Concerns Program Manager
Dong, Ang - I & C Supervisor
Donnegan, M. - HP Manager
Dunleavy, C. - Administrative Officer, Orange County Office of Emergency Management
Durr, B. - Shift Manager,
Elam, T. - Outage Planning Supervisor
Entenberg, M. - Section Manager, Electrical Design and Facilities Engineering
Ferraro, T. - Sr. Emergency Planning Engineer
Finucan, Ken - Senior Quality Assurance Examiner
Freer, S. - Computer Applications
Gibb, J. - New York Emergency Management Agency
Ginsburg, Arthur - Chemistry Department
Goebel, Joseph - Lead Auditor - Quality Assurance
Gotchius, Ed - Manager of Safety Analysis
Greeley, D. - Asst. Director, Rockland County Office of Fire & Emergency Service
Greene, D. - Asst. Director, Orange County Office of Emergency Management
Griffith, Phil - PRA Supervisor
Gross, G. - Instrument Supervisor
Hale, J. - Senior Consultant
Horner, T. - Electrical Design Engineer
Homyak, Michael - Corrective Action Group
Huestis, M. - Outage Manager
Inzirillo, F. - EP Manager
Jayaraman, Vadakkant - Engineering
Kempski, Mike - EDG System Engineer
Klein, Tom - Electrical Design Technical Specialist
Langerfeld, R. - Senior Reactor Operator, Generation Support
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Lasley, R. - Department Manager, System Performance
Lee, A. - Sr. Emergency Planning Consultant, OSSI
Ubby, Earl - Senior Instructor
Lijoi, J. - Control Room Supervisor
MacKenzie, Bruce - Corrective Action Group
Mansell, Jon - Outage Coordinator
Marguglio, Ben - Quality Assurance Auditor
Margulio, B. - Quality Assurance Auditor
McCaffrey, T. - Electrical System Engineer
McKee, Tom - Test Engineer
Meek, Brian - EDG and Gas Turbine System Engineer
Miele, Michael - Radprotection and Chemistry
Miller, Mark - Operations
Murdock, John - Shift Manager
Murphy, L. - Director, Westchester County Office of Emergency Management
Murphy, Diedre - Nuclear Training Manager
Naku, Klaus - Inspection Response Team Member
Nichols, John - Operations Training Section Manager
Parker, D. - Maintenance Section Manager
Parry, J. - Project Manager
Pehush, J. - 50.54(f) Reviewer, Setpoint Group
Poplees, Frank - Chemistry Instructor
Porrier, Tom - Work Control Manager
Pries, D. - Maintenance
Rampolla, M. - Director, Putnam County Office of Emergency Management
Ready, Jim - Field Support Supervisor
Reynolds, Joseph - Corrective Action Group
Robinson, H. - Senior Electrical Design Engineer
Rogers, Mike - Shift Training Advocate, Computer Applications Liaison
Rohla, Ross - Operations
Rowland, J. - 50.54(f) Reviewer, Configuration Management Group
Rumold, Jerry - Field Support Supervisor
Russell, Pat - Corrective Action Group Manager
Santini, Phil - Watch Engineer
Shah, Dean - Engineering
Shalabi, Khalil - Work Process Manager
Shoen, P. - Shift Manager
Smith, Bill - Assistant Operations Manager for Planning
Smith, L. - Section Manager, Civil Design Engineering
Speedling, Paul - Fire Protection Specialist
Teague, Thomas - Chemistry Department
Toscano, Jim - Unit Coordinator
Townsend, Larry - Shift Manager, Operations
Tumicki, Michael - Corrective Action Group
Tuohy, J. - Department Manager, Design Engineering
Ventosa, John - Site Engineering
Villani, L. - Response Team Engineering Lead Contact
Von Staden, Pat - Assistant Operations Manager (Corrective Actions/Training Coordinator)
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Waddell, Tom - Maintenance Manager
Walker, K. - Sr. Emergency Planning Consultant, Operations Support Services, Inc. (OSSI)
Walsh, Kevin - Operations
Walther, Matthew - Engineering
Wassmann, P. - Administrative Assistant
Woody, Erin - I & C Manager
Xing, Michael - PSA Contractor
Zulla, S. - Response Team Electrical Design Contact
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REGULATORY GUIDE 1.78
ASSUMPTIONS FOR EVALUATING THE HABITABILITY OF A NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT CONTROL ROOM DURING A POSTULATED:
HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RELEASE
A. INTRODUCTION
Critedio 4,."Enuironmentd and missile .- dlp
bases," of Appendix A "Generl Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Put 50, -Licenin
of Production and Utilization Facilitie," qes, In
part, that structures, MteMS, and components Impo.
tant to safety be designed to accommodate the effects of
and to be compatible with the envirommental conditions
associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing
and postulated accidents. CriterIon 19, -Control room,"
requires that a control room be provided from vhih
actiaos can be taken to operate the nuclea power unit
safely under normal conditions and to maintain! it In a
safe condition under accident conditions. Release of
hazardous chemicals can potentially result in the control
room becoming unInhabitable. This guide describes
smptions acceptable to the Regalatozy staff to be
used In assessing the habitability of the control room
during and after a postulated external release of hazard*om chemicals and describes criteria that an generally
acceptable to the Regulatory staff for the protection of
the control room operators. a guide does not consider
the explosion or flammability haard of these chemic4
hich also munst be addressed. The Adiory Committee
an Reactor Safeguards has been consulted concenin
this guide and ha concurred In the regulatory position.
B. DISCUSSION
The control room of a nuclear power plant should
be appropriately protected from hazardou chemicals.
that may be discharged as aresult of equipment falures,
operator errors, or events and conditions outside te
control of the nuclear power plant.
At present, there Is no one standard design evaluation method in use for evaluating the habitablity of
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control rooms during the course of all portulated
haztrdous chemical rases' Hower, th "Ac
detldeptds
Mzm
prepared for the Environ.
mental hotection Agency (EPA) In April 1972 presents
a method for the evaluation
estimation of the aea
affected by the rlease of hazardous chemicals a a
fimcton of source strngth, type of chemical, distance
from sourcr, and meteorology. 7he "Accidental-Episode
Uanuar rates accident potentals from both mobile and
stationary source and Identifies some hazardous chemi-

cab that may be rase.

}Hman tclence for hazar.

ou chemicals should be considered in th design stage of,

nxuclearfaiiltles;

For hazardous chemicals sbipped an routes near ibe

nuclear power plant, the shipment frequencies specified

for consideration In this guide (Reglatory Position 2)
reflect the relative accident probabilities for common
modes of transportation. A discson of accident rates
for various transportation modes can be found In
Appendix A, "Andysis of Traniportaton Accidents"
of WAM123L 3 Consideraton IS Also gen to the
quantity of hazardous chemical shipped.

The purpose of this guide Is to Iden*tf those
chemicals which, ifpesent Insufficlent quantities, could
result in the control oom bqcoming uninhabitable. The
generl design considerations that ase used in eising
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the capabfilty of tm control room, as designed, to.
withstand hazardoui chemical releases occiring either

1. If major. depots or storage tanks of hazardou
chmicals sud as the chemical Ested in Table C-1 of

on ft site or witbin the surroumding area are pmsented.

ts guide are hown or proected to be present within a

Some of the chemicals specificay e ed such as
five-ilre ndlus of the reactor fcit, hes demicals
helium and nltroMe,-ah d Vneraly not p
a
aset
should be considered In the evaluation of control room
problem except when very larg quantities an stored an
habitabillty.'4 Whether a major depot or storage area
the site. Aspiyxiating chemicals such as these need not
constitutes a hazard Is determined an the basds of the
be considered urless a significant fraction of the control
.. quantity of stored chemicals, the distance from the
room air culd be dilaced sa result oftheirrelease.
nuclear plant, the Inleakage characteristics of the control
room, and the applical txcidty limits (see Reglatory

Pie-fighting equipment used for fighting chemical
and clectrical fires should be consldered sa a potential
sor of haardouschemicals.

*Positon 4 for definitfon) Table G2 gives the criteria
to-be t*s in evaluating the hazards of dcemcal to
control rooms. A Procedure for adjusting the
quantiws given in T*sbf C-2 to appropriately accoumt

This gide Identifies cdlodne as a potentially hazs
ardous chemicaL Chlorine Is used In a majority of
nuclear power plants for water treatment aentb norma stord onsite a a liqufied ga A separate gude
will be Issued to describe the detailed design provisions
'whlch are considered adequate to protect control rom
operators from an onite chlorine rlease.

for the toxicity limit of a specific chemical, meteoroIogy
condition of a particular site, and i ecwhange rate ofa
control room b presented In Appendix A of this guide.

Chemicals. stoed or situated at distances greater
than five miles from the facility need not be considered
because,. if a release occurs at such a distance, atmospheric dispersion wi dilute and dis&ie the Incoming

C. REGULATORY POSITION
*TIelist otchemn ls5Ien i Table C-1 Isnot dulve
but kidicates e cjfmicals amt cmmoi encoumiered. See
also -Guide for Emency Srices for Razaidous Mrials
(1973)-Spl. Fh s. Ernbatlon Aras copie of which sy be
obtained f
the U.S. Depatmt of Tuazspalon. OMce of
Haadous Mates, Waitton,D.C.

in evaluating the habitability of a nuclear power
plant contrdl room during a postulated azardous
chemical release the foflowing a
ons should be
made:
TABIt

SOME HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS POTENTIALLY INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTAL
RELEASES fROM STATIONARY AND MOBILE£SOURCES'
Ohemka
a

P

I

Toxkcti UmtA
ffVM? a

Acetaldehyde
Acetone

200
2000.

Acrylonitrile

40
100
10
50

*Anhydrousammonia
Aniline
Benzene
-

Butadiene

*4800

70
: 70.

..

38.
160

2200

0.1%°

asphyxiant
.1840

Carbon monoxide

0.1%°

1100

15

Chlorine
Ethyl chloride
_________________________

athyiene oxide
Fluorine
Formaldehyde
Helium
Hydrogen cyanide
Hydrogen sulfide
Methanol
Nitrogen Icompressed
or liquifled)
Sodium oxide
Sulfur dioxide
*Sulfuric acid
Vinyl chloride
Xylene

. 360

Butenes
Carbon dioxide

Ethyl ether
Ethylene dichloride

cenfcaf

&

-

45

26000
2400
U400

*10000

800
.5

100
*

AL

180
4
12
asphyxiant
22
.750
620

asphyxiant
2
28
. 2
2600

-S

1000

1740

400
I

&

IThis list is not all-inclusive but indicates the hazardous chemicals most commonly encountered.
b Adapted from Sax's "DangeroUS Properties of Industrial Materlal"CParts of vapor or gas per million parts of air by volume at 25C and 760 torr (standard temperature and pressum).
d Approximate milligrams of particulate per cubic meter of air, at standard temperature and pressure, based on
listed ppm values.
CPercent by volume.

1.7&2
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TABLE C-2

EXAMPLES OF WEIGHTS OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS THAT REQUIR£
CONSIDERATION IN CONTROL ROOM EVALUATIONS (FOR A 50 mslm3
TOXICITY LIMIT AND STABLE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS)
0a=
J**Btm
hneotROM

rmR ae

7)iVA
ovtwi Rooa,

0.3toO

0.5toO.7
M7 t 1.0
I to 2

.5

*

35
120

.

270

2to3

1300

3to4

3700

4to5

Ccriu'oRo"a

.

8800

COn&boROM

2.3

0.
1.0

as

20
52
280

13

.780

33

1400

2.5

60

For different toxicity limits as given In Table Ci and different meteorological conditton, the
weights should be proprtIonately scaled as described In Appexft A.
bAj
Alcrdoushemicals
present In weight: greater than 100 lb within 0.3 mile of the control
1
room should be considered In a control room evaluation.
Control room types tAppedi A 111ustrates the we of this table for other r exch
rt:
7Typ A - A tilh control room having low leakage construction fates and the capability of
detecting at the fresh air Intake those hazardous chemicals stored or transPuoed new the um
Detection of the chemical and automatic isolation of the control room are assumed to have
occurred. An air exchange rate of QO15 per hour I assumed (0.015 of the control room air by
volume Is replac.with outside air In one hourl. The control room volume is defined as the
volume of the entire zone serviced by the control room ventilation system. The assumption that
the air exchange rate Islos than M0. per hour requires verification by field testIng.
TypeD

Same as Type A. but with an air exchange rate of 0.0 per hour. This value I typical of a

control room with normal lakage constructlon fate The assumption that the air exchan*
rate isless than 0.06 per hour. requires veafcation by field testing.
7y

C -'A control room that ha not been Isolated, has no provision for deiecting hazardous
chemicals, and has an air exchange re of 12 per hour.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

.I

Shipments are defined as being fiequent fthere are 10
per yeafor truckc trffc, 30 per year for n talkc, or

plume to such a degree that thr should be sufficient
time for the contro room operators to take aprpipdate
action. In addition, the probability of a phlme remaining

50 per year for bag maffle

5

If te quantity, per

Is quit*

shipment, of haardous chemicals frequently shied

small.
2. If hazardous chemicals such as those indicated in
Table C-I me kown or projected to b frequently
shipped by rail, water, or road routes within a flve-mb

Table C.2 for th control room type being evaluated, the
shipments need not be considered in 1he analysis.

within a Svea sector for a long period of rte

radius of a nuclear power plant. estimates of these
adlments ahold be considered In the evalution of
control room habitability. The weight limits of Tabbe
C.2 (adjusted for the appopriate toxicity lit, mctrdoy, and control room ai exchange rte) apply als

to frequently shipped quantities of hazardous chemnkals

past a sits Isless thg the adjusted quantity shown In

3. In the evaluation of cbntrol zoom habitability
during nomal operation, the release of any hazardous
wol

1.7&3

iF" eFod"t
a lowr
I
nwmber oft.
be muered fequent sct the effcs of =
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cheical to be stored on the nuclear plant site In a
quantity greater than 100 lb should be considered. Any
hazardous chemical stored onsite should be accompanied
by Instrumentrtion, that will detect lb escape, set off an
alarm, and provide a radout In the control room.

Potential Radiological Consequences of a Loss-of.
Coolant Accident for Boing Water Reactors," and
Regulatory Guide 1A, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Losof-Coolant Accident for pressurized Water Reactor%.!

4. The toxicity limits should be taken from appropriate authoritative sources such a those listed in the
References ection. For each chemical comidered,
the values of Importance are the human detection
threshold and the maximum concentration that can be
tolerated for two minutes without physical incapacitation of an average humarn (La., severe coughlng, eye
burn, or severe skin Irritation). The latter concentration
Is considered the "toxicity limit.r Table C-I gives the
toxicity limits (in ppm by volume and mg/m ) for the
diemicals listed. Where thise data are not available, a
determination of the values tobe used willbe made on a
case-by-case basis

6. The value of the atmospheric dilution factor between the release point and the control room that Is
used in the analyis should be that value that is exceeded
cnly S%ofthe tm
When bdloif or a slow leak Is analyzed, the effects
of density on vertical diffusion may be considered if
adequately substantiated by reference to data from
experiments. Density effect of heavier-than-r gases
should not be considered for rlease of a violent nature
or for released material that becomes entrained in the
turbilent air sear buildings
'. .

S. Two Mypes
of industrial accidents should be con
sidered for each source of hazardous chenicals: maximnum concentration chemical accidents and maximum
concentration-duration chemical accidents.

a. For a manum concentration accident, the
quantity of the hazardous themical to be considered is
the Instantaneou release of the total contents of one of
the followngn (1) the largest storage container falling
within the guidelines of Table C-2 and located at a
nearby stationary facility, (2) the largest shipping '
container (or for multiple containers of equal size, the
failure of only one container unless the failure of that
container could lead to successive failures) falling within
the guidelines of Table C-2 and frequently tranported
near the site, or (3) the largest container stored onsie
(normally the total release from this container unless the
containers are Interconnected In such a manmer that a

single failure could camse a release from! several containers.)

bot

.f

. *l

roomrhabitability.
7

8. In the calculation of the rate of air infltration (air
leaking Into the control room from duct, doors, or
other openings) with the control room isolated and not
pressurized, use of the following assumptions I suggested:

For chemicals that are not gases at 100'F and
normal atmrspheric pressure but ae liquids with vapor
pressures in excess of 10 torr, consideration should be
given to the rate of ashing and boloffto deternine the
rate of release to the atmosphere and the appropriate
time duration of the release. e

a. A pressure differential of 1/8 Inch water gauge
across all leak paths.'

The
ttiospheic
diffusion model to be used In
the evaluation hould be the same a or similar to the
model presented InAppendix B of this guide.
b. For a maximum concentration-duation accident, the continuous release of hazardous chemical
from the largest safety relief valve on' a stationary,
mobile, or onsite source falling within the guldelines of
Table C-2 should be considered. Guidince on the
atmospheric diffusion model is presented in Regulatory
Guide 13, "Assumptions Used' jor Evaluating the

o

7. or bo types of accdets described in Regulatory
Position S above, the capability of clpsing the air ducts
of the contro room with dampers and thus Isolating the
control room should be considered fn the evaluation of
control room habitability. In particular, the tm required to shut off or redirect the intake flow should be
Justified. The detection mechanism for each hazardous
chemical should be considered; Human detection may be
appropriate If the buildup of the hazardous chemical In
the control room is at a slow rate due to slow d&
turnover. The air flows for infiltration, makeup, and
recircuatlon should be considered for both normal and
accident conditions. The volume of the control room
and all other rooms that share the same ventilating air.
during both normal conditions and accident conditions,
should be considered. The time required for buildup of
a hazardous chemical frcm the detection concentration
to the toxicity limit should be consideed. Table C-3
of this guide contains a sample Est of the chemical and
control room data needed for the evaluation of control

'The time from detection to Incapactation should be
pcster than two minutes. Two minutes is considered waiment
time for a trained operator to put a self-contained breathing
appantus Into operation, If thse are to be used.
'lds presse derential accounts for wind effecc
thermal column effects and barometric pressrme changes. It does
not account for pressure difrences esulting from the operation
of ventilation systems supplyin zones djacent to the control
room. It should be a4usted appropriately when the wentilatlon
system supplies zones adjacent to the control room

1.78-4
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TABLE C;3

11. If crt Is taken In gh evahlation for the

CHEMICAL

durg. an qrthquke,, toado, or food should be

considered for diemical container facilities that arn not
de
ded
to withstand these natural vhts. It may also
be approprte to. consider release fbm a single onsits
conaier or pl' con tdni die
dlolodcal
casaU of a dedsi basis
i t,
If the container facilities are not designed to wftad.
&aearthquake.
13. If c d on of possible accidents Str any
hazardous chemical Indiates that the pplicable toxicity
limits may b exceeed, sef-contained breathing appara.
tus of at east oealfhourcapacty ora tank sorc of
alr with mifold outlets and proteclve idthliig, if
reque should be provided for each operator in the
control room. Additional * czdccltY with propriate
equipment should be provied If a chemical hsd can
pesist longer
onehafou. For uccdents of long
duation, mifent air for sx hou (cupled with
poiin for obtining additional r within this 1mm
pero) Is adequatL Each operator should be taught to
dstingsu the Amels of uarndous cmical peculiar to
the rrea.
2i
ctloa should Include a perodic refresher
cous. P tce drill should be conducted tW ensmu
that personnel can don breathing apparatus within two
minauteL.

I.
2.
3.
4.

Namofhazardouschemical.
Ty of soue sttona moble or onmt.).
Humandetectlonthresholdeppm ..
Maximum allowable twominuta concentration (tox.
Ifty limit a defined In Regulatory Postion 4, ppm
and mg/n'.
& Maximum quantity of hazadous chemlcal liolv
In dcient
. Maximum continuous release rats of hzardotd
chemical.

7. Vapor prsnres. to, of chazardous dimlcal (at
maximum ambient plant temperature).
8. Fraction of chemkal flashed ind raft of bicloff
when spilling occurs
S. DIstance of source from control room, miles.
10. Fhle percentile meteorological dilution factor be
tween release point and contuot room for Instaneous and continuous reeases.
CONTROL ROOM
1. Volume of control room, Inrluding the vohmne of

J-

all other ae

supplied by the contol room emer,

gancy vntation sem. ft.
2. Normal flow ram for volume defined above, cfnua
- unfiltered Inleakaoe or makeup air,
- filtered makeup ar,

14. Detection instrumentadon, Isolation ystems, filtra.
tion el cut. air spply equlpent, und protective
clothing ould meet the.slnle-fallure criteron. pin the
case ofsaffcontained breathing apparatus and protective
clothin, this may be accomplished by sopplying one
extra unit for evey the units required.)

- filted recirculated alr,

3. Emergency flow rates for volume defined above.
cfm (as InItem 2. above).
4. Time required to Isolate the control room, sec..

a 'lezed sfr zatf to ihe aRkmce thoah&Bfeu
whm zreovo capbit fot the putlcui dnheI bebs con-

15. Emergency procedures to b6 Initiated in the event
of a hazardous diemical release witi or near th

dded hba been extabhhed.

station should be Witt.

b. The mmum desig pressure differtial for
fesh dr dampne on the suction dde of rec:ulation
fans.

9. When the makeup air flow rate required to pre_9r
Ize the control room Is calculated, a pouitive prer
differential of. 1/4 Inch water page should be assumed
In the contrd room relative to the space surrounding the
control room.

J

reol

of hazardous chemicals by filtration or other mea, the
experimental bis for the dynamic remova Capability of
the removal system for the particular chemical being
considered should be established.
12. Concurrent eMi release of container contents

TYPES OF CHEMICAL AND
CONTROL ROOM DATA FOR
HABITABILITY EVALUATION

J2

III

10Q To account for the possible inc seIn air exchn
due, to ingress or egress, an additional 10 cfin-of
unfiltered air should be assumed for those coctrol rors
without ilocks.
s additional leakp should be
aumned whether or not the control roam Isp
re&d.

h

procedes should

address both maximum concentration accidents and
maxiSum conoentrationtduraton accidents and should
Identify the most probable chemical releases at the
station. Melbods -of detecting thc event by station
pesnl, both durig normal worday operation and
&dugmninmum salg periods aeas nigt and reek.
end shift staffing), should be discusd. Special lstruntation that has been prvided for the detection of
hardous chemical releass shouMd be described IndudIng sensitivity, action Initiated by detecting fastrume
amd level at which this action Is initiated, ard Technical
Spedcicationlbrdtatiou on Instrument ilabflty. Cd1
terla should be defined for the Isolation of the control
room, for the me of protectiv breathing apparatus or
other protectie kinasures, and for ordedy shtdown or
aam Criteria and procedures for evcuating nonessentidal personndel rom the station should aso be defined.

1.78-5

1.78.5
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Arrangement hchld be made.with Federal, Stkte,
and local agencies or other cognizant organiztlons for
the prompt notification of the nuclear power plant vhen

accidents involving hazardous chenicals have occurred
within five minls of the plant
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APPENDIX A

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING WEIGHTS OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
NECESSITATING THEIR CONSIDERATION IN CONTROL ROOM EVALUATION
Us weights presented in Table C.2 re based
following assumptions:

the

room.requres that the control room leakge ate be ved.
fied by perfodic fleld testi

1. Atoxiclt ofsOmSo m'
2. Air exchange rates for the thre control zoom
tpes of OAlS, 0.6,and L2perhour
3. Pasqull stability categorzy

For control rooms Without automatic isolation
capability, the weights ziven for Type C control rooms
should be ed, appopratdey adjusted for the actul
fresh ai exchange rate. Weights for Type B control
roo.

Thes conditions ar pnerally appslcafie to most of
today pians for agsuch as chlorine (toxiefty limit of

should be used when the control rm

4S mg/rn3 ). If the toidcity limit, ir echane.rate, or.

meteorological conditions as sgnificantly different
from the assptions used In Table C.2, simple congo
tions that result in only mfor errors can be made.

PasquIll Stability Category

Toxicity Umit

Mm weights gte In Table C-2 ar based on stable
atmospheric dipersion conditions eqvalent to Pasquill

lb weights presented in Table C-2 as frectly
proportiond to the toicity limdt. If a particular cheiS.
cal has a toxicity limit of SQO mg/mr, the weights from
the table (based on 50 mg/vm) ar increased by a fator

Condition P. T represents the wost fine pecentle
meteorology obsved at the njozity of nmclear pat
sites sad, for mst cases, there w3 be no need to adust
the weigts becauseof meeordol . If It Is detemined
that the worst
percentile mneteorologM is better or
worn than CDnlton F. the followin'g adustments
should be made:

of ten.

Air Excha

has tao.

matte Isolation. Welhts for Type A control rooms, !p.
propratl austea for tho desig
adicd dr
rate, shold be used only ie the control-room
been desged specflcally for low kideake.

Rat

Table C-2 weights ane Invesy proportional to the
air exchange ate. Ifa typ C control oom has anexchange rate of 2.4 per hour, tho.weights from the table
ased on 2 perhour) e decteased bya hctor oftwo.
When adjustments of this type ae made, the control
room typo (A, B, or Q that has an air exchange rate
closest to that of th control roomin question should be

* ?fhI&VatM

RW PerMeRnI.
Dhwdioj fgWNW

tdpIcsn

2.5

E

F
G

selected.

0.4

Appendix B provides additional discusslon of atmos.
*pherle disperslon.

It should be noted that the use of an air exchang
rate of less than 0.06 per hour for an isolated control
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APPENDiX B
DIFfUS*NCALtWATIONS FORAN INSTA.iTANEOUS (PUFF) RELEASE
..
I.

..

*

.

..

L.

i *

:

.

.

.

.

-

Windipeed doei not enter into the determInation of
unit concentration per a, but does affect. the timeintegrated concentration since il determnes doud
passage timn. The variation of unit concentration at a
specific stationay receptor locatio h determined by
evaluating x in the exponential tem to the above
equation as follows:

The diffusion equation for an -iantineoui(pufl)
groundlevel releaso witia W ital oume is:.

xs p-ut.
- 'A .

.

t

whete:
*

..t*".

where D Is the source-receptor distinct, u h the
windseed, and t i the time after release.
;

2. Determination of Input Data

-

uni
Soncentration
c
atcoo~rdnt93~ X Y, Z

-.

n

The following assmpians and methods should.be
applied when analyzing worstcase Instantaneous source

M.*o
0 center of the puff,n
Ili,
.

.

'

°s~°. : gtandardideatons infth Pso5
concen *
.,ration Sin
the hoflzbntal iog~d, horionitalc.onention
:. at c.rtical
. c
y.
*
esvctspvelv (Assume ox Iay,).
dMetos
7.87
al

* 2112,312
, i*

5
tan dard deviation of 6h-.pAfM!m

[/3

wSere Ql is the puff e
0.87X0
kase quantity, g and Xo s
the density of the pi at standard condi*lo~ns,g1m.

xy z *. distance hofm the puff center in the

!
horlzdl
aiong*Ud, 6itizont
obwind, and vertical drmiod directions,
respectively, m.

I

'1CG Y=ashey, EJL U keer.,and A.P. Richter "aof to Natnal RCtoi Teisng Statlon." D0412048.

tnopphy

rlease;:

a. Select thew ropdate stabity catego based
on the waost five percentile meteorology observed at the
site according to the AT method. Regulatory Guide 1.23
(Safety Guide 23), T Onsite Ideteordlogicul Pgramse
presents a classification of various atmospheric stability
categories as a function of temperature change (67)
with heiht. Normally, this.categoty will be pul
Condition F. In some cases, the worst case stability
category may be either Pasquill Condition E or G. This
occur at sites haing distinctly better or wor dusion
than is normally encountered. Fgu 1 and 2 of this
appendix bidude conditions E, F, and G and encompad
the wont expected stabity conditions at ane all
y site
b. Determine the x, y, and z standard deviation
values based cn e . Pasquill stability categorie aS
presented In Flresl and 2.
c. Additional credit due to building wake or other
dispersive phenomena may be allowed, depending on the
properties of the released gas, the method of release, and
the intervening topology or structures.

Janry 1966. Cops way be obtd Aro Naiond Technical
I

Infrnnaflow Service, 525 PoM Roy

glnh 22151.

Re,

,;.

:

4
ex*. &
:-,':

Q1£ ..
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SpWnrxMi

d. Witmdspeed hOld be selected to mimize the
two-minute concentration within the control zoom.
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NRC INSPECTION MANUAL

IOLB

INSPECTION PROCEDURE 81110
OPERATIONAL SAFEGUARDS RESPONSE EVALUATION (OSRE)
PROGRAM APPLICABILITY:
FUNCTIONAL AREA:
81110-01

2515

PLANT SUPPORT (PLTSUP)

INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

01.01 To evaluate a licensee's ability to respond to the external
design basis threat' by focusing on (1) the interactions between a
licensee's operations and security departments in establishing
priorities for protecting equipment and (2) the protective
strategies used.

I

01.02
To review the impact of security measures on safe plant
operations.
81110-02

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

02.01

Management Overview of Protective Stratecxy

a.

Meet with the appropriate segment of licensee management to
review the licensee's fundamental strategy to protect against
the design basis threat.

b.

Ascertain armed response force manning levels,
equipment, and deployment positions.

c.

Determine plant operations' participation in defining and
validating the protective strategy.

d.

Identify and discuss any perceived adverse impact on plant
operations by security systems or procedures.

e.

Review commitments to the licensee from the local law
enforcement authority to determine response capabilities.

contingency

1OSRE Adversary Characteristics, which are detailed in a SAFEGUARDS
INFORMATION document of the same name, dated August 29, 2000 and which is not
publicly releaseable, are in Supplement A of this Inspection Procedure and
also Inspection Procedure 71130.03.
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Preliminary and On-Site Target Analysis

02.02

a.

Preliminary Target Analysis
1.
2.

b.

On-Site Target Analysis
1.

Review preliminary target sets with appropriate licensed
senior reactor operator and/or design engineer to
determine a realistic analysis approach.

2.

Identify and resolve discrepancies to obtain a mutual
agreement with the target sets.
Protected and Vital Area Tours

02.03
a.

b.

Protected Area Tour
1.

Walk the protected area (PA) perimeter and
potential routes of travel to target sets
adversary.

2.

Identify entry locations into the PA which are most
likely to provide a challenge to the protective strategy.

b.

Table-Top Drills. Contingency Exercises.
Exercise Critiaues

and Licensee

Table-Top Drills
1.

Conduct table-top drills with appropriate security
personnel to assess the number of responders, deployment
positions, the deployment strategy, and relative response
times.

2.

Make initial evaluation of the licensee's protective
strategy with respect to a variety of targets and
challenges.

Contingency Exercises
1.

81110

assess
by an

Vital Area Tour.
Conduct a tour of vital areas (VAs) to
assess the physical location of and accessibility to target
equipment, defensive positions, and defensive measures.

02.04
a.

Conduct in-office target analysis of the plant design by
using the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR),
and other pertinent information.
Identify preliminary target sets.

Provide the licensee's mock adversary with target-set
objectives, a profile of their would-be characteristic,
a description of equipment at their disposal, and the
point to enter the PA.

- 2 -
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2.

Observe the licensee conduct contingency
demonstrating its protective strategy.

exercises

3.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the licensee's protective
strategy relative to a timely response by a sufficient
number of appropriately armed and protected responders.

4.

Evaluate performance of exercise
simulating realistic conditions.

participants

in

c. Licensee Exercise Critiques
1.

Observe the licensee's critique of the contingency
exercises to determine if weaknesses are identified and
appropriately addressed.

2.

Determine if lessons learned are normally incorporated
into the protective strategy.

02.05
Deadly Force Analysis.
Interview a sample of armed
personnel to determine their understanding of the appropriate
application of deadly force.
02.06

Tactical Training

a. Review the tactical training program to assess consistency
with the protective strategy, as demonstrated during
contingency exercises.
b.

Review instructor certification and experience to determine
appropriateness.

c. Assess availability of contingency weapons and equipment.
02.07

Firearms Training

a.

Observe live fire at a firing range to assess the courses of
fire in simulating the conditions likely to occur during an
actual contingency at the site.

b.

Evaluate effectiveness of range safety and assess security
personnel's proficiency relative to weapons manipulation.

c. Assess the courses of fire relative to reinforcement of
appropriate use of deadly force.
02.08
a.

Safety/Safeczuards Impact Review
Interview operations and security personnel to assess:
1.

Impact of security measures and procedures on plant
operations and personnel safety.

2.

Coordination between operations
adverse conditions.

Issue Date: 09/08/00
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b.

Conduct a walking tour of existing security measures to
verify that:
1.

Both access to and egress from the PA and VAs would be
prompt in an emergency condition or a situation that
could lead to emergency conditions.

2.

Security practices and restrictions do not adversely
impact the safe operation of the plant and personnel
safety.

02.09

OSRE Team Meetinqs

a.

Conduct team meetings to summarize and evaluate licensee
activities.

b.

Document conclusions and rationale.

c.

Determine subjects to be discussed with licensee management.

02.10

Licensee ManaQement and OSRE Team MeetinQ

a.

Meet periodically with security management to discuss team
findings.

b.

Review and confirm scheduled activities.

c.

Provide security management with selected exercise scenarios
and mock adversary characteristics prior to the exercises.

02.11

Preliminary Exit Meeting and Exit MeetinQ

a.

Preliminary Exit Meetincr. Conduct a preliminary exit meeting
with appropriate licensee management to review preliminary
findings.

b.

Exit Meetinci.
Conduct an exit meeting with appropriate
licensee management.

81110-03

EVALUATION GUIDANCE

General Guidance
a.

An. OSRE is conducted at a power reactor to affirm a
licensee's program to defend against the design basis threat
(DBT) and to assess a licensee's access control system to
ensure prompt access to vital equipment during emergency
conditions or situations that could lead to emergency
conditions. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations (NRR)
leads and usually initiates an OSRE.

b.

The OSRE team -shall consider a spectrum of external
adversaries with varying characteristics.
The lower range
should consist of one dedicated individual with no special

81110
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terrorist training, armed with a shotgun, rifle or handgun,
a prybar to force-open doors, and dynamite to damage safety
equipment.
The highest level of the spectrum will include
adversaries with the characteristics of the DBT as defined in
10 CFR 73.1(a).
c.

The
team
should
further
assume
that a significant
radiological release would be the objective of an act of
sabotage at a power reactor and should use prevention of
significant core damage as an evaluation criterion.
This
criterion makes adversary success more difficult and more
accurately reflects significant public health and safety
concerns than would a criterion of prevention of damage to
any piece of safety equipment.

Specific Guidance
During the entrance meeting with key licensee management, stress
that there will be no clandestine testing and that safety is
paramount.
Explain that all testing will be conducted with the
full awareness of the security manager. Further explain that in a
few instances, an individual's awareness that a test is being
conducted could negate the effectiveness of the test.
Inform the licencee that the "onsite security forces" are those
specified and committed to in its physical security plan as the
minimum number of armed responders always available to respond to
a security contingency. This plan commitment could include those
responders immediately available and those available at a later
time.
The number of responders participating in drills and
exercises shall be limited to plan commitments.
The NRC may incorporate operator actions in evaluation of the
success of the scenarios.
This can be accomplished by a postexercise analysis with operational solutions factored in, and/or
with involvement of operational staff as active participants during
the exercises, if a licensee chooses.
This is not intended to
require the involvement of the on-duty control room staff or the
control room of the nuclear unit involved in the exercise.
Advise the licensee that, other than providing target sets and
selecting exercise scenarios, the team will not play an active role
in any exercise.
To increase realism, the mock adversary force
will be provided tours of the site only to the extent that a member
of the public could tour the site. An NRC OSRE team member and one
NRC contractor will participate in table-top drills.
These
individuals will then brief the mock adversary force on the point
of attack and the intended target set.
Explain that enforcement action will be taken if a performance
weakness is identified such that there is not high assurance the
licensee has the capability to protect against the DBT.
Any
violation identified during an OSRE will be addressed in the OSRE
report and enforcement action will be initiated consistent with
agency enforcement policy.
Less significant weaknesses will be
identified in the OSRE report and a response from the licensee is
required to address corrective actions planned.
Regional
Issue Date: 09/08/00
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inspectors will verify implementation of corrective measures during
subsequent routine inspections.
Inform the licensee that exercises and firearm demonstrations will
be video taped and that the videos are considered safeguards
information and should be protected accordingly. Upon request, the
team will provide a copy of the video tapes to the licensee.
03.01
Management Overview of Protective Strategy. Interview
the security manager and staff to ascertain the quality of the
security training, experience, and knowledge of trainers and
frequency, relevancy, and depth of the training program. Verify
data on type, number, and location of response equipment.
Establish the number of security force members (SFMs) who will
This should be the
respond during the contingency exercises.
minimum number that is normally available for and designated to
Interview appropriate
respond to security contingencies.
operations personnel to assess operations' involvement with and
input to the protective strategy.
Enforcement
Authority's
(LLEA's)
Discuss
the
Local
Law
capabilities, timing and size of response, weapons, communications,
and special capabilities such as Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
teams and hostage negotiators.

03.02
a.

Preliminary and On-site TarQet Analysis
Preliminary Target Analysis. A preliminary target analysis
should be conducted before the team arrives on site.
The
analysis should include a review of site-specific conditions
and information from earlier reports and communications with
the licensee, such as the plant's UFSAR and previous
Regulatory Effectiveness Review (RER)/OSRE reports.
A target set is a combination of equipment that would have to
be disabled for an adversary to achieve core damage. Typical
target sets are deduced from the minimum cut sets of a fault
tree analysis with full credit given to operations' personnel
training in routine and emergency procedures.
In addition to the minimum cut sets, the team engineer may
identify other damage-control resources that were not
included in the licensee's operations procedures.
These
resources may also be added to the target sets. The target
set does not assume any coincidental system failures, such as
fire, flood, human error, or any equipment damage caused by
a non-precipitated security event.
The team engineer will identify several potential target sets
that would likely lead to significant core damage. The team
will select the target sets which will be used to evaluate
the licensee's protective program.

81110
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b.

On-site TarQet Analysis.
The team engineer reviews the
selected
target
sets
with
the
licensee's
(1) to confirm the team's
operations/engineering staff:
analysis, (2) to consider damage control features that could
prevent radiological release, and (3) to determine whether
additional targets should be added to any of the sets.

03.03

No inspection guidance provided.

03.04

Table-Top Drills. Continaency Exercises. and Licensee
Exercise Critiaues

a.

Table-Top Drills.
Conduct table-top, time-line drills.
These drills should simulate overt external assaults. For
each drill, interview a licensee contingency response team
leader (RTL). The team identifies adversary characteristics
at the beginning of each drill, typically as an assessment by
the alarm station operator of a simulated perimeter alarm.
Consider that the simulated assault might occur at a time
advantageous to the adversary, such as during the night, on
a weekend, or during foul weather.
A team member should play the adversary's role. As such, the
would-be adversary should indicate entry point into the PA,
movement toward safety equipment, and tactics employed. Have
the RTL indicate how responding SFMs would be deployed to
interdicting positions, based on the actual locations of the
responding officers at the time of the drill.
If different outcomes are possible, their potential impact on
the outcome of the drill should be analyzed. Drills should
not be viewed as pass or fail, but should be used as tools to
identify those elements that are critical to the licensee's
achieving successful results in an actual contingency.

b.

Contingency Exercises. Normally, the team observes a minimum
of four licensee contingency exercises to evaluate the
licensee's
capabilities
relative to
interdicting the
adversaries in a timely manner with a sufficient number of
appropriately armed responders in protected positions.
Assess the realism of actions by exercise participants
(adversaries, responders, alarm station operators, operations
personnel, controllers, etc.). Licensee exercise controllers
should judge
the outcome of all adversary-responder
engagements.
The exercises are used to evaluate the licensee's efforts at
establishing priorities for protection of equipment and the
protective strategies for deployment of officers and
equipment; individual and team tactical movement, command and
control; communications in a contingency setting; defensive
positions; and barriers.
Observe and assess coordinated
contingency response efforts by operations and security.
Observe the use of simulated/training weapons by armed
responders during the exercises.
Analyze and discuss
instances with the licensee when simulated fire was directed
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at unknown or friendly personnel, or in a direction which
could potentially cause injury or unnecessary damage. This
analysis may include additional interviews with response
personnel.
c.

Licensee Exercise Criticrues. At least one team member should
observe the licensee's critique of each exercise. The entire
team should meet after each day's exercises to conduct a
team-only critique of the exercises and the licensee's
critiques. Evaluate the licensee's utilization of exercises
both as a training tool and as a means of self-auditing the
protective strategy. Determine if the licensee uses this or
any other type of exercise/drill to train response force
personnel.

03.05
Deadly Force Analysis. Assess whether deadly force would
be used unnecessarily inma situation that did not threaten the
health and safety of an individual or the general public.
Determine if deadly force would be appropriately applied if
warranted.
Interview SFMs who would be likely to encounter an
armed intruder and be placed in a situation warranting deadly
force. The SFM could be a patrol officer, tower officer, or member
of the armed response.
The interviews shall be conducted one at a time in private. Have
each SFM explain his or her understanding of the licensee's deadly
force policy. Based on Information Notice 89-05, "Use of Deadly
Force by Guards Protecting Nuclear Power Reactors Against
Sabotage,"
and
the
licensee's
policy,
pose
Radiological
hypothetical deadly force situations to the SFMs and assess their
responses. Identify instances where deadly force would have been
applied inappropriately.
Discuss significant concerns with licensee management.
Concerns
should. not be attributed to a specific SFM.
To the extent
possible, preserve the confidentiality of comments and views
expressed by individual SFM.
03.06
Tactical TraininQ. The team should interview instructors
to determine the quality, frequency, relevancy, and depth of
tactical training.
Visit and evaluate any tactical training
facility that the licensee may have. Evaluate contingency training
relative to initial, refresher, frequency, length, and content.
The team should interview tactical trainers and security officers
and observe tactical demonstrations to determine if training
appears sufficient in scope and frequency to assure a reliable
capability.
Assess the response weapons and equipment available to the response
force relative to the DBT, site-specific conditions, and engagement
conditions explained during- the
table-top
drills and as
demonstrated during the contingency exercises.
The team should
also assess the deployment of the response weapons and equipment to
identify any potential adverse impact on the protective strategy.
03.07
Firearms Training.
The team should evaluate the
appropriateness of the firearms training, the experience of the
81110
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training staff, the facilities available, and the techniques and
frequency of training employed to assure that contingency response
personnel are capable of executing their assigned responsibilities.
The licensee is normally requested to demonstrate its tactical or
stress courses of fire if it has any. Observe a suff icient number
of SFMs demonstrate the courses of fire to assess their ability to
manipulate the weapons safely and competently.
The team should
also assess the proficiency of the SFMs executing the chosen
courses of fire, giving due consideration for the difficulty of the
course.
Assess the relevancy of the courses of fire to on-site conditions,
although not specifically required by the regulations. The most
desirable courses are those that simulate and provide training in
conditions that an SFM would encounter on site in. an actual
engagement with an armed intruder. The appropriateness of course
content should be examined relative to the simulated weapon
engagements that occur during the table-top drills and actual
exercises. This comparison could be especially significant if the
licensee had no site-specific weapons course and provided SFMs with
only the training specified in Appendix B to 10 CFR 73.55.
The team should also determine whether the licensee trains SFMs in
friend/foe target identification firing. The inclusion and quality
of friend/foe target identification training should be considered
in the assessment of SFMs' ability to exercise good judgment in the
application of deadly force.
03.08
Safety/Safeguards Impact Review.
The team engineer
should interview control room operators, equipment operators, and
key security personnel to identify any potential weaknesses
relative to the licensee's implementation of 10 CFR 73.55(d) (7)(ii)
and to assess coordination between operations and security
personnel during emergency conditions or situations that would lead
to emergency conditions. The team engineer should determine if
operations personnel have any concerns relative to a potential
adverse impact on plant and personnel safety by security measures
or procedures.
If a potential problem is identified, the team
engineer should directly observe the problem and discuss it with an
operations supervisor and the resident inspector.
The team engineer and licensee operations personnel should make a
walking tour of existing security measures to assess licensee
procedures relative to: rapid access to vital equipment by plant
personnel;, rapid entry into the PA by off-site medical and firefighting personnel; rapid escape from enclosed areas under adverse
conditions; and to appropriate restrictions on plant-security radio
transmissions to prevent interference with plant operations.
03.09
OSRE Team MeetinQs.
Upon completion of the day's
schedule, the team should meet to evaluate licensee performance
collectively and formulate conclusions. A negative conclusion can
be a finding or a minor observation, which may only need to be
passed on to security personnel.
A finding and its relative
importance should be the consensus of the team. If non-team-member
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NRC personnel are present, briefly summarize team procedures,
methodology, previous findings, etc., as appropriate.
Determine subjects to discuss with the licensee at the next
briefing, which may include, when appropriate, the proposed target
Confirm or revise the proposed
sets for the next exercise.
schedule.
03.10
Licensee ManaQement and OSRE Team MeetinQ. Typically,
the licensee security manager will meet with the OSRE team each
morning. Three things should be accomplished at this meeting: (1)
a review and discussion of the previous day's findings by the team;
(2) a review and confirmation of or modification to the schedule;
and (3), as appropriate, a discussion of the exercises to include
the target set, PA entry points, and adversary characteristics.
Confirm with the licensee any pending actions relative to a
significant negative finding which greatly diminishes high
assurance that the licensee has the capability to protect against
the DBT. Inform the licensee that such a finding is a potential
violation and will result in enforcement action being taken. Any
violation identified during an OSRE will be addressed in the OSRE
report and enforcement action will be initiated consistent with
agency enforcement policy. Less significant weaknesses will be
identified in the OSRE report and a response from the licensee is
required to address corrective actions planned.
Regional
inspectors will verify implementation of corrective measures during
subsequent routine inspections.
03.11

Preliminary Exit Meeting and Exit MeetinQ

a.

Preliminary Exit Meeting. The team leader will meet with
appropriate licensee management to present the preliminary
findings. This meeting should allow for licensee input onthe accuracy of the preliminary findings. The licensee will
then be allowed a minimum of 2 weeks to assess all findings
relative to operational initiatives.
Inform the licensee
that, with regard to a significant negative preliminary
finding, an operational mitigation or solution will be
considered prior to NRC determination of the significance of
the vulnerability.

b.

Exit MeetinQ
Meet with licensee management to present the findings.
Confirm with the licensee any pending actions relative to a
significant negative finding. Inform the licensee that such
findings will either be resolved by NRC Headquarters or
turned over to the respective region for resolution. This
exit meeting may be conducted at the site, at NRR, at the
regional office, or by telephone, depending on the nature of
the findings.

81110-04
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The average time to complete this procedure is 4 to 5 days by a
team normally consisting of four NRC staff members and three NRC
contractors.
The time expended for this evaluation should be
reported as direct inspection and is, therefore, fee recoverable.

81110-06

REFERENCES

NUREG-0992,
"Report of the Committee to
Requirements at Power Reactors," May 1983.

Review

Safeguards

IE Information Notice No. 83-36, "Impact of Security Practices of
Safe Operations," June 9, 1983.
IE Information Notice 85-79, "Inadequate Communication Between
Maintenance, Operations, and Security Personnel."
NRC Information Notice No. 89-05, "Use of Deadly Force by Guards
Protecting Nuclear Power Reactors Against Radiological Sabotage,"
January 19, 1989.
Parts
73.1(a);
73.55(a);
73.55(h) (1); and 73.55(h) (2)
Regulations

73.55(b) (4) (i);
73.55(d) (7) (ii);
to Title 10 of the Code of Federal

Appendix B to 10 CFR 73.55
IMC 2901, "Team Inspections"
END
Attachments:
Supplement A, "OSRE Adversary Characteristics" Note: This document
is not
publicly releaseable.
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December 17, 2001

The Honorable James M. Jeffords
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Jeffords:
I am responding on behalf of the Commission to your letter of November 20, 2001,
forwarding questions concerning the security of the Nation's commercial nuclear facilities.
Although nuclear power plants are among the most hardened and secure civilian facilities in the
United States, the recent attacks have focused attention on the need to review policies and
practices related to safeguards and physical security measures for civilian nuclear facilities.
Immediately following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
the NRC advised nuclear power plant licensees to go to the highest level of security, and all
promptly did so. With continued uncertainty about the possibility of additional terrorist activities,
the Nation's nuclear power plants remain at the highest level of security and the NRC continues
to monitor the situation. For the longer term, I, with the full support of the Commission, have
directed the NRC staff to thoroughly reevaluate the NRC's safeguards and physical security
programs. This reevaluation will be a top-to-bottom analysis involving all aspects of the
Agency's safeguards and physical security programs.
Given the nature of the attacks on September 11, the identification of any necessary
adjustments to the safeguards and physical security measures for civilian nuclear facilities must
involve consultation and coordination with other U.S. national security organizations. The NRC
is currently interacting with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, other intelligence and law
enforcement agencies, and the Department of Defense to ensure any changes to the NRC's
programs are informed by pertinent information from other relevant U.S. agencies.
Because the NRC's reevaluation is ongoing, the enclosed answers to your questions are
founded on the information that is available at this time. If you have further comments or
questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
WRAI
Richard A. Meserve
Enclosure: Responses to Questions
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Identical letter to:
The Honorable James M. Jeffords
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Hillary Rodham Clinton
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Jon S. Corzine
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Enclosure I
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS
Question 1:

Immediately after the September 11 terroristattacks, the NRC recommended but
did not require nuclearpowerplants to go to a higher level of security.
a)
b)

Could you please explain why the Commission did not require higher
security.
How did the NRC confirm whetherplants moved to a highersecurity
level?

c)
d)
e)

In broad terms, could you describe what steps this involves?
Are security guards working overtime to meet these requirements? If so,
what steps are the NRC recommending to reduce possible fatigue effects
from long periodsof overtime?
Has the NRC recommended supplementing guard forces with National
Guard troops?

Answer:
1a.

The NRC recommended on September 11, 2001, that licensees move to a higher
security level. This recommendation was in the form of a Threat Advisory. A Threat
Advisory provides a vehicle for communication between the NRC and its licensees when
a rapid response is required. As discussed below, the Threat Advisory achieved the
desired response and, consequently, the NRC did not find it necessary to issue orders.
Had the Commission found it necessary to direct action by particular licensees it could
have promptly issued individual orders to them.

1b.

The licensees reported to the NRC that they had implemented the higher level of
security as urged by the Threat Advisory. This was later verified by the NRC resident
inspectors, who are stationed at each commercial nuclear plant site with an operating
license. There have also been audits of the heightened security measures at all NRC
licensed operating and decommissioning nuclear plants by NRC inspectors from the
regional NRC offices.

Ic.

The heightened security stance generally included increased patrols, augmented
security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination with
law enforcement and military authorities, and additional limitations on access of
personnel and vehicles to the site, among other measures. On October 6, the NRC
issued a safeguards advisory delineating certain prompt and longer-term additional
actions to strengthen licensee capability to respond to a terrorist attack at or beyond the
design basis threat. Licensees are currently complying with this advisory.

1d.

The security guards are working overtime to meet these requirements. Licensees are
required by 10 CFR Part 26, Fitness for Duty Programs, to have in place a program
which provides reasonable assurance that nuclear power plant personnel will perform
their tasks in a reliable and trustworthy manner. Fatigue is one of the factors which is
addressed under this program. NRC inspectors have closely scrutinized the security
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measures in place at the Nation's commercial nuclear power plants and have not
identified a noticeable decline in the effectiveness of the security forces as a result of
fatigue.
le.

On September 26, 2001, the Chairman sent a letter to the Governors of those States
which have sensitive commercial nuclear facilities. The purpose of the letter was to
explain the actions taken by the NRC and its licensees to augment security after
September 11 and to note limitations on licensee capabilities to deal with beyond design
basis threats. The letter noted that as the security situation unfolds, State resources
might be needed to supplement licensees' capabilities. However, the Commission did
not request such supplementation. The Commission believes that the individual
Govemors, working in consultation with their security advisors and federal law
enforcement authorities, can best determine where to deploy National Guard assets to
protect critical infrastructure.

Question 2:

Several months ago, the NRC approved the start of a pilot test program to
replace the current security program.
a)
b)

Does the NRC believe this is an appropriate time to test new security
training programs?
Why wouldn 7the NRCs resources be better utilized by improving the
program already in place, the so-called Operational Safeguards
Response Evaluation (OSRE) program, which has a strong NRC
oversight component?

Answer
2a,2b. At this time, the NRC believes it is inappropriate to conduct force-on-force exercises due
to the conditions of heightened security. Therefore, force-on-force exercises have been
temporarily suspended. As previously noted, a thorough review of the NRC's physical
security and safeguards programs was initiated shortly after the September 11 attacks.
Before September 11, the Commission agreed to a one-year pilot of the Safeguards
Performance Assessment (SPA) program. The intent of the SPA pilot was to determine
if a more performance-based approach, making greater use of licensee resources while
permitting more frequent NRC evaluation of force-on-force exercises, could be
developed. During the conduct of the SPA pilot, the NRC would continue OSRE
inspections at a rate of six per year, which would be combined with eight NRC-evaluated
SPA inspections.
It is important to note that the frequency of NRC-evaluated exercises would increase
from once every eight years under the OSRE program to triennially under SPA program.
The performance of more frequent periodic drills and exercises under the SPA program
could enhance our licensees' capabilities to protect against the design basis threat of
radiological sabotage. Thus, the Commission approved a one-year trial of the SPA
program, subject to close NRC oversight and evaluation. A final Commission decision
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regarding the method of conducting force-on-force testing would follow formal
evaluation of the pilot program and the continuing OSRE program.
Question 3:

Media reports indicate nearly half the nuclear power plants failed their OSRE
exercises.

a)
b)
c)
d)

What are the biggest causes for this failure?
Is it a lack of training, a lack of equipment, and/or poor tactics?
What are steps the NRC is taking to improve the performance of
licensees in these tests?
Does the NRC assess fines against licensees that fail these tests? If not,
why not?

Answer:
3a,3b. A typical OSRE has several components, including table top drills leading to four forceon-force exercises in which the attacking force attempts to exploit any vulnerabilities the
NRC security specialists identify in the plant's protective strategy. The attacking force is
credited with detailed knowledge of the plant's lay-out, vulnerabilities and security force
defense plans. The overall goal of the OSRE is to improve the efficacy of facility
security by identification and correction of weaknesses.
In 37 of 81 OSRE's conducted between August 1991 and August 2001, the NRC
identified weaknesses.' In those plants in which a weakness was found, the attacking
force was typically able in one of four exercises to reach a target set and simulate
destruction of that equipment. In general these weaknesses occurred due to
deficiencies in the licensee's contingency response plan, in training, or in executing the
plan. No one issue dominates the weaknesses noted.
It is agency policy for NRC licensees to address identified weaknesses immediately
through the implementation of compensatory measures and, where appropriate,
permanent corrective actions. The NRC believes that the program has served an
important function by contributing to the Identification of areas for improvement in the
licensees' security programs. The tests are difficult because they are designed to
exploit potential vulnerabilities revealed in the table top drills. They do not necessarily
reflect the likelihood of success by a less informed attacking force.
3c.

Licensees are required to correct deficiencies in their security programs, including
deficiencies identified during OSRE force-on-force exercises. In addition to OSRE
exercises, NRC inspectors routinely inspect licensee security programs as part of the
baseline inspection program. NRC has the statutory tools necessary to ensure that any
security deficiencies are corrected in a timely fashion.

'For the 15 OSREs conducted between April 2000 and August 2001, weaknesses were
identified in 9 of 59 exercises or 15 percent of the time. Eighty-five percent of the time the
attacking force was defeated.
Page 3
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3d.

The NRC has never assessed fines against licensees for weaknesses uncovered in an
OSRE. In 1988, in discussing a similar program carried out by the NRC at category I
fuel cycle facilities (facilities that handle weapons-grade highly enriched uranium) the
Commission stated: OThe exercises would demonstrate the guard force state of
readiness and test the effectiveness of delay mechanisms, alarm and communication
systems, response times, deployment of response forces, firing skills (simulated), and
tactical maneuvers. The results would be used to determine whether additional training
or security system improvements are needed. The exercises are not intended to be
viewed in terms of 'pass' or 'fail.'
Since April 2000 when the Commission adopted its revised reactor oversight process,
the NRC staff has applied its significance determination process to OSRE inspection
results and has informed the public of the significance of weaknesses without divulging
any details that might aid a terrorist. In January 2001, the Commission concluded that
subsection (a) of 10 CFR 73.55 lacked the clarity necessary for consistent enforcement,
and directed the staff to pursue rulemaking to clarify the provisions of 10 CFR 73.55 (a)
and to refrain from enforcement action based on 10 CFR 73.55 (a) as a result of forceon-force exercises until further Commission direction is provided.

Question 4:

In the NRC's long-term budget forecasting, is the NRC budgeting for continued
use of the OSRE program?

Answer:
Yes, the NRC's long-term budget includes funds for at least six OSRE inspections per
year, with additional funds which can be used either to support the OSRE program or
the SPA program. The results of the SPA pilot (if conducted) will help determine the
future direction of NRC's activities in this area.
Question 5:

To ensure that safety plans can adequately protect a nuclear facility, the NRC
requires additional force-on-force exercises to verify the ablity of security forces
to implement the security plans. Does the NRC have a comparable program to
ensure that emergency response plans can be successfully implemented in the
event of an accident? If so, does this involve coordinated exercises with all local,
state and federal emergency responders?

Answer:
The NRC requires in 10 CFR 50.47, *Emergency plans", 10 CFR 50.54, Conditions of
licenses', and in 10 CFR 50 Appendix E, 'Emergency Planning and Preparedness for
Production and Utilization Facilities", that commercial plant licensees have and maintain
a comprehensive emergency response plan and that exercises be conducted at each
site at least every 2 years to evaluate emergency response plans. This involves a
coordinated exercise with State and local authorities having a role under the plan.
Licensees routinely conduct more frequent drills to ensure their employees are familiar
with their emergency response duties.
Page 4
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Question 6:

Does the NRC require state and local governments to develop evacuation plans
to respond to a potential release from a nuclear power plant? If so, how often
are these plans updated to reflect demographic changes around the plants? Are
only the communities near the plants involved, or are communities that could be
exposed to a contamination plume far from the plant considered?

Answer.
The NRC requires in 10 CFR 50.47, and in Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, that emergency
response plans include a range of protective actions for the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (EPZ), an area about 10 miles in radius, and the ingestion
exposure pathway EPZ, an area about 50 miles in radius. The licensees' plans are also
to include a time estimate for evacuation of the plume exposure pathway. Criteria for

protective actions are further defined in NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1,
OCriteriafor Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants. These criteria include expectations
that State and local organizations establish a capability for implementing protective
measures. The State and local plans to implement protective measures for the plume
exposure pathway are to include maps showing evacuation routes, evacuation areas,
and relocation centers in host areas beyond the plume exposure EPZ. State plans are
to also include protective measures to be used for the ingestion pathway EPZ, including
methods for protecting the public from consumption of contaminated foodstuffs.
The size of the emergency planning zones represents a judgment on the extent of
detailed planning which must be performed to assure an adequate response base.
Detailed planning within the EPZ provides a substantial base for the expansion of
response efforts in the event that this proved necessary. In accordance with
requirements in Appendix E of 10 CFR 50, licensees are to have provisions that ensure
emergency plans are kept up to date. Furthermore, 10 CFR 50.54(t) requires that all
elements of the emergency preparedness program be reviewed at least once every 24
months. Accordingly, a consideration of changes in the demographics around the plant
would be expected to be included in the licensees reviews conducted in accordance with
these requirements.
The NRC does require that adequate emergency plans, including evacuation plans, be
in place for each licensed nuclear power plant, and the NRCs determination of
adequacy is based in part on findings made by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). State and local governments maintain evacuation plans to respond to
a potential release. These plans are usually exercised during the required biennial
exercises. Typically the local governments which participate in the exercises fall within a
ten mile radius of the nuclear facility. State emergency plans generally have provisions
for extending protective actions as needed.
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Question 7:

We understand that there may be as few as 10-12 guards, on average, at
facilities in yourjunsdiction. Is this true, and is this adequate in your opinion? Is
there a federal requirement, applied consistently at all facilities in your
jurisdiction, for a certain number of guards? For the background and training of
these guards?

Answer:
The site contingency response plan delineates the number of armed responders and
guard force necessary to protect against the design basis threat, and the OSRE forceon-force exercises provide a test of the adequacy of those forces. Corrective actions
identified via the OSRE program must be addressed. Section 73.55(h)(3) of 10 CFR
requires a nominal force of ten guards, and no less than five, but each licensee has
established site-specific commitments in its security plan based on the size and layout of
the facility. The details of the site-specific commitments are Safeguards Information.
The security forces at nuclear facilities are well-trained, well paid, and have high
retention rates. This is a sharp contrast to airport security before the recent
improvements. The background and training of the guards is specified in 10 CFR Part
73 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 73. These provisions address such things as
physical and mental requirements, authority of guards, the use of deadly force, tactics,
site security systems, communication system operation, and weapons training, including
demonstrating proficiency with weapons to be used by that guard.
In response to the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, the NRC has initiated a
thorough review of the safeguards and physical security programs. This effort will
include input from the national security organizations, the Office of Homeland Security,
the FBI, intelligence and law enforcement agencies, the Department of Defense and
others to evaluate the level of threat to which civilian nuclear facilities must be able to
respond. Based on this review, if the NRC determines that additional or revised safety
or physical protection measures or requirements need to be taken, the NRC will take
appropriate actions to implement those measures.
Question 8:

How many facilities in yourjurisdiction are now protected by National Guard
personnel? Are there any facilities that have refused the services of the Guard?
ff so, what reason did the licensees provide?

Answer:
Approximately 12 of the 63 operating nuclear power plant sites are currently protected
by National Guard personnel. One of ten decommissioned nuclear power plants
(Haddam Neck in Connecticut) is currently protected by National Guard personnel.
Although the NRC is not typically involved with communications between States and
NRC-licensed facilities, the NRC is not aware of a situation where a licensee has
refused a request by a State to place National Guard troops at its facility. A number of
States have initiated a dialog with NRC licensees to discuss options for enhancing the
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physical security at their facilities. The NRC is aware that those discussions have
involved consideration of the National Guard.
Question 9:

How are the civilian guard forces at facilities In yourjurisdiction armed? Is there
a federal requirement applied consistently at all facilities in yourjurisdiction for
armed personnel?

Answer:
The weapons used by the guard forces are generally comparable to those weapons
used by local law enforcement officers, although in some States there are significant
limitations on weapons which private security forces can possess. 10 CFR 73.46 has
requirements for the weapons (at a minimum) to be carried by guards and Tactical
Response Team members.
The NRC has requested legislation which would allow nuclear facility guard forces to
use weapons comparable to those available to the Department of Energy's private
security forces, notwithstanding State law restrictions. The Commission has also sought
legislation which would authorize the use of deadly force if necessary to protect the
facility. Without federal legislation, there are State laws at some sites which limit the
types of weapons permitted and the use of deadly force. We strongly urge prompt
Congressional action on our legislative proposals.
Question 10: What is the average number of guards at decommissioned facilities? How does
the security at these facilities compare to active facilities? Do you think security
at these facilities is adequate?
Answer.
Specific details on guard forces are Safeguards Information. Currently there is no
federal requirement for a certain number of guards at decommissioning reactors, but
rather that the facility demonstrate the capacity to provide adequate protection.
Decommissioning facilities typically have a much smaller area to protect the operating
facilities and a smaller guard force. However, the guard force meets the same
background and training requirements as at operating plants.
In response to the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, the NRC has issued threat
advisories identifying additional security measures at decommissioning facilities and has
verified that these resources are in place. In addition, the NRC has begun a thorough
review of the safeguards and physical security programs that will encompass the
decommissioning facilities. This effort will include input from the national security
organizations, the FBI, intelligence and law enforcement agencies, the Office of
Homeland Security, the Department of Defense and others to evaluate the level of
threat to which civilian nuclear facilities must be able to respond. Based on this review,
if the NRC determines that additional or revised safety or physical protection measures
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or requirements need to be taken, the NRC will take appropriate actions to implement
those measures.
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Question 11: Does the current design basis threat assume that something the size of a
tractor-trailer truck may be utilized to carry explosives to a facility? Does it
assume that water-bome threats to reactors located near rivers or oceans may
occur?
Answer
The current design basis threat for radiological sabotage at nuclear power reactors includes a
design basis vehicle bomb, with sensitive non-public details concerning vehicle weight, speed,
and explosive charge size. The specific numbers for the design basis vehicle bomb were
selected based on an analysis of relevant vehicle bombing attacks, including the type of vehicle
used and the estimated size of the explosive charge, that occurred around the world over
several decades. The design basis vehicle bomb represents a reasonable characterization of a
vehicle bomb threat. The specific numbers are protected from public disclosure as Safeguards
Information and can be provided under separate cover. The current design basis threat does
not include a waterborne component. Our ongoing top-to-bottom reevaluation of the agency's
safeguards and physical security programs include analyses of the design basis vehicle bomb
and waterborne threats.
Question 12: Based upon what you know now, do you think the design basis threat should be
updated? Do you have the authority to perform the update now? If so, what is
your time frame?
Answer:
Yes, the design basis threat should be reviewed and updated and we have put in place
a process for doing so. The staff has initiated a number of actions in response to the
September 11 attacks. These include a reassessment of the threat environment to
examine the design basis threat. Further, this review will be conducted in coordination
with the Office of Homeland Security, Department of Energy, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and other Federal agencies, and could include identification of any
necessary changes to the current design basis threats. An additional dimension to this
current effort may be the identification of threats beyond the design basis threat, i.e.,
threats that our licensees may not be fully able to protect against without assistance
from local, State or Federal authorities. The Commission has the authority and can
direct staff to initiate rulemaking to formally revise 10 CFR 73.1 and modify the design
basis threat as appropriate. It is anticipated that this effort will extend well into the year
2002.
Question 13: New information has recently come to light regarding the vulnerability of nuclear
power plants to attack by air. What are the measures the NRC is considering to
protect against such threats?
Answer:
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The NRC has been in regular communication with other federal agencies, most
specifically the Federal Aviation Administration and the Department of Defense, which
have acted more than once to protect airspace above nuclear power plants. The
Aviation and Transportation Security Act of 2001 will also provide additional protection
against air attacks on all industrial facilities, both nuclear and non-nuclear. The NRC
believes that the nation's efforts associated with protecting against terrorist attacks by
air should be directed toward enhancing security at airports and within airplanes, and
not toward seeking to defend all potential targets of such terrorism.
Question 14: Since September 11, have there been any credible threats received against any
nuclear power plants in the United States and if so, what measures were taken
to protect against those threats?
Answer:
There have been no credible threats against any nuclear power plants in the United
States. One threat to a nuclear power plant, based on classified intelligence, was
initially assessed as credible, requiring a timely response. NRC coordinated the
response to this threat with the licensee, Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Department of Defense, and other Federal agencies. The response included licensee,
state, and Federal measures being taken for an appropriate period of time. The threat
subsequently was determined to be not credible.
Question 15: What are the actions the NRC is taking to ensure thatproperbackground checks
have been conducted of arl staff at all nuclear power plants across the country?
Answer:
In order to be authorized for unescorted access at a nuclear power plant, an individual
must undergo a background screening and investigation pursuant to 10 CFR 73.56, and
such workers are subject to ongoing fitness-for-duty requirements. The screening
criteria include: (1) a background investigation designed to identify past actions which
are indicative of an individual's future reliability within a protected or vital area of a
nuclear power reactor; (2) a psychological assessment designed to evaluate the
possible impact of any noted psychological characteristics which may have a bearing on
trustworthiness and reliability; and (3) behavioral observations, conducted by
supervisors and management personnel, designed to detect individual behavioral
changes which, if left unattended, could lead to acts detrimental to the public health and
safety. In accordance with 10 CFR 73.56, the background investigation includes
employment history, education history, criminal history, military service, and credit
history, as well as a psychological evaluation, interview of developed references, and
fitness-for-duty testing. Inspections are routinely conducted by the NRC to verify that
licensees are complying with these requirements. The inspection results have assured
the NRC that these requirements are being uniformly complied with, and proper
background checks have been conducted. In addition, since September 11, 2001, the
FBI has provided to the NRC frequently updated lists of individuals who may have ties or
Page 11
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information related to terrorist activities. At the request of the FBI, the NRC provided
these lists to the nuclear power plants, the nonpower reactor facilities, decommissioning
plants, and selected fuel facilities to be checked against utility employment and visitor
records. The Nuclear Energy Institute has also been provided the lists to be checked
against a database of temporary nuclear utility workers. All results are being provided
by the NRC to the FBI for resolution. To date, all potential matches have been resolved
through the FBI.
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December 31, 2001

Mr. Robert J. Barrett
Vice President, Operations
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit 3
295 Broadway, Suite 3
Post Office Box 308
Buchanan, NY 10511-0308
SUBJECT:

INDIAN POINT 3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - NRC INSPECTION
REPORT 50-286/01-09

Dear Mr. Barrett:
On November 17,2001, the NRC completed an inspection at the Indian Point 3 nuclear power
plant. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection. The results were discussed
on December 5, 2001, with you and other members of your staff.
The inspection was an examination of activities conducted under your license as they relate to
safety and compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations, and with the conditions of
your license. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selected examination of
procedures and representative records, observations of activities, and interviews with
personnel.
Based on the results of this inspection, the inspectors identified two issues of very low safety
significance (Green), one of which involved a violation of NRC requirements. These issues
involved a failure to conduct triennial hydrostatic tests on self-contained-breathing-apparatus
(SCBA) air cylinders, and a failure to monitor for potential degradation of underground cable
splices. Because of its very low safety significance and because it has been entered into your
corrective action program, the NRC is treating the SCBA issue as a Non-cited Violation, in
accordance with Section VIA.1 of the NRC's Enforcement Policy. If you deny this Non-cited
Violation, you should provide a response with the basis for your denial within 30 days of the
date of this inspection report to, to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document
Control Desk, Washington DC 2055-0001; with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region I;
the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 2055-0001; and the NRC Resident Inspector at the Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear
Power Plant.
Since September 11, 2001, Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit 3 has assumed a heightened
level of security based on a series of threat advisories issued by the NRC. Although the NRC is
not aware of any specific threat against nuclear facilities, the heightened level of security was
recommended for all nuclear power plants and is being maintained due to the uncertainty about
the possibility of additional terrorist attacks. The steps recommended by the NRC include
increased patrols, augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts,
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heightened coordination with local law enforcement and military authorities, and limited access
of personnel and'vehicles to the site.
The NRC continues to interact with the Intelligence Community and to communicate information
to Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.. In addition, the NRC has monitored maintenance and
other activities which could relate to the site's security posture.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's 'Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosure will be available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document
Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the NRC's document
system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at http:llwww.nrc.gov/readingrm.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).
Sincerely,
/RA by Brian E. Holian
Acting For/
G. Scott Barber, Acting Chief
Projects Branch 2
Division of Reactor Projects
Docket No.50-286
License No. DPR-64
Enclosure:

Inspection Report No. 50-286/01-09

Attachment:

Supplemental Information
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J. Yelverton, Chief Executive Officer
M. Kansler, Senior Vice President and CEO
J. DeRoy, General Manager - Operations
D. Pace, Vice President - Engineering
J. Knubel, Vice President Operations Support
F. Dacimo, Vice President - Operations, IP2
J. Kelly, Director - Licensing
C. D. Faison, Manager - Licensing
H. P. Salmon, Jr., Director of Oversight
J. Comiotes, Director, Nuclear Safety Assurance
J. Donnelly, Licensing Manager
A. Donahue, Mayor, Village of Buchanan
J. McCann, Manager - Nuclear Safety and Licensing - IP2
J. M. Fulton, Assistant General Counsel
W. Flynn, President, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
J. Spath, Program Director, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
P. D. Eddy, Electric Division, New York State Department of Public Service
C. Donaldson, Esquire, Assistant Attorney General, New York Department
of Law
R. Schwartz, SRC Consultant
R. Toole, SRC Consultant
C. Hehl, SRC Consultant
R. Albanese, Executive Chair, Four County Nuclear Safety Committee
S. Lousteau, Treasury Department, Entergy Services, Inc.
Chairman, Standing Committee on Energy, NYS Assembly
Chairman, Standing Committee on Environmental Conservation, NYS Assembly
Chairman, Committee on Corporations, Authorities, and Commissions
The Honorable Sandra Galef, NYS Assembly
C. Terry, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
County Clerk, Westchester County Legislature
A. Spano, Westchester County Executive
R. Bondi, Putnam County Executive
C. Vanderhoef, Rockland County Executive
J. Rampe, Orange County Executive
M. Elie, Citizens Awareness Network
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H. Miller, RANJ. Wiggins, DRA (1)
T. Bergman, RI EDO Coordinator
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P. Milano, PM, NRR
G. Vissing, Backup PM, NRR
P. Eselgroth, DRP
S. Barber, DRP
L. Harrison, DRP
R. Junod, DRP
R. Martin, DRP
P. Drysdale, SRI - Indian Point 3
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I
Docket No.

50-286

License No.

DPR-64

Report No.

50-286/01-09

Licensee:

Entergy Nuclear Northeast

Facility:

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant

Location:

295 Broadway, Suite 3
Buchanan, NY 10511-0308

Dates:
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
IR 05000286-01-09, on 09/30-11117/2001, Entergy Nuclear Northeast, Indian Point 3 Nuclear
Power Plant. Resident inspection report, radiation safety, emergency preparedness
The inspection was conducted by resident and regional inspectors. The inspection identified
one Green Finding which was determined to be a Non-Cited Violation.
A.

Inspector Identified Findings

Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems
*

GREEN. The licensee did not monitor for water intrusion or degradation of underground
splices in electrical cables associated with mitigating systems. This finding is greater
than minor because, if left uncorrected, degraded splices could increase the risk of loss
of electric or control power to a mitigating system, and could result in a plant transient.
This issue was determined to be of very low safety significance using the NRC's safety
determination process (SDP) because no degradation was observed, and no equipment
failures or transients had resulted from cable splice degradation (Section 1R06).

Cornerstone: Emergency Preparedness
*

GREEN. A Non-cited Violation of 10 CFR 20.1703(c)(4)(vii) for failure to conduct
triennial hydrostatic tests on approximately 80 self-contained-breathing-apparatus
(SCBA) air cylinders.
This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, inadequately tested
respiratory protection equipment could have been used by personnel in the event of an
emergency. This finding is of very low safety significance because unqualified
equipment was not actually used, all of the affected air cylinders displayed the proper air
pressure indicating that the cylinders maintained the requisite integrity, and a sufficient
supply in excess of requirements was available for use. (Section 20S3)

B.

Licensee Identified Violations
There were no licensee identified violations.

ii
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Report Details
SUMMARY OF PLANT STATUS
The Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant remained at 100% power for the entire inspection

period from September 30 through November 17, 2001. No significant equipment failures or
events occurred during this time period.
1.

REACTOR SAFETY
(Cornerstones: Initiating Events, Mitigating Systems, Barrier Integrity, Emergency
Preparedness)

IR04 Equipment Alionment
a.

Inspection Scope (71111.04Q and 71111.04S)

On October 2, 2001, the inspectors completed a partial walkdown of the 32 and 33 EDG
mechanical and electrical systems to verify the availability of that equipment when the
31 EDG was out of service for preventive maintenance. The inspectors used check-off
list COL-EL-5, 'Diesel Generators,- and flow diagrams 9321-F-20293, -20303, -27223,
and -30083 to confirm that the engine fuel oil systems, air start systems, cooling
systems, and electrical systems were configured to permit automatic start and operation
of the EDGs.
On November 8, 2001, the inspectors walked down accessible portions of the 31 and 33
safety injection (SI) pumps and flow trains. During this inspection, the 32 St pump was
out of service to perform corrective maintenance (WR 01-03420-01) to repair a pump
casing plug leak. The inspectors reviewed the equipment configuration designated on
protective tagout 01-1718 to assure the 32 pump was properly isolated from the SI
system, and that its isolation did not affect the availability of the 31 and 33 pumps. The
inspectors also used check-off list COL-SI-1, 'Safety Injection System," and flow
diagram 9327-F-27503 to verify to correct alignment of valves and control room
switches associated with the pumps, and the status of control room alarms during the
maintenance on the 32 pump.
On November 13, 2001, the inspectors completed a full walkdown of accessible portions
of the component cooling water (CCW) system to verify the correct equipment alignment
for system operability at full power operations. The inspectors reviewed the following
documents:
*
*

Check-off list COL-CC-1, "Component Cooling System"
System operating procedure SOP-CC-001B, "Component Cooling System
Operation"

*
*

Off-Normal operating procedure ONOP-CC-1, "Loss of Component Cooling"
Design Basis Document IP3-DBD-308, "Component Cooling Water System"
Technical Specifications and Bases Sections 3.7.8, "Component Cooling Water
(CCW) System"
Final Safety Analysis Report Section 9.3, "Auxiliary Coolant Systems"
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The inspectors also reviewed outstanding maintenance activities, open work requests,
outstanding corrective action program deficiencies, temporary modifications, and
operator work-arounds associated with the CCW system and interviewed the system
engineer and non-licensed operators regarding the operations of the CCW system.
b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

1R05 Fire Protection
Inspection Scope (71111.05Q)

a.

-

The inspectors conducted fire protection tours in the fire zones listed below 1) to
observe if the licensee had been controlling transient combustibles in accordance with
fire protection procedure FP-9 "Control of Combustibles," 2) to verify that the licensee
had been controlling ignition sources in accordance with FP-8, wControlling of Ignition
Sources," 3) to verify that the licensee had provided the fire protection equipment as
specified in Pre-Fire Plans listed below; and 4) to assess the general material condition
of the fire protection equipment and fire protection barriers.
*

On October 22, 2001, the inspectors toured the 35 foot elevation of the turbine
building under the main output generator. This area was affected by a small leak
from the generator hydrogen coolers and required temporary ventilation to keep
a high concentration from accumulating (Pre-Fire Plan 43, 'General Floor Plan Turbine Building 36ft-9in').

*

On October 26, 2001, the inspectors toured the 480 Volt switchgear room on the
15 foot elevation of the control building to assess the condition of fire protection
equipment and convective air pathways in the room, and to identify the potential
existence of transient combustible materials (Pre-Fire Plan 25, '480V Switchgear
Room - Control Building').

*

b.

. On October 29, 2001, the inspectors toured the Fuel Storage Building to
evaluate the existence of potential fire hazards (Pre-Fire Plan 20, 'Fuel Storage
Bay Area - Fuel Storage Building').

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

1R06 Flood Protection Measures
a.

Inspection ScoDe (71111.06)
The inspectors reviewed FSAR Section 16.1 that described flood protection measures
designed into the plant and flood mitigation equipment available to plant operators in the
event of an internal flooding event caused from the potential break of a large pipe in the
circulating water, condensate water, fire water, or city water systems.
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The inspectors reviewed the licensee's proceduralized actions designated for response
to an internal flooding event as described in operations directive OD-8, Guidelines for
Severe Weather," off-normal procedure ONOP-RW-3, OPlant Flooding," alarm response
procedure ARP-7, "Panel SDF - Turbine Recorder, and maintenance procedure MET002-GEN, 'Location of Sandbags in Flood Warning Conditions."
The inspectors toured areas important to safety inside the plant to assess the condition
of equipment intended to mitigate the consequences of internal flooding such as
elevated berms, floor drains, and breakaway flood gates. Areas toured included the
turbine building, the primary auxiliary building (PAB), and the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump room,
The inspectors reviewed the work request (WR 00-01619-00) and test procedure (3PTR22) for the most recent functional test of the flood detection instruments (float switches
LC-1240S and LC-1241S) on the 5 ft elevation of the turbine building (condenser
trench). The float switches were installed to detect an 18 inch water level in the
condenser trench, and to signal an alarm in the control room following a large
condensate or circulating water system failure that could threaten the 6.9 KV switchgear
on the 15 foot elevation of the turbine building. The test was satisfactorily performed on
April 11, 2001, and is repeated every refueling outage. The inspectors also inspected
the general areas around the condenser water boxes to verify that flood water flow
paths were not obstructed and would direct water to the 5 foot elevation away from the
6.9 KV switchgear.
The inspectors noted that the licensee had identified several recent problems with floor
drain blockage on the 15 foot elevation of the control building. The inspectors reviewed
the DERs written over the past 12 months that were key worded for "flooding" and
'drains," as follows:
DER 01-04168, Rust Discharged from Drains in I5ft Control Building'
DER 01-04067, Control Building Floor Drains - Debris Blown Out
DER 01-03320, 'Floor Drain Plugged in 480 Volt Switchgear Room3 on the 15 foot
elevation of the control building
DER 01-02163, -TCV-1 103 Leaky Flange Rework"
The inspectors toured external areas of the site to observe areas of water accumulation,
storm drainage paths, and areas where potential blockage could occur. The inspectors
also observed the locations of storm drains and their proximity to underground cable
vaults. Electrical engineering personnel provided the inspectors with a general
schematic diagram of all buried cable routes on site, and also provided the
manufacturers design specifications and qualifications for buried power cables, control
cables, and cable splices for service in a ground water environment.
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b.

Findings
During tours of external plant areas, the inspectors requested that the licensee remove
four manhole covers to assess the general condition of underground cables and splices,
and to inspect for possible accumulation of water in the manhole pits. The inspectors
observed that a large amount of water had accumulated inside two manhole pits near
the service water intake structure. These pits contained numerous cable bundles that
supplied power to service water pumps and strainers, circulating water pumps, traveling
screens, and screenwash pumps. All of the cables in these pits were completely
submerged in water. It was not possible to identify each of the cables visually, but some
of them had visible splices that were completely submerged. The inspectors also
observed that a manhole pit near the main output transformers contained a large
number of cable bundles that were completely submerged. Many of these cables had
splices, but they also could not be identified visually. The licensee had stated that
buried safety-related cables on site did not have any splices; however, there were no
records on site which verified that the existing splices In systems Important for mitigating
a plant transient (e.g., circulating water pumps) were actually installed in accordance
with the manufacturers specifications.
The licensee subsequently pumped all the water out of the opened manhole pits and
performed a visual inspection of the cables and splices for degradation. No degradation
was observed; however, the licensee initiated DER 01-04270 to investigate the source
of the water, and to specifically identify which cables contained splices. The licensee
stated that no recent equipment performance problems were evident that could be
attributed to underground cable or splice degradation.
The inspectors noted that the licensee did not have a planned periodic activity to inspect
manhole pits for water accumulation, and did not have a preventive maintenance activity
to inspect underground cables and splices for degradation. At the end of the inspection
period, the licensee was developing a plan to initiate those activities and to perform an
extent-of-condition review on buried cables and splices for other equipment Important to
safety such as the Appendix R diesel generator.
The lack of inspection records which could confirm that existing splices were installed in
accordance with the manufacturers specifications for service in a ground water
environment; and the lack of a preventive maintenance activity to inspect for potential
degradation in buried cable splices represents a Green finding. The issue is more than
minor because, if left uncorrected, degraded underground cable splices could increase
the risk of ground water intrusion, and the risk of subsequent electric or control power
failures in equipment important to safety. Such conditions could degrade the ability of
mitigating systems to perform their functions, or result in an electrical fault that could
cause a plant transient.
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1R12 Maintenance Rule Implementation
a.

Insnection Scope (71111.12)
The inspectors reviewed the following systems and performance issues to assess the
effectiveness of the maintenance program. Using 10CFR50.65, "Requirements for
monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants," and Regulatory
Guide 1.1.60, 'Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,'
the inspectors verified that the licensee was implementing their maintenance program in
accordance with NRC regulations and guidelines; properly scoping of the system within
the maintenance rule; proper classification of failures of structures, systems, and
components (SSCs); proper classification of SSCs into 10 CFR 50.65 (a)(1) and (a)(2)
status; and appropriate performance criteria for (a)(2) systems or the improvement plan
for (a)(1) systems.

b.

*

34 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Outlet Temperature Indicator (TI-1 25)
Fluctuating (Problem Identification (PID) 03393)

*

Wide Range Temperature Element for Cold Leg Loop 34 TE-443B had been
drifting (PlDs 03391, 03924, and 03930)

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

I R13 Maintenance Risk Assessment and Emerment Work
a.

Inspection Scope (71111.13)
The inspectors reviewed the maintenance risk assessments and corrective maintenance
work packages for the following emergent work, and discussed the deficient conditions
with cognizant personnel (system engineers, maintenance technicians, and work
planners). The inspectors evaluated the licensee's revisions to the daily plant risk profile
(i.e., changes to the conditional core damage probability) and changes to the scheduled
sequence of preplanned activities resulting from the emergent work:
*

Unplanned loaded run of the 32 EDG: On November 13, 2001, the licensee ran
the 32 EDG to troubleshoot an air leak in the engine inlet valve lubricating
system. This emergent work would have coincided with a scheduled surveillance
of the containment fan cooler units; however, the licensee delayed the fan cooler
work so that the two activities would not be performed concurrently.

*

Extent-of-condition review for a loose nut on the 31 EDG oil pump: On October
3, 2001, the 31 EDG was out of service for planned maintenance (diagnostic
testing) when a loose lock nut was identified on the engine-driven oil pump shaft
that could have resulted in an engine failure (DER 01-03780). Given the
potential significance of this problem, the licensee considered sequentially
removing each of the other diesels from service to perform an immediate
inspection of the corresponding locking nuts. However, the licensee performed a
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risk analysis for having two EDGs inoperable with the plant at 100% power. The
analysis indicated the conditional core damage probability (CDP) would exceed
the nominal CDP and the licensee's risk threshold (E-6). The licensee
concluded that ongoing maintenance on the 31 EDG must be completed prior to
removing the other diesels from service for an inspection. Following return of the
31 EDG to service, the licensee inspected the oil pumps on the 32 and 33 EDGs,
and the Appendix R diesel for a potential common cause failure associated with
the oil pump shaft nuts. The investigations revealed that the corresponding nuts
on the other three engines were properly torqued.
b.

Findings.
No findings of significance were identified.

1R15 Operabilitv Evaluations
a.

Inspection Scope (71111.15)
The inspectors reviewed various DERs on degraded or non-conforming conditions that
raised questions on equipment operability. The inspectors reviewed the resulting
operability determinations (ODs) for technical adequacy, whether or not continued
operability was warranted, and to what extent other system degradations adversely
impacted the affected system or compensatory actions. The following DERs,
calculations, and ODs were evaluated:
*

OD 01-039

Operabilitv of the 33 EDG with Leaking Fuel Pump Gaskets:
Approximately 1 liter/minute leakage of fuel oil through the
gaskets on the pump's 'banjo bolts" occurred on initial engine
start. The leakage stopped when the engine warmed up, and all
of the leakage was retained within a retention tank. The leakage
did not affect operation of the engine before and after it was
loaded.

*

OD 01-040

Pinhole Leak between Containment Wall and Service Water Valve
SWN-44-3: An auxiliary operator discovered a one drop per
minute pinhole leak on the service water outlet line from the 33
containment fan cooler unit. The licensee performed nondestructive testing in the area of the leak and performed a pipe
stress analysis to determine operability of the pipe. The results
concluded that flaw was minor and did not affect operability. The
licensee also used criteria contained in ASME Code Case N-513
to determine that the leak was minor and could be repaired during
a future outage.

*

OD 01-041

EDG 32 Starting Air System Leakaae During Engine Operation:
The air inlet valve lubricator was isolated to perform
troubleshooting. The lubrication system was not vital to engine
operation and did not affect EDG operability.
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OD 01-042

b.

EDG 31. 32. & 33 Air Consumption: The total air consumption of
the inlet valve lubrication system could deplete the air start
accumulator during engine operation within 13.1 hours after a loss
of offsite power and subsequent loss of the air compressor.
Without air makeup, the EDG ventilation system outlet dampers
would eventually fail closed, and the EDG engine could overheat.
The licensee concluded that 13.1 hours was sufficient time to
block open the dampers to prevent overheating In the EDG room,
and initiated a temporary procedure change (TPC 01-0545) to
alarm response procedure ARP-019, Panel Local - Diesel
Generators,* requiring operators to block open exhaust louvers if
air to the louvers or the room temperature control panel is lost.

Findinas
No findings of significance were identified.

1R19 Post Maintenance Testing
a.

Inspection Scope (71111.19)
The inspectors reviewed post-maintenance test (PMT) procedures and associated
testing activities to assess whether 1)the effect of testing in the plant had been
adequately addressed by control room personnel, 2) testing was adequate for
maintenance performed, 3) acceptance criteria were clear and adequately demonstrated
operational readiness consistent with design and licensing documents, 4) test
instrumentation had current calibrations, range, and accuracy for the application, and 5)
test equipment was removed following testing. The following surveillance activities were
evaluated:
*

WR 00-04796-00: Preventive Maintenance performed on 32 Safety Iniection
Pump Motor
On October 1, 2001, the inspectors reviewed the PMT documentation for the
preventive maintenance (PM) performed on 32 safety injection (SI) pump motor.
The inspectors verified that the PMT demonstrated functional capability of the 32
SI pump as delineated in the design basis document IP3-DBD-306, Safety
Injection System," and in Technical Specification 3.5.2, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems - Operating.
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WR 01-00366-01: Post Maintenance Test for Boric Acid Transfer Pump
Preventive Maintenance
On October 11, 2001, the inspectors reviewed the PMT documentation for the
PM inspection performed on the 32 boric acid transfer pump (BATP) under WR
01-00366-00. The inspectors verified that the PMT demonstrated functional
capability of 32 BATP as delineated in the Final Safety Analysis Report section
9.2, Chemical and Control Volume System, and in Technical Requirements
Manual 3.1.C, Boration Systems.
*

WR 01-00455-01: Post-Maintenance Test following the 2-Year Preventive
Maintenance on the 32 EDG
The test was performed on October 24, 2001, and the results demonstrated
satisfactory completion of the maintenance performed. No significant issues
resulted from the PMT; however, the compressor for the engine air start system
cycled approximately every 10 minutes between 295 - 285 psig during the test
(DER 01-04036). The licensee subsequently conducted troubleshooting to
evaluate this problem. The leakage occurred through the engine Inlet valve
lubrication system, which was isolated and had no impact on engine operation.

*

WR 01-03420-01: Post-Maintenance Test following Corrective Maintenance on
the 32 Safety Iniection Pump
On November 08, 2001, a plug on the 32 safety injection pump casing developed
a leak of 20 mlimin (approximately 0.32 gallonslhour). This represented
approximately two-thirds of the total emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
leakage outside containment at that time. The licensee initiated DER 01-04202
to document the deficiency, performed corrective maintenance to remove the
casing plug and to replace its seal, and then ran the pump to test for leakage.
Although the seal continued to leak a very small amount, the leakage was
reduced to approximately 0.1 ml/min when the pump was running. This leakage
did not affect operability of the pump and significantly reduced ECCS leakage
outside containment. The licensee intends to investigate replacement of the seal
with an alternate design, or to install a vent valve to replace the plug and seal
completely.

b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

I R22 Surveillance Testing
a.

Inspection Scope (71111.22)

The inspectors observed portions of the following surveillance tests and reviewed the
surveillance test procedures to assess whether 1)the test preconditioned the
component(s), 2) the effect of testing was adequately addressed in the control room, 3)
the acceptance criteria demonstrated operational readiness consistent with design
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calculations and licensing documents, 4) the test equipment range and accuracy was
adequate with proper calibration, 5) the test was performed in the proper sequence, and
6) the test equipment was removed following testing.

b.

*

3PT-022

*

3PT-M62

0480V Undervoltage/Degraded Grid Protection System Functionalm
(October 17,2001)

*

3PT-Q120C

-33 ABFP (Motor Driven) Surveillance and iSr
(October 25, 2001)

Residual Heat Removal System Valves" (October 22, 2001)

Findinas
No findings of significance were identified.

1R23 Temporary Plant Modifications
a.

Inspection Scone (71111.23A)
The inspectors reviewed the work package for one temporary modification (TM)
*

b.

TM 01-04455-02: Isolation of 32 EDG Inlet Air Valve lubrication system. Based
upon the design and purpose of the inlet valve lubrication system, and the ability
of the engine to function without it, isolation of the system did not affect
operability. The temporary modification permitted the engine air start system to
maintain a constant pressure without losses when the engine was operating.

Findings
There were no findings identified during this inspection.

Emergency Preparedness (EP)
1EP4 Emergencv Action Level and Emeraencv Plan Changes
a.

lnsDection Scope

The inspectors conducted an in-office review of licensee submitted changes for the
emergency plan-related documents listed below to determine if the changes decreased
the effectiveness of the plan. A thorough review was conducted of documents related to
the risk significant planning standards (RSPS), such as classifications, notifications and
protective action recommendations. A cursory review was conducted for non-RSPS
documents. The submitted and reviewed documents were as follows:
Emermencv Plan
Section 1,
Section 2,

Definitions/Acronyms, Rev 31
Scope and Applicability, Rev 31
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Section 3,
Section 4,
Section 5,
Section 6,
Section 7,
Section 8,
Section 9,
Appendix A,
Appendix B,
Appendix C,

Overview of the IP-3 Emergency Plan Procedures, Rev 30
Emergency Conditions, Rev 37
Organizational Control of Emergencies, Rev 34
Emergency Measures, Rev 33
Emergency Facilities and Equipment, Rev 33
Maintaining Emergency Preparedness, Rev 35
Recovery, Rev 3
Letters of Agreement, Rev 0
Time-Dose-Distance Plots, Rev 29
Evaluation of Core Degradation Using Containment Accident Monitors,
Rev 29
Appendix D, Listing of Immediate Action Guidelines and Implementing Procedures,
Rev 31
Appendix E, NUREG-0654, Rev. 1; IP-3 Emergency Plan Cross Reference, Rev 30
Appendix F, Stored Emergency Plan Equipment and Supplies, Rev 30
Appendix G, Evacuation Plan for Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam
Counties, Rev 29
Implementing Procedures
IP-1038,
IP-1059,
IP-1076,
b.

Offsite Emergency Notification, Rev 26
Air Raid Alert, Rev 7
Roster Notification Methods, Rev 25

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

1EP6 Drill Evaluation
a.

Inspection Scone (71114.06)
On October 31, 2001, the licensee conducted an 6off year" annual emergency
preparedness exercise. The inspectors observed the drill from the onsite simulator
facility to evaluate the adequacy of drill performance, and attended the post-drill critique
to assess the licensee's identification of weaknesses and deficiencies. The drill involved
simulation of an intense weather storm at the Indian Point Station that caused significant
damage to the onsite electrical distribution systems and challenged operators' abilities to
restore vital electrical power. The scenario also included a simulated fire at the
Appendix R diesel generator, and a simulated search and rescue for an individual that
was unaccounted for.
The evolution of the drill scenario required simulated classifications for an Alert and a
Site Area Emergency, required progressive activation of the Technical Support Center
(TSC) the Operations Support Center (OSC), the Alternate Emergency Operations
Facility (AEOF), and the Joint News Center (JNC).
The inspector observed the progression of events during the simulated scenario and
witnessed operators make the appropriate emergency classifications and notifications.
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However, the inspectors also noted that the scenario did not generally progress as
planned in that the operators declared a general emergency when it appeared that vital
electrical power could not be restored. As planned, the simulated emergency was not
expected to go beyond a site area emergency, since restoration of a vital electrical bus
was expected in less than one half hour. However, the exercise controllers did not
provide sufficient information to the operators to indicate that restoration of a vital
electrical bus would be possible.
The inspector attended the post-exercise critique and noted that the licensee had
identified inadequate controls on the part of the exercise controllers. The critique was
comprehensive and provided a detailed review of other deficiencies, also identified by
the licensee, as documented in the following DERs:
DER 01-04111,
DER 01-04112,
DER 01-04113,
DER 01-04114,
DER 01-04120,

Failure to Control Exercise
Scenario Did Not Provide Enough Details to the ERO
I&C and Ops Personnel did not Adhere to the Accountability Process
JNC Objectives not Met.
Weaknesses in the Simulator Crew.

With the exception of issues related to staffing, and untimely notifications from the Joint
News Center, all of the objectives for the scenario were achieved. However, the
licensee developed a series of actions to address the deficiencies noted prior to the next
scheduled exercise.
b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

2.

RADIATION SAFETY
Cornerstone: Occupational Radiation Safety (OS)

20S1 Access Control To Radiologically Significant Areas
a.

Insnection ScoDe (71121.01)
The inspectors reviewed the effectiveness of access controls to radiologically significant
areas.
The inspectors toured the radiologically-controlled-areas (RCAs) including: various
elevations of the primary auxiliary and RAMS buildings and outside areas within the
protected area and the health physics (HP) access control point. During these
walkdowns, the inspectors observed and verified the appropriateness of the radiological
safety controls in place for active radiological work permits (RWPs). Also, the
inspectors reviewed the locking, posting, barricading, and labeling, as appropriate; of
radiation and high radiation areas, contamination areas, and radioactive material areas.
The status of locked High Radiation Areas was also reviewed. The inspectors also
observed activities at the main RCA access control point to verify compliance with
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requirements for RCA entry and exit, wearing of record dosimetry, and issuance and
use of alarming electronic radiation dosimeters. The inspectors evaluated the
effectiveness of a pre-job radiation safety briefing for a containment entry at power on
October 24, 2001
The inspection included a review of the following RWPs, procedures, records, and
documents to evaluate the adequacy of controls for access to radiologically-controlled
areas including the expected response to electronic radiation dosimeter alarms and
controls for radioactive contamination outside the main RCA:
RWP 01-009,
RWP 01-028,
RWP 01-011,
RE-ADM-1-5,
RE-REA-4-1,
RE-ADM-4-2,
RE-ACC-5-2,

RE-INS-7UG-4,
RE-REA-4-6,
RE-SUR-6-1,
RE-SUR-6-2,
RE-SUR-6-,
RE-ADM-1-21,
RE-EP-1 3-11,
RE-ADM-1-22,
ICP-DD-01,
RE-CON-3-4,
RES-SD-05,
RE-CCI-037,

Assessments in the RCA, Rev. 2
Containment Entry-Reactor Critical, Rev. I
Health Physics Calibration-Routine, Rev. I
RES Assessment, Rev. 11
Radiation Work Permit (RWP), Rev. 16
Radiation Work Permit (RWP) Computer System, Rev. 5
Instructions to Control Point Personnel, Rev. 13
Use of Merlin-Gerin DMC-100 Dosimeters, Rev. 6
Containment Entry at Power or Initially After Shutdown, Rev. 13
Radiation Surveys, Postings, and Assessment, Rev. 12
Contamination Surveys, Postings, and Assessment, Rev. 10
Health Physics Periodic Task Scheduling, Rev. 13
Mixed Waste Management Program, Rev. 1
Hazardous Waste Inspections, Rev. 6
Site Soil Characterization, Rev. 0
Work Package Planning, Rev. 11
Release of Material from the Rad. Controlled Area, Rev. 10
Rad. Control of Volumetric Materials Leaving the Site, Rev. 1
Analysis of volumetric material for free release, Rev. 3

IP3 Radiological and Environmental Services Department, Annual Self-Assessment
Report, July 2000 to July 2001, dated July 13, 2001
IP3 Radiological and Environmental Services Department, Focused Self-Assessment
Report, Contamination and Radioactive Material Control, dated October 15, 2001
Indian Point 3 nuclide mix evaluation report - 1998, TID-99-002, Rev. 0
Mixed waste weekly inspection log sheet records for October 3, 10, 17, and 24, 2001.
Letter titled Implementation of 10 CFR 50.75(g)" (Reporting and recordkeeping for
decommissioning planning), dated December 22, 1997 (IP-RES-97-256).
Decommissioning Planning: Soil Characterization and Remediation, TID 95-002,
Rev. 0
10 CFR 50.75(g) Status Report for IP3, dated November 8, 1999.
The review of the above-cited documents and activities was against criteria contained in:
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 20.1201 (Occupational dose
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limits for adults), 20.1204 (Determination of internal exposure), 20.1208 (Dose
equivalent to an embryo/fetus), Subpart F (Surveys and monitoring), 20.1601 (Control of
access to high radiation areas), Subpart H (Respiratory protection and controls to
restrict internal exposures in restricted areas), 20.1902 (Posting requirements), site
Technical Specification 6.12 (High Radiation Area), and site procedures (identified
above in this section).
b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

20S2 ALARA Planning and Control
a.

Inspection Scone (71121.02)
The inspectors reviewed the effectiveness of ALARA (As Low As is Reasonably
Achievable) planning and control.
The inspectors reviewed the following procedures, records, and documents for
regulatory compliance and for adequacy of control of radiation exposure:
Radiation Protection Plan (AP-7), Rev. 24
Operation of Portable Ventilation System (RE-REA-4-10) Vent Carts, Rev. 6
ALARA Report for Refueling Outage No. 11
ALARA Committee Meeting Minutes for August 28, 2001
Second Quarter Review of Station ALARA Program
Third Quarter Review of Station ALARA Program
IP3 Outage Dose Reduction Project Action Plan IRES-APL-01-003, October 2001
The inspectors also reviewed the dose estimates versus actual exposures incurred and
the post-job ALARA reviews for the following RWPs used during refueling outage no. 11
for regulatory compliance, and for the adequacy of the planning to minimize radiation
exposure:
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RWP
RWP
RWP
RWP
RWP

01-221,
01-233,
01-235,
01-244,
01-260,

I&C Support for Reactor Head Work
Work on Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Motors
Removal and Replacement of No. 34 RCP Rotating Element
Secondary Side Steam Generator Sludge Lancing and Bundle Flush
Non-regenerative Heat Exchanger Gasket Replacement

The inspectors' review was against criteria contained in 10 CFR 20.1101 (Radiation
protection programs), 10 CFR 20.1701 (Use of process or other engineering controls)
and site procedures identified above.
b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

20S3 Radiation Monitorino Instrumentation
a.

Inspection Scope (71121.03)
The inspectors reviewed the program for health physics instrumentation and for installed
radiation monitoring instrumentation to determine the accuracy and operability of the
instrumentation. Also reviewed was the program to provide self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) to occupational workers.
During plant tours, the inspectors reviewed field instrumentation utilized by health
physics technicians and plant workers to measure radioactivity and radiation levels,
including portable field survey instruments, hand-held contamination frisking
Instruments, and continuous air monitors. The inspectors conducted a review of the
instruments observed in the toured areas, specifically verification of current calibration,
of appropriate source checks, and of proper function. The inspectors evaluated the
calibration records for Eberline RO-2/-2A Survey Meters, dated September 10-20, 2001;
and the following procedures for regulatory compliance and adequacy.
RE-ADM-1 -10,
RE-INS-7CA-1,
RE-INS-7CA-12,
RE-INS-7CA-14,
RE-INS-7CA-17,
RE-INS-7CB-1,
RE-INS-7CC-8,
RE-INS-7CD-7,
RE-INS-7UC-8,
RE-INS-7UA-1,
RE-INS-7UA-2,

Portable Instrumentation Calibration Protocols, Rev. 6
Calibration of RO-2 and RO-2A Ion Chambers, Rev. 5
Calibration of the Eberline 6112 Teletector, Rev. 6
Calibration of Ludlum 177 and Eberline RM-14 Friskers, Rev. 6
Frisker Probe Efficiency Check, Rev. 8
Calibration of Portable Air Samplers, Rev. 8
Calibration of the Eberline AMS-4 Using Windows, Rev. 4
Calibration and Use of the MGP Telepole, Rev. 0
Use of the Eberline AMS-4 Continuous Air Monitor, Rev. 2
Use of Portable Ion Chamber Instrumentation, Rev. 7
Use of Portable GM Survey Instrumentation, Rev. 7

The inspectors identified and noted the condition and operability of selected installed
area and process radiation monitors, and any accessible local response information on
those monitors. The inspectors also interviewed the system engineer for the Installed
radiation monitoring system and reviewed for compliance and adequacy the following
procedure and calibration record for an installed process radiation monitor.
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RE-INS-7UD-6, Plant Radiation Monitors (ARMsIPRMs), Rev. 7
Process Radiation Monitor RI1 Calibration Record dated July 30, 2001
The inspectors reviewed the adequacy of the program to provide SCBA for entering and
working in areas of unknown radiological conditions. The inspection included a review
of the status and surveillance records of bottled-breathing-air-cylinder stations, of SCBA
air bottles, and of SCBA with air bottles attached and staged and ready for use in the
plant. The inspectors also reviewed the status of training and qualification in the use of
SCBA for operations and security personnel. The following procedures and documents
were examined in the course of this review for regulatory compliance and adequacy.
AP-7.2,
EP-ADM-05,
FP-13,

Respiratory Protection Program, Rev. 4
Emergency Plan Equipment Inventory Administrative Procedure, Rev. 10
Inspection and Testing of Self-contained Breathing Apparatus, Rev. 10

Respirator Qualification Status Records for Operations and Security Personnel; dated
October 24, 2001
The inspectors' review was against criteria contained in 10 CFR 20.1501, 10 CFR 20
Subpart H, site Technical Specifications, and site procedures.
b.

Findings
A Green non-cited violation was identified involving failure to conduct triennial
hydrostatic tests on approximately 80 self-contained-breathing-apparatus (SCBA) air
cylinders.
The inspectors identified this Issue when comparing the periodic checks performed on
bottled-breathing-air-cylinder stations in accordance with procedure EP-ADM-05,
"Emergency Plan Equipment Inventory Administrative Procedure,' to the periodic checks
performed on SCBA air bottles in accordance with procedure FP-13, "Inspection and
Testing of Self-contained Breathing Apparatus." EP-ADM-05 included a check on the
currency of the cylinder hydrostatic test date while the latter procedure did not. The
inspectors identified this fact and inquired how the licensee ensured that SCBA air
cylinders were within their hydrostatic test frequency. During a subsequent sampling
inspection of SCBA air cylinders, the licensee identified that several cylinders were
outside their hydrostatic test frequency. In determining the extent of the condition, the
licensee subsequently identified a total of approximately 80 SCBA air cylinders which
were overdue for hydrostatic testing, some by more than a year. This number
represented approximately 25 percent of the total number of SCBA air cylinders
available for use. The licensee removed all affected cylinders from service and replaced
them with qualified cylinders.
10 CFR 50.54(q) requires that emergency plans meeting the standards in 50.47(b), be
followed and maintained in effect. 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) requires that the onsite
emergency response plans provide and maintain adequate emergency equipment to
support the emergency response. Section 7.4.2 A, of the Emergency Plan provides for
protective equipment specifically designated for emergency use including respiratory
protective devices. Emergency Plan implementing procedure IP-1070, Rev. 31,
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specified that the Emergency Planning Coordinator or designee ensure that adequate
supplies and equipment are specified in procedure EP-ADM-05. Procedure EP-ADM05, provided for conduct of checks of boffled-breathing-air-cylinder stations while
procedure FP-13 provided for inspection of SCBA bottles. Neither procedure ensured
that the periodic hydrostatic test date for SCBA cylinders was checked to ensure that
SCBA cylinders used for emergency response do not have expired tests and are
qualified for use. 10 CFR 20.1703(c)(4)(vii) requires that a respiratory protection
program be implemented and maintained that includes written procedures regarding
storage, issuance, maintenance, repair, testing, and quality assurance of respiratory
protection equipment. The failure to implement adequate quality assurance and
maintenance procedures to ensure that respiratory protection equipment is properly
tested and maintained is contrary to 10 CFR 50.54 (q) and 10 CFR 20.1703(c)(4)(vii).
The licensee uses SCBAs as emergency response equipment. Consequently, this
finding was evaluated under the Emergency Preparedness Significance Determination
Process. This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, inadequately
tested and maintained respiratory protection equipment could have been used by
personnel in the event of an emergency. This finding was determined to be of very low
safety significance (GREEN), because, although it involved a failure to maintain
emergency response equipment in accordance with regulatory requirements, it did not
result in the licensee's failure to meet a planning standard since unqualified equipment
was not actually used, all of the affected air cylinders displayed the proper air pressure
indicating that the cylinders maintained the requisite integrity, and a sufficient supply (in
excess of requirements) was available for use. The licensee placed this issue into its
corrective action system as DER 01-04041.
The inspectors identified that because this violation of 10 CFR 20.1703 (C)(4)(vii) is of
very low safety significance and because it is in the licensee's corrective action process
(DER 01-03577), this violation was being treated as a Non-Cited violation consistent
with Section VL.A of the NRC Enforcement Policy issued May 1, 2000 (65FR25368).
(NCV 50-286101-09-01)
4.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (OA)

40A1 Performance Indicator Verification
a.

InsDection ScoDe (71151)
Reactor Coolant System SDecific Activity
The inspectors reviewed the licensee's sample and analysis data used to report the
reactor coolant system (RCS) specific activity performance indicator for the first and
second quarters 2001 against the applicable criteria specified in Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI) 99-02, Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline, Rev 1.
In addition to record reviews, the inspectors observed a chemistry technician obtain an
RCS sample on November 13, 2001.
Occupation Exposure Control Effectiveness
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The inspectors selectively examined records used by the licensee to identify
occurrences involving high radiation areas, very high radiation areas, and unplanned
personnel exposures for the time period from mid-May 2001 to late October September
2001 against the applicable criteria specified in Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-02,
Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline, Rev 1, to verify that all
conditions that met the NEI criteria were recognized and identified as Performance
Indicators. The reviewed records included corrective action program records
(Deviation/Event Reports) and issues captured by procedure RE-UOE-14-4,
ORadiological Event Classification and Investigation." In conjunction with the reviews
documented in previous inspection reports, this examination covered the intervening
period back to late March 2001.
b.

Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

40A6 Meetinas
Exit Meetina Summary
On December 5, 2001, the inspectors presented the inspection results to Mr. R. Barrett
and other Entergy staff members who acknowledged the inspection results presented.
The inspectors asked Entergy personnel whether any materials evaluated during the
inspection were considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.
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ATTACHMENT I
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
a.

Key Points of Contact
K. Baumbach
R. Barrett
J. Barry
R. Burroni
R. Cavalieri
J. Comiotes
E. Danko
J. DeRoy
R. Deschamps
J. Donnelly
M. Gillman
D. Gray
B. Kyler
R. LaVera
J. LePere
F. Mitchell
J. Perrotta
K. Peters
T. Phillips
C. Putnam
E. Reagan
R. Rodino
J. Russell
S. Sandike
M. Smith
R. Solano
R. Tagliamonte
S. Van Buren
A. Vitale
J. Wheeler

b.

Site Surveillance Coordinator
Vice President, Operations - IP3

Sr. Radiological Engineer
l&C Manager
Outage and Planning Manager
Director, Safety Assurance
Licensing Engineer
General Manager of Plant Operations
Radiation Protection Manager/RES Dept. Manager
Licensing Manager
Operations Manager
Senior Radiological Engineer-Environmental
ALARA Specialist
Sr. Radiological Engineer
Waste Management General Supervisor
HP General Supervisor
Quality Assurance Manager
Corrective Actions and Assessment Manager
Waste Management Supervisor
System Engineer, Radiation Monitoring Systems
Waste Management Operator
Radiological Engineer
Special Projects Manager
Plant Chemistry
Director, IP-3 Engineering
HP Supervisor
Waste Management Supervisor
Fire Program Administrator
Maintenance Manager
Training Manager

List of Items ODened. Closed, and Discussed
Ooened

50-286/01-09-01

NCV

Failure to hydrostatically test self-contained-breathingapparatus air cylinders. (Section 20S3)

Closed
None
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Opened/Closed
None
C.

List of Acronyms
ABFP
AEOF
ALARA
ARP
ASME
CFR
COL
CCW
DBD
DER
EDG
EP
ERO
FP
FSAR
HP
HRA
JNC
LHRA
IR
ml
NCV
NEI
NRC
OD
ONOP
OS
OSC
Pi
PID
PMT
RCA
RCP
RCS
RSPS
RWP
SCBA
Si
SOP
SSCs
TS
TSC
WR

auxiliary boiler feedwater pump
Alternate Emergency Operations Facility
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
alarm response procedure
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Code of Federal Regulations
check-off list
component cooling water
design basis document
Deviation/Event Report
emergency diesel generator
Emergency Preparedness
Emergency Response Organization
fire protection
Final Safety Analysis Report
health physics
High Radiation Area
Joint News Center
Locked High Radiation Area
inspection report
milli-liter
non-cited violation
Nuclear Energy Institute
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
operability determination
off-normal operating procedure
occupational radiation safety
Operations Support Center
performance indicator
problem identification
post-maintenance test
radiological controlled area
reactor coolant pump
reactor coolant system
Risk Significant Planning Standard
radiation work permit
self-contained breathing apparatus
safety injection
system operating procedure
structures, systems, and components
Technical Specifications
Technical Support Center
work request
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission
Volume: 8 Ucensee Oversight Programs

NRR

-

Review Process for 10 CFR 2.-206 Petitions
Directive 8.11
Policy
(8.11-01)
It is the poiyof the, US~Nuclear Regulatory Comsinunder
Section 2.206of Title -10 of -the Code of Pedemd Requkaons
(10 CFR 2.206) to provide. members of the public with the means to.
request action to enforce NRC requiremtents. The Cmiso a
deny orgrantzarequestfor enforcement action, jwhdoe orinpart,an
may take, action that satisfies the safety concerns raised by the
requester, even though it Is not necessarily an eormntaction.
~Requests mthat ris health and saety and other Issues vithout
.requesting enforcement action wlll be reviewed by mean other than
the 10 CFR 2.2D6 process.

*

Objectives
*

*

.

.... provietepublicwithame.nstobringtotheNRC'.t
*potential health and safety Isues requiring NRC enocement
action. (021)

*

ToU ensure the public health and safety through the prompt and
thorughevalution of nypotentialsafe-typroblem addresed bya
petition led under
0 CFR
C 2.206.
(022)
o d for appropriate participation by the petitioners and the
public In NRC's decision-making activites related to the 10 CFR

*

226 petition proes. (023)

ensur effetie communication with the petionernthestatus
of the petition, Including providing relent documents and
*otfaction of NRC
andcnseitections onthe petition. (024)
Approved: September 23,1994
(Revised: July 1999)
tk
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Organizational Responsibilities and
Delegations of Authority
(&11-03).

Executive Director for Operations (EDO)

(031)

Rceives and assigns action for all petitions filed under 10 CF 220&
Director, OMice of the Chief Information.
Officer (OC10)

(032)

Provides hardware, software, and cwmmunicatlon services support of

the NRC Home Page for making information publicly available on the
status of the petitions.

Office of the Ge ieral Counsel (OGC)
* Provide legal revicw and advice on 10 CFR 2.206 petitions and.
directos decisions upon specific request from the staff In special
cases or where the petition raises legal iss
(a)
* Gives legal advice to the EDO, office directors, and staff on
relevant 2.206 matters. (b)
Office Directors (or Designees)

(034)..

* Haveiverall responsbility for assigned petIto.

(a)

* Approve or deny a petitioners request for immediate action. (b)
* Sign aII acknowledgment letters and diretors decisions. (c)
* Determine whether criteria for a meeting wilth the petitioner and
licensee are met, and noti the Commission, through the EDO,
once a determi
ion
is made that a 2.206 petition meets the
citria for a meetn. (d)

2

Approved: September23, 1994
O~i(1 sed Jult999)00 0667
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Directive 8.11

Ofeice Directors (or Designees)
(034) (continued)
* Pride ptobdat Inmation fior te moan* stau reporto anf[
asrgedp . fafon
nlding tetotal nmber ofstaff hour ae3pxedon
each

*
*

*
*

*

to

ipn

n

coodinat

ho, I tn,e= th the oratn Ismade pbiyavailable in
the Public Doument Room and on the NRC Home Page. (e)
Appoint a petition review board chirerson. (f)
Designate a petition manager for each petiion. (g)
COdncur, as Wappriate, Ineach extension requestfrom the petition
manager and forwand the extension requet to the Office Of the
EDO (OEDO) for approval.(h)
Promptly notfy the Office of Investiptions (01) of ay allegations of
suspected wrongdoirg by a licensee, or fte Office of the Inspetor
General (OIG) of suspected wroagdoingby an NRC stff person or
NRC contractor, that ar contained In the petitions they may
receive.(i
Obtainreviewandcondcu ce from the Office ofEnforcement for
proposed or
decisions that involve potential enforcement
Imp2.ications. 0I

* Ensure that the dirctcors decision and e
*petition aetlyrefectsIor

Regional Adm
(035)

at

zt gevaluatio of he

aty

meeti

the petitioner, eo the ethatsuIfXmuwas USeU (k)
tors

wit

* Referany2206petitionsheiymayreceivetothe EDO.(a)
* Promptly notify 01 of any allegations of suspected wrongdoinga
ctedwrongdoing byanNRCstaffperson or
licenee, or 010 of
NRC conta tor, that are contained in the petitions thqy may
(b)'
rceiveO

* As needed, provide support and information for the preparation of
an acknowledgment letter and/or a director's decision on a 22Q06
petition. (c)

-* MakethepetitionmanagerawareofInformationthatisreceivedor
* that is the subject of any correspondence relatng to a pending
petition. (d)
Approved&September 23, 1994
evised& Julyl, 199)68
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Voalme 8, Licensee Oversight Progams
Review Process for 10 CFR 2.206 Pettion

Directive 8.11

2.206 Petition RedewBoard Chairperson
(Each progam office has a board chahperson,
generally an SES manger.)
* Cairs petition revlew board meetings. (a)
* Ensures appropriate review of aIl new petitions In a timely
manner. (b)
* Ensures appropriate docmntation of petition review board
meetings. (c)
*

Chain periodic meetings th the petition managers to discs the
stau of open petitions and to provide guidance for timely issue
resohiton. (d)

Director, Dvision of Licensing Project Maagement,
Offlce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
R)

(037).

Appoints the Agency 206 Cooator, NRR who prepares monthly
reports to the EDO on petition status age, and resource eenditures
for the signature of the Associate Director for Project
licensin and
Uchnical Analysi''

PJcabfft
H Iablity
~Ann
The policy and guidance in this directve and handbook apply to all
NRC employees.

Handbook
(8.11-05)

Handbook &81
details the procedures for staff review and disposition
of petitions submitted under Section 220

Defitions
(811-06)

-

4

.

A 10 CYR 2.206 Petition. A written request fed by any person to
insttuteaproceedigtomodify, suspcnd,orrcvorke alicense, orforany
other enforcement action that may be proper and that meets the
criteria for reviewumder 10 CFR2.206 (see PatlI of Handbook 8.11).
Approved: September23,,1994(Revised: J*
1}t

r

III

Volume 8, Lcensee Oversight ProgmS
Review Process for 10 CER2.206 Petitions
Directive 8.11

Definitions

(8.11-06) (continued)

A 10 CR2206 Petion Meeng. A meeting open to the public and
held by NRC staff to provide an
nity to the petitioner and
licensee to supply information to assist NRC sta in the evaluation of
petitions that raise new, signficant safety issues, as defined in
Part U(D)C3)(a) of Handbook8.1, ortpraidenewinformationor
approaches for the evaluation of sigdficant safety issues previously

References
(8.11-07)

Cod& ofFederdulat~ions10 CFR 2.206, "Requests for Action Under this Subpart!"
10 CFR 2.790, Public Inspections, Exemptions, Requests for
Withholding."
NuclearRegultoy CommissionEnforcement Manual, "General Statement of PNlicy and
ProcedureforNRCEnforcementActions," Office offEnforcement,
NUREG-160D.
Investigative Procedures Manual, Office of Investigations, revised
August 1996.
*ManagementDirective (vM) 3.5, 'Public Antendance at Certain
Meetings Involving the NRC Staffi"
MD 8.8, "Management of Allegations."
- MD 12.6, "NRC Sensitive Undlassified Iomation Security
Program."'
Memorandum af Understanding Between the NRC and the
Department of Justice, December 12, 198&
"Nucear Regulatory Co
Ion ssuances,7 published quarterly
as NUREG-0750.

Approved: September 23,1994
(Revised July 1 1999)
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1
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.....
2
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2
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................!;;--'.-2
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2
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3
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.......
3
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4
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7
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;......
7
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.......... .8
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.8
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.
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10

Part m
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12

............

MeetingI
I.axation (A1......2...o................
Noticeof Meeting (B)
..................
o. .
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..... ..
....
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.....
..........
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Handbook 8.1 Part I

Part I
Initial Staff Actions
Introduction (A)
Iltle 10 of the Code ofFedefRedafior,
-

.

Section2.206 (1)

Thii secidon of the regulations has been a part of the Commissions
regulatoryfameworksince the Commissionwas established in 1975.'
Section 2.206 permits any person to file a petition to request that the
Commission institute a proceeding to take enforcement action. (a)
The petition must request that a license be modified, suspended, or
revoked, or that other appropriate enforcement action be taken and
must provide sufficient facts that constitute the bases for taking the
particular action. (b)
Section 2;206 provides a procedure that allows any person to file a
request to Institute a proceeding for enforcement action and reqires
thattheptitionbesubmittedinwriting andprovide sufficientgrounds
for takng the proposed action. Do not treat general opposition to
nulear power or a general assertion of a safety problem, without
supporting .facts, as. a formal petition under 10 CFR 2.206. Mieat
general requests as roune cocrrspondence. (c)
NRC's Receipt of a Petition (2)
After NRC receives a petition, it is assigned to the director of the
appropriate office for evaluation and response. The official response is
awitten decisionf the office director that addresses the issues raised
m the petition. The director's decision can grant, partially grant, or
deny the petition. The Commission may, on its own iitiative, review
the directors decision (to determine if the director has abused his or
herdiscretion), butnopetitionorotherrequestforCormissionteview
of the directos decision wil be entertained by the Commission.

Approved: September23, 1994
(Revtsed. J*tL
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Introduction

(A) (continued)
NRC Rome Page (3)

*h. NRC Home Pag pvides the
odatean of pending 2206
petitions, directos d o s
andnotices of meeftgs, The NRC
eteral home page isaccesbleiathe WorldWi Web, anddomen
may be fud at h1gh
Cfl U M
hL
Direcoes decisions are published in NRC Issuances (NUREGO7O4

Assignment of Staff Action and
2.206 Petition Review Board (B)
Office of the Execte Director for Operations (OEDO) (1)
The OBDO assigns the petition to the appropriate office for action

The original incoming is sent to th office and a copy of th petiton is
stnt to the Office of the General Counsel (OGC4
-m~v 2206' Cooxflatw
The Agency 2206

Offc

of Nudw Reactor Reg..la4on

rator NRR (appoited by the Diecto

Division of licensing Project Maagement), receives copies of al 2206

*

~~petitions from OEDO and prepares the 2.206 periodic statis reportt

Assigned Office (3)

-

-

Tho office director of the assigned office designates a petitionmanager
and an office petition review board chairperson for each petition. The
petitlonnmangerdraftstheackowledgmentleterandFa d WRqd
e?
notice (See Eh~bits 1 anId 2 of this handbook). The petition manager
enss that the petion isplaced in the public docment room after it
-isdetermied that the petion does not contain allegations orsensitive
* infor ion.Apetitionreviewboardmeetswiithin3weebofreceiptof
the peion Ech assigned office conducts at least one review board
meeting for each petition. The petition review board consists o-(a)
* A petition review board chairperson (SES manager or above) (i)
* Apetitlonmanager(ii)

* Cognizant technial review branch chief(sN, as necessar ()

* An Office of Enforcement (OB) or Office of Investigations (OI)
represtative, as needed (v)
In addition, OGCnormallywil participate. (b)

2

ApprovedL September23,1994
(vIsed:JulyI 19 0675
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Assignment of Staff Action and
2a206 Pettion Review Board (B)(continued)
Assigned Office (3) (continued)
The pnrpose of the petition review board meeting Is to-(c)
* Determine whether the petitioners request meets the critei
defined in 10 CFR 220 (see Part.1(A) of this handbook) (z)
*

Determine whether the petition meets the citeria for a meetiug with
the petitioner and lic
(see Part 11(C) of this handbook) (a)

o* Promptly address any request for immediate action (Mi)
* Address the possibility of issuing a partial directors decision (iv)

* Draft a schedule for responding to the petifioner so that a

cmmi
tmentIsmadebyymanagementandthetechnicalreviewstaff
torespondtothepetitioninatimelymanner(ePart IV(A)ofthis
handbook) (v)

* Determine whether the petition Is suffiiently complex that
additional review board meetings should be scheduled to ensure
that suitable pogress Isbeing made (vi)
The appointed petition reviewboard chaion for each oflice-(d)

* Chairs and coordinates 2206 petition review board meetings for
-

the assigned office ()
* Ensures' the 22
documented (fi)

petition

review board meetings are

Assigned Office Action (c)
*OfceDirector (1)
The assigned office director signs and issues the a owledgmentletter
andtbe aaderPeter
actionshouldbe completed by the
date specified by OEDO for the action. (a)
IL

a

The office director, or designee, ensures that the appropriate licensee
is sent a copy of the acknowledgment letter and a copy of the incoming
request at the same time as the petitioner. If appropriate, the licensee
will be requested to provide a response to the NRC on the issues
specified in the petition, usually within 30 days. (b)

Approved:. September 23, 1994
(Revised:- July 19
V99)
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Assigned Office Action (c)(c

-t--ed

Office Diretor (1) (contined)
When an uaoced technical inspection or an 01 investigation Is
involved, the office director make tho decision to release infrmtion

to the licensee in a maner to ensure that the staff does not release
inlformation that would indicate to the licnsee or the public that an
unannounced inspction, or investigation will be undertaken or
information that would undemdue the inspection or investigation. (a)
The office director carefully considers any potential conflict or loss of
objectivity that might result frm assigning the same staff who
preious involed with the Isswe that gave rise to the petition. (d)
.etidIon Mager(2)-.
The petition manager-(a)

* Briefs the petition review board on the petitioner's request(s) a
background informaton, the need for an independent technical
revie, and a proposed plan for resolution, including target
completion datesQ)
(
* Pomptly advises the licensee of the petition, sends the licensee a
copy of the petition, aiid places the petition and all subsequent
relatedcorespondence in the Public Document Room. CH)
*: Drafts the acknowledgment letter and Fedcfl Regstr notice,
se as the NRC point of contact with the petitioner,oes
updates. to te peodc 2.206 status report to the ect
Director fr Opeion (EDO), andmonito he progress of any
01 invesigationand related eforcement
ctions )
* Prepares the directors decision on the petition for the office
directors consideration, including coordination with the
apopriate staff supporting the review (IV)
* Ensures appropriate documentation of all 10 CFR 226 petition
determinations, cluding the determination onwhether ameeting
is offered (v)
Tho petitionmmager ensuresthata copyofthismanagementdirective
is included with the acknowledgment letter. The acknowledgment
letter also should include the name and telephone number of the
petition manager and identify the technical staff organizational units
that will participate in the review. (b)

4.

Approved: September23, 1994
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Assigned Office Action (C)(contixued)
Petion Manager(2) (continued)

The acoaledgment letter, as well as the transmittal letter for the

the petitioner's efforts in bring issues to he-Staff attention. (c)
if aproa te, the decision transmittal letter should acdmowledge that
the pettioner identified valid isss and should speci the corrective
actions that have been or will be taken to address these issues,
notwitbstandink that some or al ofthe petitioner's cific req for
action have not been granted. (d)
The petition manager places the petitioner on distribution for all
relevant NRC crrspndence to the licensee to ensure that the
petitionerreceivescopies of allNRCcorespondenewiththelicensee

pertainingto the petition. If there is a service list(s) add the petitioner
*

to the list(s) for all headquarters and regional documents on the
affected dockets. Remove the petitioner's name from distbution
and/or the service list(s) 90 days after issuance of the directors
decision. The petition manager sends licensee-prepared documents
submitted tothe NRC that are relevant tothe petition to the petitioner
for the same duration as staff-generated documents. lithe licensee Is
asked to respond, the petition manager advises the licensee that the
NRC intends to place the licensee's response in the Public Docmient
Room and provide the reponse to the petitioner. (e)
Unless necessaxy for NRC's proper evaluation of the petition, the
licensee should avoid using propietay - or personal pracy
information that requires protection from public disclosure. If such
-informaton is necessary to properly respond to the petition, the
petition manager ensures the inftion is protected in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.790. (f)
The. petition manager also ensres that the petitioner is placed on
distibutionforotherNRCcorrespomdencerelatingtotheissues raised
in the petition, including relevant generic letters or bulletins that are
issued during the pendency of the NRCs consideration of the petition.
MT does not include NRC correspondence or docmnation telated
to anOI invmtigation, which will not be released outside NRCwithout
the approval of the Director, OL (g)

Approve&- September23, 1994
(evised: July 1t1999)
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Assigned Office Action (c) (coninued)
*Peo M age (

(c

nd)
Before fth petition review boardmeet t petion manager
ims the pet tiont t 2.20C petition
process
inivhchthe petfiton and all the
....
i
public. if
the petitioner r ests anonymity and that t petiin not be made
publicadvise ,thpetitioner " atbecas of itpbcnatur, t 2206
process cannot provideo
of th pe oes identt. in such
cases advise the petitioner that the matter vM be handied as an
aleation and. that the petitioner should withdraw th petition in
wing.DMuring bi telepone conc offer the petitor an
opportuity to have- one
give a pes
to the
petition revicw board. h petonr (or
sent e) may

-

partcpate inpers r ytrecoorencon a recorded lin and only
for the purpose of explaing the requested actons the bases, and
asering staff questons. The presenatmon wl be limited tD about a
half hoar and wMill b- transcribed. eat the ta
p
as a

supplement to the petition and send a copy of the
to the
., ,petion
and to the same dbution as theorgialon. (h)

If the petition contains a request for immediate enforcement action by.
the NRF such as a request for immediate suspension Of aity
- ; operation unti. n act.
is taken on ft reqlest, the
acknowdedgment letter. must respond tD the immediate action
reuested. I the immediate action Isdenie the staf must exlain the

basis for th dea in

acknowled

n tter.

es

ps to

tak an action that is contraty to an immediat action requsted inthe
Petition beo issuing the ackwledgment letter (such as permitting
res-art of a facit when th petitioner has requested that restat ot be
permied, the petition manager must promptly notify the petitioner
by telephone of -th pending staff action. h petitioner will not be
advised of any w n investigation being conducted by OL (i)
In cases where th staff Identife certain issues in a petition that it
beive are more appropriately addressed using the allegation proceA,
fte petition manager advises the petitoner of this staff view dig he
inmal telephone contact and suggests to the petioner that he or she
. withdraw those issmes fom t petition 'with the D
nding that they
Wm be addressed through

6

aegationp

ss

Approved: September23, 194
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Assigned Office Action (c)(continued)
*PetitonManae (2) (continued)

|

Al telephone contacts with the petitioner will be documentd by a
memorandum to file, which becomes part of the petition le. (k)

r'

OGC Staff

orn

OGC nornally participates In the pettion review board meetings for
the 226 petition and provides legal review and advice on 10 CR
2206 petitions and direos decisions mon specfic request fom te
staff la Special Cases or
te peion ratses lega issues. OGC may
be assied as the resonsible office for the review, if appropriate.

-

Reporting Requirements and
Updating the Status of Petitions
on the NRC Home Page (D)
I

K2

On a motybasistheAgency2206 Coordinator, wl contacall
petition managers remining them to preae a sts report an 2.206
petitionsintheiroffice.Thisreportwllb ae availablenthePDRand
*paced on. th NRC Home Page. Ihe petition managers should
elctrnicllymall the status_ report for each open petition, wfith te
- ception of sensitive Infomation as desacred below, to PEB nON.
-

M* Agency 2206 Coordinator cmnbies all the status reports, including
staff per
emetricsforpettionsprocessed ud 10CER2.2D6for

the current year, in a monthly report to the EDO from the Associate
Directr, ectU icensing and nic Anab, and provides a copyof
the report to the Web operator for placement an the NRC Home
page- (1)

I -l-

-

If the information on the stats of the petition is sensitive normation
t may need to be protected from disclosure (eg, safeguards or
faHit secur ty
a
pprietay or o e
coercial
ifofimation, information relating to an ongoig
wrngd oing or enforcemekit actions under development,

I

!.

,

.

Ixformation about referral of matters to fte Departme of Justce),
the petition manager and Agency 2206 Coordinator should ensure that
this information is.protected from disclosure. Sensitive information
should be handled i accordance with
agement Directi 1246
"NRC Sensitie Unclassified Iformation Securty Program. (2)

Approved: September 23,1994
(evised: JulyI1999)
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Put HI.

Criteria for Petition Evaluation
-Ue the criteria discussed -in this part for determining whether a
petitionshouldbeconsideredunder 10 CFR2.206, fsimlrpetitions
should be consoldated, and if a public meeing should be offred

Criteria for Reewi

g Petitions.

Under 10 CFR 2.206 (A)

Revie a petition under the requirements of 10 CFR 22061i the
folowing criteria: (1)
request meets ao of
* The petton contains a request for enforcement action: either
::
re¢questing tbh RC impose requirements by order; or issue an
order modiin suspending, orrevokingalicense; orissue anotice
of
with orwithout a proposed cvil penaty. (a)
-olat
* The enforcement action requested and the facts ihat constitute the
bases for taking the particular action aeo specified. The petitioner
mst provide some element bf suppoit beyond the bare allegadton.
The supporting facts must be credible and sufficient to warrant
further inqdy. (b)
* Acceptance for ieview under 10 CFR 2.206 will not result in
circumventing an available proceeding in which the petitioner is or
couldbe a party. (c)
If a petition meets the criteria but does not specifically cite 10 CFR
2.206, the petition manager wil attempt to contact the petitioner by
telephone to determine if the indvidual wants the request ocessed
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206. If the petition is unclear or appears to be
marginal in meeting the criteria for review, the petition manager will
encourage and facilitate a presentation to the petition review board by
the petitioner so that the concerns can be clarified. (2)

8

Approved: September23 1994
(Redsed Julyl,999)
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Critera for Rejecting Petitions
Under 10 CFR 2.206 (B)
I

;

Do not review a petition under 10 CFR 2206, whether specifically
cited or not, under the following cres:
(1)
*The incomingoL Aedoesnotaskforanenforementaction
support the petition but simply
or fs to pto
alleges
do
latins of NRC regulations, or existence of
safety concerns. The request cannot be smply a general statement of
opposition to nuclearpower or a general isseitionwihout sporng
- ofacts
(eg., the qualt arance at the
iy is inadequate). These
assertions will be treated as allegations and referred for appropriate
action in acwrdance with
t Directie
D) 8.8,
"Management of Allegations." (a)
* The petitioner raises issues that already have been the subject of
NRC staff review and evaluation either on the cited facility, other
plantfaclties,oronagen ricbasis,forwhicharesolutionhasbeen
achieved, thc Issues have been dispositioned, and the resolution is
-applicable to the facilit in question. (b)
* The request is to reconsider or reopen a previous enforcement
action (including a decision not to initiate an enfocementaction)
or a director's decision nd will not be treated as a 22M6 petition
unless it presents significant new Iormation. (c) .
* The request Is to deny a license application or amendment This
type of request should Initially be addressed in the context of the
relevant licensing action, not under 10 CFR 2.206. (d)
hiapetitimes reqestdoesnotmeetthe riteriaforconsiderationtuder
10 CFR 2206, a letter wil be sent to the petitioner eplainng wby the
request is not being reviewed under: 10 CFR 2206 (see Ehibt 3). (2)

Citeria for Consolidating

Petition (C)

AlR requests submittedby dife
d and

aa

d sepmst.

t idvulswil, as a genera prcticc, be

Whe two or me petitions request the

same action, specify the
bas, provide adequatg
ime, the petton rvew
::nforma n, and are sunited at about fe sa
board c~ders tbe benes of cosolidatng the petitions agai the
poten-a of diuting th ipane of any petion and rem
whehr or not cmnsolidatin is appopfiate. The assigned om director
.determines whether or not to consolidate th petitions.
Approved: September23,1994
(Reised: July 1 1999)
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Criteria for Meetings

(D).

For pedtions meeting the criteria specified in this section, the staff
offers the petitioner an oppor for a meeting.Ameeting which isa
resource for the saff in
uatig the petition, also affords the
petitioner and the licensee an or itfrenhancedinvolvementin
the o
s decisim
process (1)

Ameeting isnot automacay ganted andwillnotbe offered simply at
thepetitlonersrequest. Ithe staffoffers thepetitloner th opporunity
for a meetin& the petitioner then has the option to accept or reject the
offer. Ifthe petitioner rejects the offer, ameetingwil!notbe conducted
and the petition review will continue, lIthe petitioner accepts the offer
of a meeting, the- licenses wi be inited to participate in the
meeting. (2)

-

The staff uses the following criterii to determine if an opportunityfora
meeting is to be offered to the petitioner. Either one of the two
elements listed below must be met (3)
- *The petition raises the potential for a significant safety iss For
nuclear reactors and nuclear material licensees, a sigaificant safety
issue is an Issue that could lead to a significant exposure, could
* .- cause significant core damag, or could otherwise result in a
significant reduction ofprotection of public health and safety. The
-informationIsconsidered 'new' if one the following applies: (a)
- The petition presents a siNFcant safety issue not previously
evaluatedbythe staff.
- The petition presents significant new informaton on a
;sigicant safety issue previously evaluated. (i)
The petition presents a new approach for evaluating a
sgnificantsafety issue previously evaluated and, onprelimnay
assessment, the new approach appears to have merit and to
warrant reevaluation of the issu (ii)
The petition alleges violations of NRC requirements involving a
-

-*

siificant safety issue for which new information or a now
approach has been provided, and it presents reasonable supporting
facts that tend to establish that the violation occurred. (b)

Approved: September 23,1994
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Criteria for Meetings (D)(coifued)
A meeting will not be held if to do so6wil compromise 'sensiive"
-. m ation that may need to be protected from disclosure, such as
guards or fi
ecurity infmti, proprietary or confidential
commercial information, or information relating to an ongoing
nvestgation o ngdoing. The petition manager ensures that a

meetingwl not comptomise th protection of this information before

offeing the petioner the opportunity for a meeting. A meeting also
wllnotbe hd
becasthepetitionerclaims to have additional
hiformation and i not present it In any other forum. (4)

0.

K)

Approved September23, 1994
(Revised: lJ*1, 1999)
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m:I
Procedures for Conducting
a 10 CFR 2.206 Petition Meeting
:

P~Rit

After the staff detelmines that a petition meets the cmiteria for a

meeting. set forth in.Part 11 D) of this handbook, and the petitioner
accepts the offer of a meeting the petition manager contacts the
petitioner to schedule a mutually agreeable date for the meeing.

The

petition manager also requests the licensme to participate In the
meetingtopresent it position and coordinates the schedules anddat
ith the licensee. The meetingmustbe scheduled so as not to adversely
impact the established petition review schedule.

Meeting Location

(A)

Meetings nonmally wi be held at NRC headquarters in Rockvllle,

M ydlwithprovsisoforpatcipationbytelephone orvideo link.

If justified by special cr
tances
staff may hold the meeting at
some location other than NRC headquarters.

Notice of Meeting (B)
Pnvisn for a meetig notice will be made In accordance with agen

polic. TIh NRC petitionman

gr

e

that a copy of the meeting

notice} is placed on the NRC Rome Pag, that th scedue meetin is

mcduded in the Public Meeting Noce tem

a t

Offtced Public

Affairs Is noified of the meeting, and that the meeting notice is
aiaed

to tfie pefifa=r (1)

All meetings a
available. (2)

tnscribed, and the transcripts are publicly

Approved: September23, 1994
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Meeting Chairperson (c)
The meeting is chaired by the NRC office direor responsible for
addressingthe petition, orbyhis orher designee. (1)
The purpose of the meeting is to obtain additional iformation from
the petitioner and the licensee for NRC staff use in evaluating the
petition. Itis not a forum for the staff to offer anyprefimiarydecisions
on the evaluation of the petition. The chairperson has finAl authorityto
determine the conduct of the meeting Members of the public may
attend as observers. (2)

Meeting Format (D)
Ie meeting chairpeson provides a brief suznm of the 2.206
process, the purpose of the meeting, and the petition. Following the
opening statement-Q)
* The, petitioner is allowed a reasonable amount of time
.(approxmately 30 minus) to articulate fte basis for the
-petition (a)
* NRC staff have an opportunity to ask the petitioner questions for.
purposes of clarification. (b)
. The .icens'e is then allowed a reasonable amoumt of time
(approximately 30 minutes) to address the issues raised in the
petiton. (c)

* NRC staff haive an opportunity to ask the licensee questions for
purposes of clarification. (d)

a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Approved September 23,1994
(Revised: J*l! 1999)
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Part IV
Further Staff Actions'
General (A)
Schedule(l)
The assigned office holds a petition review board.meeting on the.
submitted 2.206 petition within 3 weeks of receipt of the petition. The
review board helps determine the appropriate schedule as well as how
best to respond to the petitiones concerns. (a)
Thegoalibtoissu thedirectsdecision, orparadircto'sdeciion,
within 120 daysirom the date of issuance of the acknowledgmentletter.
The Office of the Executive Director for Operations (OBDO) tracks
the, target date, and any change of the date reqires approval by the
*OEDO. E ment actions that are prerequisites to a directors
decision must be expedited and completed In timo to meet the the
120-day goal. Iestigations by the Office of Ivestigadons (01) should
be expedited to the extent practicable. However, the goal of issuig a
full, or partial,' directors decision within 120 days after issuing the
acknowledgment letter applies only to petitions whose review
schedules are within the stafs control If Ise in a petition are the
subjectofanextended Olinvestigation,orarefealtotheDepaxtment
*of Justic (DOJ), or if NRC decides to await a Department of Labor
(DOL) decision, partial directors decision is issuedwithin 120 days
aud the 120day goal i$snot applied to the remainder of the petition.
When more tme is needed (e.g,when issues in a petition are the
subject of an extended OI investigation, or a referralto DOJ, or ifNRC

decides to await a DOL decison), the assigned office direct
determines the need for an extension of the schedule and reqAests the

extension from the OEDO. (b)

14
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General

(A) (continued)
Sedule (1) (continued)
i tthedr rsdeonnotbeissueda2sthe petition
manager promptly contacts thepetitioner expaining the reason(s) for
the delay and maintains a record of such contact. If the delay reslts
from an ongoing 01 Iestigation, the petition manager contacts the
Direct, OI, to obtain approval for citing the 01 investigation as the
reason for the delay. (c)
If there is alleged wrongdoing on lthe part of licensees, their
contractors, ortheirvendors, ImmediatelynotifyOL If there is alleged
wrongdoing involving an NRC employeej NRC contractors, or NRC
vendors, immediately notify the Office of the Inspector General
(OIG). (d)
Pefition ReBw Board ActIons (2).
The petition review board ensures that an appropriate petition review
process is followed. This includes recommendingwhether or not (a)
s as a 2.206 petition. (i)
* The iubmittal q
* Thepetfitonershouldbeofferedormfrmedofanaltemaivepmces
pend

*
*
*
*
*

*

*
:

*
*.
*

iofssues gs alegations, d
on fissues m a
proedingor
an inspiection) CH)

The petition should be consolidated with another petition. Qii)
A public meeting should be offeresd (v)
Referral to 01 or OIG is appropriate. (v)
There is a need for additional review board meetings. (vi)
There is a need for the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) to
participate in the review. (vii)
An adequate i schedle and technical review participation
have been established. (viii)
Anypetitioner's requestfor immediate action shouldbe granted or
denied. Cx)
The licensee should be requested to respond to the petition. (x)
A partial director's decision should be issued. (ni)

Approved: September 23,1994
(tevised July i1 9 99)
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General (A) (continued)
Petition ManagerActions (3)

he petition manager drafts the acknowledgment letter and Federal
Re&Lster notice and coordinates all information required from the
professional staff within his or her og
on and other
organizations and from 01 if a wrongdong issu is under
consideraton The petition manager also advises his or her
management of fte need for OGC review and advice regarding a
petitioninspecialcases.AnAssociateDirectorof theOffceofNuclear

Regulation (NRR), a Dion Director in the Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), or the Director of the Office
of Enforcement(O) makes a request for OGC involvement to the
OGC special counsel assigned to 2-206 mars. (a)
The petition manager ensures that the petitioner is notified at least
evexy 60 days of the statu of the petifon. or more frequently if
significant actions occur. Th petition manager makes the bm ly
status reports by tlephe and should not leave a messag on a voc

mail message system
repeated efforts to conat the pedtioner ae
successfu he peiti managerkeeps uponthestatu ofthe
petition so tatreasonable detal canbe prvidcd withe sus repors
Howee, the statu report to the petitioner wM not icat-(b)
* An ongoing 01
ain, umless approved by the Director, 01 (1)
* The referral of the matter to DOJ CH)
* Enforcement action under consideraton (Hi)
The petition m ger alsowf make the fllowing telephone contacts
with the petitioner (c)
* Within 1 week after receipt of the petition and before the petition
review board meeting, contact the petitioner to explain the public
natur of the 2.206 petition process. During this contac offer the

petitioner an
p
ntao
repre
a

rnity to have one representave give a

ovibw
) may paae

board. The petitioner (or
in person or by teleconfenc on a

recrded line andonlyforthe purpose of explaining the requested
actions, their bases, and answering staff quesdons he pesetion
wil be limited to about a half hour andwi be transcibed. eat the
ranscripion as a suple to the petition and send a copy of the
transcripton to te petioner and to the same distriuton as the
original petition. ()
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S.*

General

(A) (continued)
Pettion Manager Atons (3) (conte
* After the petition review board meets, and before issuance of the
acknowledgment letter, inform the petitioner as to whether or not
.the petition qualifes as a2206, positon of any requsts for
immediate action, how the review will proceed, and that an
acknowledgment

'r

letter is

coming. (

* Before dispatching the directors decision (or partial decision),
inform the petitioner of the imminentissuance ofthe decision and
the substance of the decision. (I)
.

*Whenthedietorsdecsionhasbeendgnedpromptlysendacopy
electronicaly or by fax, if possible, to the petitioner. (nv)

Director's Decision (B)
The staff normally prepare a partial director's decision when some of
the Issues associated with the 22M6 petition are resolved in advance of
other issues and Ifsignificant schedule delays are anticipated before
resolution of the entire petition. If a wrongdoing investigation is being.
dertheresltsofthe
conductedinrelationtothepetitionthestaffc
.01 stigation, if available, mi completing the action on the
, .

~petiin (1)

TM

agmn of

prode

:
Management
Directive 8.8, nagement of Allegations,"
agencypolicywithregardtonotfying0lofngdoingmattem aswel
inatng investigations. The petition
as initiating. prioritizin and
manager should become famiiar with the currt version of this
directifv and follow the policy outlined therein when dealing with
issues requiring OI investigalons. (2).

,,_

.

Al information related to an 01 wrongdoing Investigation, or even the
.fact that an investigation is being cond wil receive limited
disrlutionwitbinNRCandwillnotbe released outside NRCwithout
the appoal of the Director, OL Within NRC, acces to this
information is limited to those haing a need-to-know. Regarding a
2.206 petition, the assigned office director, orhis designee, maintains
copies of any documents required -and ensures that no copies of
documents related to an OInigaonare placed Inthe docket file,
the agency's document management system, or the Public Document
Room (PDR), without the approval of the Director, OL (3)

Approved:- September23, 1994
(Revised: July1,1999)
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Director's Decision

B) (continud)
The petition manager submits the completed draft decision to his or
her management for review. After management's review, the petition
manager incorporates any propose& revisions in the decion. If the
-decison is based on or references a completed 0I investigatIon, O0
mustconc urin the acracy and erizaon of the 01 findings and
conclusions that ae used in th' decision. (4)
If appropriate, th
p etition manager obtains OE
m anagements review
of and concurrence in the draft directoes decision for potential
enforcement implcations (5)

Gramn x ig the Petitdon (C)
Upon gating the petition, i whole or in par the peton manager
prepares a "Directoes Decision Under 10 CFR 2W for the office
dirctor's signature ThO decision expains the bases upon which the
petion has been granted and identfies h acons that NRC staff have
taken or wi take. to grant all or that portion of the petion. The
. Commissionmaygrantarequestforenrcement action, Mnwhole orin
par, and also may takeaction tosafthe safety concernsalsedbythe
petition, althougsuch acdonisnotnecessarlyanenforcementaction.
A petition is erized asbeing granted in part when NRC did not
grant the action as asked but took other action to address the
underying safety problem If the petition is grmted in ful, the
directors decision explains the bases for gratin the petition and
states that the Commissions acdon resulting from the director's
decision is oudined in the Com5missions order or other appropriate
.-. .-

communication.) (1

It the petition is granted by issuing an order, the petition manager
prepares a letter to tansmit the order to the licensee. HE or she
prepares anotherlettertoexplainto thepetitionerthatthepetitionhas
been granted and enclose a copyCof the order. Copies of the directs
decision and Fede'at rgi notice to be sent to the licensee and
individuals on the service lst(s) are dispatched simultaneouslywith the

I. :. petitionerescopy-. (

Denying the Petition (
Upon denial of the petition, in whole or in part, the petition manager

prepares a "Directors Decision Under 10 CFR 226 for the offlce
directors signature. The decision explains the bases for the denial and
dscssal maesralsedbythepetitionerinsupportofthereque.If
appropriate, the decision transmittal letter acknowledges that
Approved: September23, 1994
.Approved: Septemzber 23, 1994
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Denying the Petition (D)(continued)
the petitioner. identified valid issues and specifies the corective
actions that have been or will be taken to address these issues,
nowithstandng that some of all of the petitionersspecific rques fbr
action have not been granted. The office director sends a letter to the
petitioner tansitting the director!s decision, along with a Fedea
Rgisternoticeexplaining that the request has been denied. (1)
an OIInvestigationis completed eitherbfore granting or denying
the petition, the petition manager contacts bI and OE to coordinat
NRCs actionswhen the wrongdoing matterhas beenrefered to DO.
It may be necsa to withhold action on the petition in keeping with
the memorandm of undertandingwith DOS. (2)

Issuance of Director's Decision (E)
A dedsion under 10 CF2206 consists ofa letter to the petitioner, tbe
director's decidon, and fthe Federl RP~aff notice. The petition
manager or administrative staff contacts the Office of the Secretaly
(SECY) to obtain a drctos decision number (Le., DD-YEAR-00). A
directors decision number is assigned to each directors decidon in
numerical sequence. This number Is tped on the leter to the
petitioner, the directo's decision, and the FedeRlP&w notice. Note
that the directors decision Itself is not published IntheFedaerdfeias,
only the notice of its availability, containing the substance of the
decsion, Is published (see Ehibit 4). (1)

The assigned office director sigs the FedeRe

ffie
notice. After the
notice is signed, It is forwarded to the Rules and Directives Branch,
Office of Administion (ADWDAStRDB), for transmittal to the
Office of the Federal Register for pblication. (2)

Distribution

-The administrate
of the asigned office viewthe 10 C 2206
*padca 'before it is dispatched -and determines apoiate
distinbution. The administraie staff also perfoms the foll
actions on the day the directors decision is issued: (1)
a* Tlephones the R
Aumakings and Adjudications Staf, SECY, to
advise the staff that the director's decision has been issued. (a)
* Immediately hand-carries the listed material to the following
offices (in the case of the petitioner, promptly dispatch the
copies.): (b)

Approved: September23,1994

(Revised: July 101999)
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Distribution F (continued)
--

- Rulez

ngs and Adjudicatons Staf SECY (i)

* Five copies of the directors decision (a)
* TWocourtecopiesoftheentiredecLsionpackag including

the it
onad service lsts. Ensure that documents
referenced in the decision are publicly available In the NRC
Public Document Room @)

- .WO

copies of. the Incoming petition and any

. suppement(s) (c)-

-

Ptitoner (i)
* Signed orginal letter (a)
* Signed directors decislon )

- * A ccpy of the FedelRgr notice (c)
- hief, Rules and Directives Branch (H)

Original signed FedmaIRegir notice (a)
* Fivepaper copies of the notice )
Promptly fulfill these requirements because the Commission has 25
calendar days from the date of the decision to determinewhether ornot
the directors decision sh6dldbe reviewed. (2)
Although 2206 actions are ctiolled as green tickets, use the
guidelines when distributing copies internally and external.ly (3)

gowig

* Attach the original 226 petition and any enclosure(s) to the
Docket or Cental Fe copy of the first response (ack edgment
letter). Issue copies to the appropriate licensees and
on
the docket service list(s) (a)
* When action on a 2.206 petition Iscompleted, the petition manager
should ensure that all publicly releasable documentation is placed

in the PDR and the agency document control system. (b)

* The distribution list should include appropriate individuals and
offices as determined by the assigned office. (c)

20..
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Followup Actions

(G)

The administrae staffof the assigned office completes the following
actions within 2 working days of issuance of the diretors decision:
decison to the OGC
* Provide one paper copy of the dires
specal counsel assigned to 2206 matters (1)
* Copy the fina version of the directors decision onto a disikette in
WVrdPefrect. Send this diskette and two paper copies of the signed
directors decision t the NRC Issuances (NRCI) Poject Officer,
Electronic Publishing Section (EPS); Publishing Services Branch
(PSB), Office of the Oiefnformaton Officer (OC10). (2)

* When wriing opinions, footnotes, or partial nomation (sch as

errata) on the diskette, identifythe opinion, the diretofr's decision
*numer, end thie monthi of ssance at the beginning of the diskete
Q.aearly identified information on the diskettes wi help to avoid
administrative delays and impro the technical production
* schedule -for proofreading, editing, and composing the
documents. (3)

*0

Eleconically mail a hgned, dated, and numbered copy of the
directors decision to NRCWEB for the C Home Page. (4)

* Electronically prepare a headnote, which Is a summary of the
petton consistingof no mme thantwo paragrapbs desIbingwhat
the petition requested and how the director's decision resolved or
dosed out the petition. Electronically send the headnote to the
PSB, OC[O, for monthly publication in the NRC issuances,
NUREGO7950.Theheadnotes shouldreach P8beforethe5thday
of the month following the issuance of the directorsdecision. (5)

CommisSion Actions g

I.'

SECY informs the Co
ion of the avalability of the directors
decision. The Com ion, at Its discretion, may determine to review
the director's decision within 25 days of the date of the decision and
maydirect the staff to take some other action than that in the director's
decision. If the Co on does not act on the director's decision
within 25 days, the directorsdecision becomes the final agency action
and a SECY letter is sent to the petitioner informing the petitioner that
the Comn ission has taken no further action on the petition.

Appried September 23,1994
Revised: July, 1999)
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Exhibit I
Sample Acknowledgment Letter
[Ptitifoers Name

[Petitioners Address]
Dear Mr.:

Your petition dated Unsert datel'and addrssed to the [nsert addressee] has been refered
oDs regulations. You request [state
to me purant,to 10 CFR 2206of the Com
petitioners requests]. As the basis for your request, you state that [Insert basis for
request. I would lile to epess my sincere apprecation for your effrt in bringing these
matters to my attention.
Your request to [nsert'request for immedfat action] at pnsert facility name] is [granted or

*denied] becauseIstaff to provide eXplananton].

As provided by Section 2206, we will tako action on your request within a reasonable time.
I have asigned [first andlastname ofpetiton manager] tobo th petition managerfor
yopetition. Mr. [astnameopetition mannger] canbe rcachedat [301-415-extensio
of petition marnaer] Your petition is being reviewed by [organizational unit]within the
Office of [name of appropriate Ofce]. IfnecessarA add. I have refered to the NRC

Office of the Inspector General (OIG) those allegations of NRCwrongdoing contained in

your petition. I have enclosed for yow information a copy of the notice that is being filed
also enclosed for your
with the Offlico of the Fede atPster for publication. I
peit pro
on
t
puc
Directive8.11
Magmen
a
coof
inrmation
Sinc=ey..
[Office Director]

.

Enclosurcs: FedealRegit Notice
Man^agmentDirective &. re: Petition Process
ca: [Lcensee (wlcopy of Incoming 2.206 reqest) & Serice UIst]

Approved: September

*evlsed
S

1994
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Exhibit 2
:,.7590-01-P]

Sample Federal Register Notice
U.S. NUCLEAR REGtLORY COMMISSION
Docket No(s).
ucense NoKs).
[Name of Licensed
RECEIP OFPRQUEST FOR ACTION UINDER 10 CFM 2M206
Notice is hereby gn that by petition dated [lnsert date], [Insert petitioner's name]
(petitioner) has requested that the NRC take action with regard to [insert fadcli or
licensee name]. The petitioner requests [state pettioner's requests].
As the basis for this request, the petitioner states that [state petitioners basis for
request].
Tbe request is being treated pursuant to 10 CFR 2K20 of the Commission's
regulations. The request has been refered to the Direcor of the Office of [Insert action
ofce]. As provided by Section 2.206, appropriate action wl be taken on this petition
within a reasonable time. [If necessa=7 add] By letter dated
,the Director
(granted or denied) petitioners request for [Insert request for immediate action] at [insert
facilitylicensee nnme] A copyof the petition s avalable for inspection at the
Commission's Public Document Room at 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
DC 20555-0001.
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULAORY COMNISSION
[Office Director]
Dated at -Rockville, Malyland
This

day of

Approved September23,1994
(Revised& July 1 1999) -

-_----------__

1999.
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xhbIbit 3
Sample One Step Acknowledgment I Denial Letter
[Insert peitdoners name & address]
Dear [insert petitioner's namel:
In a letterdated [Insertdatel,io [OEDO/orsaddresseeNRC], signedbyyou and
submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 21206, you requested that the NAC order thi [insert facility
or licensee name] to be immediatey shut down and remain shut down until either (1) all of
the failed fuel aembles are removed from the reactor core, or (2) the plan's design and
licensing bases are properly updated to reflect continued operation with failed fuel
assemblies. Anached to the petidon was a copy of a report dated April 2, 1998, titled
"Potential Nuclear Safety Hazard - Reactor Operation With Pailed Fuel Caddlng
The attached report, asserts that existing design and licensing requirements for nuclear
power plants preclude their operation with known fuel cladding leakage. The report
recommends that the NRC take steps to prohibit nuclear power plants from operating with
fuel cladding damage and specifically recommends that plants be shut down when fuel
leakage is detected.The report also recommends tt safety evaluatonsbe included in
plant licensingbases that consider tho ef
of operaigwih leaig fuel tojus
operation under such circumtaces.
Your petition stated that beas [Insert facility ori1censeenme] was operating wit
kwn fuel damage, it Is possible that significantly more radioactive material would be
released to the reactor coolant system during a transient or accident than during .
steady-state operation; therefiore, the design-basis accident analysis does not bound
operation with known fuel cladding failues In addition, the petition stated that the
licensee appeared to he violating its licensing basis for worker radiation protection under
the as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) program because industry epeience has
demonstrated ithat reactor operation with failed fuel cladding increases radiation exposure
for plant workers.
The NRC has been observing the licensees response to this issue since the licensee first
received indication on March 25, 1999, of a potential leaking fuel rod on Unit 1. The
licensee reviewed radiochemistry data that indicated the integrity of the fuel cladding had
been compromised. Subsequent analsis revealed an increase in the dose-equivalent
iodine that remained significantly below the limit allowed by technical specifications. After
locating the leaking fuel assembly, the licensee suppressed dhe flux around the bundle by
fully inserting three adjacent control rods. The staff finds the licensee's actions timely and
appropriate.

24
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Exhibit 3 (continued)
As you noted in yor petition, you have previously bmited petitions on the [Insert
facility or licensee nal nudear plant(s) after l
that these plants were operating
with known fuel leakage. These petitions also based the requested actions on your report
of April 2, 1998. The NRC responded to these petitions by a directores decision dated
AprI 18, 1999, which is provided as an enclosure to this letter. In its decision, the staff
presented its evaluation of the report which addressed the generic safety concerns for

plants operating with known fuel dcadding leakage. The staff concluded that operation with
a limited amount of leaking fuel is within a plant's licensing basis and, In itseH, does not
violate ALARA-related regulations. We have compared the staffs evaluation ia that
director'sdecision against the plant-specific situation at [Insert facility or licensee name]
and have detemined that the generic conclusions are applicable.
We have reviewed your letter of April 5, 1999, and find that the issues taised in the petition
have been addressed in the director's decision dated April 18, 1999. The petition does not
raise any significant new information about sifety issues which were adequately addressed
in the directors decision issued before and, therefore, does not meet the criteria for
consideration under 10 CFR 2.206.
Thank you for bringing these issues to the NRC I us
diretors decision an responsive to your concerns.

that is letter and the enclosed

Sinercel,-

[nsert Division Dircor's Name]
[Ofce of [nsert Divson's Name]
Docket Nos. [SO-, 50-J
Enclosure: Directors Decision 99-08
cc wlencl: See next page

Approved: September23. 1994
ebised: Jy 1,9999)
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ExhibIt 4
[7590-01-P]

Sample Federal Regiser Notice for Director's Decislon
U.S. NUCLEAR REGUL

Y COMMISSION

Docket No(s).
icelse NO(s).

lN=ae
of lcensee]
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF DIRECrORS DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206

Notice Is hereby given that the Director, [name otofficeL, has issued a director's
decisionwith regard to a petition dated [insert date], filedby [insert petitioner's name],
hereinafter referred to as the apetitioner.w The petition concerns the operation of the
[insert facility or licensee name
1T petition reqestd that [Insert faclity orlicensee name3 shouldb [pnsert
request for enforcement action]. [If necessary, add] The petitioner also requested that a
public hearing be held to discuss thi matter in the Washington, DC, area.
As the basis for the [insert date] request, the petitioner raised concerns stemmin
from [Insert petitioners supporting basis for the request]. The [Insert petitionee name]
considers such operation to be potentially unsafe and to be In violation of Federal
regulatios In th petition, a mnmber of references tDo lInsert references] were cited that
the petitioner belives prohibit operation of the facility with [insert the cause for the
requested enfoment action].
The petition of [nsert date] raises concerns oiginating from [Inserts
information on more basesrationaedlscassion and supporting facts used In the
disposition of the petition and the development of the director's decision].
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Exhibit 4 (continued)
On [nsert date], the NR conducted a meeting regarding [Insert fadlit or
licensee name]. The meeting gave the petitioner, the licensee, and the public an
opportunity to pove additional information and to clarify issues raised In the petition.

-

The Director of the Office of [name of ofice] has determined that the request(s), to
require [insert facility or licensee name] to be [insert request forenorcent action], be
[grantedldenled]. The reasons for this decision are explained in the directors decision
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 [Insert DD No.], the complete text ofwhich is available for
public inspection at the
on 's Public Document Room, the Gelman Building, 2120
L Street, NW. (Lower Level), %sbington, DC 20555-0001, and at the local public
document rooms located at the [insert the local public document room Information forthe
licensee]. The dirctaes decision is available via the NRC Home p on the Vdd
WVde Vkb
at the fgioing addres hw
lL.

K)

A copy of the directors decision wv' be filed with the Secretary of the Commission
for the Commisson's review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206 of the Commisions
regultions. As provided for by this regulation, the director's decision wl constitute the
final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of the decision, unless the
Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the dior's decision in that time.
Dated at Rocvlle, Maryland, this [insert datel day of [Insert month, year].
FOR TBE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OrigInal Signed By

Insert OWice Director's Name]
Office of rinsert Office Name]

Apiroved: September23,1994
glvsed: July1 1999)
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ORIGINAL DUE DT: 01/18/00
FROM:
Barbara Grattan

Alto1--

4ks&waqfA

TICKET NO:
DOC DT:

NER RCVD DATE:

019990277
11/08/99
11/17/99

Shirley Ann Jackson
FOR SIGNATURE OF :

**

YEL

**

DESC:
oc

* ROUTING:

Enclosed Certified Copy of Resolution *994 -Supports Closure of the Entire Millstone Facility

ASSIGNED TO:
DLPM

Collins/Zimmermn
ADIP
Sheron
NER Mailroom

CONTACT:
Zwolinski

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR REMARKS:

000702

OFFICE OF TIM SECRETARY
CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL TICKET

_v

P'APER NUBR

CRC-9r?5a6.

ACTION OFFICE:

EDO/OGC-

AU1TOR:
AFFILIATION:

BARBARA GRATTAN
NEW YORK

ADDRESSEE:

DR. JACKSON

LETTER DATE:

Nov

SUBJECT:.

ENCLOSED CERTIFIED COPY OF RESOLUTION #994 -SUPPORTS CLOSURE OF THE ENTORE MILLSTONE FACILITY

ACTION:

Approprlate

DISTRIBUTION:

CEHIRMAN, COMBS,

8 99

LOGGING DATE: Nov 12 99

FniL

CODE: ID&R 5 MILLSTONE

SPECIAL HANDIrNG: NONE
CONSTITUENT:
NOTES:
DATE DUE:
SIGNATURE:
AFFILIATION:

DATE SIGNED:

v

OGC-99- 004753
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LEXSEE 59 fed. reg. 38889
FEDERAL REGISTER
VOL. 59, No. 146

E

Rules and Regulations
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)
10 CFR Part 73
RIN 3150-AESI
Protection Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power Plants
59FR 38889

DATE: Monday, August 01, 1994
ACTION: Final rule.

To view the next page, type np* TRANSMIT.
To view a specific page, transmit p* and the page number, e.g. p*l
1*388891
SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is amending its physical protection regulations for
operating nuclear power reactors. The amendments modify the design basis threat for radiological sabotage to include
use of a land vehicle by adversaries for transporting personnel and their hand-carried equipment to the proximity of vital
areas and to include a land vehicle bomb. The amendments also require reactor licensees to install vehicle control
measures, including vehicle barrier systems, to protect against the malevolent use of a land vehicle. The Commission
believes this action is prudent based on an evaluation of an intrusion incident at the Three Mile Island (TA) nuclear
power station and a bombing of the World Trade Center. The objective of this final rule is to enhance reactor safety by
protecting against the use of a vehicle to gain unauthorized proximity to vital areas. Further, the amendments will
enhance reactor safety by protecting vital equipment from damage by detonation of a large explosive charge at the point
of vehicle denial.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 31, 1994.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Phillip F. McKee, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, telephone (301) 504-2933.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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Background
On November 4, 1993 (58 FR 58804), the Commission published a proposed rule in the Federal Register for
public comment that presented amendments to the physical protection requirements for operating commercial nuclear
power reactors. The amendments proposed to modify the design basis threat for radiological sabotage to include use of a
land vehicle by adversaries for transporting personnel, hand-carried equipment, and/or explosives. A total of 35 letters
of public comment were received from respondents representing more than 160 individual comments. Comments
received in association with a public meeting conducted by the NRC on May 10, 1993, on this same topic have also
been analyzed as part of this final rulemaking. An additional 11 comments were received as a result of the meeting,
representing an additional 38 individual comments. Written comments received from the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and public comments made at a February 10, 1994, meeting of the ACRS are also
addressed under the following analysis. Copies of the public comments received on this proposed rule are available for
inspection and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW (Lower Level), Washington,
DC.
Public Comment Analysis
General
Public comment on the rule was received from 25 licensees that operate commercial nuclear power reactors; two
industry groups, the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) and the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and
Reform Group (NUBARG); two public citizens and one citizen's group, Ohio Citizen's for Responsible Energy, two
advocacy groups, the Nuclear Control Institute (NCI) and the Committee to Bridge the Gap; one State nuclear safety
agency; and two vendors.
Additional comments were received as a result of an NRC-sponsored public meeting of May 10, 1993. Comments
were received from eight private citizens (the letter from one enclosed a petition signed by 40 individuals); two utilities;
and one public interest group, Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy. The proposed rule indicated that comments
regarding malevolent use of vehicles submitted in association with the meeting would be treated under this final rule
and that duplicate comments need not be submitted. Many of these respondents recommended strengthening the design
basis threat to cover the maximurn credible threat and increasing the number of security force members at power reactor
sites as the best method to counter a terrorist vehicle bomb attack. The aforementioned petition, submitted to the
Chairman of the NRC, indicated, among other things, that Congress should strengthen safeguards at nuclear facilities
and should legislate the use of Federal guards at NRC-licensed sites. Comments received from 2 utilities that operate
commercial nuclear power reactors either indicated support for the then-developing NUMARC comments or were
similar to comments received on the proposed rule.
A variety of general comments were received on the proposed rule and supporting documentation. Several strongly
supported the rulernaking as proposed and expressed the view that rulemaking on this topic was the proper, proactive
approach. A number of comments strongly supported a belief that vehicle intrusion and vehicle bomb threats exist.
These comments refer to the Three Mile Island intrusion event and the World Trade Center bombing event as evidence
of these threats. The NCI commented that the rule was long overdue. Some of those that supported the rule offered more
detailed comments proposing further expansion of the design basis threat and placing more rigid controls on licensee
actions to implement the rule.
NUMARC provided detailed comments on behalf of the industry. Fourteen utilities confirned their support or
agreement with NUMARC's conmnents. NUMARC commented that industry believes that it is important to deter
unauthorized land vehicle penetration challenges to a licensee's protected area and that industry recognizes that facilities
must be able to shut down safely in the unlikely event of the detonation of an explosive device outside the protected
area. NUMARC considers these actions to be prudent for the protection of its employees, investment, and public
confidence. NUMARC commented that because the NRC (as expressed in the proposed rule) [*388901 and NUMARC
agree in principle, the issue should be addressed in an integrated manner using a reasonable and realistic approach
without imposing unnecessary conservatism. The details of NUMARC's comments identified areas where they
considered the proposed rule took too conservative an approach. NUMARC also expressed general concerns about the
backfit justification for the rule and the schedule for implementation.
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NUBARG, whose members include 15 nuclear utilities, provided comments that generally challenge the backflitting
regulatory
analyses based on their concerns that the analyses did not provide a sufficient quantified basis for finding
and
the requisite "substantial increase" in safety under the NRCs backfitting rule. Two of the comment letters provided by
utilities confirmed their support or agreement with NUBARG's comments.
Several comments expressed the view that the proposed rule could not be substantiated based on the current threat.
As support for this position, comments referred to conclusions reached by the NRC in denial of a 1991 petition for
rulemaking to require licensees to protect against truck bombs. Other comments indicated that two isolated events (the
Three Mile Island intrusion event and World Trade Center bombing) did not justify rulemaking, particularly in light of
the fact that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), by their account, does not support the position that the threat of
malevolent use of vehicles has increased and the NRC position is that no actual vehicle bomb threat against power
reactors exists.
*

Several comments opposed the proposed rule because they considered that it did not provide a substantial increase
in protection of public health and safety or common defense and security at a justifiable cost Other comments indicated
that the rule was extreme and unnecessarily burdensome with little if any safety benefit and that contingency plans for
vehicle bombs currently in place adequately addressed the threat of malevolent use of vehicles.
The NRC staff presented the proposed rulemaking package to the Security Subcommittee of the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) on November 3, 1993, and the full committee on November 4, 1993. The
full committee was briefed on December 10, 1993, in a closed session, by the Director, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards. Following these briefings, ACRS's December 10, 1993 letter to the Chairman raised concerns
about the rulemaking, particularly the justification for the rule' the lack of a quantitative risk assessment to support it,
and the expedited nature of the rulemaking. A minority of four members of the ACRS expressed a view that the
proposed rule represents a prudent and effective step toward enhancing public health and safety. On February 10, 1994,
the ACRS heard presentations on the rulemaking from the NUMARC, the NCI, one public citizen, and the NRC staff
members. On April 7, 1994, the staff briefed the ACRS in a closed session regarding additional, quantitative evaluations
that supported this rulemaking. Issues raised by the ACRS in their December 10, 1993, letter are encompassed by issues
raised by the public and are addressed in the following responses.
Like the ACRS, NUMARC, NUBARG, and numerous utilities expressed concern that the safety benefit was not
adequately justified or quantified. They challenged the validity of the regulatory and backfit analyses because of lack of
quantification of the threat They contended that the analyses contain no quantified risk data or safety goal evaluation to
support the conclusion that the proposed regulations result in a substantial increase in public health and safety. Another
comment, while acknowledging the potential difficulty in quantification of the threat, stated that the analyses were no
more than "conclusionary" and fall short of demonstrating the requisite substantial increase in radiological safety.
The Commission notes that the use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) as a tool for estimating risk is sound
when based on results from demonstrable, repeatable events and test data-for example, establishing the probability of
failure and the mean time to failure for aircraft wing root structures due to metal fatigue or for valve failures due to
water hammer or corrosion, etc. The NRC has examined the use of PRA to predict sabotage as an initiating event and
concluded that to do so would not be credible or valid because terrorist attacks, by their very nature, may not be
quantified. Past attempts to apply PRA techniques to acts of sabotage have resulted in similar findings. For example, in
1978, NUREG/CR-0400, the "Risk Assessment Review Group Report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
stated, "it was recognized that the probability of sabotage of a nuclear power plant cannot be estimated with any
confidence." For this same reason, according to this report, consideration of risk of sabotage was deliberately omitted in

the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400).
In the "Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants" published on March 14, 1983
(48 FR 10772), the Commission stated:
The possible effects of sabotage or diversion of nuclear materials is not presently included in the safety goal. At
present there is no basis on which to provide a measure of the risk of these matters. It is the Commission's intention that
everything that is needed shall be done to keep such risks at their present, very low, level; and it is our expectation that
efforts on this point will continue to be successful. With these exceptions it is our intent that the risk from all various
initiating mechanisms be taken into account to the best of the capability of the current evaluation techniques.
In the 1983 Indian Point licensing hearings, the NRC staff testified that PRA is unable to predict the probability of
sabotage as an initiating event. Also, in a June 11, 1991, petition to institute an individual plant examination program
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for threats beyond the design basis, the Na stated a position similar to the NRCs by recognizing that PRA-type
methods cannot be used to analyze for core damage frequency since one cannot quantify the likelihood of a terrorist
attack.
The Commission continues to believe that arbitrary selection of numbers to "quantfy" threat probability without
demonstrable, actual, supporting event data would yield misleading results at best Knowledgeable terrorism analysts
recognize the danger and are unwilling to quantify the risk. Over the past several years, a number of National
Intelligence Estimates have been produced addressing the likelihood of nuclear terrorism The analyses and conclusions
are not presented in terms of quantified probability but recognize the unpredictable nature of terrorist activity in terms
of likelihood. The NRC continues to believe that, although in many cases considerations of probabilities can provide
insights into the relative risk of an event, in some cases it is not possible, with current knowledge and methods, to
usefully quantify the probability of a specific vulnerability threat
The NRC notes that, although not quantified, its regulatory analysis recognizes the importance of the perception of
the likelihood of an attempt to create radiological sabotage in assessing whether to redefine adequate protection. The
NRC's assessment that there is no indication of an actual vehicle threat against the domestic commercial nuclear
industry was an important consideration in concluding that neither the Three Mile Island intrusion nor the World Trade
1*388911 Center bombing demonstrated a need to redefine adequate protection.
The NRC does not agree that quantifying the probability of an actual attack is necessary to a judgment of a
substantial increase in overall protection of the public health and safety (a less stringent test of the justification for a rule
change). Inherent in the NRCs current regulations is a policy decision that the threat, although not quantified, is likely
in a range that warrants protection against a violent external assault as a matter of prudence.
The potential threat posed by malevolent use of vehicles as part of a violent external assault and the need to protect
against it have been the subject of detailed consideration and reconsideration by the Commission for more than fifteen
years. The original requirements for physical security at power reactor sites proposed in the mid-1970s included a
requirement for barriers to prevent ready access to vital areas by ground vehicles. The Commission decided not to
include the requirement at that time.
The Commission reexamined the vehicle issue in great detail in the 1980s. In 1986, the Commission concluded
that, even though perimeter chain link fences would not prevent vehicle intrusion, the requirement for prompt response
by guards armed with shoulder-fired weapons would limit actions of inmtruders. In reconsidering the risk from use of a
vehicle to gain proximity to vital areas, the NRCs regulatory analysis does not suggest that the likelihood of a violent
external assault has increased. Rather, the staff focussed its regulatory analysis on whether a vehicle could provide an
advantage to an adversary with the characteristics of the design basis threat
The NRC assessed lessons learned from the TMI intrusion and concluded that a vehicle could provide advantages
to an adversary not previously considered. In SECY-86-101, "Design Basis Threat-Options for Consideration," March
31, 1986, the NRC concluded that, even though perimeter chain link fences would not prevent vehicle intrusion, the
requirement for prompt response by guards armed with shoulder-fired weapons would limit actions of intruders.
Accordingly, in 1986, the NRC concluded that the installation of vehicle barriers might not constitute a substantial
overall increase in the protection of public health and safety. More recently, the NRC has analyzed the capability of
existing licensee security measures to protect against a violent external assault that includes a vehicle as a mode of
transportation. These new analyses support the NRCs conclusions in the regulatory analysis for the proposed
rulernaking. The NRC believes that the vehicle intrusion issue alone warrants the installation of vehicle barriers at
nuclear power plants.
In the 1980s, the NRC also consulted with other Federal agencies, including the National Security Council,
regarding the use of vehicle bombs in the Middle East and their possible impact on the domestic threat situation. In June
1988, the NRC decided that it would not be necessary to change the design basis threat for radiological sabotage (10
CFR 73.1(aX 1)) nor to require long-range planning by power reactor licensees for permanent protection against land
vehicle bombs. However, as a matter of prudence, it directed development of NRC and licensee contingency plans for
dealing with a possible land vehicle bomb threat to power reactors, should one arise.
On June II, 1991 (56 FR 26782). the Commission denied a petition for rulemaking to revise the design basis threat
to include explosive-laden vehicles (PRN-73-9). In denying that petition, the NRC noted that the decision was based, in
part, on the fact that only one truck bomb attack (1970) had occurred in the United States; there had been no other
vehicle bomb attacks in the Western Hemisphere; there had been none outside areas of civil unrest; and there had been
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none directed against a nuclear activity. The vehicle bomb attack on the World Trade Center represented a significant
change to the domestic threat environment that changed many of the points used in denying the petition and eroded the
basis for concluding that vehicle bombs could be excluded from any consideration of the domestic threat environment
For the first time in the United States, a conspiracy with ties to Middle East extremists clearly demonstrated the
capability and motivation to organize, plan, and successfully conduct a major vehicle bomb attack. Regardless of the
motivations or connections of the conspirators, it is significant that the bombing was organized within the United States
and implemented with materials obtained on the open market in the United States. Accordingly, the Commission
believes that the threat characterized in the final rule is appropriate.
As a result of the World Trade Center bombing, the NRC believes that the construction of a vehicle bomb is more
likely to develop without advance indications. The NRC does not believe that it can quantify the likelihood of vehicle
bomb attack. However, it has performed a conditional probabilistic risk analysis for an existing power reactor site,
assuming an attempt to damage a nuclear power plant with a design basis vehicle bomb placed at locations within the
protected area that would create the greatest risk to public health and safety. The analysis indicated that the contribution
to core damage frequency could be high.
Barriers installed to protect against vehicle intrusion into protected areas would also protect, to varying degrees,
against vehicle bombs. The NRC believes that adjusting the location of barriers where necessary to ensure a capability
of protecting vital equipment against a design basis vehicle bomb would provide an additional, substantial increase in
the overall protection of the public health and safety. Further, the NRC believes that the incremental costs to licensees to
analyze the degree of protection against a vehicle bomb and to make adjustments in vehicle control measures in limited
cases are justified, particularly considering the provisions in the rule allowing licensees to propose alternative measures
if a site-specific analysis indicates that the costs of fully meeting the rule's design goals and criteria are not justified by
the added protection that would be provided. The NRCs additional deterministic evaluations and limited probabilistic
assessments have supported the NRCs earlier findings that protecting against vehicle intrusion and a vehicle bomb
would substantially increase the overall protection of public health and safety. The NRC has updated the regulatory
analysis to include these evaluations.
Additional issues raised and the NRC response to these issues are provided in the sections listed below that follow:
I. Threat Considerations
A. Coupling Vehicle Intrusion and Vehicle Bomb Threat
B. Characteristics of Design Basis Vehicle/Explosive
C. "Margin of Prudence"
D. Design Basis Threat Re-Evaluation
E. Applicability of 10 CFR 50.13
F. "Threat" or "Alert" Program
II. Regulatory and Backfit Analyses
A. Redundant Engineered Safeguards Systems
B. Peer Review of Analyses
C. Clarification
III. Rule Implementation
A. Schedule
B. NRC Review and Approval of Submittals
C. Vehicle Barriers
D. Passive Vehicle Barriers
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E. Active Vehicle Barriers
F. Alternative Measures to Protect Against Explosives
IV. NRC Inspection
V. Miscellaneous
A. Research Reactors 1*388921
B. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
C. Office of Management and Budget Supporting Statement
L Threat Considerations
A. Coupling Vehicle Intrusion and Vehicle Bomb Threat

Comment. NUMARC and several utilities commented that the proposed rule unnecessarily linked vehicle intrusion
with a vehicle bomb. NUMARC commented that the proposed rule contemplates that the intruding vehicle would be
fully loaded with personnel, equipment, and a large explosive device. NUMARC also commented that any
considerations of a vehicle bomb should be for a stationary vehicle. NUMARC stated that coupling the vehicle intrusion
event and vehicle bomb event added unnecessary conservatism. For example, to protect against a moving vehicle, bomb
barriers would, in some cases, need to be more substantial to stop penetration of vehicle. NUMARC proposed that the
revised design basis threat should include either a land vehicle intrusion or a detonation of explosives outside the
protected area, but not a combination of the two. Along this same line, one comment expressed the opinion that the
proposed language implies the need to protect against a vehicle used for transport, not for breaching a barrier or for use
as a truck bomb.
Another comment expressed a concern that a major defect in the rule is the lack of the assumption that the
adversary could blast away a fence if a licensee were to choose to use, for example, cabling in the fence as the means to
stop a vehicle. The respondent proposed that any barrier should be a heavy mass which would be resistant to
destruction.
Response. The Commission agrees with the NUMARC cormment that the proposed rule could be read to imply that
licensees would be required to provide protection against an intrusion by adversaries using a vehicle for transportation
coincident with a vehicle bomb. This was not the intent and the rule wording has been revised to clarify this point.
Commission deliberations on the rule have considered use of the vehicle as transportation for an adversary and a vehicle
bomb as separate threats to be protected against Any coupling of adversary tactics associated with the rule was intended
to allow for more efficient and cost effective protection against either a vehicle intrusion to gain rapid access to vital
areas, as a single act, or against a vehicle bomb.
Meeting the requirements of the final rule will result in substantial protection from a vehicle bomb whether it is
moving or stationary. The NRC's regulatory analysis indicated that, because of the short distances between vital areas
and portions of some protected area boundaries, protection against a vehicle at those boundaries would be inconsistent
with NUMARC's stated goal of being able to safely shut down a plant following the detonation of an explosive device
outside the protected area.
Regarding the comment that the rule should include the assumption that adversaries may use devices to destroy less
substantial barriers and then gain access, the Commission does not agree that this assumption should be included in the
rule. The NRC assessment of the threat environment does not support this assumption. Further, use of such a technique
by an adversary would tend to diminish one of the major advantages of use of a vehicle-the element of surprise.
B. Characteristicsof Design Basis Vehicle/Explosive
Comment. NUMARC provided a detailed proposal for characteristics of a design basis vehicle that could be used to
attempt penetration of a nuclear power plant protected area and a design basis bomb that could be used in an attempt to
damage plant equipment Other comments indicated that vehicle speed should take into consideration terrain and
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seasonal conditions and that the proposed vehicle explosive device size was excessive and not justified by historical
experience, particularly that in the United States.
Response. The Commission notes that it has relied on analogous historical data when enumerating the attributes of
a design basis threat because there has never been a terrorist attack on an NRC-licensed power reactor facility or a
credible threat of an attack. This was the methodology used in formulating the original design basis threat statements in
the late 1970s, and it was used in 'defining the proposed design basis vehicle threat. The design basis vehicle was
defined after examining several hundred actual vehicle bombing attacks occurring worldwide during approximately the
past decade. Historical data indicates that vehicle bombs, similar to the design basis vehicle, have been used in the past
and their use can reasonably be expected to continue to occur in the future. The Commission has made some changes in
the detailed characteristics of the design basis vehicle. The revised characteristics will require licensees to provide
substantial protection against a moving vehicle bomb. In addition, the NRC's implementation guidance discusses how
the design of barrier systems can account for site-specific limits on the speed that a vehicle could attain because of
factors such as terrain.
Comment. One comment expressed confusion over reference to the design basis vehicle as a "4-wheel drive
vehicle" in that this could imply that non 4-wheel drive vehicles would not have to be protected against The comment
recommended that the final rule language be changed to require protection against all land vehicles.
Response. The Commission disagrees that the term "4-wheel drive vehicle" needs clarification. It reasons that
protection against intrusion by a 4-wheel drive vehicle encompasses protection against a land vehicle with less than 4wheel drive.
Comment. Other comments noted that the regulatory language should be changed to remove reference to equipment
and explosives capable of being hand-carried, as opposed to that which the vehicle could carry.
Response. As stated previously, this issue is being clarified by a revision of the design basis threat statement to
separate the threat of intrusion versus vehicle bomb. In an intrusion event, the vehicle is obviously capable of
transporting the equipment and explosives proposed to be hand-carried by an adversary. While the vehicle could carry
more equipment than can be carried by the persons being transported, it is unlikely that this additional equipment would
be of use to the adversaries. The vehicle is essentially a means of transport for the adversaries, and it is unlikely that
once adversaries have left the vehicle they would be able to return to obtain additional equipment or explosives.
Comment. One utility provided specific questions regarding several assumptions associated with the vehicle bomb.
These included whether.
The vehicle is under control by adversaries up to the point of detonation;
The vehicle bomb automatically detonates when the adversary loses control of the vehicle or after a pre-defined
time period;
The vehicle is used in combination with a secondary external event, e.g., loss of offsite power; and,
ao

Point of detonation, i.e., crash point or at a later point as vehicle rolls towards a facility.
Response. With respect to a vehicle bomb, for analysis purposes the device would be considered to detonate at the
point where the vehicle impacted the 1*388931 vehicle barrier system. Whether adversaries still have control of the
vehicle or whether the detonation of the device is delayed should have little impact on the analysis of the effect of the
explosive blast. Because the barrier system is intended to protect against vehicles gaining proximity to vital areas, the

barrier system should not allow a vehicle to fully penetrate it and continue to roll towards a facility.
With respect to a secondary external event, power reactor licensees must protect against all capabilities and
attributes described by the design basis threat for radiological sabotage. This would not include protection against other
natural events, such as damage from a hurricane, coincident with a sabotage threat However, with respect to loss of offsite power, licensees should consider its loss, if vital equipment is assumed damaged, in their analysis of the effects of a
vehicle bomb. This consideration is compatible with the basic premise that equipment not designated and protected as
vital is vulnerable to damage and is not available.
C "Margin of Prudence"
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Comment NUMARC and several utilities commented on NRCs use of the term "margin of prudence" as the basis
for support of the proposed rulemaking. NUMARC commented that it is inappropriate to use such an undefined concept
as a basis for rulemaking. These comments indicated that NRC expansion into matters of prudence is unwarranted and
would result in expansion of the NRC's sphere of regulatory influence beyond plant safety.
Response. Use of the term "margin of prudence" must be put in perspective as used by the NRC in this rulemaking.
The NRC requires an established level of security at nuclear power reactor sites as a provision against possible security
contingencies that might arise. The NRC has concluded that a satisfactory level of security is one that is designed and
implemented to protect against a hypothetical threat (design basis threat) that contains certain adversary attributes.
These attributes have been selected based on Commission analyses of actual terrorist attributes and on judgment. The
term 'margin of prudence" was used in recent Commission deliberations to suggest that the World Trade Center
bombing and the Three Mile Island intrusion had caused a change in the domestic threat environment or in the NRC's
understanding of the sabotage threat that was not satisfactorily addressed by the existing design basis threat Further, the
term was used to suggest that a modification of the design basis threat was necessary to reestablish a level of security
commensurate with the nature of security contingencies that might arise. Its use was illustrative only of the relationship
between an actual threat and the hypothetical design basis threat and the change in that relationship caused by the World
Trade Center and Three Mile Island events. The NRC intended no wider or expanded use of the term.
D. Design Basis ThreatRe-Evaluation
Comment. NUMARC and several utilities commented that the revision to the design basis threat to address
malevolent use of vehicles should be addressed in an integrated manner so that rulemaking on this topic would not be
impacted after completion of an ongoing, more comprehensive review of the design basis threat Other comments
expressed concerns about deficiencies in the design basis threat that need to be addressed. Deficiencies identified by
these comments included protection against more than one insider, protection against a larger number of external
attackers, capability of attackers to operate as more than one team, and use of aquatic vehicles. One comment was made
that ongoing considerations for reductions in the insider requirements should be part of the overall reconsideration of
the design basis threat
Response. The Commission notes that use of a vehicle by adversaries was addressed under Phase I of a reevaluation of the design basis threat which the NRC began in the Spring of 1993. This phase of the re-evaluation has
been completed. Other attributes associated with the design basis threat, such as those characterized in comments on the
proposed rule, have been reviewed and considered as part of Phase II of the re-evaluation. NRC staff recommendations
on this part of the re-evaluation were provided to the Commission in a classified paper on March 15, 1994.
E. Applicabilityof IO CFR 50.13
Comment. NUMARC, NUBARG, and several utilities stated that the proposed change in the design basis threat to
include malevolent use of a vehicle amounts to escalation of the threat to efforts by an enemy of the United States. The
comments contended that the proposed changes to the design basis threat are, therefore, in conflict with 10 CFR 50.13,
which specifies that licensees are not required to provide for design features to protect against attacks and destructive
acts by an enemy of the United States. One comment recommended that NRC should re-evaluate the design basis threat
assumption to now include foreign enemies of the United States.
Response. In 1O CFR 50.13, which was promulgated on September 26, 1967 (32 FR 13445), the regulations provide
that applicants for construction permits, operating licenses, or amendments thereto, need not provide for design features
or other measures to protect against the attacks or destructive acts, including sabotage, by an enemy of the United
States. The issue raised in a contested application for a power reactor construction permit, which led to the
promulgation of 10 CFR 50.13, was whether the reactor should be constructed to withstand a missile attack from Cuba.
There is a significant difference in the practicality of defending against a missile attack and constructing a vehicle
barrier at a safe standoff distance from vital areas.
The statement of considerations for 10 CFR 50.13 makes it clear that the scope of that regulation is to relieve
applicants of the need to provide protective measures that are the assigned responsibility of the nation's defense
establishment. The Atomic Energy Commission recognized that it was not practical for the licensees of civilian nuclear
power reactors to provide design features that could protect against the full range of the modern arsenal of weapons.
The statement concluded with the observation that assessing whether another nation would use force against a nuclear
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power plant was speculative in the extreme and, in any case, would involve the use of sensitive information regarding
both the capabilities ofthe United States' defense establishment and diplomatic relations.
The new rule, with its addition to the design basis threat and added performance requirements, is in response to a
clearly demonstrated domestic capability for acts of extreme violence directed at civilian structures. The participation or
sponsorship of a foreign state in the use of an explosives-laden vehicle is not necessary. The vehicle, explosives, and
know-how are all readily available in a purely domestic context It is simply not the case that a vehicle bomb attack on a
nuclear power plant would almost certainly represent an attack by an enemy of the United States, within the meaning of
that phrase in 10 CFR 50.13.
Further, characterizing the threat as "para-military" adds little to the understanding of the intent of 10 CFR 50.13.
"Para-military" suggests an armed, trained group acting outside of a legally constituted military 1*38894] organization.
In that sense, the design basis threat prior to this amendment already described a "para-military" group. 'Pra-rmilitary"
groups of entirely domestic origin exist Accordingly, the amended regulation and supporting analyses need not address
10 CFR 50.13, either on the grounds that a vehicle bomb attack is an attack by an enemy of the United States or the
action of a "paramilitary" group. That regulation is irrelevant to the present rulemaking.
The implication of the comments regarding 10 CFR 50.13 is that the simple addition of a vehicle bomb to the
design basis threat should shift the function of providing physical security for nuclear power plants from the licensee to
the Federal Government. The respondents present no real evidence or persuasive arguments for such a radical change in
the regulatory environment.
F. "Threat" or Alert"Program

b

Comment. One comment suggested that the NRC develop and implement a "threat or alert" program similar to the
Department of Defense's Defense Condition "DEFCON" program. It was recommended that, under such a program, the
NRC would immediately notify the industry when information is received from the intelligence community of an
impending security alert and provide a recommended level of action. Licensees, in turn, would be required to develop
security response plans based on NRC-established threat levels.
Response. The Commission believes that its current Information Assessment Team approach for notifying licensees
of significant events has been effective in disseminating and coordinating such information. The Information
Assessment Team (IAT) assesses in a timely manner reported threats to NRC-licensed facilities, materials, and activities
to determine credibility and make recommendations to NRC management. The IAT is composed of experienced
Headquarter's and Regional staff who are on-call 24 hours a day and bring a variety of expertise to the assessment
process, such as reactor systems, site specific information, and liaison with other Federal agencies, including close
coordination with the Department of Energy on threat advisories to the utility industry and NRC licensees. The IAT was
established in 1976, and since that time has supported NRC decision makers responding to a range of threats, from
bomb threats against reactors to times of international tension during Operation Desert Shield and Storm. For example,
coordinated threat advisories related to the latter were issued by the IAT on August 24, 1990, January 9, 1991, and April
2, 1991. However, the NRC does not believe that the IAT is an adequate alternative to vehicles barriers at nuclear power
plants.
II. Regulatory and Backfit Analysis
A. Redundant EngineeredSafeguardsSystems
Comment. One comment indicated that the proposed rule did not adequately take into consideration the existing
engineered safeguards systems installed at nuclear power plants. The comment was made that unauthorized access and
possible damage to any one vital area does not necessarily prevent the safe shut down of the nuclear reactor.
Response. The Commission agrees that consideration should be given to engineered safeguards systems and
believes that flexibility has been built into the rule to allow for consideration of such existing systems. The redundancy
and diversity of existing engineered safeguards systems was considered in the NRC analysis of the capability of existing
licensee security measures to protect against a violent external assault that includes a vehicle as a mode of
transportation. Specific plant equipment layout can be a factor in protective considerations against a vehicle bomb.
Equipment that is redundant or provides backup to equipment assumed to be damaged by a vehicle bomb may be
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considered in the analysis for determining whether protective measures established to protect against vehicle intrusion
fiully meet the design goals and criteria for protection against a land vehicle bomb.
B. PeerReview ofAnalysu
Comment One comment recommended that any research results, risk analyses, cost calculations and other work by
the NRC should be subject to peer review.
Response. The NRC believes that its work is subject to various types of review and, in a sense, is subject to peer
review. Portions of the risk analyses were conducted by groups with appropriate expertise, including threat assessment,
physical security system performance evaluation, critical target set analysis, safety system inspections, probabilistic risk
analysis, vehicle barrier design, and vehicle bomb analysis. In addition, the types of efforts mentioned by the comment
are often the subject of multiple office review within the NRC. Several technical review groups, both within and
external to the NRC, provide further consideration of NRC staff work. Finally, with respect to rulemaking, analyses are
the subject of public comment.
C. Clarification
Comment One comment noted that the wording associated with the backfit analysis in the proposed Federal
Register notice did not precisely coincide with that found under 10 CFR 50.109 (aX3).
Response. The Commission notes that the wording in the notice is wording that is used for most NRC rules that are
subject to backfitting. The Commission considers that this wording is consistent with the requirement cited.
ilL Rule Implementation
A. Schedule
Comment. A large number of comments were received on the schedules associated with the proposed rule. Some
indicated that the proposed schedule to submit a summary description of the barrier system and results of vehicle bomb
comparison within 90 days was not long enough. One comment was received supporting the proposed schedule. Those
commenting that the schedule was too tight expressed concern that 90 days did not provide sufficient time to perform a
thorough design analysis, particularly if alternative measures were to be proposed. NUMARC, and several other
respondents, recommended that licensees be provided 180 days after issuance of the rule to provide a summary
description of the barrier system.
A number of comments were also received stating that the proposed schedule to confirm implementation within
360 days after issuance of the rule was not long enough. Those commenting that the schedule for completion of
installation was too tight expressed concern that the schedule did not adequately account for material procurement and
availability, outage. schedules, and weather circumstances. NUMARC and several other respondents recommended that
licensees be provided 18 months after issuance of the rule to complete installation of measures to meet the rule. A few
comments were received that recommended that implementation schedules be established on a case-by-case basis.
Response. The Commission agrees that an extension to the schedule is reasonable based on the fact that this is a
new program for power reactor sites, that there may be some difficulty in procurement of active vehicle barrier systems,
and that possible deleterious I*388951 effects on scheduling may result from the weather or planned outages.
Accordingly, the time period for submission of the summary required by 10 CFR 73.55(c)(9)(i) is extended from 90 to
180 days from the effective date of the rule. The implementation period required under 10 CFR 73.55 (cX9Xii) is
extended from 360 days to 18 months from the nrle's effective date.
B. NRC Review andApproval ofSubmittals
Comment. Three comments recommended that the NRC should review and approve all licensee submittals,
including the summary description of the proposed measures to protect against vehicle intrusion, the results of the
vehicle bomb comparison, and, for applicable licensees, alternative measures to protect against an explosive device.
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Response. The NRC believes that approval of all summaries submitted under 10 CFR 73.55(cX9)(i) would
unnecessarily delay expeditious implementation of this rule. All licensees are required to amend their physical security
plans to commit to the implementation and use of the vehicle barrier system described by the regulations. These
commitments are fully inspectable and enforceable by the NRC. The NRC would review and approve the limited
number of requests expected to use alternative measures that might not fully meet the design goals and criteria for
protection against a vehicle bomb. The final rule has been changed to clarify that proposals for alternative measures be
submitted in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90.
C Vehicle Barriers
Comment. NUMARC and several other respondents expressed concern that barrier systems would be required to be
"nuclear grade" and that this would unnecessarily escalate costs. Another comment expressed the opinion that, instead
of licensees certifying to the NRC that vehicle barriers meet requirements, they be able to choose barriers from some
pre-approved list NUMARC commented that design and certification needed to utilize existing technology and barrier
device test results, or costs would unnecessarily escalate. NUMARC also requested that the discussion in the Regulatory
Guide be expanded to describe flexibility available to licensees in designing and installing barriers.
Response. The NRC is unaware of any requirement for "nuclear grade equipment" and notes that the expression
does not appear in the proposed rule or supporting guidance. The NRC agrees with the industry comment that
commercially available materials suffice for the construction of the vehicle barrier if the barrier is capable of countering
the design basis vehicle threat. As suggested by many respondents, the NRC recommends that affected licensees take
advantage of available information on vehicle barrier testing, much of which has been conducted by Federal laboratories
and agencies.
With respect to the use of "pre-approved barriers," the Commission believes that most vendors of commercial
vehicle barrier systems know what the "stopping powers" of their barriers are. Licensees should use this as a resource in
determining what barrier can counter the attibutes of the Comrmission's design basis vehicle most cost effectively. In
addition, the NRC has provided information on performance levels of several types of barriers to affected licensees. The
Commission agrees with the NUMARC comment concerning expansion of the discussion on the flexibility of designing
and installing barriers in the regulatory guide supporting the rule. The regulatory guide now reflects this.
Comment. NUMARC expressed the view that compensatory measures, not explicitly addressed in the proposed rule
or regulatory guide, for maintenance or repair of barriers should be determined by the licensee. Another comment stated
that compensatory measures required if a barrier is temporarily inoperable, as with maintenance, need to be addressed at
an early stage.
Response. The NRC anticipates that vehicle barriers, particularly passive barriers, will infrequently become nonfunctional once installed. For those infrequent cases, any compensatory measures should take into consideration the
type and cause of the problem and the time the barrier will be non-functional. For example, for short term problems
with active or passive barriers, compensatory measures would not be expected to be extensive. In cases where barriers
are non-functional for longer periods, compensatory measures may include placement of heavy vehicular equipment,

concrete highway median barriers arranged in a serpentine fashion, installation of strands of airplane arresting wires, or
the positioning of an officer armed with a high power contingency weapon may be appropriate. The regulatory guide
issued in support of this rulemaaking has been revised to include guidance regarding compensatory measures.
D. Passive Vehicle Bamers
Comment. One comment was directed at the guidance that specified measures should be established to periodically
verify the integrity of passive barriers outside the protected area. It was commented that passive barriers by their nature
(ditches, berms, concrete filled embedded poles, etc.) do not require inspection, or if so, the period for inspecting should
be on the order of several years. If licensees were to install a unique passive barrier that should need periodic inspection,
it should be addressed on a case-by-case basis.
Response. The Commission agrees that the components of many passive barrier systems do not need to be
inspected on a weekly or monthly basis due to the nature of their construction. Observations by routine security patrols
should be sufficient to detect any degradation in the barrier. Some types of barriers may be more susceptible to
deterioration, damage, or tampering and therefore should be subject to more frequent observation by security patrols or,
in some cases, periodic inspection. Given the large variation in components of passive barriers, the Commission
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considers it appropriate to provide licensees with flexibility on how to assure the continued integrity of barrier
components. If the barier system is damaged, the Commission expects that such damage would be identified in a
reasonable period and actions would be taken promptly to repair the damage.
E. Active Vehicle Barriers
Comment. Two comments were received requesting that the wording in the proposed regulatory guidance clarify
that only one active barrier is needed to deny access. Also, one utility commented that the provision in the regulatory
guide that specified vehicles and their operators be authorized for entry before being permitted access inside the vehicle
barrier system would preclude their current practice of searching the vehicle after entry inside the active barrier.
Response. The NRC agrees with these comments and the guidance in the regulatory guide supporting the rule has
been changed.
Comment. Another comment recommended that specific kinetic energy be identified for use in design of active
barriers with documented performance satisfying specific energy requirements because this approach would help avoid
costly independent testing to demonstrate performance.
Response. Guidance previously forwarded to licensees, designated as Safeguards Information, defines the 1*38896J
kinetic energy associated with the design basis vehicle. As previously stated, the NRC has provided information to
affected licensees on performance levels of several types of barriers to help avoid costly independent testing.
F. Alternative Measures to ProtectAgainst Explosives
Comment. One comment objected to the rule's provisions that would allow some licensees to provide only
"substantial protections and not equivalent protection to fully meet the Commnission's design goals and criteria for
protection against a vehicle bomb. One comment indicated that the NRC should not be considering costs in determining
the acceptability of alternative measures because costs should not be considered relative to enforcing adequate
protection. NUMARC commented that it was reasonable for licensees to have the option to propose alternative
measures for Commission review when the design goals and criteria for protection against a vehicle bomb cannot be
met without a significant resource burden.
Response. The NRC's regulatory analysis concluded that neither the Three Mile Island or World Trade Center
events demonstrated a need to redefine adequate protection. The NRC's basis for the backfit being implemented by this
rulemaking was a determination that it would result in a substantial increase in protection of the public health and
safety. Paragraph 50.109(a)(3) of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, authorizes such a backfit only if the costs of
implementation are justified in view of the increased protection. The NRC concluded that the estimated costs for all
licensees to provide barriers to protect against vehicle intrusion were justified. However, at some sites, the location of
barriers to protect against vehicle intrusion could provide substantial protection against a vehicle bomb without fully
meeting the NRC's design goals and criteria for protection against an explosive device. For these licensees, the
incremental costs for placing barriers further from vital areas or for providing additional protective measures to fully
meet the design goal and criteria may not be justified by the incremental protection beyond the substantial level.
Comment. NUMARC objected to the provision that licensees proposing alternative measures must compare their
costs with the costs of measures needed to fully meet the design goals and criteria for protection against a vehicle bomb
and must provide an assessment supporting a finding that the additional costs are not justified by the added protection
that would be provided. NUMARC asserted that the NRC was requiring licensees to perform analyses beyond what the
NRC staff has done in support of the proposed rule.
NUBARG similarly asserted that the NRC was requiring licensees to prove that alternative measures substantially
increase safety, which is unfair. NUBARG asserts that this requires licensees to perform a backfit analysis on why they
should not install a proposed modification (one that would fully meet the design goals and criteria) and that this runs
counter to the backfit principle of the NRC providing the analysis.
Several respondents stated that they understood that the rule and regulatory guidance specified that those licensees
proposing alternative measures would need to submit to the NRC a quantitative analysis to justify that the cost of plant
specific measures are not justified by the added protection afforded. The comments indicated that, based on this
understanding, such a task would be difficult, if not impossible.
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A public interest group expressed the opinion that contingency planning as part of alternative measures is
unacceptable when compared to a permanent vehicle control system.
Response. The optional licensee analysis provided for in the revised regulations is intended to be similar in
approach to that performed by the NRC in the development of the regulatory analysis for the rulemaking. The
Commission recognizes the difficulties with respect to quantification of the protection provided (see general discussion)
and would expect licensees to provide a more deterministic analysis in comparing the relative protection provided by
alternative measures taken by the licensee that don't fully meet the Commission design goal and criteria for protection
against a vehicle bomb. The Commission did not intend to require its licensees to do more of an analysis or a different
type of analysis than that performed by the NRC. The quantitative aspects of the analysis required by the regulation
only apply to cost considerations, particularly the comparison of costs needed to fully meet the Commission's design
goals and criteria for protection against a vehicle bomb with the cost of alternative measures.
The comment that contingency planning would be an unacceptable alternative to permanent vehicle barriers does
not recognize the provision in the rule that specifies that all licensees are required to establish a vehicle barrier system to
protect against use of a land vehicle as a means of transportation to gain unauthorized proximity to vital areas.
Licensees may not substitute contingency plans for vehicle barriers. Rather, contingency plans were identified as one
possible option for licensees (those few where it may be practical for them to propose alternative measures to protect
against explosives) to supplement protection provided by the licensee's vehicle barrier system for protection against a
vehicle bomb.
IV. NRC Inspection
Comment. One comment indicated that the NRC should establish procedures to assure licensee compliance with the
rule.
Response. The NRC plans to inspect licensee implementation of the rule as part of the ongoing reactor inspection
program. Most likely the inspection will be accomplished using a temporary inspection procedure, which is planned to
be prepared after publication of the rule but before the required implementation date.
As previously stated, all affected licensees are required to amend their physical security plans in response to this
rule. All commitments in physical security plans are fully inspectable and enforceable by the NRC.
V. Miscellaneous
A. Research Reactors
Comment. One comment recommended that, in light of the upcoming 1996 Olympics, all reactor fuel, heavy water,
and kilocuries of Co and Cs be removed immediately from the Georgia Tech campus.
Response. While research reactors do not fall within the scope of this rulemaking, the Commission notes that its
threat assessment activities are performed on a continuing basis, in close liaison with the intelligence community.
Should the level of domestic threat change at any time, appropriate action will be taken by the NRC. Specifically, the
Atlanta Field Office of the FBI has established liaison with all Federal agencies in Georgia, including the NIRC, relative
to the Olympics. The FBI is the lead law enforcement agency in charge of the Olympics and, to date, has not indicated
that there is any threat to NRC-licensed facilities or materials relative to the Olympics.
B. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
Comment NUMARC commented that independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSIs) should be clearly
exempted from the rule. 1*388971
Response. The NRC did not intend for ISFSIs to be subject to this regulation because of the lower consequences
associated with storage of irradiated fuel removed from a power reactor core, particularly since spent fuel stored at
ISFSIs must be aged for at least one year. The NRC is currently preparing a proposed rule to clarify physical protection
requirements for ISFSIs. The lessons learned from the TMI intrusion will be considered in that rulemaking. In addition,
the NRC is attempting to quantify the consequences of a vehicle bomb detonated in the vicinity of an ISFSI. The results
of this study will assist in making a determination as to whether vehicle bomb protection is needed at ISFSIs. In the
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interim, the staff believes that the inherent nature of the fuel along with the degree of protection provided by the
approved storage means for spent fuel, provides adequate protection against a vehicle bomb.
C Office ofManagement andBudget Supporting Statement
Comment One comment identified that the NRC-estimated financial burden to licensees did not include capital
costs for modifications.
Response. The NRC notes that the financial burden cited by the comment was derived from the Office of
Management and Budget Supporting Statement, required under the Paperwork Reduction Act. This statement deals
solely with the licensee recordkeeping and reporting burden resulting from the new rule, Le., the paperwork burden.
Actual construction costs are considered in the regulatory analysis that supports the rule.
Summary of Changes Made to Rule
The following changes have been made as a result of public comment analysis:
1. The design basis threat statement for radiological sabotage has been clarified to separate the threat of a land
vehicle used for intrusion with that of a land vehicle used as a vehicle bomb.
2. ISFSIs have been specifically exempted from the rule.
3. Clarification of what is meant by "the Commission's design goals and criteria" has been added to the regulatory
text.
4. The appropriate means for submitting alternative measures has been clarified under 10 CFR 73.55(c)(9)(i) by
adding the phrase 'in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90."
5. Summary and implementation schedules have been revised-from 90 to 180 days for summary submittals, and
from 360 to 540 days (18 months) for completion of implementation. Both time periods are from the effective date of
the rule which is I month from the date of publication in the Federal Register.
Availability of SupportingGuidance
Two guidance documents are being developed by the NRC in support of this rule and are expected to be distributed
to affected licensees before the effective date of the rule. These documents are: (1) Regulatory Guide 5.68, "Protection
Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power Plants" and (2) NUREGICR 6190, "Protection Against
Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power Plants."
Regulatory Guide 5.68 will be available for inspection and copying for a fee at the Commission's Public Document
Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Copies of issued guides may be purchased from the
Government Printing Office at the current GPO price. Information on current GPO prices may be obtained by
contacting the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC
20013-2171. Issued guides may also be purchased from the National Technical Information Service on a standing order
basis. Details on this service may be obtained by writing NTIS, 5825 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
Copies of NUREG/CR-6190 may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082. Copies also will be available from the National Technical
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A copy also will be available for inspection and
copying for a fee in the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC.
ElectronicSubmittals
Required paperwork may be submitted, in addition to an original paper copy, in electronic format on a DOSformatted (IBM compatible) 5.25 or 3.5 inch computer diskette. Text files should be provided in WordPerfect format or
un-ormatted ASCII code. The format and version should be identified on the diskette's external label.
FindingofNo Significant EnvironmentalImpact: Availability
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The Commission has determined under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the
Commission's regulations in Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule is not a major Federal action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment and, therefore, an environmental impact statement is not required. The
rule involves installation of vehicle barriers at operating power reactor sites and an evaluation of these barriers by the
licensee to determine whether they provide acceptable protection against a land vehicle bomb under design goals and
criteria established by the Commission.
Implementation of these amendments will not involve release of or exposure to radioactivity from the site.
Construction activities associated with passive vehicle barriers will involve some earth movement, either for excavation
or development of bermns, and possible destruction of trees and shrubbery. Since most active vehicle barriers are
hydraulically operated, there may on occasion be leakage of this fluid to the environment The activities required to
implerment these amendments involve no significant environmental impact.
The environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact on which this determination is based are
available for inspection at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC.
Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact are available fronm Carrie Brown,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, telephone (301) 504-2382.
PaperworkReduction Act Statement
This final rule amends information collection requirements that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). These requirements were approved by the Office of Management and Budget approval number
3150-0002.
The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 500 hours per response,
including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data
needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or
any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing the burden, to the Information and
Records Management Branch (MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001; and
to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-3019, (3150-0002), Office of Management
and Budget, Washington, DC 20503. 1*388981
Regulatory Analysis
The Commission has prepared a regulatory analysis on this regulation. The analysis examines the costs and benefits
of the alternatives considered by the Commission. Interested persons may examine a copy of the regulatory analysis at
the NRC Public Document Roomn, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Single copies of the analysis
may be obtained from Robert J. Dube, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301)
504-2912.
Regulatory Flexibility Certification
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the Cominssion certifies that this final rule
does not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. The rule affects only licensees
authorized to operate a nuclear power reactor. The utilities that operate these nuclear power reactors do not fall within

the scope of the definition "small entities" as given in the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small Business Size
Standards promulgated in regulations issued by the Small Business Administration (13 CFR Part 121).
Backfit Analysis
As required by 10 CFR 50.109, the Commission has completed a backfit analysis for the final rile. The
Commission has determined, based on this analysis, that backflitting to comply with the requirements of this final rule
provides a substantial increase in protection to public health and safety or the commnon defense and security at a cost
which is justified by the substantial increase. The backfit analysis on which this determination is based reads as follows.
I. Statement of the specific objectives that the proposed action is designated to achieve.
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To publish a rule in response to direction from the Commission in a staff requirements memorandum dated June 29,
1993. The Commissioners' decision to proceed with expedited rulemaking was the result of two events. On February 7,
1993, there was a forced vehicle entry into the protected area (PA) at Three Mile Island (TM Unit 1. On February 25,
1993, a van bomb, containing between 500 and 1,500 pounds of TNT equivalent, was detonated at the World Trade
Center in New York City.

In its subsequent review of the threat environment, the NRC staff concluded that there is no indication of an actual
vehicle threat against the domestic commercial nuclear industry. Nonetheless, in light of the vehicle intrusion at TMI
and the World Trade Center vehicle bombing, the NRC staff concluded that a vehicle intrusion or bomb threat to a
nuclear power plant could develop without warning in the future. The objective of the rulemaking is to enhance reactor
safety by maintaining a prudent margin between what is the current threat estimate (low) and the design basis threat for
radiological sabotage specified in 10 CFR73.1(a) (higher).
IL General description of the activity that would be required by the licensee or applicant in order to complete the
proposed action.
The rule requires each licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power plant to establish vehicle control measures to
protect against the use of a design basis land vehicle as a means of transportation to gain unauthorized proximity to vital
areas. This provides two benefits. First, it enhances a licensee's ability to interdict an adversary attempting to use a
vehicle as an aid to reach critical safety equipment Second, it provides protection against a land vehicle bomb.
The rule requires licensees to evaluate the effectiveness of their vehicle control measures with respect to the
protection they provide against a land vehicle bomb. Licensees are required to confirn to the Commission that the
vehicle control measures to protect against vehicle intrusion, alone or in combination with additional measures, fMlly
meet the Commission's design goals and criteria for protection against a vehicle bomb. Licensees that can show that the
additional costs for measures required to fully meet the Commission's design goals and criteria for protection against a
vehicle bomb are not justified by the added protection that would be provided have the option to propose alternative
measures to the Commission. These licensees will not be relieved of the requirement to protect the facility against
vehicle intrusion.
Licensees that propose alternative measures are required to describe the level of protection that these measures
would provide against a land vehicle bomb and compare the costs of the alternative measures with the costs of measures
necessary to fully meet the criteria. The NRC will approve the alternative measures if the measures provide substantial
protection against a land vehicle bomb and if the licensee demonstrates by an analysis, using the essential elements of
the criteria in 10 CFR 50.109, that the costs of fully meeting measures needed to protect against a vehicle bomb are not
justified by the added protection provided.
Iml. Potential change in the risk to the public from the accidental offsite release of radioactive material.
The potential change in the risk to the public from the accidental offsite release of radioactive material is discussed
in detail in pages 4 through 7 and 10 through 14 of the regulatory analysis that supports the rulemaking. Failure to
protect against attempted radiological sabotage could result in reactor core damage and large radiological releases.
Based on its assessment, the NRC concludes that amending its regulations to protect against malevolent use of a vehicle
against a nuclear power plant provides a substantial increase in overall protection of the public health and safety.
In summary, the TMI event demonstrated some aspects regarding use of a vehicle by a potential adversary that
could present some challenges not previously considered by staff and licensees. The NRC considers that providing
vehicle intrusion protection provides substantial enhancement against such a threat Enhancements to protect against the
vehicle intrusion threat also provide, to varying degrees dependent on site characteristics, enhancement for protection
against vehicle bombs.
The World Trade Center event demonstrated a capability within the United States to construct a truck bomb
undetected. This recently demonstrated capability indicates that although a vehicle bomb attack at a nuclear power plant
is not reasonably to be expected, it is somewhat more likely to develop without advance indications than the NRC
previously believed. Therefore, the NRC considers that providing permanently installed vehicle bomb protection
provides substantial enhancement against such a threat
IV. Potential impact on radiological exposure of facility employees and other onsite workers.
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By enhancing protection against the malevolent use of a vehicle, the rule decreases the potential for radiological
exposure of facility employees and other onsite workers. Although the threat of a determined, violent attack at a nuclear
power plant is considered to be low, the rule also decreases the risk that onsite workers could be injured by weapons fire
or an explosion.
V. Installation and continuing costs associated with the action, including the cost of facility downtime or the cost of
construction delay.
Estimates of installation costs are discussed in detail on pages 7 through 10 and 14 of the regulatory analysis.
1*388991 Ranges in cost estimates for three vehicle types illustrate the strong influence of vehicle characteristics. In
addition, site-specific characteristics influence costs, including the need at some sites to extend the vehicle exclusion
area beyond portions of the current PA boundary or providing a more substantial passive barrier.
The NRC staff estimates that about 80 to 90 percent of the sites will provide safe standoff distances against a
vehicle bomb by providing a vehicle barrier in proximity to the present PA boundary. For these sites, cost estimates
range from S 290K for protecting the smallest protected area against a passenger vehicle to S 2,955K for protecting the
largest protected area against a large truck. (The characteristics of the design basis vehicle used to establish protection
goals are described in a Safeguards Information document provided separately to affected licensees.) For the remaining
10 to 20 percent of the sites, cost estimates range from $ 440K to $ 3,655K.
An important consideration in assessing costs for the 10 to 20 percent of the sites that may have to protect beyond
the existing protected areas is that the only definitive requirement for all licensees is that they provide measures to
protect against the use of a land vehicle as a means of transportation to gain proximity to vital areas and that they assess
any incremental measures, if necessary, to meet the design goal for a land vehicle bomb. The NRC will accept
alternative measures if the measures provide substantial protection against a land vehicle bomb and if the licensee
demonstrates by an analysis, using the essential elements of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.109, that the costs of fully
meeting measures needed to protect against a vehicle bomb are not justified by the added protection provided.
Continuing costs to maintain barriers should be small. Implementation of the rule will not require facility downtime
or construction delay.
VL The potential safety impact of changes in plant or operational complexity, including the relationship to
proposed and existing regulatory requirements and NRC staff positions.
There should be no adverse safety impact from the rule. Construction of barriers will be near or beyond existing
protected area perimeters and should not delay authorized access to the protected area.
VIi. The estimated resource burden on the NRC associated with the action and the availability of such resources.
There should be no new resource burden on the NRC. There will be no NRC staff licensing review of licensees'
vehicle control measures before implementation. Licensees will be required to retain their analyses on site for NRC staff
review during routine inspections. Inspection of the approximately 67 total sites for explosive protection will be about I
FI`E. Reviewing licensee proposals for alternative measures and 10 CFR 50.109 type analyses will require
approximately 1 FTE and 40K of technical assistance from the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
VIII. The potential impact of differences in facility type, design, or age on the relevancy and practicality of the
proposed action.
The action is relevant for all nuclear power reactors. The action should also be practical at most sites. If a barrier
stopped a vehicle at the PA perimeter with little or no further penetration, about 90 percent of the sites would provide
significant protection against the design basis vehicle bomb.
*

In those cases where licensees determine additional security measures may be needed to protect safe shutdown
capability, the rule permits licensees to either implement the additional security measures or develop alternative
protection strategies. The licensee may propose alternative measures if the measures provide substantial protection
against a land vehicle bomb and if they demonstrate by an analysis, using the essential elements of the criteria in 10
CFR 50.109, that the costs of fully meeting measures needed to protect against a vehicle bomb are not justified by the
added protection provided. The NRC staff will review licensee's alternative proposals and make an acceptability
deternination. The Commission will be notified of such NRC staff action.
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NRC staffs analysis also indicates that there is a high likelihood that all sites will be capable of achieving and
maintaining safe shutdown if a design basis bomb were detonated at any land accessible location of a nuclear power
plant outside of the owner controlled area.
IX Whether the proposed action is interim or final, and if interim, the justification for imposing the proposed
action on an interim basis.
The action is to pronmlgate a final rule. The rulemaking does not involve interim actions.

List of Subjects In 10 CFR Part 73
. Criminal penalties, Hazardous materials transportation, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors,
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security measures.
For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and 5 U.S.C
552 and 553, the NRC is adopting the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.
PART 73-PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND MATERIALS
1. The authority citation for Part 73 continues to read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 53, 161, 68 Stat. 930-, 948, as amended, sec. 147, 94 Stat 780 (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2167, 2201); sec.
201, as amended, 204, 88 Stat 1242, as amended, 1245 (42 US.C 5841, 5844).
Section 73.1 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2232, 2241, (42 US.C 10155, 10161).
Section 73.37(f) also issued under sec. 301, Pub. L. 96-295, 94 Stat 789 (42 US.C 5841 note). Section 73.57 is issued
under sec. 606, Pub. L. 99-399, 100 Stat 876 (42 U.S.C 2169).
2. In § 73.1, the introductory text of paragraph (a) and the text of (aXlXii) are revised and new paragraphs
(aXIXiXE) and (aX(IXiii) are added to read as follow:

§ 73.1 - Purpose and scope.
(a) Purpose. This part prescribes requirements for the establishment and maintenance of a physical protection
system which will have capabilities for the protection of special nuclear material at fixed sites and in transit and of
plants in which special nuclear material is used. The following design basis threats, where referenced in ensuing
sections of this part, shall be used to design safeguards systems to protect against acts of radiological sabotage and to
prevent the theft of special nuclear material. Licensees subject to the provisions of § 72.182, § 72.212, § 73.20, §
73.50, and § 73.60 are exempt from § 73.1(a)(l)(i)(E) and § 73.1(a)(1)(iii).
1) *

(i)

*

* **

(E) A four-wheel drive land vehicle used for transporting personnel and their hand-carried equipment to the
proximity of vital areas, and
(ii) An internal threat of an insider, including an employee (in any position), and
(iii) A four-wheel drive land vehicle bomb.
3. In § 73.21, a new paragraph (bX l)(xiii) is added to read as follows:
§ 73.21

-

Requirements for the protection of safeguards Information.

(b)*** 1*389001

-
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(1)*

*

(xiii) Information required by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 73.55 (c) (8) and (9).
4. In § 73.55, new paragraphs (c) (7) (8), (9), and (1O) are added to read as follow
§ 73.55 - Requirements for physical protection of licensed activities In nuclear power reactors against
radiological sabotage.
<*

~~(c) 4*
(7) Vehicle control measures, including vehicle barrier systems, must be established to protect against use of a land
vehicle, as specified by the Commission, as a means of transportation to gain unauthorized proximity to vital areas.
(8) Each licensee shall compare the vehicle control measures established in accordance with 10 CFR 73.55 (c)(7) to
the Commission's design goals (i.e., to protect equipment, systems, devices, or material, the failure of which could
directly or indirecly endanger public health and safety by exposure to radiation) and criteria for protection against a
land vehicle bomb. Each licensee shall either:
(i) Confirm to the Commission that the vehicle control measures meet the design goals and criteria specified; or
(ii) Propose alternative measures, in addition to the measures established in accordance with 10 CFR 73.55 (cX7),
describe the level of protection that these measures would provide against a land vehicle bomb, and compare the costs
of the alternative measures with the costs of measures necessary to fully meet the design goals and criteria. The
Commission will approve the proposed alternative measures if they provide substantial protection against a land vehicle
bomb, and it is determined by an analysis, using the essential elements of 10 CFR 50.109, that the costs of fully meeting
the design goals and criteria are not justified by the added protection that would be provided.
(9) Each licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power reactor shall:
(i) By February 28, 1995 submit to the Commission a summary description of the proposed vehicle control
measures as required by 10 CFR 73.55 (c)(7) and the results of the vehicle bomb comparison as required by 10 CFR
73.55 (c)(8). For licensees who choose to propose alternative measures as provided for in 10 CFR 73.55 (cX8), the
proposal must be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90 and include the analysis and justification for the proposed
alternatives.
(ii) By February 29, 1996 fully implement the required vehicle control measures, including site-specific alternative
measures as approved by the Commission.
(iii) Protect as Safeguards Information, information required by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 73.55(c) (8)
and (9).
(iv) Retain, in accordance with 10 CFR 73.70, all comparisons and analyses prepared pursuant to 10 CFR 73.55 (c)
(7) and (8).

-

(10) Each applicant for a license to operate a nuclear power reactor pursuant to 10 CFR 50.21(b) or 10 CFR 50.22,
whose application was submitted prior to August 31, 1994, shall incorporate the required vehicle control program into
the site Physical Security Plan and implement it by the date of receipt of the operating license.
Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 26th day of July 1994.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
John C. Hoyle,
Acting Secretary of the Commission.
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LEXSEE 63 fed. reg. 26955
FEDERAL REGISTER
Vol. 63, No. 94
Rules and Regulations
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)
10 CFR Parts 60, 72, 73, 74, and 75
RIN 3150-AF32
Physical Protection for Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste
63 FR 26955

DATE: Friday, May 15, 1998
ACTION: Final rule.

To view the next page, type np* TRANSMIT.
To view a specific page, transmit p* and the page number, e.g. pal
1*269551
SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its regulations to clarify physical protection
requirements for spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste stored at independent spent fuel storage
installations (ISFSIs), monitored-retrievable storage (MRS) installations, and geologic repository operations areas
(GROAs). These amendments codify standards for protecting spent fuel at the various storage sites licensed under the
Commission's regulations.

EFFECTIVE DATE: November 12,1998.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Priscilla A. Dwyer, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, telephone (301) 415-8110, e-mail
PAD@NRC.GOV.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
1. Background
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On August 15, 1995 (60 FR 42079), the Commission published for public comment a proposed rule that would
clarify its regulations on the physical protection of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste. The proposed
regulation would have applied to spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste stored at ISFSIs, power reactors that have
permanently ceased reactor operations, MRS installations, and the GROA. The proposed rule stated that the
requirements for physically protecting this type of material lacked clarity in defining which regulations were to be
applied at these sites. This resulted in a non-cohesive regulatory base. The proposed rule would provide a set of
performance-based requirements, consistent with current programs that are currently licensed and implemented at sites
under a unified policy for physical protection
The proposed rule also indicated that the Commission was studying the need for specific protection against the
malevolent use of a vehicle at sites affected by the rule (this is discussed farther under the 'Protection Goal" heading).
The rule also proposed a conforming amendment to 10 CFR Part 60-to require material control and accounting
(MC&A) measures at the GROA that would be identical to that required of 1SFSIs under Part 72. The proposed rule
added a provision under 10 CFR Part 75 to clarify that if GROAs are subject to International Atomic Energy Agency
(MEA) safeguards, then NRCs nuclear material accounting and control regulations for implementing the "Agreement
between the United States and the LAEA for the Application of Safeguards in the United States" apply. Finally, the
Commission requested specific comment on five questions regarding impacts of the proposed regulation on licensees.
EL Summary and Analysis of Public Comments
The proposed rule was subject to a 90-day public comment period which ended on November 13, 1995. Twenty
letters of comment were received. Sources for these comments included a nuclear industry group [the Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI)]; one national laboratory fifteen utilities involved in nuclear activities; two Federal agencies [the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE)]; and one citizen's group. Twelve letters
of comment explicitly endorsed, either in total or in part, the views expressed by the NEI. Four letters of comment, in
part, supported the general objectives of the proposed rulemaking. Correspondence received from EPA indicated no
comment The comments have been grouped under the following general topics:
1. Protection Goal.
2. Basis for Requirements.
3. Required Level of Physical Protection.
4. Backfit and Regulatory Analysis.
5. Rule Language Specifics.
6. GROAs.
7. Staff-Generated Amendments.
8. Summary of Responses to Commission's Specific Questions.
1. ProtectionGoal
Comment. Conmienters noted that, although it was appropriate that a protection goal for spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste be defined, the protection goal needed to be less stringent than the codified design basis threat for
radiological sabotage. It was further stated that a 10 CFR Part 100 release, the unofficial criterion for determining
radiological sabotage of power reactors, would be extremely difficult to realize with respect to spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. The citizen's group commented that any protection goal developed for spent fuel should also counter
the malevolent use of an airborne vehicle.
Response. The NRC agrees that the establishment of a protection goal should be the first step in the development of
any physical protection standards. One issue that may have caused confusion in the proposed rule is that the
assumptions for detennining "radiological sabotage" differ between Part 72, "Licensing Requirements for the
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Independent Storage of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste," and Part 73, "Physical Protection of Plants and
Material." The differing assumptions are appropriate because "radiological sabotage," as used under Part 73, applies to a
power reactor and implies the unofficial criterion of a Part 100 release for power reactors. "Radiological sabotage" as
used under Part 72 applies to the storage of spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste and is based on the
consequences of a design basis accident as defined under Part 72. Although the same term is used under both 10 CFR
Parts; it is based on different assumptions and results in different levels of required protection. The Commission agrees
that this is confusing and that "radiological sabotage," as used for operating reactors, is not an appropriate protection
level for spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste. The Commission concludes that the protection goal is best
characterized by the phrase: "protection against the loss of control of the facility that could be sufficient to cause
radiation exposure exceeding the dose as described in 10 1*269561 CFR 72.106." The final rule has been modified
accordingly.
£

With regard to protection against the malevolent use of a land-based vehicle, NRC has determined, based on the
opinions of expert study and a peer review of findings, that there is no compelling justification for requiring a vehicle
barrier as perimeter protection for spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste stored under a Part 60 or Part 72 license.
Inclusion of an airborne vehicle was assessed for possible inclusion into the protection goal for this rule. However,
protection against this type of threat has not yet been determined appropriate at sites with greater potential consequences
than spent fuel storage installations. Therefore, this type of requirement is not included within the protection goal for
this final rule.
2. BasisforRequirements
Comment. Commenters frequently questioned the need for tying Part 72 requirements to Part 73. The commenters
assumed that by involving Part 73 in the rulemaking, it was implied that the level of physical protection normally
attributed to power reactors was being required. Phraseology used in the proposed requirements, such as using the term
"protected area," (PA) tended to further foster this impression.
Response. The Commission disagrees that placing requirements under Part 73 implies any association with the
physical protection requirements for power reactors. It is noted that Part 73 provides, in one consolidated Part, all of the
requirements for those facilities needing physical protection. This is one reason why an explicit requirement for the
protection of spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste is being added to Part 73. Part 73 includes more stringent
requirements for power reactor and Category I fuel cycle facilities and much less stringent requrements for the
protection of Category m facilities. With regard to use of the term "protected area," the Commission has determined
that the term is correctly used in review of its definition under 10 CFR 73.2. Nonetheless, the Commission has reviewed
the physical protection terminology found in the final rule to ensure that it does not imply a different level of physical
protection than intended.
3. Level ofPhysicalProtectionNeeded
Comment. Some commenters expressed the opinion that the level of physical protection described by the proposed
amendments was unnecessary and overly burdensome. The industry group noted that what was truly needed was a level
of physical protection comparable to "enhanced industrial security." Cited examples of this type of protection were: use
of suitable fencing, locked access points, sufficient illumination, and periodic security patrols. Other commenters
questioned the need for some of the redundancy that was included in the proposed rule. One citizen's group believed
that physical protection measures should be more stringent than those described in the proposed rule.

Response. The Commission believes that the appropriate level of physical protection for spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste lies somewhere between industrial-grade security and the level that is required at operating power
reactors. The Commission also notes that the nature of spent fuel and of its storage mechanisms offers unique
advantages in protecting the material. This factor, along with revised consequence considerations, leads the Commission
to conclude that physical protection at sites where spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste are stored under a 10 CFR
Part 60 or 72 license can be more flexibly applied than previously proposed. Accordingly, the final rule has been revised
to minimize redundancy and add flexibility. Specific changes are outlined in Section m, "Summary of Specific Changes
Made to the Proposed Rule as a Result of Public Comment."
4. Backfit and Regulatory Analysis
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Comment NEI and a few licensees conmmented that the proposed regulation imposes a generic backbit as defined
under 10 CFR 50.109 and 72.62. The NRC asserted in the proposed rule that the amendments merely codified and
standardized physical protection measures that, through license amendment, were already in place at existing sites.
Hence, it was concluded that no backfit was involved. Commenters fiuther stated that, in terms of backfit requirements,
the cost to implement the proposed rule was not justified based on the potential increase in protection that the rule
would afford public health and safety.
Other commenters specifically responded to the Regulatory Analysis that accompanied the nrle. These comrmenters
expressed concern that certain provisions of the regulatory analysis could turn into de facto requirements.
Additionally, it was recommended that affected sites should be "grandfathered" under any final rulemaking.
Accordingly, these sites would not be required to meet the provisions of the new physical protection rule because an
adequate level of physical protection was already in place at the site, based on an NRC-approved physical protection
plan.

Response. Under the proposed rule, the Commission stated that the backfit rule in 10 CFR 50.109 did not apply
because the amendments did not impose any additional requirements on Part 50 licensees. Furthernore, the
Commission notes that all references to Part 50 licensees are deleted in the final rule.
The Commission further stated that the backfitting requirements in 10 CFR 72.62 did not apply because the
proposed amendments neither imposed nor modified procedures or organizations of ISFSIs licensed under Part 72. The
Commission considers these statements true based on their assessment of the proposed regulation and its intended
implementation. However, on further review, the backfit rule in 10 CFR 72.62 may be applicable to one facility which
has only one isolation zone exterior to the perimeter barrier. The NRC staff has identified alternative measures currently
in place that provide an equivalent level of physical protection. The staff does not intend to require this facility to
establish an interior isolation zone. Thus, no backflt occurs due to the new rule. Because 10 CFR 72.62 does not cover
reporting and recordkeeping requirements, the inclusion of 10 CFR 73.51 in 73.71 event reporting is not a backflit.
With respect to grandfathering existing sites, the Commission believes that implementation of this final rule at
these sites presents no undue burden to affected licensees and provides a minimum level of physical protection to
adequately protect the public health and safety. Accordingly, there is no need for a grandfathering provision and no
change has been made in the final rule in response to this comment. The Commission notes that the Regulatory Analysis
for the final rule has been revised to reflect changes made in response to public conmment and to eliminate ambiguities.
5. Rule LanguageSpecsfics
Comment. A variety of comments were received regarding specific rule terminology. The suggestion was made that
the term "protected area" be revised to "ISFSI controlled access area."
Response. As indicated previously in this notice, the use of the term "protected area," is consistent with its
definition in 10 CFR 73.2. Furthermore, because it is the Commission's position 1*26957] that a site where spent fuel
and high-level radioactive waste is stored be surrounded by a fence, it is not considered adequate to call the enclosure a
controlled access area (CAA). Under 10 CFR 73.2, the definition of a CAA requires only a demarcation of the area, not
a fence.
Comment. Another commenter supported the Commission position that operating power reactor licensees that store
spent fuel under a general license should have the option of using the physical protection measures of either 10 CFR
72.212(b)(5) or the proposed 10 CFR 73.51. The commenter also questioned whether the requirements of 10 CFR
72.182, 72.184, and 72.186 apply to a general license, in addition to Subpart K. A related question requested
clarification on how general license holders were to notify NRC regarding which option they would exercise.
Response The Commission notes that a licensee having a Part 50 license does not fall within the scope of the final
rule. The Commission believes it is premature to bring these licensees under the provisions of the final rule because
continued protection for spent fuel in storage pools at Part 50 sites is currently under study by the NRC.
Comment One conmmenter requested clarification on the specific exclusion of an exemption for ISFSIs from the
malevolent use of a vehicle threat within the design basis threat The commenter indicated that it was not readily
apparent and also a cumbersome process to determine the current exempt status of an ISFSI under present regulations.
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Response. The Commission agrees and has revised the text of the rule to exclude reference to the design basis threat
described under 10 CFR 73.1.
Comment. One commenter questioned whether the proposed rule would apply to a permanently shutdown power
plant where spent fuel is stored and the plant is operating with a Part 50 possession-only license.
Response. A facility with a Part 50 license is not subject to the provisions of the final rule. This revision to the final
rule has been made because the Commission believes it is premature to include these licensees within the scope of the
rule because continued protection for spent fuel in storage pools at Part 50 sites is currently under study by the NRC.
Comment. A commenter requested clarification on the need for back-up power for physical protection-related
equipment
Response. The Commission believes that affected licensees should not be vulnerable to loss of offsite power. Thus,
it is necessary for licensees to assure either continuous operation of required physical protection equipment during
power failure or to demonstrate the ability to provide immediate compensation for such failures.
Comment. Required illumination levels, assessment techniques, required frequency of physical protection patrols,
and searches before entry to the PA were all subjects of comment A commenter suggested that illumination be provided
only during periods of assessment and that the entire PA need not be illuminated to a level of 0.2 footcandle.
Response. The Commission agrees that illumination to a 0.2 footcandle level represents a large operating cost and
may be difficult to achieve, given cask structure. This provision has been amended to more clearly indicate that, while
illumination should be maintained during all periods of darkness, only an adequate level of illumination is required
within the PA for the detection assessment means used. In addition, required performance capabilities regarding
detection are clarified in the final rule by specifying the use of active intrusion detection equipment, as opposed to
passive systems.
Comment. Some commenters noted that the frequency of patrols should coincide with watchmens' duty shift
lengths, as opposed to once every eight hours as recommended in the proposed rule.
Response. The Commission does not agree that the frequency of patrols should coincide with duty shift lengths.
However, the Commission agrees that some flexibility can be provided. Accordingly, this provision of the final rule is
revised to require daily random patrols, only.
Comment Licensees cited the burden of maintaining expensive and delicate explosives detection equipment to
meet the proposed requirement for explosives searches conducted before entry to the PA.
Response. The Commission agrees. To clarify this issue, the Commission has revised the proposed rule to require
only a visual search for explosives. Because pedestrian and vehicular traffic is not expected to be high volume at
facilities affected by the rule, this type of search is not considered an undue burden to affected licensees. Furthermore,
the amount of explosives that may cause a radiological release is not easily concealed.
Comment. Other commenters noted redundant records retention requirements in 10 CFR 72.180 and 10 CFR
73.51(c).
Response. This concern has been corrected in the final rule.
Comment. One commenter noted an apparent contradiction in the proposed regulation regarding use of deadly force
in the protection of an ISFSI. The commenter had been advised by NRC staff that use of deadly force was not expected
of members of the security organization at ISFSIs. The commenter reasoned that this was not consistent with the
requirement to protect against radiological sabotage under the proposed rule.
Response. The issue involving the use of the term radiological sabotage has been resolved as discussed previously.
Further, the Commission never intended that onsite physical protection personnel at an ISFSI would provide a response
to a safeguards event other than calling for assistance from local law enforcement or other designated response force
unless their timely response could not be ensured. The Commission also notes that 10 CFR 73.51 only calls for unarmed
watchmen, not armed guards.
Comment. Commenters believe that the requirements for redundant alarm monitoring stations and specified staffing
levels for the primary alarm station are overly burdensome and unnecessary.
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Response. The Commission agrees that the requirernent for redundant alarm stations is excessive. Regarding alarm
monitoring, this provision is revised in the final rule to require, in the redundant location, only a summary indication
that an alarmhas been generated. This location need not necessarily be located onsite and could, for example, be a
simple readout in a continually-staffed local law enforcement agency office. This is contingent on the assurance that
communications with the local law enforcement agency or the designated response force can be maintained. Regarding
required staffing levels of the primary alarm station, the Commission has deleted the specific requirement that the
physical protection organization be comprised of at least two watchmen from the final rule. This deletion is contingent
on the Commission's expectation that alhman presence be maintained in the primary alarm station at all times. To
achieve this, the Commission clarifies its position that the primary alarm station must be located within the PA, be
bullet-resisting, and be configured such that activities within the station are not visible from outside the PA. The intent
of these measures is to ensure that a single act cannot destroy the capability of an onsite watchman to call for 1*269581
assistance. The finalnrle has beenmodified accordingly.
* Comment. Finally, concerning the actual terminology and format of the proposed nile, commenters expressed
support for its performance-based nature but rejected the set of provisions under 10 CFR 73.51(d) as being overly
prescriptive.
Response. The Commission responds that the proposed regulation found in 10 CFR 73.51(d) is needed to provide
additional clarity in meeting the performance capabilities in 10 CFR 73.51(b) and notes that many of the physical
protection measures described under 10 CFR 73.5 1(d) are relaxed in the final rule and are less prescriptive in a number
of cases.
6. GROA
Comment Two comments were received from DOE on the amendments to Part 60 dealing with the geologic
repository. The first commenter requested that it be emphasized in the "Statement of Considerations' for the final rule
that the requirement for physical protection of GROAs be applicable only during their operational phases and not after
closure.
Response. The Commission agrees with this observation and has clarified the exemption in the final rule to
specifically exempt GROAs from the requirements of 10 CFR 73.51 after permanent closures.
Comment. The second comnmenter requested clarification on apparent conflicts in Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repositories," regarding the level of detail required of physical protection plans during
the different phases of the certification process.
Response. The Commission notes that NUREG 1619, "Standard Review Plan for Physical Protection Plans for the
Independent Storage of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste," to be issued concurrently with the effective
date of the final rule, will contain guidance in this area.
7. NRCStaff-GeneratedAmendments
Subsequent to publication of the proposed rule, a technical issue arose involving the cooling time of spent fuiel as it
relates to the degree of physical protection needed. Because a response to this issue continues to evolve within the NRC,
the Commission believes it would be inappropriate to apply the provisions of the final rule at this time to a licensee
holding a 10 CFR Part 50 license. Hence, licensees holding a 10 CFR Part 50 license are not within the scope of the
final rule. Further, review indicated that there was some confusion pertaining to MC&A requirements for ISFSIs.
Specifically, the NRC staff asked if ISFSIs were exempt from the requirements of 10 CFR 74.51 and, if not, why not.
Specific MC&A requirements for ISFSIs are found under Part 72. After consideration of the issue, for clarification, the
NRC staff has included an amendment to 10 CFR Part 74 that specifically exempts ISFSIs from 10 CFR 74.51 in the
final nile.
8. Summary of Responses to Commission's Specific Questions
Question J. Would the proposed amendments impose any significant additional costs for safeguards of currently
stored spent nuclear fuel beyond what is now incurred for that purpose?
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Summary ofResponses. Five responses from nuclear utilities specifically addressed this issue. AU indicated that the
amendments, as proposed, would significantly increase costs. Manpower-intensive measures, such as the requirement to
maintain a miniumn of two watchmen per shift, were most often cited as creating an undue burden. One licensee
estimated costs of $ 1 to $ 2 million to implement, and a continuing cost increase of 30-50 percent, annually, to physical
protection operations.
NRC Response. Licensees holding a 10 CFR Part 50 license are no longer within the scope of this rule. The final
rule has been revised to minimie redundancy and add flexibility to its implementation. There should be no significant
increase in cost to current licensees.
Question 2. Is there reason to expect the costs to future licensees to differ substantially from those of current
licensees?
Summary ofResponses. Four responses from nuclear utilities specifically addressed this issue. Three utilities cited
both higher current and annual operating costs. One utility noted that, to the extent that current licensees have been
required to commit to the practices recommended in the proposed rule in initial licensing, there is no anticipated
difference in cost.
NRC Response. Licensees holding a 10 CFR Part 50 license are no longer within the scope of this rule. The final
rule has been amended to be more consistent with physical protection implemented at sites with currently approved
physical protection plans. Hence, ther should be no significant increase in costs to future licensees.
Question 3. Are the cost estimates in Table m of the Draft Regulatory Analysis representative of current industry
experience? Are there significant costs that have not been included .in the table?
Summary of Responses. Three responses from nuclear utilities specifically addressed this issue. One respondent
indicated that the cost estimates in Table m of the "Draft Regulatory Analysis" are sufficiently broad to address
industry experience. However, the inclusion of a continual surveillance system is not covered and the respondent
suggested that it should be a separate line item. Another respondent indicated that the cost estimates appear to be
comprehensive except they do not include construction and maintenance of physical protection office space, a records
retention area, and alarm station(s).
NRC Response. The 'Regulatory Analysis' has been revised to reflect public comment to include any omissions or
changes made to the final rule.
Question 4. Are the costs justified by the benefits that would be afforded by the proposed arnendments? Are there
alternatives that would afford essentially the same benefits but be more cost effective?
Summary ofResponses. Three responses from nuclear utilities specifically addressed this issue. AU three indicated
that the costs were not justified by the benefits derived from the proposed rule. One respondent stated that the individual
measures of 10 CFR 73.51(d) have merit, but, when taken in aggregate, they are not necessary to protect public health
and safety. This respondent further stated that redundancy in the proposed rule was not needed and the rulemaking
should give affected licensees latitude in selecting and justifying the means of physical protection. Alternatives that
were suggested involved the deletion of specific provisions of the proposed rule and also the restructuring of the rule so

as to not group all ISFSIs under one set of physical protection criteria.
NRC Response. The Commission has revised the requirements of the proposed rule to eliminate unnecessary
redundancies, add flexibility in implementation, and reduce manpower-intensive measures while maintaining an
adequate level of physical protection.

Question 5. Are the proposed amendments to 10 CFR 73.51 appropriate for an MRS or geologic repository
operated by DOE?
Summary of Response. NEI was the only respondent to this issue. NEI noted that NRC should be mindful of the
evolving nature of MRS installations and the geologic repository in the development of physical protection regulations
for these sites. 1*269591
NRC Response. NRC staff continues to work closely with DOE staff in the development of the certification process
for MRS installations and the GROA.
III. Summary of Specfic Changes Made to the ProposedRule as a Result of Public Comment
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Major changes made to the proposed rule include:
(1) The incorporation of a protection goal, and
(2) Regarding required levels of physical protection, redundancies have been reduced, flexibility added, and
manpower-for example. Regarding alarm monitoring, the redundant alarm station need only provide a summary indication at a continually
staffed location;
Redundant records retention has been eliminated;
*The required staffing level for the security organization has been eliminated and required siting and configuration
of the primary alarm station clarified;
. Hand-held equipment searches for explosives are replaced with visual searches; and
IIllumination levels need only permit adequate assessment of the PA according to the assessment means used.
Detection equipment must be active in nature.
As discussed previously, the final rule does not apply to a licensee holding a 10 CFR Part 50 license.
A section-by-section comparison of the proposed and final rules follows.
Part60-Disposalof High-Level Radioactive Wastes in GeologicRepositories
1. Section 60.21, Content of application. This section is unchanged from the proposed rule.
2. Section 60.31, Construction authorization. This section is unchanged from the proposed rule.
3. Section 60.41, Standards for issuance of a license. This section is unchanged from the proposed rule.
4. Section 60.78, Material control and accounting records and reports. This section is unchanged from the proposed
rule.
Part 72-Licensing Requirententsforthe Independent Storage ofSpent NuclearFuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste
5. Section 72.24, Contents of application: Technical information. This section is unchanged from the proposed rule.
The term "radiological sabotage' is based on Part 72 assumptions and not a Part 100 radiological release.
6. Section 72.180, Physical security plan. This section is unchanged from the proposed rule except for changing the
title to Physical Protection Plan to be consistent with 10 CFR Part 73.
7. Section 72.212, Conditions of general license issued under § 72.210. Revisions to this section have been deleted
in their entirety.
Part 73-PhysicalProtectionof Plantsand Materials
8. Section 73.1, Purpose and Scope. Paragraph (b)(6) is unchanged from the proposed rule.
9. Section 73.50, Requirements for physical protection of licensed activities. This section remains unchanged from
the proposed rule.
10. Section 73.51, Requirements for the physical protection of stored spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive
waste. Paragraph (a), Applicability, has been revised to more precisely define the type of material affected by the rule
and to eliminate 1O CFR Part 50 licensees from the provisions of the rule.
Paragraph (b)(3), General Performance Objectives, has been revised to read: "The physical protection system must
be designed to protect against loss of control of the facility that could be sufficient to cause radiation exposure
exceeding the dose as described in 10 CFR 72.106." This revised statement describes a more appropriate protection goal
that is consistent with Part 72. It also allows for a physical protection system less stringent than required to protect
against radiological sabotage at operating power reactors.
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The introductory text of paragraph (d) has been revised to more clearly indicate the Commission's intent that
alternative measures may also be available for meeting the provisions of (d). For example, several questions arose
during final rule development as to whether the use of a hardened and protected alarm station sited at an adjacent
operating power reactor would meet the intent of paragraph (d)(3) to have a hardened alarm station within the PA of the
ISFSI. Staff considers this to be an acceptable alternative measure for meeting this provision of the final rule.
In paragraph (dXl), the last sentence has been deleted because it is no longer necessary due to the revision cited in
the previous paragraph above.
Paragraph (d)(2) has been revised to read: "Illumination must be sufficient to permit adequate assessment of
unauthorized penetrations of or activities within the protected area." This revision has been made to permit flexibility in
illumination levels.
Paragraph (d)(3) has been revised to read "The perimeter of the protected area must be subject to contimnal
surveillance and be protected by an active intrusion alarm system that is capable of detecting penetration through the
isolation zone and that is monitored in a continually staffed primary alarm station located within the protected area, and
in one additional continually staffed location to ensure that a single act cannot destroy the capability of the onsite
watchman to call for assistance. The primary alanrm station must be located within the protected area; have bulletresisting walls, doors, ceiling, and floor, and the interior of the station must not be visible from outside the protected
area. A timely means for assessment must also be provided. Regarding alarm monitoring, the redundant location need
only provide a summary indication that an alarm has been generated." This clarifies the Commission's position that the
necessary level of protection should ensure that a single act cannot destroy the capability of the onsite watchman to call
for assistance.
Paragraph (dX4) has been revised to reduce the frequency of patrol from "not less than once every 8 hours" to
"daily random patrols' with additional discussion provided in guidance issued to support the rule.
Paragraph (dX5) has been revised to read: "A security organization with written procedures must be established.
The security organization must include sufficient personnel per shift to provide for monitoring of detection systems and
the conduct of surveillance, assessment, access control, and communications to assure adequate response. Members of
the security organization must be trained, equipped, qualified and requalified to perform assigned job duties in
accordance with Appendix B to Part 73, I-A, (1) (a) and (b); B(lXa); and the applicable portions of E." This change
eliminates a required staffing level and describes qualification and training levels for watchmen, only, as the primary
members of the security organization.
Paragraph (dX6) has been changed to require "timely" response from the designated response forces. If timely
response cannot be provided, additional protective measures may be required, to include use of armed guards.
Paragraph (dX7) has been deleted.
Paragraph (dX8) has been redesignated as paragraph (dX7) and revised to read as follows: "A personnel
identification system and a controlled lock system must be established and maintained to limit access to authorized
individuals." This eliminates the unnecessary coupling of the identification system with the system 1*269601 used for
key and lock control as requested by comrnmenters.
Paragraph (d)(9) has been deleted. If a person is authorized access to the PA, properly identified, and subject to
search, there is no need for the individual to be escorted.
Paragraph (d)(10) has been redesignated as paragraph (d)(8). Regarding communications, the term "security
organization" has been revised to "onsite security force members" to more precisely define communication channels.
Paragraph (d)(I 1) has been redesignated as paragraph (d)(9) and revised to read as follows: "All individuals,
vehicles and hand-carried packages entering the protected area must be checked for proper authorization and visually
searched for explosives before entry." This is permissible because the amount of explosives needed to cause a

radiological release is not easily concealable.
Paragraph (d)(12) has been redesignated as paragraph (d)(10). The text of this paragraph is unchanged from the
proposed rule.
Paragraph (d)(13) has been redesignated as paragraph (d)(l 1) and revised to read as follows: "All detection
systems, surveillance/ assessment systems, and supporting subsystems including illumination systems must be tamper-
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indicating with line supervision and be maintained in operable condition. Timely compensatory measures must be taken
after discovery of inoperability to assure that the effectiveness of the physical protection system is not reduced."
Paragraph (dX14) has been redesignated as paragraph (d)(12) and remains unchanged from the proposed rule.
Paragraph (dXl5) has been redesignated as paragraph (dx 13). This provision has been added to assure that
duplication of records under § 72.180 is not required. Paragraph (dXl3Xii) has been revised to read as follows:
"Screening records of members of the security organization." Finally, the log of patrols must contain all patrols, not just
routine patrols.
Paragraph (e) has been revised for clarity.
11. Section 73.71, Reporting of safeguards events, remains unchanged from the proposed rule.
Part 74-MaterialConrolandAccounting ofSpecialNuclearMaterial
12. In Section 74.51, Nuclear material control and accounting for special nuclear material, paragraph (a) has been
revised to read as follows: "General performance objectives. Each licensee who is authorized to possess five or more
formula kilograms of strategic special nuclear material (SSNM) and to use such material at any site, other than a nuclear
reactor licensed pursuant to Part 50 of this chapter, an irradiated fuel reprocessing plant, an operation involved with
waste disposal, or an independent spent fuel storage facility licensed pursuant to Part 72 of this chapter, shall establish,
implement, and maintain a Commission approved material control and accounting (MC&A) system that will achieve the
following objectives: ****
This paragraph specifically exempts Part 72 ISFSIs from the requirements of 10 CFR
74.51.
Part 75-Safeguardson NuclearMaterial-Implementationof USIJEA Agreement
13. Section 75.4, Definitions, remains unchanged from the proposed rule.
Criminal Penalties
NRC notes that these final amendments are issued under Sections 161b and i of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended. Therefore, violation of these regulations may subject a person to criminal sanctions under section 223 of the
Atomic Energy Act.
Environmental Impact: Categorical Exclusion
The Commission has determined that this final rule is the type of action described as a categorical exclusion in 10
CFR 51.22(c)(3)(i) and (iii). Therefore, neither an environmental impact statement nor an environmental assessment has
been prepared for this final rule.
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
This final rule amends information collection requirements that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(44 U.S. C. 3501 et seq.). These requirements were approved by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), approval
numbers 3150-0002, 3150-0055, 3150-0123, and 3150-0132.
Public Protection Notification
If an information collection does not display a currently valid OMB control number, the NRC may not conduct and
a person is not required to respond to, the information collection.
Regulatory Analysis
The Commission has prepared a "Final Regulatory Analysis" for this final rule. The final analysis examines the
benefits and alternatives considered by the Commission. The "Final Regulatory Analysis" is available for inspection in
the NRC Public Document room, 2120 L Street NW (Lower Level), Washington DC. Single copies of the analysis may
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be obtained from Priscilla A. Dwyer, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001. The "Final Regulatory Analysis"
is available for viewing and downloading from the NRC's rulemaking bulletin board.
Regulatory Flexibility Certification
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C 605(b), the Commission certifies that this rule does not
have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. The final rule affects operators of ISFSIs
and DOE as the operator of the MRS and GROA. The affected licensees do not fall within the scope of the definition of
"small entities" set forth in Section 601(3) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, or the NRCs size standards (10 CFR
2.810).
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act
In accordance with the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, NRC has determined that
this action is not a "major rule" and has verified this determination with the Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs of OMB.
Backfit Analysis
The Commission has determined that the backfit rule in 10 CFR 50.109 does not apply because this final rule does
not impose new requirements on existing 10 CFR part 50 licensees; The backfit rule in 10 CFR 72.62 may be applicable
to one facility which has only one isolation zone exterior to the perimeter barrier. However, the NRC staff has identified
alternative measures currently in place that provide an equivalent level of physical protection. The staff does not intend
to require this facility to establish an interior isolation zone. Thus, no backfit occurs due to the new rule. Because 10
CFR 72.62 does not cover reporting and recordkeeping requirements, the inclusion of 10 CFR 73.51 in 10 CFR 73.71
event reporting is not a backfit. Finally, the transfer of spent fuel from a reactor, licensed under 10 CFR part 50 and
subject to 10 CFR 73.55 physical protection requirements, to an ISFSI licensed under 10 CFR part 72, and its associated
physical protection provisions (e.g., 10 CFR 73.51) is not a backfit. A new license under 10 CFR art 72 is a matter of
compliance with regulations. In all 1*269611 cases, transition from 10 CFR 73.55 to 73.51 is a relaxation of
requirements and not a backfit.
List of Subjects
10 CFRPart60
Criminal penalties, High-level waste, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Nuclear materials, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Waste treatment and disposal.
10 CFR Part 72
Manpower training programs, Nuclear materials, Occupational safety and health, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Security measures, Spent fuel.
10 CFR Part 73
Criminal penalties, Hazardous materials transportation, Export, Import, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants
and reactors, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security measures.
10 CFR Part74
Accounting, Criminal penalties, Hazardous materials transportation, Material control and accounting, Nuclear
materials, Packaging and containers, Radiation protection, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Scientific
equipment, Special nuclear material.
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IO CFR Part75
Criminal penalties, Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements, Security measures.
For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and 5 US.C 552 and 553 the NRC is adopting the following
amendments to 10 CFR parts 60,72,73,74, and 75.
PART 60-DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES
1. The authority citation for part 60 continues to read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat 929, 930, 932, 933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended
(42 US.C 2071, 2073, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246 (42 US.C
5842, 5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601, 92 Stat 2951 (42 US.C 2021a and 5851); sec. 102, Pub. L 91-190, 83
Stat 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); secs. 114, 121, Pub. L. 97425,96 Stat 2213g, 2228, as amended (42 U.S.C 10134, 10141)
and Pub. L. 102-486, sec 2902, 106 Stat 3123 (42 U.S.C 5851).
2. In § 60.21, paragraphs (b)X3), (bX4), and (cXlO) are revised to read as follows:
§ 60.21

-

Content of application.

(3) A detailed plan to provide physical protection of high-level radioactive waste in accordance with § 73.51 of this
chapter. This plan must include the design for physical protection, the licensee's safeguards contingency plan, and
security organization personnel training and qualification plan. The plan must list tests, inspections, audits, and other
means to be used to demonstrate compliance with such requirements.
(4) A description of the program to meet the requirements of § 60.78.
(c) * *

(10) A description of the program to be used to maintain the records described in § § 60.71 and 60.72.
3. In § 60.31, paragraph (b) is revised to read as follows:
60.31

-Construction

authorization.

(b) Common defense and security. That there is reasonable assurance that the activities proposed in the application
will not be inimical to the cornmon defense and security.
4. In § 60.41, paragraph (c) is revised to read as follows:
§ 60A1 - Standards for Issuance of license.
(c) The issuance of the license will not be inimical to the common defense and security and will not constitute an
unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.
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5. A new § 60.78 is added to read as follows:
§ 60.78 - Material control and accounting records and reports.
DOE shall implement a program of material control and accounting (and accidental criticality reporting) that is the
same as that specified in § § 72.72, 72.74, 72.76, and 72.78 of this chapter.
PART 72-LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR
FUEL AND HIIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
6. The authority citation for part 72 continues to read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 57, 62, 63, 65, 69, 81, 161, 182, 183, 184, 186, 187, 189, 68 Stat 929, 930, 932, 933, 934,
935, 948, 953, 954, 955, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat 444, as amended (42 US.C 2071, 2073, 2077, 2092, 2093,
2095,2099,2111,2201,2232,2233,2234,2236,2237,2238, 2282); sec. 274, Pub. L. 86-373,73 Stat 688, as amended
(42 US.C. 2021); sec. 201, as amended, 202,206,88 Stat 1242, as amended, 1244, 1246 (42 US.C 5841, 5842,5846);
Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat 2951 as amended by Pub. L 102-486, sec. 7902, 106 Stat 3123 (42 US.C 5851); sec.
102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat 853 (42 US.C. 4332); secs. 131, 132, 133, 135, 137, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat 2229,
2230, 2232, 2241, sec. 148, Pub. L. 100-203, 101 Stat 1330-235 (42 US.C 10151, 10152, 10153, 10155, 10157,
10161, 10168).
Section 72.44(g) also issued under secs. 142(b) and 148(c), (d), Pub. L. 100-203, 101 Stat 1330-232, 1330-236 (42
U.S.C 10162(b), 10168 (c), (d)). Section 72.46 also issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C 2239); sec. 134, Pub.
L. 97425, 96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C 10154). Section 72.96(d) also issued under sec. 145(g), Pub. L. 100-203, 101 Stat
1330-235 (42 US.C 10165(g)). Subpart J also issued under secs. 2(2), 2(15), 2(19), 117(a), 141(h), Pub. L. 97-425, 96
Stat 2202,2203,2204,2222, 2224 (42 US.C. 10101, 10137(a), 10161(h)). Subparts K and L are also issued under sec.
133, 98 Stat. 2230 (42 US.C 10153) and sec. 218(a), 96 Stat. 2252 (42 US.C. 10198).
7. In § 72.24, paragraph (o) is revised to read as follows:
§ 72.24 - Contents of application; Technical Information.
(o) A description of the detailed security measures for physical protection, including design features and the plans
required by subpart H. For an application from DOE for an ISFSI or MRS, DOE will provide a description of the
physical protection plan for protection against radiological sabotage as required by subpart H.
8. Section 72.180 is revised to read as follows:

s

§ 72.180 - Physical protection plan.
The licensee shall establish, maintain, and follow a detailed plan for physical protection as described in § 73.51 of
this chapter. The licensee shall retain a copy of the current plan as a record until the Commission terminates the license
for which the procedures were developed and, if any portion of the plan is superseded, retain the superseded material for
3 years after each change or until termination of the license. The plan must describe how the applicant will meet the
requirements of § 73.51 of this chapter and provide physical protection during on-site transportation J*269621 to and
from the proposed ISFSI or MRS and include within the plan the design for physical protection, the licensee's
safeguards contingency plan, and the security organization personnel training and qualification plan. The plan must list
tests, inspections, audits, and other means to be used to demonstrate compliance with such requirements.
PART 73-PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND MATERIALS
9. The authority citation for part 73 continues to read as follows:
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Authority: Secs. 53, 161, 68 Stat. 930, 948, as amended, sec. 147, 94 Stat. 780 (42 U.S.C 2073, 2167, 2201); sec.
201, as amended, 204, 88 Stat 1242, as amended, 1245, sec. 1701, 106 Stat 2951, 2952, 2953 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5844,
2297f).
Section 73.1 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat 2232, 2241 (42 US.C, 10155, 10161).
Section 73.37(f) also issued under sec. 301, Pub. L. 96-295, 94 Stat 789 (42 US.C. 5841 note). Section 73.57 is issued
under sec. 606, Pub. L. 99-399, 100 Stat 876 (42 US.C 2169).
10. In § 73.1, paragraph (bX6) is revised to read as follows:
§ 73.1

Purpose and scope.

-

(b)***
(6) This part prescribes requirements for the physical protection of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive
waste stored in either an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) or a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
installation licensed under part 72 of this chapter, or stored at the geologic repository operations area licensed under part
60 of this chapter.
o*5**

11. The introductory text of § 73.50 is revised to read as follows:
§ 73.50

-

Requirements for physical protection for licensed activities.

Each licensee who is not subject to § 73.51, but who possesses, uses, or stores formula quantities of strategic
special nuclear material that are not readily separable from other radioactive material and which have total external
radiation dose rates in excess of 100 rems per hour at a distance of 3 feet from any accessible surfaces without
intervening shielding other than at a nuclear reactor facility licensed pursuant to part 50 of this chapter, shall comply
with the following:
12. A new § 73.51 is added to read as follows:
§ 73.51

-

Requirements for the physical protection of stored spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.

(a) Applicability. Notwithstanding the provisions of § § 73.20, 73.50, or 73.67, the physical protection
requirements of this section apply to each licensee that stores spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste
pursuant to paragraphs (aX)l)(i), (ii), and (2) of this section. This includes(1) Spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste stored under a specific license issued pursuant to part 72 of
this chapter:
(i) At an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) or
(ii) At a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) installation; or
(2) Spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area (GROA) licensed
pursuant to part 60 of this chapter;
(b) Generalperformance objectives. (1) Each licensee subject to this section shall establish and maintain a physical
protection system with the objective of providing high assurance that activities involving spent nuclear fuel and highlevel radioactive waste do not constitute an unreasonable risk to public health and safety.
(2) To meet the general objective of paragraph (b)(1) of this section, each licensee subject to this section shall meet
the following performance capabilities.
(i) Store spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste only within a protected area;
(ii) Grant access to the protected area only to individuals who are authorized to enter the protected area;
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(iii) Detect and assess unauthorized penetration of or activities within, the protected area;
(iv) Provide timely comnmunication to a designated response force whenever necessary, and
(v) Manage the physical protection organization in a manner that maintains its effectiveness.
(3) The physical protection system must be designed to protect against loss of control of the facility that could be
sufficient to cause a radiation exposure exceeding the dose as described in § 72.106 of this chapter.
(c) Plan retention. Each licensee subject to this section shall retain a copy of the effective physical protection plan
as a record for 3 years or until termination of the license for which procedures were developed.

*

(d) Physical protection systems, components, and procedures. A licensee shall comply with the following
provisions as methods acceptable to NRC for meeting the performance capabilities of § 73.5 l(b)(2). The Commission
may, on a specific basis and upon request or on its own initiative, authorize other alternative measures for the protection
of spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste subject to the requirements of this section, if after evaluation of the
specific alternative measures, it finds reasonable assurance of compliance with the performance capabilities of
paragraph (bX2) of this section.
(1) Spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste must be stored only within a protected area so that access to
this material requires passage through or penetration of two physical barriers, one barrier at the perimeter of the
protected area and one barrier offering substantial penetration resistance. The physical barrier at the perimeter of the
protected area must be as defined in § 73.2. Isolation zones, typically 20 feet wide each, on both sides of this barrier,
must be provided to facilitate assessment The barrier offering substantial resistance to penetration may be provided by
an approved storage cask or building walls such as those of a reactor or fuel storage building.
(2) Illumination must be sufficient to permit adequate assessment of unauthorized penetrations of or activities
within the protected area.
(3) The perimeter of the protected area must be subject to continual surveillance and be protected by an active
intrusion alarm system which is capable of detecting penetrations through the isolation zone and that is monitored in a
continually staffed primary alarm station and in one additional continually staffed location. The primary alarm station
must be located within the protected area; have bullet-resisting walls, doors, ceiling, and floor, and the interior of the
station must not be visible from outside the protected area. A timely means for assessment of alarms must also be
provided. Regarding alarm monitoring, the redundant location need only provide a summary indication that an alarm
has been generated.
(4) The protected area must be monitored by daily random patrols.
(5) A security organization with written procedures must be established. The security organization must include
sufficient personnel per shift to provide for monitoring of detection systems and the conduct of surveillance,
assessment, access control, and communications to assure adequate response. Members of the security organization
must be trained, equipped, qualified, and requalified to perform assigned job duties in accordance with appendix B to
1*269631 part 73, sections IA, (1) (a) and (b), B(l)(a), and the applicable portions of II.
(6) Documented liaison with a designated response force or local law enforcement agency (LLEA) must be
established to permit timely response to unauthorized penetration or activities.
(7) A personnel identification system and a controlled lock system must be established and maintained to limit
access to authorized individuals.
(8) Redundant communications capability must be provided between onsite security force members and designated
response force or LLEA.
(9) All individuals, vehicles, and hand-carried packages entering the protected area must be checked for proper
authorization and visually searched for explosives before entry.
(10) Written response procedures must be established and maintained for addressing unauthorized penetration of, or
activities within, the protected area including Category 5, "Procedures," of appendix C to part 73. The licensee shall
retain a copy of response procedures as a record for 3 years or until termination of the license for which the procedures
were developed. Copies of superseded material must be retained for 3 years after each change or until termination of the
license.
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(11) AU detection systems, surveillance/assessment systems, and supporting subsystems, including illumination
systems, must be tamper-indicating with line supervision and be maintained in operable condition. Timely
compensatory measures must be taken after discovery of inoperability, to assure that the effectiveness of the security
system is not reduced.
(12) The physical protection program must be reviewed once every 24 months by individuals independent of both
physical protection program management and personnel who have direct responsibility for implementation of the
physical protection program. The physical protection program review must include an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the physical protection system and a verification of the liaison established with the designated response force or LLEA.
(13) The following documentation must be retained as a record for 3 years after the record is made or until
termination of the license. Duplicate records to those required under § 72.180 of part 72 and § 73.71 of this part need
not be retained under the requirements of this section:
(i) A log of individuals granted access to the protected area;
(ii) Screening records of members of the security organization;
(iii) A log of all patrols;
(iv) A record of each alarm received, identifying the type of alarm, location, date and time when received, and
disposition of the alarm; and
(v) The physical protection program review reports.
(e) A licensee that operates a GROA is exempt from the requirements of this section for that GROA after
permanent closure of the GROA.
13. In § 73.71, paragraphs (bXl) and (c) are revised to read as follows:

§ 73.71 - Reporting of safeguards events.
(b)(l) Each licensee subject to the provisions of § § 73.20, 73.37, 73.50, 73.51, 73.55, 73.60, or 73.67 shall notify
the NRC Operations Center within I hour of discovery of the safeguards events described in paragraph I(a)(1) of
appendix G to this part. Licensees subject to the provisions of § § 73.20, 73.37, 73.50, 73.51, 73.55, 73.60, or each
licensee possessing strategic special nuclear material and subject to § 73.67(d) shall notify the NRC Operations Center
within I hour after discovery of the safeguards events described in paragraphs I(a)(2), (aX3), (b), and (c) of appendix G
to this part. Licensees subject to the provisions of § § 73.20, 73.37, 73.50, 73.51, 73.55, or 73.60 shall notify the NRC
Operations Center within 1 hour after discovery of the safeguards events described in paragraph 1(d) of appendix G to
this part.
(c) Each licensee subject to the provisions of § § 73.20, 73.37, 73.50, 73.51, 73.55, 73.60, or each licensee
possessing SSNM and subject to the provisions of § 73.67(d) shall maintain a current log and record the safeguards
events described in paragraphs 11 (a) and (b) of appendix G to this part within 24 hours of discovery by a licensee
employee or member of the licensee's contract security organization. The licensee shall retain the log of events recorded
under this section as a record for 3 years after the last entry is made in each log or until termination of the license.

PART 74-MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL
14. The authority citation for part 74 continues to read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 53, 57, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 930, 932, 948, 953, 954, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as
amended (42 U.S.Cd. 2073, 2077, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2282, 2297f); secs. 201, as amended 202, 206, 88 Stat 1242, as
amended, 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C 5841, 5842, 5846).
15. In § 74.51, the introductory text of paragraph (a) is revised to read as follows:
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§ 74.51 - Nuclear material control and accounting for special nuclear material.
(a) Generalperformanceobjectives. Each licensee who is authorized to possess five or more formula kilograms of
strategic special nuclear material (SSNM and to use such material at any site, other than a nuclear reactor licensed
pursuant to part 50 of this chapter, an irradiated fuel reprocessing plant, an operation involved with waste disposal, or an
independent spent fuel storage facility licensed pursuant to part 72 of this chapter shall establish, implement, and
maintain a Commission-approved material control and accounting (MC&A) system that will achieve the following

objectives:

PART 75-SAFEGUARDS ON NUCLEAR MATERIAL-IMPLEMENTATION OF USAIAEA AGREEMENT
16. The authority citation for part 75 continues to read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 53, 63, 103, 104, 122, 161, 68 Stat. 930, 932, 936, 937, 939, 948, as amended (42 U.S.C 2073,
2093, 2133, 2134, 2152, 2201); sec. 201, 88 Stat 1242, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841).
Section 75.4 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2232, 2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161).
17. In § 75.4, paragraph (kX5) is revised to read as follows:
§ 75A -Definitions.

(5) Any location where the possession of more than 1 effective kilogram of nuclear material is licensed pursuant to
parts 40, 60, or 70 of this chapter, or pursuant to an agreement state license.
Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 11th day of May, 1998.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
John C. Hoyle,
Secretaryof the Commission.
-

[FR Doc. 98-12978 Filed 5-14-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P
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REVIEW PLAN
STANDARD
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOOR REGULATION

3.5.1.6 AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES
Primary - Siting Analysis Branch (SAB)
SecondaryI.

None

AREAS OF REVIEW

The staff reviews the applicant's assessment of aircraft hazards. The purpose of
the review is to assure that the risks due to aircraft hazards are sufficiently
low. Probabilistic considerations may be used to demonstrate that aircraft hazards
need not be a design basis concern. Otherwise, design basis aircraft identification is made and the applicant's plant design is evaluated to assure that it is
protected against the potential effects of aircraft impacts and fires.
The SAB reviews the applicant's assessment of aircraft hazards
-determines whether or not they should be incorporated into the
If the aircraft hazards are incorporated into the plant design
identifies and describes the design basis aircraft in terms of
speed, and other appropriate characteristics.

to the plant and
plant design basis.
basis, the SAB
aircraft weight,

On request by SAB, the following branches with primary review responsibility will
review specific aspects of aircraft hazards:
1.

The Structural Engineering Branch (SEE), in the area of missile effects (SRP
Section 3.5.3), with respect to aircraft impacts,

2.

The Chemical Engineering Branch (CHEB), in the area of fire protection (SRP
Section 9.5.1), with respect to aircraft fires, and

3.

The Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASE), in the area of structures, systems, and
components (SSC) important to safety (SRP Section 3.5.2), with respect to
protection requirements against aircraft crashes.
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For those areas of review identified above as being part of the primary.
responsfiility of other branches, the acceptance criteria necessary for
the review and the methods of their application are contained In the
referenced SRP sections of the corresponding primary branches.
5.

The Applied Statistics Branch (ASB/MPA) will provide technical review
support with respect to aircraft accident statisics.

II.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

SAS acceptance criteria are based on meeting the relevant requirements of one
of the following sets of regulations:
1.

10 CFR Part 100, §100.10 as it relates to indicating that the site location,
In conjunction with other considerations (such as plant design, construction, and operation), should insure a low risk of public exposure. This

requirement is met If the probability of aircraft accidents resulting In

radiological consequences greater than 10 CFR Part 100 exposure guidelines
is less than about 10-7 per year (see SRP Section 2.2.3). The probability
is considered to be less than about 10-7 per year by Inspection if the
distances from the plant meet all the requirements listed below.
(a)

The plant-to-airport distance 0 Is
and the projected annual number of
or the plant-torairport distance 0
and the projected annual number of

(b)

The plant is at least 5 statute miles from the edge of military
training routes, including low-level training routes, except for those
associated with a usage greater than 1000 flights per year, or where
activities (such as practice bombing) may create an unusual stress
situation,

between 5 and 10 statute miles,
operations is less than 500 02,
is greater than 10 statute miles,
operations is less than 1000 02,

(c) The plant is at least 2 statute miles beyond the nearest edge of a
federal airway, holding pattern, or approach pattern.
If the above proximity criteria are not met, or if sufficiently hazardous
military activities are identified (see item b above), a detailed review of

aircraft hazards must be performed.

Aircraft accidents which could lead to

radiological consequences in excess of the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR
Part 100 with a probability of occurrence greater than about 10'7 per year

should be considered in the design of the plant.

If the results of the review

do not support a finding that the risk due to aircraft activities is acceptably
low, then the design basis acceptance criteria outlined in Item II.2 below
applies.
2.

General Design Criterion (GDC) 4 of 10 CFR Part 50 (Ret. 13), Appendix A,
requires that structures, systems, and components (SSC) important to safety
be appropriately protected against the effects of missiles that may result

fro, events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit.

Part 50, Appendix A, requires
protected against the effects
requirements of GOC 3 and GDC
against design basis aircraft

GOC 3 of 10 CFR

that SSC important to safety be appropriately
of fIres. The plant meets the relevant
4, and is considered appropriately protected
Impacts (Ref. 6) and tires (Ref. 3) if the

SSC important to safety are capable of withstanding the effects of the
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postulated aircraft impacts and fires without less of safe shutdown capability, and without causing a release of radioactivity which would exceed
10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines.
The safety-related SSC to be considered with respect to the above acceptance criteria include those described in the Appendix to Regulatory Guide
1.117, "Structures, Systems, and Components of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors
to be Protected Against Tornadoes." Other safety-related SSC, which may
not be included in Regulatory Guide 1.17, will be considered on a case-bycase basis in accordance with the acceptance criteria of the appropriate
branches having-primary responsibility for their protection.
III. REVIEW PROCEDURES
The reviewer selects and emphasizes aspects of the areas covered by this SRP
section as may be appropriate for a particular case. The judgment on areas

to be given attention and emphasis inthe review is based on a inspection
of the material presented to see whether it Is similar to that recently
reviewed on other plants and whether items of special safety significant
are involved.

The staff's review of the aircraft hazard assessment consists.of the following steps:

1.

Aviation Uses.

Data desribing aviation uses in the airspace near the

proposed site, Including airports and and their approach paths, federal
airways,-Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) restricted areas, and military uses is obtained from Section 2.2.1-2.2.2 of the SAR. For many cases,

no detailed analysis need be made as the probability can be judged adequately
low based on a comparison with analyses previously performed (Refs. S, 7,

8, 9 and 10). In general, civilian and military maps should be examined
to verify that all aviation facilities of interest have been considered.
In the process, the reviewer should develop an independent assessment of
the aircraft hazards. Communications with agencies responsible for aircraft operations and the evaluation of aircraft operational data may be
utilized.
2.

Airways. For situations where federal airways or aviation corridors pass
through the vicinity of the site, the probability per year of an aircraft
crashing into the plant (P ) should be estimated. This probability Vill
depend on a number of factos such as the altitude and frequency of the
flights, the width of the corridor, and the corresponding distribution of
past accidents.
One way of calculating PFA is by using the following expression:
PFA = C x N x A/w
where:
C=

inflight crash rate per mile for aircraft using airway,

w = width of airway (plus twice the distance from the airway edge to the
site when the site is outside the airway) in miles,
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N = number of flights per year along the airway, and
A = effective area of plant in square miles.
This gives a conservative upper bound on aircraft impact probability if
care is taken in using values for the individual factors.that are meaningful and conservative. For commercial aircraft a value of C = 4 x 10-1o

(Ref. 11) per aircraft mile has been used. For heavily traveled corridors
(greater than 100 flights per day), a more detailed analysis may be required

I

to obtain a proper value for this factor.
3.

I

Civilian and Military Airports and Heli-Ports (Refs. 2, 4, and 14). The
probability of an aircraft crashing into the site should be estimated for
cases where one or more of the conditions in Item 11.1 of the Acceptance
Criteria are not met.

I

The probability per year of an aircraft crashing into the site for these
cases (PA) may be calculated by using the following expression:
L
PA

M
l I CJ N1 j A
1=1 je

where:

H
L
Ci

=

N 1j
=

number of different types of aircraft using the airport,
number of flight trajectories affecting the site,
probability per square mile of a crash per aircraft movement,
for the jth aircraft,
number (per year) of movements by the jth aircraft along the
ith flight path, and
effective plant area (in square miles) for the jth aircraft.

I

The manner of interpreting the individual factors In the above equation
may vary on a case-by-case basis because of the specific conditions of
each case or because of changes in aircraft accident statistics.

Values for C 1] currently being used are taken from the data summarized in

the following
Distance From
End of Runway
__(Mn IesL_

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
8-7

7-8
8-9
9-10
'Reference

table:
Probability Cx 10) of a Fatal Crash per Square
Mile Per Aircraft Movement
U.S. Air Carrier4
General Aviation' * USN/USMV

16.7
4.0
0.96
0.68

0.27
0
0
0
0.14

0.12

84

8.3

15
B.2

1.1

3.B.

1.2

NA3

NA
NA
NA
NA

11SAF,

0.33
0.31
0.20
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

2.

2 Rference 4.
3 NA indicates

NA
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Designated Airspaces. For designated airspaces involving military or
civilian usage, a detailed quantitative modeling of all operations should
be verified. The results of the model should be the total probability
(C) of an aircraft crash per unit area and time in the vicinity of the
proposed site.

I

The probability per year of a potentially damaging crash at the site due
to operations at the facility under consideration (P.) is then given for
this case by the following expression:
P C Cx A
where:

C

=

total probability of an aircraft crash per square mile per year
in the vicinity of the site due to the airports being considered,
and

A

effective area of one unit of the plant in square miles.

Where estimated risks due to military aircraft activity are found to be
unacceptably high, suitable airspace or airway relocation should be implemented. Past experience has been that military authorities have been

responsive to modification of military operations and relocation of training
routes in.close proximity to nuclear power plant sites. (Ref. 12)

5.

Holding Patterns. Holding patterns are race track shaped courses at specified a titudes, associated with one or more radio-navigational facilities,
where aircraft can Ocircle" while awaiting clearance to execute an approach
to a landing at an airport or to continue al ong an airway. Holding patterns
which are sufficiently distant from the plant need not be considered (See
subsection II above). Otherwise, traffic in the holding pattern should
be converted into equivalent aircraft passages taking into account the
charaeteristics,.including orientation with respect to the plant, of the

holding pattern.
this evaluation.

The information in Item 111.2 above should be used in

6.

The total aircraft hazard probability at the site equals the sum of the
individual probabilities obtained in the preceding steps.

7.

The effective plant areas used in the calculations should include the
following:

a.

A shadow area of the plant.elevation upon the horizontal plane based
on the assumed crash angle for the different kinds of aircraft and
failure modes.

b.

A skid area around the plant as determined bb thecharacteristics of
the aircraft under consideration. Artificia -berms or any other manmade and natural barriers should be taken into account in calculating
this area.

c.

The areas of those safety-related SSC which are susceptible to impact
or fire damage as a result of aircraft crashes.

I
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EVALUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer drafts an introductory paragraph for the evaluation findings
describing the procedure used in evaluating the aircraft hazards with respect
to the safety-related SSC. The reviewer verifies that the site location is
acceptable and meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100, §100.10.
The basis for the above findings may be strictly in terms of the probabilities
associated with potential aircraft crashes onsite. It the aircraft crash
statistics applicable to the onsite facilities are such that SRP Section 2.2.3
criteria are met without explicit consideration ot plant design features, then
conclusions of the following type should be included In the staff's safety
evaluation report:
-ThQ staff concludes that the operation of the
plant in the vicinity
of
does not present an undue risk to thFe ealth and safety of

the ublic and meets. the relevant requirements of 10 CFR Part 100, S10.10.
This conclusion is based on the staff's independent verification of the
applicant's assessment of aircraft hazards at the site that resulted Ina
probability less than about 10-7 per year for an accident having radiological consequences worse than the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100.
In addition, plant sites reviewed in the past which had equivalent

aircraft traffic In equal or closer proximity were, after careful
examination, found to present no undue risk to the safe operation of
those plants. Based upon this experience, in the staff's judgment,
no undue risk is present from aircraft hazard at the plant site now
under consideration.
In the event that the staff evaluation of the aircraft hazards does not support
the above basis, i.e. if SRP Section 2.2.3 criteria are not met, then the basis
for acceptance is der;ived from applying GOC 3 and GDC 4 criteria. If the protection against aircraft Impacts and fires Is such that the plant safety-related
SSC meet GDC 3 and GDC 4 criteria, then 10 CFa Part 100 requirements are

considered to be met and conclusion of the following type may he included in
the staff's safety evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the operation of the
.
plant In the
vicinity of
does not present an undue risk-to the health
and safety of the pblic due to alrcraft hazards and meets the relevant
_

_

requirements of General Design Criteria 3 and 4. This conclusion is
based on the staff having independently verified the applicant's assessment of aircraft hazards, including aircraft fires and impacts, at
the site and that if the appropriate safety-related structures, systems,
and components are designed to withstand the. aircraft selected as
the design basis aircraft, the probability of an aircraft strike causing
radiological consequences In excess of the exposure guidelines of
10 CFR Part 100 is less than about 10-7 per year.
V.

IHPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
Vegarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.
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Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative

%ethod for complying with specified portions of the Commission's regulations.
And method described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of
conformance with Conmilssion regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed herein
are contained in the referenced regulatory guides and NUREG.

,'
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I.,

FOREWORD
The purpose of this guidance and upgraded acceptance criteria is to provide
a basis for NRC licensees, State and local governments to develop radiological
emergency plans and improve emergency preparedness.

The guidance is the

product of the joint FEMA/NRC Steering Committee established to coordinate
the agencies' work in emergency preparedness associated with nuclear power
plants.

The interim version of this document was published In January 1980,

and subjected to public comment under Federal Register Notice 44 FR 9768 of
February 13, 1980.

Based upon the comments received, meetings with the

Interorganizational Advisory Committee (made up of State and local representatives) and later at a September 1980 Workshop sponsored by FEMA for State
officials, the final version was prepared for publication.

The principal

changes in the document consist of clarification of intent and accommodation
of many of the unique situations which arise in State/local/utility interfaces.
Therefore, plans prepared using the interim guidance should not require
substantial revision.

This document is consistent with NRC and FEMA regulations

and supersedes other previous guidance and criteria published by FEMA and NRC
on this subject.

It will be used by reviewers in determining the adequacy of

State, local and nuclear power plant licensee emergency plans and preparedness.
October
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Federal Emergency Management Agency
CRITERIA FOR PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF
RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS AND PREPAREDNESS
IN SUPPORT OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
1. INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide a common reference and
guidance source for:
1. State and local governments and nuclear facility operators in
the develoment of radiological emergency response plans and
preparedness in support of nuclear power plants.
2.

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),

Nuclear Regulatory

Commisslon (NRC), and other Federal agency personnel engaged
in the review of State, local government and licensee plans
and preparedness.
3.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and other Federal agencies in the development of the
National Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan.

B.

Background
The NRC and FEMA staff have prepared this document as part of their
responsibilitils under the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and the
President's Statement of December 7, 1979, with the accompanying
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B.

Background

(continued)

Fact Sheet.

These responsibilities include development and pro-

ulgation of guidance to nuclear facility operators, States and
local governments, in cooperation with other Federal agencies; for
the preparation of radiological emergency response plans and
assessing the adequacy of such plans)l/
This guidance is classified as final guidance.

The interim version

of this guidance, published in January, 1980, was commented upon by
interested parties during the formal public consent period solicited
by the Federal Register Notice 44 FR 9768 of February 13, 1980.
Additionally, conments received on 'Draft Emergency Action Level
Guidelines", (September 1979), NUREG-0610 solicited by Federal
Register Notice 44 FR 55446 of September 26, 1979 were also considered
in the revision to Appendix 1 of the criteria document.

A separate

document has been prepared by NRC and FEMA which lists the comments
received and which indicates the NRC and FEMA response to these
comments.

FEMA, NRC, and other involved4Federal agencies intend

to use the guidance contained in this document in their individual
and joint reviews of State and local government radiological emergency
response plans and preparedness, and of the plans and preparedness of
NRC facility licensees.

1/

The NRC Final Rule on Emergency Planning

In light of the President's Statement of December 7, 1979, the agency
responsibilities assigned on January 24, 1973 by the Office of Emergency
Preparedness, (and later reassigned on December 24, 1975 by the Federal
Preparedness Agency/GSA) are being revised and will be promulgated In the
near future by FEMA.
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B.

Background

(continued)

(45 FR 55402) of August 19, 1980 has an effective date of November 3,
1980.

This document is supportive of the NRC Final Rule and is

referenced therein.

This document is also supportive of the proposed

FEMA Rule concerning the review and approval of State and local
radiological emergency plans and preparedness, which at this writing
is in the process of revision as a result of comments received during
the public comment period.
NRC has now established a schedule for the implementation of the
"Minimum Staffing Requirements for NRC Licensees for Nuclear Power
Plant Emergencies' set forth in Table B-1,

(see II.B.5), and for

Appendix 2, "Meteorological Criteria for Emergency Preparedness
at Operating Nuclear Power Plants" (see Annex to Appendix 2).
C.

Scope
This document is concerned with accidents at fixed commercial nuclear
power reactors which might have impact on public health and safety.2/

2/

Many of the planning elements contained in this guide may be useful for
planners in the vicinity of test and research reactors, fuel processing
plants, or other facilities using or producing large quantities of radioactive material. None of the numerical values in this document need be
used for planning at such facilities. Similarly, while some planning
elements presented here may apply to transportation accidents involving
radioactive material, such accidents have unique characteristics which
warrant separate guidance. These accidents are not specifically covered
in this document and will be the subject of future guidance.
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C. Scope

(continued)

The guidance intended for use by NRC licensees and operators of
commercdal nuclear power reactors is based upon several existing
documents familiar to such operators:

first, NRC Regulatory Guide

1.101 (March 1977); second, NRC's letters of October.10, 1979 and
November 29, 1979 to its power reactor licensees; third, NRC's
final rule including the revised Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 and
fourth, NRC's NUREG-0610, *Draft Emergency Action Level Guidelines
for Nuclear Power Plants," September 1979, the revised version of
which is Appendix 1 to this document.
The guidance intended for use by State and local governments has
been drawn in large part from existing documents already familiar
to planners:

first, the NRC Guide and Checklist for the Development

and Evaluation of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency
Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities, NUREG 75/111
(1974) and Its Supplement No. 1 (March 1977); and second, guidance
on the planning basis contained in the Report of the NRC/EPA Task
Force on Emergency Planning, NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-016 (December
1978).

The Guide and Checklist, its supplement and the NRC/EPA

Task Force Report, were subjected to very broad State and local
government reviews prior to publication, in both draft and final
form.

NRC specifically endorsed the guidance contained in each

of these documents.

NRC's formal policy statement on the Emergency
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C. Scope

(continued)

Planning Zone concept was published in the Federal Register of
October 23j 1979, (44 FR 61123).

EPA's endorsement of the Emergency

Planning Zone concept was published in the Federal Register of
January 15, 1980 (45 FR 2893).
and Regulatory Guide 1.101.

This document supersedes NURES 75/1ll

As in the January, 1980 version of this

document, FEMA formally endorses this guidance concerning Emergency
Planning Zones and urges Its Immediate use by States and local governments
and by NRC licensed nuclear power plant operators.

Also included in this

document are some obvious lessons learned during and after the accident
at Three Mile Island.
elements:

The criteria put added emphasis on the following

Notification Methods and Procedures, Emergency Communications,

Public Education and Information, Emergency Facilities and Equipment,
Accident Assessment, and Exercises and Drills.

FEMA and NRC regard all

of the planning standards identified and contained herein as essential
for an adequate radiological emergency plan.
D. Planning Basis
1. Background
The NRC/EPA Task Force Report on Emergency Planning, "Planning Basis
for the Development of State and Local Government Radiological
Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power
Plants, NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-0165 provides a planning basis
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D.

Planning Basis

(continued)

for offsite emergency preparedness efforts considered necessary
and prudent for large power reactor facilities.

The NRC's policy

statement of October 23, 1979 (44 FR 61123), directs the NRC staff
to incorporate the guidance in the report into emergency preparedness
documents.

Additionally, the guidance in the NRC/EPA Task Force

Report on Emergency Planning is now reflected in the NRC Final
Rule on Emergency Planning.

FEMA has also concluded that the

guidance in NUREG-0396 should be used as the planning basis for
emergency preparedness around nuclear power facilities.
The overall objective of emergency response plans is to provide
dose savings (and in some cases immediate life saving) for a
spectrum of accidents that could produce offsite doses in excess
of Protective Action Guides (PAGs).3/' 4 /

No single specific

accident sequence should be isolated as the one for which to
plan because each accident could have different consequences,
both in nature and degree.

Further, the range of possible

selection for a planning basis is very large, starting with
a zero point of requiring no planning at all because significant
offsite radiological accident consequences are unlikely to occur,

3/

Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear
Incidents, EPA-520/1-75-001, September 1975, U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

4/

Accidental Radioactive Contamination of Human Food and Animal Feeds, U. S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (now U. S. Department of Health
and Human Services), 43 FR 58790 of December 15, 1978.
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Planning Basis

(continued)

to planning for the worst possible accident, regardless of
its extremely low likelihood.

The NRC/EPA Task Force did

not attempt to define a single accident sequence or even a
limited number of sequences.

Rather, it identified the bounds

of the parameters for which planning is recommended, based
upon knowledge of the potential consequences, timing, and
release characteristics of a spectrum of accidents.

Although

the selected planning basis is Independent of specific
accident sequences, a number of accident descriptions were
considered in the development of the guidance, including
the core melt accident release categories of the Reactor
Safety Study.
The most important guidance in the Report for planning officials
is the definition of the area over which planning for predetermined
actions should be carried out.
Information on the time frames of accidents is also important.
The time between the initial recognition at the nuclear facility
that a serious accident is in progress and the beginning of the
radioactive release to the surrounding environment is cr1tical
in determining the type of protective actions which are feasible.
Knowledge of the potential duration of release and the time
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D. Plannina Basis

(continued)

available before exposures are expected several miles offsite
is important in determining what specific instructions can be
given to the public.
A knowledge of kinds of radioactive materials potentially
released is necessary to decide the characteristics of
monitoring instrumentation, to develop tools for estimating
projected doses, and to identify the most important exposure
pathways.
The need for specification of areas for the major exposure
pathways is evident.

The location of the population for whom

protective measures may be needed, responsible authorities
who would carry out protective actions and the means of
communication to these authorities and to the population are
all dependent on the characteristics of the planning areas.
Emergency preparedness should be related to two predominant
exposure pathways.
a.

They are:

Plume exposure pathway -- The principal exposure sources
from this pathway are:

(a) whole body external exposure

to gamma radiation from the plume and from deposited
material; and (b) inhalation exposure from the passing
radioactive plume.

The duration of the release leading

to potential exposure could range from one-half hour to
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D.

Planning Basis
days.

(continued)
For the plume exposure pathway, shelter and/or

evacuation would likely be the principal immediate
protective actions to be recommended for the general
public.

When evacuation Is chosen as the preferred

protective measures initial evacuation of a 360§ area
around the facility is desirable out to a distance of
about two to five miles although initial efforts would,
of course, be in the general downwind direction.
concept is indicated in Figure 1.

This

The precise boundaries

of such evacuations and sectors evacuated at extended
downwind distances would be largely determined by political
boundaries and would not fit

the precise pattern of Figure 1.

The possible administration of the thyroid blocking agent,
potassium iodide, should also be considered. 5/

The U. S.

Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)

is preparing

guidance on the potassium iodide Issue which will be
considered by NRC and FEMA. The ability to best reduce
potential exposure under the specific conditions during
the course of an accident should determine the appropriate
response.
b.

Ingestion exposure pathway -- The principal exposure from
this pathway would be from ingestion of contaminated water
or foods such as milk, fresh vegetables or aquatic foodstuffs.

S/

Potassium Iodide as a Thyroid-Blocking Agent in a Radiation Emergency,
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (now U. S. Department
of Health and Human Services), 43 FR 58798 of December 15, 1978.
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(continued)

The duration of potential exposure could range in length
from hours to months.

For the ingestion exposure pathway,

the planning effort involves the identification of major
exposure pathways from contaminated food and water and the
associated control and interdiction points and methods.
The ingestion pathway exposures In general would represent
a longer term problem, although some early protective actions
to minimize subsequent contamination of milk or other supplies
should be initiated (e.g., remove cows from pasture and put
them on stored feed).
Separate guidance is provided for these two exposure pathways,
although emergency plans for a particular site will include
elements common to assessing or taking protective actions for
both pathways.
2. Emergency Planning Zones
With regard to the area over which planning efforts should be
carried out, OEmergency Planning Zonesm (EPZs) about each nuclear
facility must be defined both for the short term "plume exposure
pathway" and for the longer term "ingestion exposure pathways."
The Emergency Planning Zone concept is illustrated in Figure 1.
EPZs are defined as the areas for which planning is needed to
assure that prompt and effective actions can be taken to protect
the public in the event of an accident.

The criteria in' KUREG-

0396 are to be applied by the response organizations in these
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(continued)

zones as applicable.

The NRC/EPA Task Force Report on Emergency

Planning (NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-016) anticipates that State,
rather than local, response organizations will be principally
responsible for the planning associated with the ingestion
exposure pathway.
The choice of the size of the Emergency Planning Zones
represents a judgment on the extent of detailed planning which
must be performed to assure an adequate response base.

In a

particular emergency, protective actions might well be restricted
to a small part of the planning zones.

On the other hand, for

the worst possible accidents, protective actions would need to
be taken outside the planning zones.
The Task Force selected a radius of about 10 miles for the plume
exposure pathway and a radius of about 50 miles for the ingestion
exposure pathway, as shown in Figure I and in Table i.6 /
Although the radius for the EPZ implies a circular area, the
actual shape would depend upon the characteristics of a particular
site.

6/

These radii are applicable to light water nuclear power plants, rated
at 250 MWt or greater. The FEMA/NRC Steering Committee has concluded
that small water cooled power reactors (less than 250 MWt) and the
Fort St. Vrain gas cooled reactor may use a plume exposure emergency
planning zone of about 5 miles in radius and an ingestion pathway
emergency planning zone of about 30 miles in radius. In addition,
the requirements for the alerting and notification system (Appendix 3)
will be scaled on a case-by-case basis. This conclusion is based on
the lower potential hazard from these facilities (lower radionuclide
inventory and longer times to release significant amounts of activity
for many accident scenarios). The radionuclides considered in panning
should be the same as recommended in NUREG-0396/EPA-520/1-78-016.
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(continued)

The size (about 10 miles radius) of the plume exposure EPZ was
based primarily on the following considerations:
a. projected doses from the traditional design basis
accidents would not exceed Protective Action Guide
levels outside the zone;
b. projected doses from most core melt sequences would not
exceed Protective Action Guide levels outside the zone;
c. for the worst core melt sequences. immediate life threatening
doses would generally not occur outside the zone;
d. detailed planning within 10 miles would provide a
substantial base for expansion of response efforts
in the event that this proved necessary.
The NRC/EPA Task Force concluded that it would be unlikely that
any protective actions for the plume exposure pathway would be
required beyond the plume exposure EPZ.

Also, the plume exposure

EPZ is of sufficient size for actions within this zone to provide
for substantial reduction in early severe health effects (injuries
or deaths) in the event of a worst case core melt accident.
The size of the ingestion exposure EPZ (about 50 miles in radius,
which also includes the 10-mile radius plume exposure EPZ) was
selected because:
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(continued)

a. the downwind range within which contamination will
generally not exceed the Protective Action Guides
is limited to about 50 miles from a power plant because
of wind shifts during the release and travel periods;
b.

there may be conversion of atmospheric iodine (i.e;,
iodine suspended In the atmosphere for long time periods)
to chemical forms which do not readily enter the ingestion
pathway;

c. much of any particulate material in a radioactive plume
would have been deposited on the ground within about 50
miles from the facility; and
d.

the likelihood of exceeding ingestion pathway protective
action guide levels at 50 miles is comparable to the
likelihood of exceeding plume exposure pathway protective
action guide levels at 10 miles.

3.

Time Factors Associated with Releases
The range of times between the onset of accident conditions and
the start of a major release is of the order of one-half hour to
several hours.

The subsequent time period over which radioactive

material may be expected to be released is of the order of one-half
hour (short-term release) to a few days (continuous release).
Table 2 summarizes the guidance on the time of the release, which
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(continued)

has been used-in developing the criteria for notification capabilities
in Part 1I.

(Other reasons for requiring prompt notification capa-

bilities include faster moderate releases for which protective actions
are desirable and the need for substantial lead times to carry out
certain protective measures, such as evacuation, when this is indicated
by plant conditions.)
4.

Radiological Characteristics of Releases
Planners will need information on the characteristics of potential
radioactivity releases in order to specify the characteristics of
monitoring instrumentation,

develop decisional aids to estimate

projected doses, and identify critical exposure modes.
For atmospheric releases from nuclear power facilities, three
dominant exposure modes have been identified:

(a)whole body

(bone marrow) exposure from external gamma radiation and from
ingestion of radioactive material; (b) thyroid exposure from
inhalation or ingestion of radioiodines; and (c)exposure of
other organs (e.g., lung) from inhalation or ingestion of
radioactive materials.

Any of these exposure modes could

dominate (i.e., result in the largest exposures) depending
upon the relative quantities of various isotopes released.

7/ An interagency Task Force on Emergency Instrumentation (offsite) is now
preparing guidance on offsite radiation measurement systems, accident
assessment techniques, and the type and quantity of instruments needed
for the various exposure pathways. Federal agencies represented on the
Instrumentation Task Force include FEMA, NRC, EPA, HEW, and DOE.
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Radioactive materials produced in the operation of nuclear reactors
include fission products, transuranics and activation products
generated by neutron exposure of the structural and other
materials within and immediately around the reactor core.

The

fission products consist of a very large number of different
kinds of isotopes (nuclides), almost all of which are initially
radioactive.

The amounts of these fission products and their

potential for escape from their normal places of confinement
represent the dominant potential for consequences to the public.
Radioactive fission products exist in a variety of physical and
chemical forms of varied volatility.

Virtually all activation

products and transuranics exist as non-volatile solids.

The

characteristics of these materials show quite clearly that the
potential for releases to the environment decreases dramatically
in this order:

(a) gaseous materials; (b) volatile solids, and

(c) non-volatile solids.

For this reason, guidance for source

terms representing hypothetical fission product activity within
a nuclear power plant containment structure emphasizes the
development of plans relating to the release of noble gases
and/or volatiles such as iodine.

Consideration of particulate

materials, however, should not be completely neglected.

For

example, capability to determine the presence or absence of key
particulate radionuclides will be needed to identify requirements
for additional resources.

Table 3 provides a list of dominant

radionuclides for each exposure pathway.
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TABLE 1
GUIDANCE ON SIZE OF THE EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE
Critical Organ and
Exposure Pathway

Accident Phase

Whole Body (external)

Plume Exposure Pathway

EPZ Radius
about 10 mile radl Ius*

Thyroid (inhalation)
Other organs (inhalation)
Ingestion Pathway

*

Thyroid, whole body,
bone marrow (Ingestion)

about 50 mile radl luus**

Judgment should be used in adopting this distance based upon considerations
of local conditions such as demography, topography, land characteristics,
access routes, and local jurisdictional boundaries.

**Processing plants for milk produced within the EPZ should be included in
emergency response plans regardless of their location.
CE

TABLE 2
GUIDANCE ON INITIATION AND DURATION OF RELEASE
Time from the initiating event to start
of atmospheric release

0.5 hours to one day

Time period over which radioactive material
may be continuously released

0.5 hours to several days

Time at which major portion of release
may occur

0.5 hours to 1 day after
start of release

Travel time for release to exposure point
(time after release)

5 miles -- 0.5 to 2 hours
10 miles - I to 4 hours
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Table 3
RADIONUCLIDES WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO DOMINANT EXPOSURE MODES

Radionuclides with Significant
Contribution to Thyroid Exposure
Radionuclide

Half Life
(days)

Radionuclides with Significant
Contribution to Whole Body Exposure
Radionuclide

Half Life
(days)

Radionuclides with Significant
Contribution to Lung Exposure*
(Lung only controlling when
thyroid dose is reduced by iodine
blocking or there is a long delay
prior to releases).
Radionucilde

Half Life
(days)

1-131

8.05

1-131

8.05

0.0958

Te-132

3.25

I-132

0.0958

1-133

0.875

Xe-133

5.28

1-133

0.875

1-134

0.0366

1-133

0.875

1-134

0.0366

1-135

0.280

Xe-135

0.384

I-135

0.280

Te-132

3.25

1-135

0.280

Cs-l34

750

Cs-734

750

1-131

8.05

1-132

0.117

Kr-88

Kr-88

0.117

Cs-i 37

11,000

Cs-137

11,000

Ru- 106

365

Te-l32
Ce-144

O *Derived from the more probable Reactor Safety Study Zore melt categories and from postulated design basis
0
0D accident releases.

r-3

3.25
284
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E. Contiguous-Jurisdiction Governmental Emergency Planning
The concept of Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) necessarily implies
mutually supportive emergency planning and preparedness arrangements
by several levels of government:

Federal,, State and local governments,

including counties, townships and even villages.

For the purposes

of this document, it is not necessary to outline the varied governmental
and jurisdictional situations that can and do exist throughout the
United States, nor Is it

necessary to describe in detail the varied

emergency planning and preparedness mechanisms that can be developed
among these governmental entities.
It would be useful to offer several generally representative governmental-jurisdictional situations relating to the Emergency Planning
Zone concept.

There are obvious permutations and combinations of

these situations, but these are examples of what is desirable in
terms of cross-jurisdictional emergency planning.

The important point

is that integrated emergency planning will benefit all of the
communities within the Emergency Planning Zones.
Example No. 1

Local Government Jurisdictions Within the Plume
Exposure Pathway (10 miles) Emergency Planning Zone
A variety of local government jurisdictions may be found
within the 10-mile plume exposure pathway Emergency
Planning Zone (EPZ).

In some situations several

county-level governments and municipal or township
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E. Contiguous-Jurisdiction Governmental Emergency Planning

(continued)

governments will have jurisdictional authority within
the EPZ and these separate governmental entities
will control their own emergency response organizations
and resources.

In multi-jurlsdictional situations

like this, an integrated multi-county level emergency
response plan is preferable.

The response organiza-

tions and resources of municipal or township governments
can be integrated -- by mutual agreement -- into the
overall multi-county emergency response plan.
In other situations, a municipal or township government
might have a larger emergency response organization
than its parent county.

Under these circumstances, the

municipality or township government might be mutually
designated the 'leads emergency planning and response
organization, incorporating the resources available to
the county in the overall emergency plan.
Local government plans and response mechanisms are
particularly important for the 10-mile EPZ.

This is

because relatively shorter times may be available to
Implement immediate protective measures associated
with the plume exposure pathway (sheltering, thyroid
blocking, evacuation), as opposed to the generally
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E. Contiguous-Jurisdiction Governmental Emergency Planning

(continued)

longer times available for implementing protective
measures for the ingestion exposure pathway.

State

government resources may be too far away from the
involved local jurisdictions to be of much immediate
.help for a plume exposure problem in the early hours
of an accident.

Local government emergency plans

should be made a part of the State emergency plan.

Example No. 2

Local Government Within the Plume Exposure Pathway
(10-mile) Emergency Planning Zone Whose Boundaries
Are Also a State Boundary
This situation will normally be found where the nuclear
facility is situated on a river which forms a boundary
between States and local governments.

In this case, the

fact that a State boundary is now involved within the
EPZ makes it necessary to have contiguous State emergency
planning within the EPZ, involving cooperative planning
at a higher level of government.

This should not

preclude cooperative planning between adjacent counties,
municipalities or townships located in different States.

Example No. 3

State vs. Local Government Emergency Planning Within
the Ingestion Exposure Pathway (50-mile) Emergency
Planning Zone
The 50-mile EPZ for the ingestion (agricultural products
consumption) exposure pathway may encompass one or
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E. Contiguous-Jurisdiction Governmental Emergency Planning

(continued)

several States, as well as many local government,
municipal or township jurisdictions.

Planning for

the implementing of protective measures associated
with the ingestion exposure pathway is best handled
by the State governments, with support from local
governments, particularly at the county level, with
backup from the Federal Government.

This is because

the involved areas could be quite large, crossing many
jurisdictional boundaries and involving the use of
relatively sophisticated radiological analysis
equipment generally found only at State and Federal
Government levels.

Further, the time available to

implement protective measures associated with the
ingestion exposure pathway is generally greater
than the time available to implement protective
measures associated with the plume exposure pathway.
The State, with support from the Federal Government,
should be able to respond quickly enough to implement
any desirable protective measures for the ingestion
exposure pathway.
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E. Contiguous-Jurisdiction Governmental Emergency Planning
Example No. 4

(continued)

State and Local Government Jurisdictions Near An
International Boundary
At present, the only U. S. situations involving
emergency planning considerations across an international boundary involve Canada.

Both the U. S.

and Canada have nuclear facilities near their common
borders.

Mutual emergency planning with Canada is

desirable and the NRC and FEMA are pursuing this
matter through appropriate channels.
F. Integrated Guidance and Criteria
NRC and FEMA have deliberately consolidated in this document guidance
intended for use by State and local governments and that intenced to
guide the emergency planning and preparedness activities of NRC licensees
because of a shared belief that an integrated approach to the development
of response plans to radiological hazards is most likely to provide the
best protection of the health and safety of the public.

NRC and

FEMA recognize that plans of licensees, State and local governments
should not be developed in a vacuum or in isolation from one
another.

Should an accident occur, the public can be best protected

when the response by all parties is fully integrated.

Each party

involved must have a clear understanding of what the overall level
of preparedness must be and what role it will play in the event of
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F.

Integrated Guidance and Criteria
a nuclear accident.

(continued)

This understanding can be achieved best if

there is an integrated development and evaluation of plans.

There

must also be an acceptance by the parties and a clear recognition
of the responsibility they share for safeguarding public health
and safety.
Although the guidance indicates that the criteria are appliable to
one or more specific organizations, the intention throughout has been
to provide for an adequate state of emergency preparedness around
the facility.

If weaknesses in one organization are identified, but

compensated for in another organization, the reviewers can still find
that an adequate state of emergency preparedness exists.
This consolidated guidance should also allow the parties to recognize
and understand each other's capabilities, responsibilities and
obligations.

The guidance makes clear which party has responsibility

for which essential element.

In many cases, the NRC licensee, -the

State and the local governments are all called upon to produce
material for the same essential element.

The consolidated guidance

will allow reviewers to do a more thorough analysis and to probe
the relationship of one plan with another.

This document has been

designed to assist reviewers in their work.
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G. Funding and Technical Assistance
While funding and technical assistance are not addressed in this
document, it

is a subject which must be discussed between the

individual nuclear utilities and the involved State and local
governments who must prepare emergency plans to support the nuclear
facilities.

The nuclear utility may have an incentive based on

its own self interest as well as its responsibility to provide
electric power, to assist in providing manpower, items of equipment,
or other resources that the State and local governments may need
but are themselves unable to provide.

The Federal Regional Assistance

Committees, now under the chairmanship of FEMA, will play an
increasing role in the development of these plans.

Training

programs for State and local officials formerly sponsored by NRC
and now sponsored by FEMA will continue without interruption.
H.

Nuclear Facility Licensee Response Organization
NRC and FEMA agree that the licensees of nuclear facilities have a
primary responsibility for planning and implementing emergency
measures within their site boundaries.

These emergency measures

include corrective actions at the site and protective measures and
aid for persons onsite.

Since facility licensees cannot do this

alone, it is a necessary part of the facility emergency planning to
make advance arrangements with State and local organizations for
special emergency assistance such as ambulance, medical, hospital,
fire and police services.
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Nuclear Facility Licensee Response Organization

(continued)

An additional emergency activity for which facility licensees have
primary responsibility is accident assessment.

This includes prompt

action to evaluate any potential risk to the public health and safety,
both onsite and offsite, and timely recommendations to State and local
governments concerning protective measures.

In some situations,

there could be a need for protective measures within short time
intervals -- a half-hour or perhaps even less -- after determination
that a hazard exists.

For this reason, licensee emergency planners

must recognize the importance of prompt accident assessment at the
source.

The criteria in this document reflect the identification

and classification of accidents and the notification of offsite
agencies by the facility licensee consistent with NRC rules as set
forth in Appendix 1.
Emphasis on inplant identification of potential hazards is a change
from the previous emphasis in many licensee response plans on measurement
of actual levels of radioactivity before notifications of offsite
organizations are made and actions to protect the public recommended.
Because of the potential need to take immediate action offsite in
the event of a significant radiological accident, notifications to
appropriate offsite response organizations (State or States and local
government organizations) must go directly from the facility licensee.
The response organizations which receive these notifications should
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(continued)

have the authority and capability to take immediate predetermined
actions based on recommendations from the facility licensee.

These

actions could include prompt notification of the public in the offsite
area, followed by advisories to the public in certain areas to stay
inside (take shelter) or, if
relocation or host areas.

appropriate, evacuate to predetermined
State agencies, which are likely to have

greater radioprotective resources than local-agencies, would bring
their resources to bear and make decisions with regard to whether
the recommended protective measures are adequate.
In the longer time frame, substantial corporate and private sector
organization resources should also supplement the initial response
of the nuclear facility licensee.

A facility licensee organization

is therefore required to have a "recovery organization" similar to the
one recommended by the Atomic Industrial Forum, which can use and
absorb Federal and private support which in all likelihood will be
available following any radiological accident.
I. Federal Response
The Department of Energy's current Radiological Assistance Program (RAP),
the Federal Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan (IRAP), other
radiological emergency assistance plans, and DOE's National Laboratories
capabilities as well as those of the U. S. Environmental Protection
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I. Federal Response

(continued)

Agency and the Department of Health and Human Services and other Federal
capability, are being incorporated in a Federal Radiological Monitoring
and Assessment Plan.

Response plans should contain provisions for

integration of this important Federal assistance.
The facility licensee must make provisions for an NRC presence onsite
following an accident and for supplying information to and receiving
advisories from NRC regional or headquarters operations centers.

In

addition, the plan should provide for communication between State
authorities, NRC and FEMA.
The interrelationships of the Federal agencies and their roles during
a radiological emergency will be defined in a National Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Plan now being developed by FEMA, and in an
NRC agency plan.

These plans will be compatible with State, local and

licensee plans developed using the "Planning Standards" of this guidance
and criteria document.
J. Form and Content of Plans
The criteria in this document are organized under the topic headings
of NUREG-75/111 (the principal previous NRC guidance to State and
local response organizations) wherever possible.

That format may

be followed by planners.
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(continued)

The guidance does not specify a single format for emergency response
plans but it

is important that the means by which all criteria are

met be clearly set forth in the plans.

All plans should contain a

table of contents, and a cross-reference to the criteria contained
In this document is also needed.

Applicable supporting and

reference documents and tables may be incorporated by reference, and
appendices should be used whenever necessary.
kept as concise as possible.

Thd plans should be

The average plan should consist of

perhaps hundreds of pages, not thousands.

The plans should make

clear what is to be done in an emergency, how it

is to be done and

by whom.
In addition to addressing the substance of all criteria, the plans
must, of course, define the facility or facilities and area to which
the plans apply.

The plans should include definitions of any terms

that are unique to the facility under consideration or are given
connotations that differ from normally accepted usage.
Findings by FEMA and NRC with regard to the adequacy of emergency
preparedness will be related to the capability of the facility
licensee, State and local response organizations, to respond in
a coordinated manner to emergencies at or related to particular
nuclear facilities.
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(continued)

A continued state of readiness must be maintained by all organizations.

Periodic reviews by FEMA and NRC will verify the capability

of response organizations to implement various aspects of the response
plans.

This will include observation of exercises and certain drills

by NRC, FEMA and other Federal agencies participating in the Regional
Assistance Committees.
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Planning Standards and Evaluation Criteria
A. Assignment of Responsibility (Organization Control)
Planning Standard
Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear facility
licensee, and by State and local organizations within the Emergency Planning
Zones have been assigned, the emergency responsibilities of the various
supporting organizations have been specifically established, and each principal
response organization has staff to respond and to augment its initial
response on a continuous basis.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

l.a. Each plan shall identify the State,
local, Federal and private sector organizations (including utilities), that are
intended to be part of the overall response
organization for Emergency Planning Zones.
(See Appendix 5).

X

X

X

b. Each organization and suborganization
having an operational role shall specify
its concept of operations, and its relationship to the total effort.

X

X

X

c. Each plan shall illustrate these
interrelationships in a block diagram.

X

X

X

d. Each organization shall identify
a specific individual by title who shall
be in charge of the emergency response.

X

X

X
I

e. Each organization shall provide
for 24-hour per day emergency response,
including 24-hour per day manning of
communications links.

X

X

X
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Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

2.a. Each organization shall specify the
functions and responsibilities for major
elements and key individuals by title, of
emergency response, including the following:
Command and Control, Alerting and Notification, Communications, Public Information,
Accident Assessment, Public Health and
Sanitation, Social Services, Fire and
Rescue, Traffic Control, Emergency Medical
Services, Law Enforcement, Transportation,
Protective Response (including authority
to request Federal assistance and to
initiate other protective actions), and
Radiological Exposure Control. The
description of these functions shall
include a clear and concise summary such
as a table of primary and support
responsibilities using the agency as
one axis, and the function as the other.
(See Section B for licensee).

X

X

b. Each plan shall contain (by reference
to specific acts, codes or statutes) the
legal basis for such authorities.

X

X

X

X

3. Each plan shall include written agreements referring to the concept of operations
developed between Federal, State, and local
agencies and other support organizations
having an emergency response role within
the Emergency Planning Zones. The agreements shall identify the emergency measures
to be provided and the mutually acceptable
criteria for their implementation, and
specify the arrangements for exchange of
information. These agreements may be
provided in an appendix to the plan or
the plan itself may contain descriptions
of these matters and a signature page in
the plan may serve to verify the agreements.
The signature page format is appropriate
for organizations where response functions
are covered by laws, regulations or executive
orders where separate written agreements
are not necessary.

X
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A.

Assignment of Responsibility (Organization Control)

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

4. Each principal organization shall be capable
of continuous (24-hour) operations for a
protracted period. The individual in the
principal organization who will be responsible
for assuring Continuity of resources
(technical, administrative, and material)
shall be specified by title.

(continued)

Licensee

State

Local

x

x

x

I
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B. Onsite Emersency Organization
Planning Standard
On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response are
unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident
response In key functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation
of response capabilities is available, and the interfaces among various onsite
response activities and offsite support and response activities are specified.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

1. Each licensee shall specify the onsite
emergency organization of plant staff personnel
for all shifts and Its relation to the
responsibilities and duties of the normal
staff complement.

X

2. Each licensee shall designate an
Individual as emergency coordinator who shall
be on shift at all times and who shall have
the authority and responsibility to immediately
and unilaterally initiate any emergency
actions, including providing protective
action recomnendations to authorities
responsible for implementing offsite
emergency measures.

X

3. Each licensee shall identify a line of
succession for the emergency coordinator
position and identify the specific conditions
for higher level utility officials assuming
this function.

X

State

Local
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B. Onsite Emergency Organization

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

4. Each licensee shall establish the functional
responsibilities assigned to the emergency
coordinator and shall clearly specify which
responsibilities may not be delegated to
other elements of the emergency organization.
Among the responsibilities which may not be
delegated shall be the decision to notify and
to recommend protective actions to authorities
responsible for offsite emergency measures.

X

5. Each licensee shall specify the positions
or title and major tasks to be performed by
the persons to be assigned to the functional
areas of emergency activity. For emergency
situations, specific assignments shall be
made for all shifts and for plant staff
members, both onsite and away from the site.
These assignments shall cover the emergency
functions in Table B-1 entitled, "M inimum
Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power Plant
Emergencies." The minimum on-shift staffing
levels shall be as indicated in Table B-1.
The licensee must be able to augment on-shift
capabilities within a short period after
declaration of an emergency. This capability
shall be as indicated in Table B-1. The
implementation schedule for licensed operators,
auxiliary operators and the shift technical
advisor on shift shall be as specified in the
July 31, 1980 letter to all power reactor
licensees. Any deficiencies in the other
staffing requirements of Table B-l must be
capable of augmentation within 30 minutes
by September 1, 1981, and such deficiencies
must be fully removed by July 1, 1982.

X

State

Local

IN
.
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B. Onsite Emergency Organization

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
6. Each licensee shall specify the interfaces
between and among the onsite functional areas
of emergency activity, licensee headquarters
support, local services support, and State and
local government response organization. This
shall be illustrated in a block diagram and
shall include the onsite technical support
center and the operational support (assembly)
center and the licensee's near-site Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF).

X

7. Each licensee shall specify the corporate
management, administrative, and technical
support personnel who will augment the
plant staff as specified in the table
entitled OMinimum Staffing Requirements
for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies,"
(Table B-1) and in the following areas:

X

a. logistics support for emergency personnel,
e.g., transportation, communications,
temporary quarters, food and water,
sanitary facilities in the field, and
special equipment and supplies
procurement;

X

b. technical support for planning and
reentry/recovery operations;

X

c. management level interface with governmental authorities; and

X

d. release of information to news media during
an emergency (coordinated with governmental
authorities).

X

8. Each licensee shall specify the contractor
and private organizations who may be requested
to provide technical assistance to and
augmentation of the emergency organization.

X

State

Local
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Table B-i
MINIMUM STAFFING REQUIREMENTS FOR NRC LICENSEES
-MR-NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EMERGENCIES . (See B.5.)

Najor Functional Area

Location

Mbaor Tasks

Position Title
or Expertise

Plant Operations and
Assessment of
Operational Aspects

Shift Supervisor (SRO)
Shift Foreman (SRO)
Control Room Operators
Auxiliary Operators

Emergency Direction and
Control (Emergency
Coordinator)**

Shift Technical Advisor,
Shift Supervisor or
designated facility
manager

Notification/
Communicationr***

Notify licensee, State
local and Federal
personnel & maintain
communication

Radiological Accident
Assessment and Support
of Operational Accident
Assessment

Emergency Operations
Senior Manager
Facility (EOF) Director
Offsite Cose
Senior Health Physics
Assessment
(HP) Expertise
Offsite Surveys
Onsite (out-of-plant)
In-plant surveys
Chemistry/Radiochemistry

Plant System
Engineering, Repair
and Corrective Actions

Technical Support

Repair and Corrective
Actions

C=D

Capability for Additions
30 nun
60 min

On
Shift*

I
1
2
2

__

1

1

1
1

HP Technicians
Rad/Chem Technicians

1
1

Shift Technical Advisor
Core/Thermal Hydraulics
Electrical
Mechanical

I

Mechanical Maintenance/
Rad Waste Operator
Electrical Malntenance/
Instrument and Control
(I&CI Technician

1**

2
1
1

2
1
1
1

1
I

I

1

1**

1

v.{

to

2

4 k

..

I
I
I
__

W
4

# he

Table B-i

Maor Functional Arpa
Protective Actions
(In-Plant)

On

Position Title
or Exnertise

Maior Tasks
Radiation Protection:

(contd)

Shift*

Capability for Additions
30 min
60 min
2

HP Technicians

2

a. Access Control
b. HP Coverage for repair,
corrective actions,
search and rescue firstaid & firefighting
c. Personnel monitoring
d. Dosimetry
Fire Brigade
per Technical
Specifications

Firefighting

Local Support

Rescue Operations
and First-Aid
Site Access Control
and Personnel
Accountability

Local Support

Security, firefighting
communications, personnel
accountability

Security Personnel
Total

All per
Security plan
10

11

15

Notes:
*
For each unaffected nuclear unit in operation, maintain at least one shift foreman, one control room operator and
one auxiliary operator except that units sharing a control room may share a shift foreman if all functions are
covered.
**

May be provided by shift personnel assigned other functions.

*** Overall direction of facility response to be assumed by EOF director when all centers are fully manned. Director
of minute-to-minute facility operations remains with s-nior manager in technical support center or control room.
**** May be performed by engineering aide to shift supervisor.
Co
co

0D
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B. Onsite Emergency Organization
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(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

9. Each licensee shall identify the services
to be provided by local agencies for handling
emergencies, e.g., police, ambulance, medical,
hospital, and fire-fighting organizations
shall be specified. The licensee shall
provide for transportation and treatment
of injured personnel who may also be
contaminated. Copies of the arrangements
and agreements reached with contractor,
private, and local support agencies shall
be appended to the plan. The agreements
shall delineate the authorities, responsibilities, and limits on the actions of
the contractor, private organization, and
local services support groups.

State

Local

X

000793
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C.

Emergency Response Support and Resources
Planning Standard

Arrangements for requesting and effectively using assistance resources
have been made, arrangements to accommodate State and local staff at the
licensee's near-site Emergency Operations Facility have been made, and
other organizations capable of augmenting the planned response have been
identified.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

a. specific persons by title authorized
to request Federal assistance; see
A.l.d., A.2.a. .

X

X

b. specific Federal resources expected,
including expected times of arrival
at specific nuclear facility sites;
and

X

X

c. specific licensee, State and local
resources available to support the
Federal response, e.g., air fields,
command posts, telephone lines,
radio frequencies and telecommunications centers.

X

X

Local

1. The Federal government maintains in-depth
capability to assist licensees, States and
local governments through the Federal
Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan
(formerly Radiological Assistance Plan (RAP)
and Interagency Radiological Assistance
Plan (IRAP). Each State and licensee
shall make provisions for incorporating
the Federal response capability into its
operation plan, including the following:

X

000794

I
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C. Emergency Response Support and Resources
Evaluation Criteria

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

2.a. Each principal offsite organization
may dispatch representatives to the licensee's
near-site Emergency Operations Facility.
(State technical analysis representatives
at the nearsite EOF are preferred.)

State

Local

x

X

b. The licensee shall prepare for the
dispatch of a representative to principal
offsite governmental emergency operations
centers.

X

3. Each organization shall identify radiological laboratories and their general
capabilities and expected availability
to provide radiological monitoring and
analyses services which can be used in an
emergency.

X

X

4. Each organization shall identify nuclear
and other facilities, organizations or
individuals which can be relied upon in an
emergency to provide assistance. Such
assistance shall be identified and supported
by appropriate letters of agreement.

X

X

_

X

000795
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D. Emergency Classification System
Planning Standard
A standard emergency classification and action level scheme, the bases
of which include facility system and effluent parameters, is in use by the
nuclear facility licensee, and State and local response plans call for reliance
on information provided by facility licensees for determinations of minimum
initial offsite response measures.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

3. Each State and local organization shall
establish an emergency classification and
emergency action level scheme consistent
with that established by the facility
licensee.

X

X

4. Each State and local organization should
have procedures in place that provide for
emergency actions to be taken which are
consistent with the emergency actions
recommended by the nuclear facility
licensee, taking into account local
offsite conditions that exist at the
time of the emergency.

X

X

1. An emergency classification and emergency
action level scheme as set forth in Appendix 1
must be established by the licensee. The
specific instruments, parameters or equipment
status shall be shown for establishing each
emergency class, in the in-plant emergency
procedures. The plan shall identify the
parameter values and equipment status for
each emergency class.

X

2. The initiating conditions shall include
the example conditions found in Appendix 1
and all postulated accidents in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the
nuclear facility.

X

000796
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E. Notification Methods and Procedures
Planning Standard
Procedures have been established for notification, by the licensee of
State and local response organizations and for notification of emergency personnel
by all response organizations; the content of initial and followup messages to
response organizations and the public has been established; and means to provide
early notification and clear instruction to the populace within the plume exposure
pathway Emergency Planning Zone have been established.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

1. Each organization shall establish procedures
which describe mutually agreeable bases for
notification of response organizations consistent
with the emergency classification and action
level scheme set forth in Appendix 1. These
procedures shall include means for verification
of messages. The specific details of verification need not be included in the plan.

X

X

X

2. Each organization shall establish procedures for alerting, notifying, and mobilizing
emergency response personnel.

X

X

X

3. The licensee in conjunction with State
and local organizations shall establish the
contents of the initial emergency messages
to be sent from the plant. These measures
shall contain information about the class
of emergency, whether a release is taking
place, potentially affected population and
areas, and whether protective measures
may be necessary.

X

.7

000797
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E. Notification Methods and Procedures

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
4. Each licensee shall make provisions
for followup messages from the facility to
offsite authorities which shall contain the
following Infomation if it is known and
appropriate:

X

a. location of Incident and name and
telephone number (or communications
channel identification) of caller;

X

b.

date/time of incident;

X

c.

class of emergency;

X

d. type of actual or projected release
(airborne, waterborne, surface spill),
and estimated duration/impact times;
e.

X

chemical
material,
relative
of noble

and physical form of released
including estimates of the
quantities and concentration
gases, iodines and particulates;

X

9. meteorological conditions at appropriate
levels (wind speed, direction (to and
from), indicator of stability, precipitation, if any);

X

h.

1.

Local

X

estimate of quantity of radioactive
material released or being released and
the points and height of releases;

f.

State

actual or projected dose rates at site
boundary; projected integrated dose
at site boundary;

X

projected dose rates and integrated dose
at the projected peak and at 2, 5 and
10 miles, including sector(s) affected;

X

000798
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E. Notification Methods and Procedures

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
J. estimate of any surface radioactive
contamination inplant, onsite or offsite;

X

k. licensee emergency response actions
underway;

X

1. recommended emergency actions, including
protective measures;

x

m. request for any needed onsite support by
offsite organizations; and

X

n. prognosis for worsening or termination
of event based on plant information.

X

5. State and local government organizations
shall establish a system for disseminating to
the public appropriate information contained
in initial and followup messages received from
the licensee including the appropriate notification to appropriate broadcast media, e.g.,
the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS).
6. Each organization shall establish administrative and physical means, and the time
required for notifying and providing prompt
instructions to the public within the plume
exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone.
(See Appendix 3.) It shall be the licensee's
responsibility to demonstrate that such
means exist, regardless of who implements
this requirement. It shall be the responsibility of the State and local governments
to activate such a system.

X

State

Local

X

X

X

X

000799
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E. Notification Methods and Procedures

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

7. Each organization shall provide written
messages intended for the public, consistent
with the licensee's classification scheme.
In particular, draft messages to the public
giving instructions with regard to specific
protective actions to be taken by occupants
of affected areas shall be prepared and included
as part of the State and local plans. Such
messages should include the appropriate
aspects of sheltering, ad hoc respiratory
protection, e.g., handkerchief over mouth,
thyroid blocking or evacuation. The role
of the licensee is to provide supporting
information for the messages. For ad hoc
respiratory protection see "Respiratory
Protective Devices Manual" American
Industrial Hygiene Association, 1963
pp. 123-126.

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

x

x

x

000o0o0
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F. Emergency Communications
Planning Standard
Provisions exist for prompt communications among principal response
organizations to emergency personnel and to the public.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

X

X

X

b. provision for communications with
continguous State/local governments
within the Emergency Planning Zones;

.__

X

x___

X

c. provision for communications as needed
with Federal emergency response
organizations;

X

X

X-

d. provision for communications between
the nuclear facility and the licensee's
near-site Emergency Operations Facility,
State and local emergency operations
centers, and radiological monitoring
teams;

X

X

X

e. provision for alerting or activating
emergency personnel in each response
organization; and

x

X

X

1. The communication plans for emergencies
shall include organizational titles and
alternates for both ends of the communication
links. Each organization shall establish
reliable primary and backup means of communication for licensees, local, and State response
organizations. Such systems should be
selected to be compatible with one another.
Each plan shall include:
a.

provision for 24-hour per day notification
to and activation of the State/local emergency response network; and at a minimum, a
telephone link and alternate, including 24hour per day manning of communications links
that initiate emergency response actions.

000801
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F.

Emergency Communications

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

f. provision for communication by the
licensee with NRC headquarters and
NRC Regional Office Emersency Operations
Centers and the licensee s near-site
Emergency Operations Facility and
radiological monitoring team assembly
area.

X

2. Each organization shall ensure that
a coordinated communication link for fixed
and mobile medical support facilities
exists.

X

X

X

3. Each organization shall conduct periodic
testing of the entire emergency communications system (see evaluation criteria H.10,
N.2.a and Appendix 3).

X

X

X

000802
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Public Education and Information
Planning Standard

Information Is made available to the public on a periodic basis on how
they will be notified and what their initial actions should be in an emergency
(e.g., listening to a local broadcast station and remaining indoors), the principal
points of contact with the news media for dissemination of information during
an emergency (including the physical location or locations) are established
in advance, and procedures for coordinated dissemination of information to the
public are established.
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

1. Each organization shall provide a coordinated
periodic (at least annually) dissemination of
information to the public regarding how they will
be notified and what their actions should be in
an emergency. This information shall include,
but not necessarily be limited to:

Licensee

State

Local

x

x

x

a. educational information on radiation;
b. contact for additional information;
c. protective measures, e.g., evacuation
routes and relocation centers,
sheltering, respiratory protection,
radioprotective drugs; and
d. special needs of the handicapped.
Means for accomplishing this dissemination may
include, but are not necessarily limited to:
Information in the telephone book; periodic
information in utility bills; posting in public
areas; and publications distributed on an
annual basis.

00080.3
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G. Public Education and Information

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee

State

Local

2. The public information program shall provide
the permanent and transient adult population
within the plume exposure EPZ an adequate
opportunity to become aware of the information
annually. The programs should include
provision for written material that is likely
to be available in a residence during an
emergency. Updated information shall be
disseminated at least annually. Signs or
other measures (e.g., decals, posted notices
or other means, placed in hotels, motels,
gasoline stations and phone booths) shall
also be used to disseminate to any transient
population within the plume exposure pathway
EPZ appropriate information that would be
helpful if an emergency or accident occurs.
Such notices should refer the transient to
the telephone directory or other source of
local emergency information and guide the
visitor to appropriate radio and television
frequencies.

X

x

X

3.a. Each principal organization shall
designate the points of contact and physical
locations for use by news media during
an emergency.

x

X

X

b. Each licensee shall provide space
which may be used for a limited number of
the news media at the nearsite Emergency
Operations Facility.

X

4.a. Each principal organization shall
designate a spokesperson who should have
access to all necessary information.

X

x

X

b. Each organization shall establish
arrangements for timely exchange of information among designated spokespersons.

X

X

X

c. Each organization shall establish
coordinated arrangements for dealing with
rumors.

X

X

x

000804
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G. Public Education and Information

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

5. Each organization shall conduct coordinated
programs at least annually to acquaint news media
with the emergency plans, information concerning
radiation, and points of contact for release
of public information in an emergency.

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

x

x

x
,

000805
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H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment
Planning Standard
Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support the emergency
response are provided and maintained.
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
1. Each licensee shall establish a Technical
Support Center and an onsite operations
support center (assembly area) in accordance
with NUREG-0696, Revision 1.

x

2. Each licensee shall establish an
Emergency Operations Facility from which
evaluation and coordination of all
licensee activities related to an
emergency is to be carried out and
from which the licensee shall provide
information to Federal, State and
local authorities responding to
radiological emergencies in accordance
with NUREG-0696, Revision 1.

x

3. Each organization shall establish
an emergency operations center for use
in directing and controlling response
functions.
4. Each organization shall provide for
timely activation and staffing of the
facilities and centers described in the
plan.

x

State

Local

x

x

x

x

000806
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H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
5. Each licensee shall Identify and establish
onsite monitoring systems that are to be used
to initiate emergency measures in accordance
with Appendix 1, as well as those to be used
for conducting assessment.

State

Local

X

The equipment shall include:
a. geophysical phenomena monitors, (e.g.,
meteorological, hydrologic, seismic);

X

b. radiological monitors, (e.g., process,
area, emergency, effluent, wound and
portable monitors and sampling equipment);

X

c. process monitors, (e.g., reactor coolant
system pressure and temperature, containment pressure and temperature, liquid
levels, flow rates, status or lineup of
equipment components); and

X

d.

X

fire and combustion products detectors.

6. Each licensee shall make provision to
acquire data from or for emergency access
to offsite monitoring and analysis equipment
including:
a. geophysical phenomena monitors, (e.g.,
meteorological, hydrologic, seismic);

X

b. radiological monitors including ratemeters
and sampling devices. Dosimetry shall be
provided and shall meet, as a minimum, the
NRC Radiological Assessment Branch Technical
Position for the Environmental Radiological
Monitoring Program; and

X

c.

X

laboratory facilities, fixed or mobile.

000807
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H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

7. Each organization, where appropriate, shall
provide for offsite radiological monitoring
equipment in the vicinity of the nuclear
facility.

X

X

X

8. Each licensee shall provide meteorological instrumentation and procedures which
satisfy the criteria in Appendix 2, and
provisions to obtain representative current
meteorological information from other
sources.

X

9. Each licensee shall provide for an
onsite operations support center (assembly
area) which shall have adequate capacity,
and supplies, including, for example,
respiratory protection, protective clothing,
portable lighting, portable radiation
monitoring equipment, cameras and
communications equipment for personnel
present in the assembly area.

X

10. Each organization shall make provisions
to inspect, inventory and operationally
check emergency equipment/instruments at
least once each calendar quarter and after
each use. There shall be sufficient
reserves of instruments/equipment to
replace those which are removed from
emergency kits for calibration or repair.
Calibration-of equipment shall be at
intervals recommended by the supplier
of the equipment.

.X

X

X

11. Each plan shall, in an appendix,
include identification of emergency kits
by general category (protective equipment,
communications equipment, radiological
monitoring equipment and emergency
supplies).

X

X '

X

000808
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H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

Evaluation Criteria
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(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

12. Each organization shall establish a
central point (preferably associated with
the licensee's near-site Emergency
Operations Facility), for the receipt
and analysis of all field monitoring
data and coordination of sample media.

State

Local

V

x

x

x

t
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I. Accident Assessment
Planning Standard
Adequate methods, systems and equipment for assessing and monitoring actual
or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition are in use.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

1. Each licensee shall identify plant system
and effluent parameter values characteristic
of a spectrum of off-normal conditions and
accidents, and shall identify the plant
parameter values or other information which
correspond to the example initiating
conditions of Appendix 1. Such parameter
values and the corresponding emergency
class shall be included in the appropriate
facility emergency procedures. Facility
emergency procedures shall specify the
kinds of instruments being used and
their capabilities.

X

2. Onsite capability and resources to
provide initial values and continuing
assessment throughout the course of an
accident shall include post-accident
sampling capability, radiation and
effluent monitors, in-plant iodine
instrumentation, and containment
radiation monitoring in accordance
with NUREG-0578, as elaborated in the
NRC letter to all power reactor
licensees dated October 30, 1979.

X

State

Local

3. Each licensee shall establish
methods and techniques to be used for
determining:
a. the source term of releases of radioactive material within plant systems.
An example is the relationship between
the containment radiation monitor(s)
reading(s) and radioactive material
available for release from containment.

X

000810
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I. Accident Assessment

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
b. the magnitude of the release of radioactive materials based on plant system
parameters and effluent monitors.

X

4. Each licensee shall establish the
relationship between effluent monitor
readings and onsite and offsite exposures
and contamination for various meteorological conditions.

X

5. Each licensee shall have the capability
of acquiring and evaluating meteorological
information sufficient to meet the criteria
of Appendix 2. There shall be provisions
for access to meteorological information by
at least the nearsite Emergency Operations
Facility, the Technical Support Center,
the Control Room and an offsite NRC center.
The licensee shall make available to the
State suitable meteorological data processing
interconnections which will permit independent
analysis by the State, of facility generated
data in those States with the resources to
effectively use this information.

X

6. Each licensee shall establish the
methodology for determining the release
rate/projected doses if the instrumentation
used for assessment are offscale or
inoperable.

X

7. Each organization shall describe the
capability and resources for field monitoring
within the plume exposure Emergency Planning
Zone which are an intrinsic part of the
concept of operations for the facility.

X

State

Local

X

X

000811
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I. Accident Assessment
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(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

8. Each organization, where appropriate, shall
provide methods, equipment and expertise to
make rapid assessments of the actual or
potential magnitude and locations of any
radiological hazards through liquid or
gaseous release pathways. This shall
include activation, notification means,
field team composition, transportation,
communication, monitoring equipment and
estimated deployment times.

X

X

X

9. Each organization shall have a capability
to detect and measure radioiodine concentrations in air in the plume exposure EPZ as
low as
10-7 uCi/cc (microcuries per cubic
centimeter) under field conditions. Interference from the presence of noble gas and
background radiation shall not decrease the
stated minimum detectable activity.

X

X

10. Each organization shall establish means
for relating the various measured parameters
(e.g., contamination levels, water and air
activity levels) to dose rates for key isotopes
(i.e., those given in Table 3, page 18) and
gross radioactivity measurements. Provisions
shall be made for estimating integrated dose
from the projected and actual dose rates and
for comparing these estimates with the
protective action guides. The detailed
provisions shall be described in separate
procedures.

X

X

11. Arrangements to locate and track the
airborne radioactive plume shall be made, using
either or both Federa I and State resources.

X

OOW'411
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J. Protective Response
Planning Standard
A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume exposure
pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public.

Guidelines for the choice of

protective actions during an emergency, consistent with Federal guidance, are
developed and in place, and protective actions for the ingestion exposure pathway
EPZ appropriate to the locale have been developed.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

1. Each licensee shall establish the means
and time required to warn or advise onsite
individuals and individuals who may be in
areas controlled by the operator, including:
a. Employees not having emergency assignments;

X

b. Visitors;

,X

c. Contractor and construction personnel; and

X

d. Other persons who may be in the public
access areas on or passing through the site
or within the owner controlled area.

X

2. Each licensee shall make provisions for
evacuation routes and transportation for
onsite individuals to some suitable offsite
location, including alternatives for inclement
weather, high traffic density and specific
radiological conditions.

X

3. Each licensee shall provide for radiological monitoring of people evacuated
from the site.

X

x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

X

X

000813
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J. Protective Response
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(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

4. Each licensee shall provide for the
evacuation of onsite non-essential personnel
in the event of a Site or General Emergency
and shall provide a decontamination capability
at or near the monitoring point specified
in J.3.

X

5. Each licensee shall provide for a capability to account for all Individuals onsite
at the time of the emergency and ascertain
the names of missing individuals within 30
minutes of the start of an emergency and
account for all onsite individuals
continuously thereafter.

X

State

Local

6. Each licensee shall, for individuals
remaining or arriving onsite during the
emergency, make provisions for:
a. Individual respiratory protection;

X

b. Use of protective clothing; and

X

c. Use of radioprotective drugs, (e.g.,
individual thyroid protection).

X

7. Each licensee shall establish a mechanism
for recommending protective actions to the
appropriate State and local authorities.
These shall include Emergency Action Levels
corresponding to projected dose to the
population-at-risk, in accordance with
Appendix 1 and with the recommendations
set forth in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 of the
Manual of Protective Action Guides and
Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents
-(EPA-520/1-75-001). As specified in
Appendix 1, prompt notification shall be
made directly to the offsite authorities
responsible for implementing protective
measures within the plume exposure pathway
Emergency Planning Zone.

X

000814
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j. Protective Response
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(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

8. Each licensee's plan shall contain time
estimates for evacuation within the plume
exposure EPZ. These shal 1 be in accordance
with Appendix 4.

State

Local

X

X

X

9. Each State and local organization shall
establish a capability for implementing protective measures based upon protective action
guides and other criteria. This shall be
consistent with the recommendations of EPA
regarding exposure resulting from passage of
radioactive airborne plumes, (EPA-520/1-75-001)
and with those of DHEW (DHHS)/FDA regarding.
radioactive contamination of human food and
animal feeds as published in the Federal
Register of December 15, 1978 (43FVW790).
10. The organization's plans to implement
protective measures for the plume exposure
pathway shall include:
a. Maps showing evacuation routes, evacuation
areas, preselected radiological sampling and
monitoring points, relocation centers in host
areas, and shelter areas; (identification of
radiological sampling and monitoring points
shall include the designators in Table J-l
or an equivalent uniform system described in
the plan);

X

X

X

b. Maps showing population distribution
around the nuclear facility. This shall be
by evacuation areas (licensees shall also
present the information in a sector format);

X

X

X

c. Means for notifying all segments of the
transient and resident population;

X

X

X

X

X

d. Means for protecting those persons
whose mobility may be impaired due to such
factors as institutional or other
confinement;

c
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TABLE J-1
SECTOR AND ZONE DESIGNATORS FOR RADIOLOGICAL SAMPLING
AND MONITORING POINTS WITHIN EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES

SECTOR NOMENCLATURE
CENTERLINE OF SECTOR
IN DEGREES TRUE NORTH
FROM FACILITY

O & 360
22
45
67
90
112
135
157
180
202
225
247
270
292
315
337

1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

22 1/20
SECTOR
N
NNE
NE
C
ENE
E
E
ESE
F
SE
G
H or SSE
S
i1
SSW
K
SW
L
WSW
M
N
W
P
WNW
NW
Q

R

NNW

ZONE NOMENCLATURE

.3

MILES FROM
FACILITY
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
.9-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50

ZONE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

AREA SEGMENT - An area is Identified Iby a Sector and Zone designator. Thus, area NL is that area which lies

between 348 3/4 and 11 1/4 degrees true north from the facility out to a radius of 1 mile.
Area SE4 would be' that area between 123 3/4 to 146 1/4 degrees and the 3- and 4-mile arcs from
the facility.

CD

*The letters I and 0 have been omitted from these sector designators so as to eliminate possible confusion

between letters and numbers.
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J. Protective Response

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
State

Local

e. Provisions for the use of radioprotective
drugs, particularly for emergency workers and
Institutionalized persons within the plume
exposure EPZ whose imnediate evacuation may
be infeasible or very difficult, including
quantities, storage, and means of
distribution.

X

X

f. State and local organizations' plans
should include the method by which decisions
by the State Health Department for administering
radioprotective drugs to the general population
are made during an emergency and the predetermined conditions under which such drugs
may be used by offsite emergency workers;l

X

X

g. Means of relocation;

X

X

h. Relocation centers ir i host areas which
are at least 5 miles, antI preferably 10 miles,
beyond the boundaries of the plume exposure
emergency planning zone; (See J.12).

X

X

I. Projected traffic capacities of evacuation
routes under emergency conditions;

X

X

J. Control of access to evacuated areas
and organization responsibilities for
such control;

X

X

k. Identification of and means for dealing
with potential impediments (e.g., seasonal
impassability of roads) to use of evacuation
routes, and contingency measures;

X

X

Licensee

1. Time estimates for evacuation of various
sectors and distances based on a dynamic
analysis (time-motion study under various
conditions) for the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (See Appendix 4); and

I

X

X

1/ See DHEW (new DHHS) Federal Register notice of December 15, 1978 (43 FR 58798)
entitled "Potassium ITo de a-sa Thyroid-Blocking Agent in a Radiation Emergency."
Other guidance concerning the storage, stockpiling, and conditions for use of
this drug by the general public. is now under development by the Bureau of
Drugs, DHHS.

000817
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J. Protective Response

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

m. The bases for the choice of recommended
protective actions from the plume exposure
pathway during emergency conditions. This
shall include expected local protection
afforded2 in residential units or other
shelter for direct and inhalation exposure,
as well as evacuation time estimates.
11. Each State shall specify the protective
measures to be used for the Ingestion pathway,
including the methods for protecting the
public from consumption of contaminated foodstuffs. This shall include criteria for
deciding whether dairy animals should be
put on stored feed. The plan shall identify
procedures for detecting contamination, for
estimating the dose commitment consequences
of uncontrolled ingestion, and for imposing
protection procedures such as impoundment,
decontamination, processing, decay, product
diversion, and preservation. Maps for
recording survey and monitoring data, key
land use data (e.g., farming), dairies, food
processing plants, water sheds, water supply
intake and treatment plants and reservoirs
shall be maintained. Provisions for maps
showing detailed crop information may be by
including reference to their availability
and location and a plan for their use. The
maps shall start at the facility and include
all of the 50-mile ingestion pathway EPZ.
Up-to-date lists of the name and location
of all facilities which regularly process
milk products and other large amounts of food
or agricultural products originating in the
ingestion pathway Emergency Planning Zone,
but located elsewhere, shall be maintained.

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

X

X

Local

X

2/ The following reports may be considered in determining protection afforded.
(1) "Public Protection Strategies for Potential Nuclear Reactor Accidents"
Sheltering Concepts with Existing Public and Private Structures" (SAND
77-1725), Sandia Laboratory.
(2) "Examination of Offsite Radiological Emergency Measures for Nuclear Reactor
Accidents Involving Core Melt" (SAND 78-0454), Sandia Laboratory.
(3) "Protective Action Evaluation Part II, Evacuation and Sheltering as Protective
Actions Against Nuclear Accidents Involving Gaseous Releases" (EPA 520/1-78-001B).
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.

000818
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J.

Protective Response

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

12. Each organization shall describe the
means for registering and monitoring of
evacuees at relocation centers in host
areas. The personnel and equipment
available should be capable of monitoring
within about a 12 hour period all residents
and transients in the plume exposure EPZ
arriving at relocation centers.

State

Local

x

X

000819
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K. Radiolbgical Exposure Control
Planning Standard
Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency, are established
for emergency workers.

The means for controlling radiological exposures shall

include exposure guidelines consistent with EPA Emergency Worker and Lifesaving
Activity Protective Action Guides.
Applicability and Cross
- Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee

State

Local

1. Each licensee shall establish onsite
exposure guidelines consistent with EPA
Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity
Protective Actions Guides (EPA 520/1-75/001)
for:
a. removal of injured persons;

X

b. undertaking corrective actions;

X

c. performing assessment actions;

X

d. providing first aid;

X

e. perfo ming personnel decontamination;

X

f. providing ambulance service; and

X

g. providing medical treatment services.

X

2. Each licensee shall provide an onsite
radiation protection program to be implemented
during emergencies, including methods to
implement exposure guidelines. The plan
shall identify individual(s), by position
or title, who can authorize emergency workers
to receive doses in excess of 10 CFR Part 20
limits. Procedures shall be worked out in
advance for permitting onsite volunteers to
receive radiation exposures in the course of
carrying out lifesaving and other emergency
activities. These procedures shall include
expeditious decision making and a reasonable
consideration of relative risks.

X

000820
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- 67 K. Radiological Exposure Control

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Licensee

State

Local

3.a. Each organization shall make provision
for 24-hour-per-day capability to determine
the doses received by emergency personnel
involved in any nuclear accident, including
volunteers. Each organization shall make
provisions for distribution of dosimeters,
both self-reading and permanent record devices.

X

X

X

b. Each organization shall ensure that
dosimeters are read at appropriate frequencies
and provide for maintaining dose records
for emergency workers involved in any nuclear
accident.

X

X

X

X

X

4. Each State and local organization shall
establish the decision chain for authorizing
emergency workers to incur exposures in
excess of the EPA General Public Protective
Action Guides (i.e., EPA PAGs for emergency
workers and lifesaving activities).
5.a. Each organization as appropriate,
shall specify action levels for determining
the need for decontamination.

X

X

X

b. Each organization, as appropriate,
shall establish the means for radiological
decontamination of emergency personnel
wounds, supplies, instruments and equipment, and for waste disposal.

X

X

X

6. Each licensee shall provide onsite
contamination control measures including:

a. area access control;

X

b. drinking water and food supplies;

X

c. criteria for permitting return of
areas and items to normal use, see
Draft ANSI 13.12.

X

7V
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K. Radiological Exposure Control

68 -

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
7. Each licensee shall provide the capability
for decontaminating relocated onsite personnel,
including provisions for extra clothing and
decontaminants suitable for the type of
contamination expected, with particular
attention given to radiolodine contamination
of the skin.

State

Local

X

00082?
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L. Medical and Public Health Support
Planning Standard
Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated injured
individuals.I
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee

State

Local

1. Each organization shall arrange for
local and backup hospital and medical services
having the capability for evaluation of
radiation exposure and uptake, including
assurance that persons providing these
services are adequately prepared to handle
contaminated individuals.

x

x

x

2. Each licensee shall provide for onsite
first aid capability.

x

3. Each State shall develop lists
indicating the location of public, private
and military hospitals and other emergency
medical services facilities within the
State or contiguous States considered
capable of providing medical support for
any contaminated injured individual.
The listing shall include the name,
location, type of facility and capacity
and any special radiological capabilities.
These emergency medical services should
be able to radiologically monitor contamination personnel, and have facilities
and trained personnel able to care for
contaminated Injured persons.
4. Each organization shall arrange for
transporting victims of radiological
accidents to medical support facilities.

x

x

x

I

x

1/ The availability of an integrated emergency medical services system and a
public health emergency plan serving the area in which the facility is located and,
as a minimum, equivalent to the Public Health Service Guide for Developing Health
Disaster Plans, 1974, and to the requirements of an emergency medical services system
as outlined in the Emergency Medical Services System Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-154 and
amendments in 1979 P.L. 95-142), should be a part of and consistent with overall
State or local disaster control plans and should be compatible with the specific
overall emergency response plan for the facility.

OOO82'1
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M. Recovery and Reentry Planning and Postaccident Operations
Planning Standard
General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.
Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

1. Each organization, as appropriate, shall
develop general plans and procedures for reentry
and recovery and describe the means by which
decisions to relax protective measures (e.g.,
allow reentry into an evacuated area) are
reached. This process should consider both
existing and potential conditions.

X

X

X

2. Each licensee plan shall contain the
position/title, authority and responsibilities
of Individuals who will fill key positions
in the facility recovery organization. This
organization shall include technical personnel
with responsibilities to develop, evaluate
and direct recovery and reentry operations.
The recovery organization recommended by the
Atomic Industrial Forum's 4Nuclear Power
Plant Emergency Response Plan" dated
October 11, 1979, is an acceptable framework.

X

3.

Each licensee and State plan shall

specify means for informing members of the
response organizations that a recovery
operation is to be initiated, and of
any changes in the organizational
structure that may occur.

X

4. Each plan shall establish a method for
periodically estimating total population
exposure.

X

X

.x
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N. Exercises and Drills
Planning Standard
Periodic exercises are (will be) conducted to evaluate major portions of
emergency response capabilities, periodic drills are (will be) conducted to
develop and maintain key skills, and deficiencies identified as a result of
exercises or drills are (will be) corrected.

Evaluation Criteria

l.a. An exercise is an event that tests the
integrated capability and a major portion of.
the basic elements existing within emergency
preparedness plans and organizations. The
emergency preparedness exercise shall simulate
an emergency that results in offsite radiologicalireleases which would require response by
offsite authorities. Exercises shall be
conducted as set forth in NRC and FEMA rules.
b. An exercise shall include mobilization of
State and local personnel and resources adequate
to verify the capability to respond to an
accident scenario requiring response. The
organization shall provide for a critique of
the annual exercise by Federal and State
observers/evaluators. The scenario should be
varied from year to year such that all major
elements of the plans and preparedness organizations are tested within a five-year period.
Each organization should make provisions to
start an exercise between 6:00 p.m. and midnight, and another between midnight and
6:00 a.m. once every six years. Exercises
should be conducted under various weather
conditions. Some exercises should be
unannounced.

*Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

X

X

X

,

X

x

X

000825
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N. Exercises and Drills

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

W

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

X

X

X

2. A drill is a supervised instruction period
aimed at testing, developing and maintaining
skills In a particular operation. A drill is
often a component of an exercise. A drill
shall be supervised and evaluated by a
qualified drill instructor. Each organization shall conduct drills, in addition to
the annual exercise at the frequencies
indicated below:
a. Communication Drills
Communications with State and local governments
within the plume exposure pathway Emergency
Planning Zone shall be tested monthly. Communications with Federal emergency response
organizations and States within the ingestion
pathway shall be tested quarterly. Communications between the nuclear facility, State
and local emergency operations centers, and
field assessment teams shall be tested
annually. Communication drills shall also
include the aspect of understanding the
content of messages.
b. Fire Drills
Fire drills shall be conducted in accordance
with the plant (nuclear facility) technical
specifications.

X

c. Medical Emergency Drills
A medical emergency drill involving a simulated
contaminated individual which contains
provisions for participation by the local
support services agencies (i.e., ambulance:
and offsite medical treatment facility) shall
be conducted annually. The offsite portions
of the medical drill may be performed as part
.of the required annual exercise.

X

X

000826
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N. Exercises and Drills

(continued)

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

X

X

X

(1) Health Physics drills shall be
conducted semi-annually which involve
response to, and analysis of, simulated
elevated airborne and liquid samples and
direct radiation measurements in the
environment. The State drills need
not be at each site.

X

X

(2) Analysis of inplant liquid samples
with actual elevated radiation levels
including use of the post-accident
sampling system shall be included in
Health Physics drills by licensees
annually.

X

d. Radiological Monitoring Drills
Plant environs and radiological monitoring
drills (onsite and offsite) shall be conducted
annually. These drills shall include collection and analysis of all sample media (e.g.,
water, vegetation, soil and air), and provisions for communications and record keeping.
The State drills need not be at each site.
Where appropriate, local organizations shall
participate.
e. Health Physics Drills

3. Each organization shall describe how
exercises and drills are to be carried out to
allow free play for decisionmaking and to meet
the following objectives. Pending the development of exercise scenarios and exercise evaluation guidance by NRC and FEMA the scenarios for
use in exercises and drills shall include but
not be limited to, the following:
a. The basic objectivees) of each drill
and exercise and appropriate evaluation
criteria;

,

X

X

X

00082 7
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N. Exercises and Drills

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee

State

Local

b. The date(s), time period, place(s) and
participating organizations;

X

X

X

c. The simulated events;

X

X

X

X

X

d. A time schedule of real and simulated
initiating events;

.X

e. A narrative summary describing the
conduct of the exercises or drills to
include such things as simulated
casualties, offsite fire department
assistance, rescue of personnel, use
of protective clothing, deployment of
radiological monitoring teams, and
public information activities; and

X

X

X

f. A description of the arrangements for
and advance materials to be provided
to official observers.

X

X

X

4. Official observers from Federal, State
or local governments will observe, evaluate,
and critique the required exercises. A
critique shall be scheduled at the conclusion of the exercise to evaluate the ability
of organizations to respond as called for in
the plan. The critique shall be conducted
as soon as practicable after the exercise,
and a formal evaluation should result from
the critique.

X'

X

X

5. Each organization shall establish means
for evaluating observer and participant
comments on areas needing improvement,
including emergency plan procedural changes,
and for assigning responsibility for
implementing corrective actions. Each
organization shall establish management
control used to ensure that corrective
actions are implemented.

X

X

X

.
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0. Radiological Emergency Response Training
Planning Standard
Radiological emergency response training is provided to those who may be
called on to assist in an emergency.
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Cr1teria

l. Each organization shall assure the
training of appropriate individuals.

Licensee

State

Local

X

X

X

X

X

a. Each facility to which the plant applies
shall provide site specific emergency response
training for those offsite emergency organizations
who may be called upon to provide assistance in
the event of an emergency.V/
X
b. Each offsite response organization shall
participate in and receive training. Where
mutual aid agreements exist between local
agencies such as fire, police and ambulance/
rescue, the training shall also be offered to
the other departments who are members of the
mutual aid district.
2. The training program for members of the
onsite emergency organization shall, besides
classroom training, include practical drills
in which each individual demonstrates ability
to perform his assigned emergency function.
During the practical drills, on-the-spot
correction of erroneous performance shall be
made and a demonstration of the proper
performance offered by the instructor.

X

1/ Training for hospital personnel, ambulance/rescue, police and fire departments
shall include the procedures for notification, basic radiation protection, and their
expected roles. For those local services support organizations who will enter the
site, training shall also include site access procedures and the identity (by
position and title) of the individual in the onsite emergency organization who will
control the organizations' support activities. Offsite emergency response support
personnel should be provided with appropriate identification cards where required.

000829
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0. Radiological Emergency Response Training

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

Licensee
3. Training for individuals assigned to licensee
first aid teams shall include courses equivalent
to Red Cross Multi-Media.

State

Local

x

4. Each organization shall establish a training
program for instructing and qualifying personnel
who will implement radiological emergency response
plans. 2 / The specialized initial training
and periodic retraining programs (including
the scope, nature and frequency) shall be
provided in the following categories:
a. Directors or coordinators of the
response organizations;

x

x

x

b. Personnel responsible for accident
assessment;

x

x

*

c. Radiological monitoring teams and radiological analysis personnel;

x

x

*

d. Police, security and fire fighting
personnel;

x

*

x

e. Repair and damage control/correctional
action teams (onsite);

x

f. First aid and rescue personnel;

x

*

x

g. Local support services personnel
including Civil Defense/Emergency Service
personnel;

x

h. Medical support personnel;

x

I. Licensee's headquarters support
personnel;

x

J. Personnel responsible for transmission
of emergency information and instructions.

x

x
x

x

x

x

2/ If State and local governments lack the capability and resources to accomplish
this training, they may look to the licensee and the Federal government (FEMA) for
assistance in this training.
* NRC and FEMA encourage State and local governments which have these capabilities
to continue to include them in their training programs.

000830
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0.

Radiological Emergency Response Training

(continued)
Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans

Evaluation Criteria

5. Each organization shall provide for the
initial and annual retraining of personnel
with emergency response responsibilities.

Licensee

State

Local

x

x

x

U
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P. Respdnsibility for the Planning Effort:

and DistrIbution of Emergency Plans

DevelopmentsPeriodic Review
-

Planning Standard
Responsibilities for plan development and review and for distribution of
emergency plans are established, and planners are properly trained.

Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

1. Each organization shall provide for the
training of individuals responsible for the
planning effort.

X

X

X

2. Each organization shall identify by title
the individual with the overall authority and
responsibility for radiological emergency
response planning.

XI

X

X

3. Each organization shall designate an
Emergency Planning Coordinator with
responsibility for the development and
updating of emergency plans and coordination
of these plans with other response
organizations.

X

X

x

4. Each organization shall update its plan
and agreements as needed, review and certify
it to be current on an annual basis. The
update shall take into account changes
identified by drills and exercises.

X

X

X

5. The emergency response plans and approved
changes to the plans shall be forwarded to
all organizations and appropriate individuals
with responsibility for implementation of the
plans. Revised pages shall be dated and
marked to show where changes have been made.

X

X

X

6. Each plan shall contain a detailed
listing of supporting plans and their source.

X

X

X

-,
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P. Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Development, Periodic Review
and Distribution of Emergency Plans (continued)
Evaluation Criteria

Applicability and Cross
Reference to Plans
Licensee

State

Local

7. Each plan shall contain as an appendix
listing, by title, procedures required to
implement the plan. The listing shall
include the sectlon(s)Wof the plan to be
implemented by each procedure.

X

X

X

8. Each plan shall contain a specific
table of contents. Plans submitted for
review should be cross-referenced to these
criteria.

X

X

X

9. Each licensee shall arrange for and
conduct independent reviews of the emergency
preparedness program at least every 12
months. (An independent review is one
conducted by any competent organization
either internal or external to the
licensee's organization, but who are
not immediately responsible for the
emergency preparedness program). The
review shall include the emergency plan,
its implementing procedures and practices,
training, readiness testing, equipment,
and interfaces with State and local
governments. Management controls shall
be implemented for evaluation and correction
of review findings. The result of the
review, along with recommendations for
improvements, shall be documented, reported
to appropriate licensee corporate and plant
management, and involved Federal, State
and local organizations, and retained for
a period of five years.

X

10. Each organization shall provide for
updating telephone numbers in emergency
procedures at least quarterly.

X

X

X
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APPENDIX 1

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL GUIDELINES
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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1-2

BASIS FOR EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS FOR NUCLEAR POWER FACILITIES
Four classes of Emergency Action Levels are established which replace the classes
in Regulatory Guide 1.101, each with associated examples of initiating conditions.
The classes are:
Notification of Unusual Event
Alert
Site Area Emergency
General Emergency
The rationale for the notification and alert classes is to provide early and
prompt notification of minor events which could lead to more serious consequences
given operator error or equipment failure or .which might be indicative of more
serious conditions which are not yet fully realized A gradation is provided
to assure fuller response preparations for more serious indicators. The site
area emergency class reflects conditions where some significant releases are
likely or are occurring but where a core melt situation is not indicated based
on current information. In this situation full mobilization of emergency
personnel in the near site environs is indicated as well as dispatch of monitoring
teams and associated communications. The general emergency class involves
actual or imminent substantial core degradation or melting with the potential
for loss of containment. The immediate action for this class is sheltering
(staying inside) rather than evacuation until an assessment can be made that
(1)an evacuation is indicated and (2)an evacuation, if indicated, can be
completed prior to significant release and transport of radioactive material
to the affected areas.
The example initiating conditions listed after the immediate actions for each
class are to form the basis for establishment by each licensee of the specific
plant instrumentation readings (as applicable) which, if exceeded, will initiate
the emergency class.
Potential NRC actions during various emergency classes are given in NUREG-0728,
Report to Congress: NRC Incident Response Plan. The NRC response to any
notification from a licensee will be related to, but not limited by, the
licensee estimate of severity; NRC will consider such other factors as the
degree of uncertainty and the lead times required to position NRC response
personnel should something more serious develop.
Prompt notification of offsite authorities is intended to indicate within about
15 minutes for the unusual event class and sooner (consistent with the need
for other emergency actions) for other classes. The time is measured from
the time at which operators recognize that events have occurred which make
declaration of an emergency class appropriate.

1-3
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Licensee Actions

Class
NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

1.

Class Description
Unusual events are in process or
have occurred which indicate a
potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant. No
releases of radioactive material
requiring offsite response or
monitoring are expected unless
further degradation of safety
systems occurs.

2.

Promptly inform State and/or local
offs1te authorities of nature of
unusual condition as soon as
discovered
Augment on-shift resources as
needed

3.

Assess and respond

4.

Escalate to a more severe class,
if appropriate
or

Purpose
5.
Purpose of offsite notification
is to (1) assure that the first
step in any response later found
to be necessary has been carried
out, (2) bring the operating
staff to a state of readiness,
and (3) provide systematic
handling of unusual events
information and decisionmaking.

CD
00
CO
r1

Close out with verbal summary to
offsite authorities; followed by
written summary within 24 hours

State and/or Local Offsite
Authority Actions
1. Provide fire or security
assistance if requested
2. Escalate to a more severe
class, if appropriate
3. Stand by until verbal
closeout

EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS:

NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

1. Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) initiated and discharge to vessel
2. Radiological effluent technical specification limits exceeded
3. Fuel damage indication.

Examples:

a. High offgas at BWR air ejector monitor (greater than 500,000 uci/sec;
corresponding to 16 isotopes decayed to 30 minutes; or an increase of
100,000 uci/sec within a 30 minute time period)
b. High coolant activity sample (e.g., exceeding coolant technical specifications for iodine spike)
c. Failed fuel monitor (PWR) indicates increase greater than 0.1% equivalent
fuel failures within 30 minutes
4.

Abnormal coolant temperature and/or pressure or abnormal fuel temperatures
outside of technical specification limits

5.

Exceeding either primary/secondary leak rate technical specification or
primary system leak rate technical specification

6.

of a safety or relief valve in a safety related system to close
following reduction of applicable pressure

-Failure

7. Loss of offsite power or loss of onsite AC power capability
8. Loss of containment integrity requiring shutdown by technical specifications
9. Loss of engineered safety feature or fire protection system function
requiring shutdown by technical specifications (e.g., because of malfunction,
personnel error or procedural inadequacy)
10.

Fire within the plant lasting more than 10 minutes

11.

Indications or alarms on process or effluent parameters not functional in
control room to an extent requiring plant shutdown or other significant
loss of assessment or communication capability (e.g., plant computer,
Safety Parameter Display System, all meteorological instrumentation)

12.

Security threat or attempted entry or attempted sabotage

13.

Natural phenomenon being experienced or projected beyond usual levels
a. Any earthquake felt in-plant or detected on station seismic instrumentation
b. 50 year floor or low water, tsunami, hurricane surge, seiche
c.

Any tornado on site

d. Any hurricane
1-5
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14.

Other hazards being experienced or projected
a. Aircraft crash on-site or unusual aircraft activity over facility
b. Train derailment on-site
c. Near or onsite explosion
d. Near or onsite toxic or flammable gas release
e. Turbine rotating component failure causing rapid plant shutdown

15.

Other plant conditions exist that warrant increased awareness on the part
of a plant operating staff or State and/or local offsite authorities or require
plant shutdown under technical specification requirements or involve other
than normal controlled shutdown (e.g., cooldown rate exceeding technical
specification limits, pipe cracking found during operation)

16.

Transportation of contaminated injured individual from site to offsite
hospital

17.

Rapid depressurization of PWR secondary side.

1-6
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Class

Licensee Actions
1.

ALERT
Class Description
Events are in process or have
occurred which involve an
actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of
safety of the plant. Any
releases expected to be
limited to small fractions
of the EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels.

Promptly inform State and/or local
authorities of alert status and
reason for alert as soon as
discovered

2. Augment resources and activate
on-site Technical Support Center
and on-site operational support
center. Bring Emergency Operations
"EOF)
and other key
Facility
emergency personnel to standby
status
3. Assess and respond

Purpose
4.
Purpose of offsite alert is
to (1) assure that emergency
personnel are readily available
to respond if situation
becomes more serious or to
perform confirmatory radiation
monitoring if required, and
(2) provide offsite authorities
current status information.

5. Provide periodic plant status
updates to offsite authorities
(at least every 15 minutes)
6. Provide periodic meteorological
assessments to offsite authorities
and, if any releases are occurring,
dose estimates for actual releases

O
°
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Dispatch on-site monitoring teams
and associated communications

~~~~~~4

7.

Escalate to a more severe class,
if appropriate

8.

Close out or recommend reduction
in emergency class by verbal summary
to offsite authorities followed by
written summary within 8 hours of
closeout or class reduction

State and/or Local Offsite
Authority Actions
1. Provide fire or security
assistance if requested
2. Augment resources and bring
primary response centers and
EBS to standby status
3. Alert to standby status key
emergency personnel including
monitoring teams and
associated communications
4. Provide confirmatory offsite
radiation monitoring and
Ingestion pathway dose
projections if actual releases
substantially exceed technical.
specification limits
5. Escalate to a more severe
class, if appropriate
6. Maintain alert status until
verbal closeout or reduction
of emergency class

EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS:

ALERT

1. Severe loss of fuel cladding
a. High offgas at BWR air ejector monitor (greater than 5 ci/sec; corresponding
to 16 Isotopes decayed 30 minutes)
b. Very high coolant activity sample (e.g., 300 uci/cc equivalent of 1-131)
c. Failed fuel monitor (PWR) indicates increase greater than 1% fuel failures
within 30 minutes or 5% total fuel failures.
2. Rapid gross failure of one steam generator tube with loss of offsite power
to

3. Rapid failure of steam generator tubes (e.g., several hundred gpm primary
to secondary leak rate)
4. Steam line break with significant (e.g., greater than 10 gpm) primary to
secondary leak rate (PWR) or MSIY malfunction causing leakage (BWR)
5. Primary coolant leak rate greater than 50 gpm
6. Radiation levels or airborne contamination which indicate a severe
degradation in the control of radioactive materials (e.g., Increase of
factor of 1000 in direct radiation readings within facility)
7. Loss of offsite power and loss of all onsite AC power (see Site Area
Emergency for extended7Toss)
8. Loss of all onsite DC power (See Site Area Emergency for extended loss)
9. Coolant pump seizure leading to fuel failure

*

10.

Complete loss of any function needed for plant cold shutdown

11.

Failure of the reactor protection system to initiate and complete a scram
which brings the reactor subcritical

12.

Fuel damage accident with release of radioactivity to containment or fuel
handling building

13.

Fire potentially affecting safety systems

14.

Most or all alarms (annunciators) lost

15.

Radiological effluents greater than 10 times technical specification
instantaneous limits (an instantaneous rate which, if continued over
2 hours, would result in about 1 mr at the site boundary under average
meteorological conditions)

16.

Ongoing security compromise
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17.

Severe natural phenomena being experienced or projected
a.

Earthquake greater than OBE levels

b. Flood, low water, tsunami, hurricane surge, seiche near design levels
c. Any tornado striking facility
d. Hurricane winds near design basis level
18.

Other hazards being experienced or projected
a.

Aircraft crash on facility

b. Missile impacts from whatever source on facility
c. Known explosion damage to facility affecting plant operation
d. Entry into facility environs of uncontrolled toxic or flammable gases
e. Turbine failure causing casing penetration
19.

Other plant conditions exist that warrant precautionary activation of
technical support center and placing near-site Emergency Operations Facility
and other key emergency personnel on standby

20.

Evacuation of control room anticipated or required with control of shutdown
systems established from local stations
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SITE AREA EMERGENCY

1.

Promptly inform State and/or local
offsite authorities of site area
emergency status and reason for
emergency as soon as discovered

2.

Augment resources by activating
on-site Technical Support Center,
on-site operational support center
and near-site Emergency Operations
Facility (EOF)

Class Description
Events are in process or have
occurred which involve actual
or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for
protection of the public.
Any releases not expected
to exceed EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure
levels except near site
boundary.
Purpose

..

State and/or Local Offsite
Authority Actions

Licensee Actions

Class

Purpose of the site area
emergency declaration is to
(1) assure that response
centers are manned, (2) assure
that monitoring teams are
dispatched, (3)assure that
personnel required for
evacuation of near-site
areas are at duty stations
if situation becomes more
serious, (4) provide
consultation with offsite
authorities, and (5)provide
updates for the public
through offsite authorities.

co

3.
4.

Assess and respond
5.
4.

Dispatch on-site and offsite monitoring
teams and associated communications

5. Dedicate an individual for plant status
updates to offsite authorities and
periodic pressure briefings (perhaps
joint with offsite authorities)

6.

6. Make senior technical and management
staff onsite available for consultation
with NRC and State on a periodic basis

7.

7. Provide meteorological and dose estimates to offsite authorities for actual
releases via a dedicated individual or
automated data transmission
8. Provide release and dose projections
based on available plant condition
information and foreseeable contingencies
9. Escalate to general emergency class,
if appropriate
or
reduction in
recommend
or
out
10. Close
emergency class by briefing of offsite
authorities at EOF and by phone followed
by written summary within 8 hours of
closeout or class reduction

CD

Provide any assistance requested
If sheltering near the site
is desirable, activate.public
notification system within
at least two miles of the plant
Provide public within at least
about 10 miles periodic updates
on emergency status
Augment resources by activating
primary response centers
Dispatch key emergency personnel
including monitoring teams and
associated communications
Alert to standby status other
emergency personnel (e.g.,
those needed for evacuation)
and dispatch personnel to
near-site duty stations
Provide offsite monitoring
results to licensee, DOE and
others and jointly assess them
Continuously assess information
from licensee and offsite
monitoring with regard to
changes to protective actions
already initiated for public and
mobilizing evacuation resources
Recommend placing milk animals
within 2 miles on stored feed
and assess need to extend
distance
Provide press briefings, perhaps
with licensee
Escalate to general emergency
class, if appropriate
Maintain site area emergency
status until closeout or
reduction of emergency class

1.
2.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

VI
01-

.It

EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS:

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

1. Known loss of coolant accident greater than makeup pump capacity
2. Degraded core with possible loss of coolable geometry (indicators should
include instrumentation to detect inadequate core cooling, coolant activity
and/or containment radioactivity levels)
3. Rapid failure of steam generator tubes (several hundred gpm leakage) with
loss of offsite power
4.

BWR steam line break outside containment without isolation

5.

PWR steam line break with greater than 50 gpm primary to secondary leakage
and indication of fuel damage

6.

Loss of offsite power and loss of onsite AC power for more than 15 minutes

7.

Loss of all vital onsite DC power for more than 15 minutes

8.

Complete loss of any function needed for plant hot shutdown

9.

Transient requiring operation of shutdown systems with failure to scram
(continued power generation but no core damage immediately evident)

10.

Major damage to spent fuel. in containment or fuel handling building (e.g.,
large object damages fuel or water loss below fuel level)

11.

Fire compromising the functions of safety systems

12.

Most or all alarms (annunciators) lost and plant transient initiated or in
progress

13.

a.

Effluent monitors detect levels corresponding to greater than
50 mr/hr for 1/2 hour or greater than 500 mr/hr W.B. for two
minutes (or five times-these levels to the thyroid) at the site
boundary for adverse meteorology

b. These dose rates are projected based on other plant parameters
(e.g., radiation level in containment with leak rate appropriate
for existing containment pressure) or are measured in the environs
c. EPA Protective Action Guidelines are projected to be exceeded
outside the site boundary
14.

Imminent loss of physical control of the plant

15.

Severe natural phenomena being experienced or projected with plant not in
cold shutdown
a. Earthquake greater than SSE levels
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16.

b.

Flood, low water, tsunami, hurricane surge, seiche greater than design
levels or failure of protection of vital equipment at lower levels

c.

Sustained winds or tornadoes in excess of design levels

Other hazards being experienced or projected with plant not in cold shutdown
a.

Aircraft crash affecting vital structures by impact or fire

b. Severe damage to safe shutdown equipment from missiles or explosion
c.

Entry of uncontrolled flammable gases into vital areas. Entry of
uncontrolled toxic gases into vital areas where lack of access to
the area constitutes a safety problem

17.

Other plant conditions exist that warrant activation of emergency centers
and monitoring teams or a precautionary notification to the public near
the site

18.

Evacuation of control room and control of shutdown systems not established
from local stations in 15 minutes
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Class

Licensee Actions
1.

GENERAL EMERGENCY
Class Description
Events are in process or have
occurred which involve actual
or imminent substantial core
degradation or melting with
potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can
be reasonably expected to
exceed EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels
offsite for more than the
immediate site area.
Purpose

-J
-J4

2.

3.
4.
5.

Purpose of the general emergency
declaration Is to (1) initiate
predetermined protective actions
for the public, (2) provide
continuous assessment of
information from licensee and
offsite organization measurements, (3) initiate additional
measures as indicated by actual
or potential releases, (4)
provide consultation with
offsite authorities and
(5) provide updates for the
public through offsite
authorities.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0CD

#4

Promptly inform State and local offsite
aut orities of general emergency status
and reason for emergency as soon as
discovered (Parallel notification of
State/local)

State and/or Local Offsite
Authority Actions

1. Provide any assistance
requested
2. Activate immediate public
notification of emergency
status and provide public
periodic
updates
Augment resources by activating on-site
Technical Support Center, on-site
3. Recommend sheltering for 2
mile radius and 5 miles downoperational support center and nearsite Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)
wind and assess need to extend
distances. Consider advisaAssess and respond
bility of evacuation
(projected time available vs.
estimated evacuation times)
Dispatch on-site and offsite-monitorlng
teams and associated communications
4. Augment resources by activatin
primary response centers
Dedicate an individual for plant status
5. Dispatch key emergency personn
updates to offsite authorities and
periodic press briefings (perhaps joint
including monitoring teams and
with offsite authorities)
associated communications
Dispatch other emergency
Make senior technical and management staff 6. personnel
to duty stations
onsite available for consultation with
within 5 mile radius and alert
NRC and State on a periodic basis
all others to standby status
7. Provide offsite monitoring
Provide meteorological and dose estimates
to offsite authorities for actual
results to licensee, DOE and
releases via a dedicated individual or
others and Jointly assess them
automated data transmission
8. Continuously assess information from licensee and offsite
Provide release and dose projections
monitoring with regard to
based on available plant condition
changes to protective actions
infonnation and foreseeable contingencies
already initiated for public
and mobilizing evacuation
Close out or recommend reduction of
resources
emergency class by briefing of offsite
9. Recommend placing milk animals
authorities at EOF and by phone followed
by written summary within 8 hours of
within 10 miles on stored feed
closeout or class reduction
and assess need to extend
distance
10. Provide press briefings, perhaps
with licensee
11. 'ia~ntain general emergency
status until closeout or
reduction of emeroencv class

EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS:

GENERAL EMERGENCY

1. a. Effluent monitors detect levels corresponding to I rem/hr W.B. or
5 rem/hr thyroid at the site boundary under actual meteorological
conditions
b. These dose rates are projected based on other plant parameters (e.g.,
radiation levels in containment with leak rate appropriate for existing
containment pressure with some confirmation from effluent monitors) or
are measured in the environs
Note:

Consider evacuation only within about 2 miles of the site boundary
unless these site boundary levels are exceeded by a factor of 10
or projected to continue for 10 hours or EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels are predicted to-be exceeded at longer
distances

2. Loss of 2 of 3 fission product barriers with a potential loss of 3rd barrier,
(e.g., loss of primary coolant boundary, clad failure, and high potential
for loss of containment)
3. Loss of physical control of the facility
Note:

Consider 2 mile precautionary evacuation

4. Other plant conditions exist, from whatever source, that make release of
large amounts of radioactivity In a short time period possible, e.g., any
core melt situation. See the specific PWR and BWR sequences below.
Notes:

a. For core melt sequences where significant releases from
containment are not yet taking place and large amounts of
fission products are not yet in the containment atmosphere,
consider 2 mile precautionary evacuation. Consider 5 mile
downwind evacuation (450 to 900 sector) if large amounts
of fission products (greater than gap activity) are in the
containment atmosphere. Recommend sheltering in other parts
of the plume exposure Emergency Planning Zone under this
circumstance.
b.

For core melt sequences where significant releases from
containment are not yet taking place and containment failure
leading to a direct atmospheric release is likely in the
sequence but not imminent and large amounts of fission
products in addition to noble gases are in the containment
atmosphere, consider precautionary evacuation to 5 miles and
10 mile downwind evacuation (450 to 900 sector).

c.

For core melt sequences where large amounts of fission
products other than noble gases are in the containment
atmosphere and containment failure is judged imminent,
recommend shelter for those areas where evacuation cannot
be completed before transport of activity to that location.
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d.

5.

As release information becomes available adjust these
actions in accordance with dose projections, time available
to evacuate and estimated evacuation times given current
conditions.

Example PWR Sequences
a. Small and large LOCA's with failure of ECCS to perform leading to severe
core degradation or melt in from minutes to hours. Ultimate failure
of containment likely for melt sequences. (Several hours likely to be
available to complete protective actions unless containment is not
isolated)
b. Transient initiated by loss of feedwater and condensate systems (principal
heat removal system) followed by failure of emergency feedwater system
for extended period. Core melting possible in several hours. Ultimate
failure of containment likely if core melts.
c.

Transient requiring operation of shutdown systems with failure to scram
which results in core damage or additional failure of core cooling and
makeup systems (which could lead to core melt)

d. Failure of offsite and onsite power along with total loss of emergency
feedwater makeup capability for several hours. Would lead to eventual
core melt and likely failure of containment.
e. Small LOCA and initially successful ECCS. Subsequent failure of containment
heat removal systems over several hours could lead to core melt and
likely failure of containment.
NOTE:

Most likely containment failure mode is melt-through with release
of gases only for dry containment; quicker and larger releases
likely for ice condenser containment for melt sequences. Quicker
releases expected for failure of containment isolation system for
any PWR.

6. Example BWR Sequences
a. Transient (e.g., loss of offsite power) plus failure of requisite core
shut down systems (e.g., scram). Could lead to core melt in several
hours with containment failure likely. More severe consequences if
pumps trip does not function.
b. Small or large LOCA's with failure of ECCS to perform leading to core
melt degradation or melt in minutes to hours. Loss of containment
integrity may be imminent.
c. Small or large LOCA occurs and containment performance is unsuccessful
affecting longer term success of the ECCS. Could lead to core degradation
or melt in several hours without containment boundary.
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d. Shutdown occurs but requisite decay heat removal systems (e.g., RHR)
or non-safety systems heat removal means are rendered unavailable.
Core degradation or melt could occur in about ten hours with subsequent
containment failure.
7.

Any major internal or external events (e.g., fires, earthquakes, substantially
beyond design basis) which could cause massive common damage to plant systems
resulting in any of the above.
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APPENDIX 2

METEOROLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
AT OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Introduction
10 CFR Part 50.47 requires that the Emergency Plan shall provide "(A)dequate
methods, systems, and equipment for assessing and monitoring actual or potential
offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition

... "

The basic functions needed to comply with the meteorological aspects of these
requirements are:
1. A capability for making meteorological measurements.
2. A capability for making near real-time predictions of the atmospheric effluent
transport and diffusion.
3. A capability for remote interrogation of the atmospheric measurements and
predictions by appropriate organizations.
A staged schedule is provided in Annex 1 to this appendix for implementation
of the meteorological elements addressing emergency preparedness requirements.
Meteorological Measurements
The emergency facilities and equipment as stated in Appendix E to 10 CFR Part
50 shall include "(E)quipment for determining the magnitude of and for
continuously assessing the impact of the release of radioactive materials
to the environment."

To address this requirement, in part, the nuclear power

plant operator shall have meteorological measurements from primary and backup
systems.
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Each site with an operating nuclear power plant shall have a primary meteorological
measurements system.

The primary system shall produce current and record

historical local meteorological data.

These data will provide a means to

estimate the dispersion of radioactive material due to accidental radioactive
releases to the atmosphere by the plant.

The acceptance criteria for meteoro-

logical measurements are described in the proposed Revision 1 to U. S. NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.23.
Each site with an operating nuclear power plant shall have a viable backup
meteorological measurements system.

The backup system shall provide meteorological

information when the primary system is out of service and, thus, assurance that
basic meteorological Information is available during and immediately following
an accidental airborne radioactivity release.

The acceptance criteria for

the backup meteorological measurements system are described in the proposed
Revision 1 to U. S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23.
Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Assessment
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 states that O(T)he means to be used for determining
the magnitude of and for continually assessing the impact of the release of
radioactive materials shall be described ... "

To address this requirement,

in part, all licensees with operating nuclear power plants shall provide the
description of their system for making current, site-specific estimates and
predictions of atmospheric effluent transport and diffusion during and immediately
following an accidental airborne radioactivity release from the nuclear power
plant.

The purpose of these predictions is to provide an input to the

assessment of the consequences of accidental radioactive releases to the
atmosphere and to aid in the implementation of emergency response decisions.
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Near real-time, site-specific atmospheric transport and diffusion models shall
be used when accidental airborne radioactive releases occur.
models are appropriate.

Two classes of

The first, Class A, is a model and calculational

capability which can produce initial transport and diffusion estimates for
the plume exposure EPZ within 15 minutes following the classification of an
incident.

The second, Class B. is a numerical model which represents the

actual spatial and temporal variations of plume distribution and can provide
estimates of deposition and relative concentration of radioactivity within
the plume exposure and ingestion EPZs for the duration of the release.
The Class A model shall use actual 15 minute average meteorological data from
the meteorological measurements systems maintained by the licensee.

The

selected data shall be indicative of the conditions within the plume exposure
EPZ.

The Class A model shall provide calculations or relative concentrations

(X/Q) and transit times within the plume exposure EPZ.

Atmospheric diffusion

rates shall be based on atmospheric stability as a function of site-specific
terrain conditions.

Site-specific local climatological effects on the

trajectories, such as seasonal, diurnal, and terrain-induced flows shall
be included.

Source characteristics (release mode, and building complex

influence), shall be factored into the model.

The output from the Class A

model shall include the plume dimensions and position, and the location,
magnitude, and arrival time of (1) the peak relative concentration and (2)
the relative concentrations at appropriate locations.
for these model(s) and input data shall be documented.

The bases and justification
The performance and

limitations of the model(s) shall also be included in the documentation.
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The essential elements of the input, of model components, and of output to be
incorporated in the Class A model are given to provide guidance for meteorological
system implementation.

Additional guidance will be prepared to outline the

staff position on dose assessment capabilities to be used for emergency response.
Remote Interrogation
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 states that there shall be "(P)rovisions for
communications among the nuclear power reactor control room, the onsite technical
support center and the near-site emergency operations facility ....

There

shall also be "(P)rovisions for communications by the licensee with the NRC
Headquarters and the appropriate NRC Regional Office Operations Center from
the nuclear power reactor control room, the onsite technical support center,
and the near-site emergency operations facility" and "... among the nuclear
facility, the principal State and local emergency operations centers ....

'

To address this requirement with respect to the meteorological information,
all systems producing meteorological data and effluent transport and diffusion
estimates at sites with operating nuclear power plants shall have the capability
of being remotely interrogated.

This will provide current meteorological

data and transport and diffusion estimates to the licensee, emergency response
organizations, and the NRC staff, on-demand, during emergency situations.
Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23 identifies the meteorological
data that shall be available.

The information that shall be available from

the transport and diffusion assessment include the model outputs, input
variables, model identification and data source information, plant identification, and data from other sources, as available.
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The capability to make transport and diffusion calculations with specific
inputs shall be provided.

The primary and backup comiunications systems

shall have a data transmission rate of 1200 BAUD and the rate(s) and other
specifications indicated in proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23.
Documentation for procedures to access and use the system shall be provided
to the emergency response organizations and the NRC, and shall be available
in the control room, the Technical Support Center (TSC) and the Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF).
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ANNEX 1 TO APPENDIX 2
SCHEDULES TO IMPLEMENT THE METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS
ADDRESSING EMERGENCY PLANNING RULES
Schedule for Operating Reactors -- For operating reactors the following
implementation milestones shall be met to address the functional requirements.
Milestones are numbered and tagged with the following code; a-date, b-activity.
c-minimum acceptance criteria.
(1)

a.

They are as follows:

January 2, 1981

b. Submittal of radiological emergency response plans
c. A description of the emergency plan which addresses the meteorological
functions shall be provided
(2) a. March 1, 1981
b.

Submittal of implementing procedures

c. Methods, systems, and equipment to assess and monitor actual or
potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition
shall be provided
(3) a. April 1, 1981
b. Implementation of radiological emergency response plans
c. Three functions of Appendix 2 with the exception of the Class B
model of the assessment capability
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Alternative to milestone (3) requiring compensating actions:
A meteorological measurements system which is consistent with the
existing technical specifications as the baseline or a primary
system and/or a backup system of Appendix 2, or two independent
backup systems shall provide the basic meteorological parameters
(wind direction and speed and an indicator of atmospheric stability)
on display in the control room.

An operable dose calculational

methodology (DCM) shall be in use in the control room and at
appropriate emergency response facilities.

The following compensating

actions shall be taken by the licensee for this alternative:
(i) if only a primary or a backup system is in use:
o

The licensee (a person who will be responsible for making
offsite dose projections) shall check communications
with the cognizant National Weather Service (NWS) first
order station and NWS forecasting station on a monthly
basis to ensure that routine meteorological observations
and forecasts can be accessed.

°

The licensee shall calibrate the meteorological
measurements at a frequency no less than quarterly
and identify a readily available source of meteorological
data (characteristic of site conditions) to which they
can gain access during calibration periods.

°

During conditions of measurements system unavailability,
an alternate source of meteorological data which is
characteristic of site conditions shall be identified
to which the licensee can gain access.
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III

°

The licensee shall maintain a site inspection schedule
for evaluation of the meteorological measurements system
at a frequency no less than weekly.

o

It shall be a reportable occurrence if the meteorological
data unavailability exceeds the goals outlined in
Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23 on a quarterly
basis.

(1i)

The portion of the DCM relating to the transport and
diffusion of gaseous effluents shall be consistent with
the characteristics of the Class A model outlined in
the assessment capability of Appendix 2.

(iit)

Direct telephone access to the individual responsible for
making offsite dose projections (Appendix E to 10 CFR
Part 50(IV)(A)(4)) shall be available to the NRC in the
event of a radiological emergency.

Procedures for

establishing contact and identification of contact
individuals shall be provided as part of the implementing
procedures.
This alternative shall not be exercised after July 1, 1982.

Further,

by July 1, 1981, a functional description of the upgraded capabilities
and schedule for installation and operation shall be provided (see
milestones 4 and 5).
(4) a. April 1. 1982
b. Installation of Emergency Response Facility meteorological hardware
and software
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c. Three functions of Appendix 2, with exception of the Class B model
of the assessment capability
(5) a. July 1, 1982
b. Full operation of milestone 4
c. The Class A model (designed to be used out to the plume exposure
EPZ) may be used in lieu of a Class B model out to the ingestion
EPZ.

Compensating actions to be taken for extending the application

of the Class A model out to the ingestion EPZ include access to
supplemental information (meso and synoptic scale) to apply judgment
regarding intermediate and long-range transport estimates.

The

distribution of meteorological information by the licensee should
be as follows by July 1, 1982:

Meteorological
Information
Basic Met. Data
(e.g., 1.97 Parameters)
Full Met. Data
(1.23 Parameters)
DCM (for Dose
Projections)
Class A Model (to
Plume Exposure EPZ)
Class B Model or
Class A Model
(to Ingestion EPZ)

CR

NRC and Emergency
Response Organizations

TSC

EOF

X

X

X (NRC)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(6) a. July 1, 1982 or at the time of the completion of milestone 5,
whichever is sooner
b. Mandatory review of the DCM by the licensee
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c. Any DCM in use should be reviewed to ensure consistency with the
operational Class A model.

Thus, actions recommended during the

initial phases of a radiological emergency would be consistent with
those after the TSC and EOF are activated
(7) a. September 1, 1982
b. Description of the Class B model provided to the NRC
c.

Documentation of the technical bases and justification for selection
of the type Class B model by the licensee with a discussion of the
site-specific attributes

(8)

a. June 1, 1983
b. Full operation of the Class B model
c. Class B model of the assessment capability of Appendix 2

0

Schedule for Near-Term OLs
For applicants for an operating license at least milestones l, 2, and
3 shall be met prior to the issuance of an operating license.

Subsequent

milestones shall be met by the same dates indicated for operating reactors.
For the alternative to milestone 3, the meteorological measurements
system shall be consistent with the NUREG-75/087, "Standard Review
Plan For the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants,"
Section 2.3.3 program as the baseline or primary system and/or backup
system.
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APPENDIX 3

MEANS FOR PROVIDING PROMPT ALERTING AND NOTIFICATION OF
RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONS AND THE POPULATION
NRC and FEMA recognize that the responsibility for activating the prompt
notification system called for in this section is properly the responsibility of State and local governments.

NRC and FEMA also recognize that

the responsibility for demonstrating that such a system is in place rests
with the facility licensee.
The initial notification when appropriate,.of the affected population within
the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) must be completed
in a manner consistent with assuring the public health and safety. The design
objective for the system shall be to meet the acceptance criteria of section
B of this Appendix. This design objective does not, however, constitute a
guarantee that early notification can be provided for everyone with 100%
assurance or that the system when tested under actual field conditions will
meet the design objective in all cases.
The plan shall include:
o The specific organizations or individuals, by title, who will
be responsible for notifying response organizations and the
affected population and the specific decision chains for rapid
inplementation of alerting and notification decisions;
o A capability for 24-hour per day alerting and notification;
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o Provision for the use of public communications media or other
methods for issuing emergency instructions to members of the
public, and
o A description of the information that would be communicated
to the public under given circumstances, for continuing instructions on emergency actions to follow, and updating of information.
A. Concept of Operations
Commercial broadcast messages are the primary means for advising the general
public of the conditions of any nuclear accident.

The primary means for

alerting the public to-an inpending notification by public authorities
may be any combination of fixed, mobile or electronic tone generators which
will convey the alerting signal with sufficient timeliness and intensity to
permit completion of notification by broadcast media in a timely manner.
Since the timeliness of notification is a function of the accident severity,
to be effective, appropriate systems, such as EBS and NOAA weather radio,
should be placed on alert prior to the physical need for a public broadcast.
The second or 'Alert* category of events in Appendix 1 would ordinarily
trigger the placing of broadcast media on alert, pending further instructions from State and local officials.
It is desirable for the public notification system to have a phasing
capability.

The arrangements for phasing are a function of the case-by-

case population distribution or topography around each nuclear power station,
and the details of each site-specific preparedness plan of State and local
government.
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B. Criteria for Acceptance
1. Within the plume exposure EPZ

the system shall provide an alerting

signal and notification by commercial broadcast (e.g.. EBS) plus
special systems such as NOAM radio.

A system which expects the

recipient to turn on a radio receiver without being alerted by an
acoustic alerting signal or some other manner is not acceptable.
2. The minimum acceptable design objectives for coverage by the system
are:
a) Capability for providing both an alert signal and an
informational or instructional message to the population
on an area wide basis throughout the 10 mile EPZ, within
15 minutes.
b) The initial notification system will assure direct coverage of
essentially 100% of the population within 5 miles of the site.
c) Special arrangements will be made to assure 100% coverage within
45 minutes of the population who may not have received the initial
notification within the entire plume exposure EPZ.
The basis for any special requirements exceptions (e.g., for extended water
areas with transient boats or remote hiking trails) must be documented.
Assurance of continued notification capability may be verified on a
statistical basis.

Every year, or in conjunction with an exercise of

the facility, FEMA, in cooperation with the utility operator, and/or the
State and local governments will take a statistical sample of the residents
of all areas within about ten miles to assess the public's ability to hear
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the alerting signal and their awareness of the meaning of the prompt
notification message as well as the availability of information on
what to do in an emergency.

The system plan must include a provision

for corrective measures to provide reasonable assurance, that coverage
approaching the design objectives is maintained.
operable no later than July 1, 1981.

The systems shall be

The lack of a specific design

objective for a specified percent of the population between 5 and 10
miles which must receive the prompt signal within 15 minutes is to
allow flexibility in system design.

Designers should do scoping

studies at different percent coverages to allow determination of
whether an effective increase in capability per unit of cost can be
achieved while still meeting the objective of item 2.a. above.
3. Public Notifications
A prompt notification scheme shall include the capability of local
and State agencies to provide information promptly over radio and TV
at the time of activation of the alerting signal.

The Emergency Plans

shall include evidence of such capability via agreements, arrangements
or citation of applicable laws which provide for designated agencies
to air messages on TV and radio in emergencies.

Initial notifications

of the public might include instructions to stay inside, close windows
and doors, and listen to radio and TV for further instructions.
C. Physical Implementation
1. Communications Supporting Alerting and Notification Systems
Policy Objective
Federal, State and local government and utility authorities uiust develop and maintain plans, systems, procedures and relationships that
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are effective in mobilizing responsible authorities and operating
elements in alerting and notifying the general public and in assuring
appropriate and effective responses by the public.
Incident Alert Notification
The triggering of processes to mobilize forces and warn the public
is dependent upon the communication between the nuclear power facility
and government authorities (Federal, State and Local).

The coumunica-

tions net nust feature the following capacity:
a.

Coverage:

24 hour coverage at the facility and at the primary

points to receive and act upon notification.
b.

Points to be Linked:

Appendix 1 describes the conditions for

assured dissemination of alert and warning information by the
nuclear power plant to appropriate local and State warning points
at all times and under all conditions.

The system should include

identical communications capabilities at primary and alternate
operating locations.
c. Net Control:

To assure effective utilization, net discipline

and availability, one location should be assigned responsibility
for net control and an alternate designated.

The primary and

alternate location should be a State or local civil government
activity.

It should issue and update procedures on testing, net

access, and discipline and maintenance and repair.
d. System Availability and Reliability:

All stations/points on

the network and the communications linkage must provide a capability for immediate dissemination, receipt and acknowledgment of
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alert and warning messages on a 24-hour basis.

The system should

be able to function notwithstanding adverse environmental conditions, such as floods and power outages.

It should not be subject

to pre-emption for lower priority purposes nor to failure due to
traffic (subscriber) overloading.

To the extent a single system

does not meet these performance standards, alternate means rust be
in place which have dissimilar vulnerability characteristics.
e. Information Sensitivity:

The system design should take into

consideration that alert and warning information Is highly sensitive and if monitored or Intercepted by unauthorized personnel, is
subject to misinterpretation and can lead to undesirable and
counterproductive reactions.

Therefore It is desirable not to

cite specific radio frequencies in public planning documents.
f. System Features:

Dissemination should be rapid and reliable and

provide acknowledgment and verification of message content.

It

is desirable for voice traffic to be supported by hard copy
verification.
g. Multipurpose Use:

Whatever system is designed and installed to

meet all of the above capabilities for accident alerting may
be used for communication in support of other response functions.
However, systems designed for other purposes should not be adapted
to incident alert notification unless (a)all of the criteria
are met and (b) such adaptation does not compromise their primary
purpose.

Exception may be justified when a system designed for

other purposes is adapted to incident alert notification to serve as
a back-up to the primary system.
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2. Notification of Response Organizations
a. Assigned Responsibility:

Plans should clearly designate the

responsibility and means of notifying response organizations by
either the nuclear power plant or by the State or local warning
points designated to receive initial alert notification.
b.

Dissemination Time:

Warning points cannot be encumbered by

sequential call down processes nor can response organizations
accept the time lost by such processes.

This second level

notification by warning points should be a one call process
to all assigned organizations to be notified.
and message verification is essential.
be clear, and brief.

Acknowledgement

Message content oust

A preferred procedure is to communicate

a posture code which calls for various predetermined responses
for each organization based on its mission.
c. Capability of Organizations to be Notified:

Organizations with

immediate response functions must also have a 24-hour capability
of receiving and acting upon a notification.
d. Internal Alerting:

Each organization with response functions must

develop reliable procedures for internal alerting and mobilization
of forces.

The system should account for the non-emergency nature

of some organizations and the routine posture of key staff elements.
3. Sirens
Wherever proposed as part of a system, subject to later testing by
statistical sampling, the design concept and expected performance
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must be documented as part of plans submitted by licensees, States
and local governments.

The designs of such systems must take into

account the demography and topography of the areas being considered.
Some institutional alerting mechanisms are already in place (e.g.,
in schools, factories, hospitals, shopping centers, Jails, and centralized offices).

Siren systems should complement rather than

substitute for these alreaoy in place.
The basic criterion needed for the design of a siren system is the
acceptable dissonant sound level as described in "Outdoor Warning
Systems Guide," Report No. 4100, by Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.,
June 1979 (FEMA publication number CPG-1-17).
As an acceptable criteria at most locations 1Odb above average daytime
ambient background should be a target level for the design of an adequate
siren system.

In cases involving industrial operations, a special

survey to determine design sound level targets or an inside system
may be needed to provide an audible lOdb dissonant differential.
Sirens on vehicles may be used to supplement fixed alert systems
outside the inner five mile radius of the plume exposure EPZ.
Siren systems should be designed considering the demography and
topography of an area, and taking into account other alert or notification systems in place or planned.

The naxium sound levels received

by any member of the public should be lower than 123db, the level which
may cause discomfort to individuals.
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a.

The 10db dissonant differential is a conservative use of the 9db
differential which is discussed in FEMA document CPG-1-17.

Research

has shown that a person is capable of being alerted by such a
differential above or below the background ambient in the case of a
predominately narrow band 300 to 800 Hz emitted by large sirens.
The achievement of a positive differential of 1Odb has been a basic
objective (although not always attained) of a wide range civil
defense system.
b. In considering siren applications for nuclear power stations,
the actual population density must be considered.

The average

population density around such stations is well below 2000 persons/
per square mile.

Therefore, any use of population based criteria

such as Figure 1 of CPG-1-17 is improper because the actual population density is predominately low.
c. The 10db differential above daytime ambient is meant to provide
a distinguishable signal inside of average residential construction under average conditions.

Where special individual cases

require a higher alerting signal, it should be provided by other
means than a generally distributed acoustic signal.
d. In keeping with the policy that sirens may only be a portion of
a complete public notification system, NRC and FEMA believe that
organizations proposing their use retain the responsibility for
cost/benefit decisions which might involve the use alternative
methods in thinly populated areas where such methods are cost
effective while meeting the notification criteria for the Plume
Exposure EPZ.

Where sirens are proposed, the design may be based

either on handbook values for background, or alternatively on
field surveys.
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e. For Organizations Proposing Systems Without Field Surveys
It may be very difficult, expensive, and time consuming to determine the average-day-time ambient for an EPZ.

Sound level change

with season, location, weather, traffic, ground cover, etc.

If

in combination with the uncertainties in siren performance, it
is doubtful whether the predictability of detection would be
Increased above what could be obtained using existing date to
develop standards, 50db(a) is a conservative estimate of the
average day time ambient in areas with population below 2000
person/per square mile.

For organizations proposing systems

without field surveys, the following requirements apply:
That Figure 1 of CPG-1-17, "Outdoor Warning Systems Guide"
published by FEMA, be used as the design criterion for siren
systems in areas with population densities above 2000 persons/mi

2

For areas with population densities below 2000 persons/mi2
the siren system must be designed to produce a minimum of
60db(c).

An attenuation factor of 10db loss per distance

doubled should be used to determine siren range in the absence
of special geographical features.

Those organizations apply-

ing the criteria should document the basis for their selection
of appropriate values to include:
*

population densities, location of major transportaiton
routes and heavy industry

*

attenuation factors with distance
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siren output db(c) at 100 feet vs. assumed range and acoustic frequency spect a.

*

maps showing siren location, size of coverage and any features that could affect siren performance (e.g., hills)

*

mounting heights of sirens

*

special weather conditions such as expected heavy snow
which might modify the design assumptions

a

f. For Organizations Proposing Systems With Field Surveys
Instead of a 5Odb(a) estimate of average daytime background for
areas with relatively low population (less than 2000 persons/per
square mile), the average daytime (7 am to 10 pm) background may be
measured.
The 10 db above average daytime ambient background may then be
applied against these measurements.
Background db should be determined in a band about the siren
signal frequency.

Inclusion of background noise energy from

outside this band could be misleading.
Figure 1 of CPG-l-17, 'Outdoor Warning System Guide," should
be used as the design criterion for siren systems in areas
with population densities above 2000 persons/mi 2.
Organizations choosing to measure background ambients should
document the basis for their selection to include:
*

The basic requirements described in paragraph e concerning
population densities, attenuation factors, siren output
and spectra, and maps with terrain features
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Values of measured average daytime ambient background used as

*

a basis for siren selection, to include survey location, how
locations were selected, frequency range measured and measurement time span
How seasonal changes were taken into account

*

g. General Considerations
NRC's licensees are urged to cooperate with State and local
governments in the use of cost effective combinations of systems,
including those already in place, as a means of satisfying this
objective.
The siren signal shall be a 3 to 5 minute steady signal as described in Paragraph IV E of CPG-1-17 and capable of repetition.
h. Siren Testing Guidance
(1) Types of tests and suggested frequency are:
every two weeks - log entry

* Silent Test
*

Growl Test (or equipment)

quarterly and when preventive
maintenance is performed

*

Complete Cycle Test

at least annually, and as
required for formal exercises

(2)

Oversight
*

FEMA will receive an annual statement from the cognizant
State or local authority that silent and growl tests have
been performed.

This may in turn be based on utility

certification if the utility has directed responsibility
for maintenance.
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*

FEMA will observe or receive a statement of the annual
statistical sample of population in the EPZ hearing a test
based on a field test or in conjunction with an exercise.
FEMA will approve corrective measures necessary to provide
assurance that siren systems are meeting the objectives for
alerting the population (where they are the specific means
for such alerting) approved jointly by NRC and FEMA.

4.

Other Systems
a. The Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)
The Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) exists to furnish an expedited means of furnishing real time communications to the public
in the event of war, threat of war, or grave national, or regional
or local crisis.
To activate the EBS at the State level, a request may be directed
to an Originating Primary Relay Station (usually an FM station
located near the State capital) by the Governor, his desingated
representative, the National Weather Service, the State Civil
Preparedness or Emergency Services Office, or other designated
State authority.
At the local level, a request for activation may be directed to
the Common Program Control Station (CPCS-1), by designated officials
of local government or the National Weather Service.
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In either case, comnunications facilities developed for use in
contacting and providing emergency program material jay include
any If the following:

telephone, remote pickup units, NOAA Weather

Wire Service or KOAA Weather Radio, police and fire communications,
amateur and citizens band radio.

Station management at the

Originating Primary Relay Station and/or the Common Program Control
Station authenticates the validity of all requests to activate the
system.

Other broadcast stations may activate the EBS on an

Individual basis as needed.

This is important since station manage-

ment is responsible for all program material broadcast to the
public.
The Originating Primary Relay Station at the State level, or the
Common Program Control Station at the local level, will take the
following steps to activate the EBS:
1. Take action to broadcast emergency programming which may
include recording the emergency message for use later.
2. Broadcast an initial statement.
3. Transmit the two-tone Attention Signal.
4. Broadcast the emergency announcement.
All other participating stations, alerted via their off-the-air
monitoring of the two-tone signal, repeat the above procedures.
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The State and local EBS is available for public officials who have
specifically been designated 'activating officials."

These

designees are responsible to the comaunity for determining the
appropriateness of activating the EBS for disseminating emergency
public Information.

In this regard, the activating official could

determine that an early alert to the broadcasters was advisable,
because r' certain actual or contemplated adverse conditions at a
nuclear power plant.

Such a decision could be implemented by the

activating official notifying the broadcasters by available
conmunications.

The bottom line of the early alert would be to

notify stations that are off the air, that there may be a need for
activation, which in turn would cause the stations to notify
appropriate personnel to stand by.
Alerting and notification systems around nuclear facilities must
be integrated with the State and local EBS Operational Area Plan.
Operational Area EBS plans involve agreements with the Comnon
Program Control Stations (CPCS-1) and local emergency preparedness
organizations while the State EBS plan is coordinated with the
State emergency communications chairman.

It may be necessary for

utility organizations to sign agreements with CPCS-1 stations in
order to cover a "ast breaking general emergency described in
Appendix 1. He

ver, actual public notices would only take place

upon authorizarion of governmental authorities.
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b.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather
of Emergency Alert
Receivers compatible with Weather or Emergency Alert transmitWhere transmitters or

ters can be obtained commercially.

repeaters are not available, such could be provided independently, or perhaps by negotiation with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric (NOAA) or the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC).

Receivers and servicing thereof could be offered as a

service.
c.

Telephone Automatic Dialers
Systems are available whereby pre-selected telephone numbers
could be dialed automatically, and a recorded announcement
played when a telephone is answered.

After a fixed number of

rings, the next number is dialed automatically; the unanswered
numbers are redialed at the end of the quene.

This system

could be most cost-effective and secure for warning to principal response officials, school systems, selected industrial
complexes, downstream water works or isolated farms.
d. Aircraft with Loudspeakers
Hiking trails and hunting areas are Illustrative of areas
where it may not be feasible to provide a prompt notification
by any other means except by aircraft equipped with powerful
sound systems or by dropping prepared leaflets.

Such would

not work in bad weather, of course, but such areas are less
likely to be used in bad weather.

These areas should be

reached on a best effort basis.
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APPENDIX 4

EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES WITHIN THE PLUME EXPOSURE PATHWAY
EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE
The following is an example of what shall be included in an evacuation times
assessment study and how it might be presented.

The example includes a

complete outline of material to be covered, but only a few typical tables
and explanations are provided.

The requirements are intended to be illustrative

of necessary considerations and provide for consistency In reporting.

Because

the evacuation time estimates will be used by those emergency response
personnel charged with recommending and deciding on protective actions during
an emergency the evacuation time estimates should be updated as local conditions
change (e.g., change in type or effectiveness of public notification system).
I.

INTRODUCTION
This section of the report should make the reader aware of the general
location of the nuclear power plant and plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone, and generally discuss how the analysis was done.
A. Site Location and Emergency Planning Zone
A vicinity map showing the plant location shall be provided
along with a detailed map of the plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone (EPZ).

The map shall be legible and identify

transportation networks, topographical features and political
boundaries.

(See planning element J.1O.a.)
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B. General Assumptions
All assumptions used in the analysis shall be provided.

The

assumptions shall include such things as automobile occupancy
factors, method of determining roadway capacities, and method
of estimating populations.
C. Methodology
A description of the method of analyzing the evacuation times shall
be provided.

If computer models are used, a general description

of the algorithm shall be provided along with a source for obtaining
further information or documentation.
II.

DEMAND ESTIMATION
The objective of this section is to provide an estimate of the number of
people to be evacuated.

Three potential population segments shall be

considered:

permanent residents, transients, and persons in special

facilities.

Permanent residents includes all people having a residence

in the area, but not in institutions.

Transients shall include tourists,

employees not residing in the area, or other groups that may visit the
area.

Special facility residents include those confined to institutions

such as hospitals and nursing homes.

The school population shall be

evaluated in the special facility segment.

Care should be taken to

avoid double counting.
A. Permanent Residents
The number of permanent residents shall be estimated using the U. S.
Census data or other reliable data, adjusted as necessary, for growth.
(See planning element J.lO.b.).
translated into two subgroups:

This population data shall then be
1) those using autos and those
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without autos.

The number of vehicles used by permanent residents

is estimated using an appropriate auto occupancy factor.

A range

of two to three persons per vehicle would probably be reasonable
in most cases.
An alternative approach is to calculate the number of vehicles based
on the number of households that own vehicles assuming one vehicle
per household Is used in evacuation.

Regardless of the approach

used, special attention must be given to those households not having
automobiles.

The public transport-dependent population must, therefore,

be considered as a special case.
B. Transient Populations
Estimates of transient populations shall be developed using local data
such as peak tourist volumes and employment data for large factories.
Automobile occupancy factors would vary for different transient groups.
Tourists might have automobile occupancy factors in the range of three
to four while a factory would probably have a factor of less than
1.5 persons per vehicle.

This population segment along with the

permanent population subgroup using automobiles constitute the general
population group for which an evacuation time estimate shall be made.
C. Special Facility Population
An estimate for this special population group shall usually be done
on an institution-by-institution basis.

The means of transportation

are also highly individualized and shall be described.

Schools

shall be included in this segment.
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D. Emergency Planning Zone and Sub-areas
The sub-areas for which evacuation time estimates are required must
encompass the entire area within the plume exposure EPZ.

Additionally,

evacuation time estimates are also required for simultaneous evacuation
of the entire plume exposure pathway.

The areas to be considered

are as follows:
Radius

Area

about 2 miles

four 900 sectors

about 5 miles

four 900 sectors

about 10 miles (EPZ)

four 900 sectors

about 10 miles (EPZ)

entire EPZ

When making estimates for the outer sectors, assume that the inner
adjacent sectors are being evacuated simultaneously.

The boundaries

of the sub-areas shall be based upon the same factors as the EPZ,
namely demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, and
local jurisdictions.

To the extent practical, the sector boundaries

shall not divide densely populated areas.

Where meteorological conditions

such as dominant wind directions, warrant special consideration, an
additional sub-area may need to be defined and a separate estimate
made for this case.

The EPZ and its sub-areas shall be identified

by mapping on United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7-1/2-minute
series quadrant maps when available.

Special facilities shall also

be noted on these maps, to the extent that their locations can be
geographically specified.
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Populations shall be provided by evacuation areas as specified in
planning element J.lO.b.

For the purpose of determining evacuation

times it may also be useful to summarize population data by sector and
distance from the plant.

Figure 1 is an example of such a summary.

Separate totals shall be provided for the three population segments.
Figure 2 shows the population totals translated into the number of
vehicles estimated to be used in evacuation.
III. TRAFFIC CAPACITY
This section of the report shall show the facilities to be used in evacuation.
It shall include their location, types, and capacities.
shall be made of the road network.

A complete review

Analyses shall be made of travel times

and potential locations for serious congestion in potential corridors.
(The analyses may be simplified in extreme rural areas.)

The entire

road network shall be used but local routes shall be carefully selected
and analyzed to minimize their impact on the major routes should queuing
or cross traffic conflicts occur.

Care shall be taken to avoid depending

only on high-capacity interstate and similar type routes because of
limitations of on-ramp capacities.

Alternatively, special traffic

management plans may be developed to effectively utilize available
capacity.

Evacuation shall be based on general radial dispersion.

A. Evacuation Roadway Network
A map showing only those roads used as primary evacuation routes
shall be provided.

Figure 3 is an example.

The map need not show

local access streets necessary to get to the evacuation routes.

Each

segment of the network shall be numbered in some manner for reference.
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The sector and quadrant boundaries shall also be indicated.

(See

planning elements J.lO.a and b.).
B. Roadway Segment Characteristics
A table such as example Table 1 shall be provided indicating all the
evacuation route segments and their characteristics, including capacity.
The characteristics of a segment shall be given for the narrowest section
or bottleneck if the roadway is not uniform in the number of lanes
throughout the segment.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF EVACUATION TIMES
As indicated previously, evacuation time is composed of several components.
Each of these components shall be estimated in order to determine the total
evacuation time.
A. Reporting Format
Table 2 shows the desired format for presenting the data and results
for each type of evacuation.

Each of the evacuation time components

is presented along with the total evacuation time.

Two conditions --

normal and adverse -- are considered in the analyses.

Adverse

conditions would depend on the characteristics of a specific site
and could include flooding, snow, ice, fog or rain.

The adverse

weather frequency used In this analysis shall be identified and
shall be severe enough to define the sensitivity of the analysis to
the selected events.
and capacity.
considered.

These conditions will affect both travel times

More than one adverse condition may need to be
That is, a northern site with a high summer tourist
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population should consider rain, flooding, or fog as the adverse
condition as well as snow with winter population estimates.
The text accompanying the table shall clearly indicate the critical
assumptions which underlie the time estimates; e.g., day versus night,
workday versus weekend, peak transient versus off-peak transient,
and evacuation on adjacent sectors versus nonevacuation.

The relative

significance of alternative assumptions shall be addressed, especially
with regard to time dependent traffic loading of the segments of the
evacuation roadway network.
Some modification of the reporting format may be appropriate, depending
on local circumstances.
B. Methodology
The method for computing total evacuation time shall be specified.
Two approaches are acceptable.

The simplest approach is to assume

that events are sequential. That is to say, for example, that no
one begins to move until all persons are warned and prepared to leave
before anyone starts moving.

The time is estimated by simply adding

the maximum time for each component.

This approach tends to over-

estimate the evacuation time.
The second approach, which is more complex and will be discussed
further, is to combine the distribution functions for the various
evacuation time components.

This second approach may result

in reduced time estimates due to more realistic assumptions.

The

added complexity of analysis, therefore, may be warranted at sites
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with long evacuation times.

When distribution functions are used,

estimates are made of the likelihood that each stage in an evacuation
sequence will be accomplished within a given period of time.

These

conditional probabilities depend upon completion of the preceding
stage.

For example, formulation of family units or other evacuation

groups does not commence until notification is received.

Some of

these distribution functions must be based on the judgment of the
estimators.

Computation of the joint distribution functions of

evacuation times are made.

Typically, the Joint distribution assumes

the form of an S-shape curve as shown in Figure 4.

The evacuation time

function is fairly smooth for large homogeneous population segments
such as the general public.

Special facilities, such as hospitals and

industrial centers, produce less smooth functions, or discontinuous
ones.

The assessment of evacuation time may be easily updated should

further analyses be conducted, assumptions changed, or new plans
developed.
When distributions are used, distribution functions for notification
of the various categories of the evacuee population shall be developed.
The distribution functions for the action stages after notification
predict what fraction of the population will complete a particular
action within a given span of time.

There are separate distributions

for auto-owning households, school population, and transit dependent
populations.

These distribution functions can be constructed in a

variety of ways, depending greatly on the kinds of data available for
the actual site being studied.

The previously developed conditional
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distributions are combined to develop the time distributions for the
various population segments departing their home or other facility from
which they are being evacuated.

For example, for the auto-owning popula-

tion segment, these vehicles are then loaded onto the roadway network
in order to compute travel times and delays.
Regardless of the means by which the time and amount of traffic to
be loaded on the network is determined (i.e., sequentially or using
distribution functions), it is necessary to calculate the on-road
travel and delay times.

In this step, traffic from each sector is

assigned to available evacuation routes, and, if assigned volumes
exceed capacity, delay times must be calculated using a queuing analyses.
Traffic queue (backup) locations and estimated delay times should be
indicated on the area map.
An estimate of the time required to evacuate that segment of the noncar-owning population dependent upon public transport shall be made,
in a similar manner to that used for the auto-owning population.
This estimate shall include consideration of any special services
which might be initiated to serve this population subgroup.

Such

services might include fixed-route departures from designated assembly
points.
Estimates for special facilities shall be made with consideration
for the means of mobilization of equipment and manpower to aid in
evacuation, and the needs for designated employees or staff to delay
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their evacuation in order to shut down industrial facilities.
special facility shall be treated on an individual basis.

Each

Weather

conditions and time of day conditions shall be considered.
Consideration shall be given to the impact of peak populations
including behavioral aspects.
All of the results shall be reported in the format previously indicated.
This format summarizes the maximum time for each component and for
each sector.

The components may or may not be directly additive based

on the methodology used and stated in the report.

Where distribution

functions are used the percentage of the population as a function
of time should be reported (See Figure 4 for an example format).
V. OTHER REQUIREMENTS
The time required for confirmation of evacuation shall be estimated.
Candidate methods include visual confirmation by aircraft or ground
vehicles and telephone confirmation.
Specific recommendations for actions that could be taken to significantly
improve evacuation time shall be given.

Where significant costs may be

involved, preliminary estimates of the cost of implementing these
recommendations shall be given.
A review of the draft submittal by the principal organizations (State
and local) involved in emergency response for the site shall be solicited
and comments resulting from such review included with the submittal.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION BROADCAST

Example of Additional Reporting Format for Time Estimates
of Population Evacuation When Probability Distributions
Are Used

These curves are suggestive of a hypothetical 10-mile radius EPZ.

Similar curves can be developed for sub-areas of the entire EPZ.
The horizontal displacement of these curves along the time axis
as well as the slope of the curves will vary depending upon the
characteristics of the EPZ or sub-areas of the EPZ.
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Table 1:

Segra-:.

III

Example of Roadway Characteristics

Numberl

Type 2

Capacity 3

Comments4

of Lanes

II

I

NOTES:

ITotal number of through lanes in both directions. If roadway
cross section is not uniform, use section with least number of

I anes
2; - Freeways and Expressways

ye

U = Urban Streets
R - Rural Highways
31f known
4indicate any special conditions that may affect roadway capacity.
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APPENDIX 5

GLOSSARY
Three major
'Licensee',

organizations
OState",

are identified by the three columns headed
in Part II of this document.

and OLocal

Organizations"

are also indicated in the document generally with a modifying word preceeding
the term *organization, e.g.:

-

Principal (organizations):
Federal,

State, Local agencies or departments or executive offices and

nuclear utilities (licensees) having major or lead roles in emergency
planning and preparedness.

Sub - (organizations):
Any organization such as agencies, departments, offices or local
jurisdictions having a supportive role to the principal or lead
organization(s) in emergency planning and preparedness.
Federal (organizations):
Agencies, departments or their components, of the U. S. Federal government,
having a role in emergency planning and preparedness.
State (organization):
The State government agency or office having the principal or lead
role in emergency planning and preparedness.

There may be more than

one State involved, resulting in application of the evaluation criteria
separately to more than one State.

To the extent possible, however,

one State should be designated lead.
5-1
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Local (organization):
The local government agency or office having the principal or lead
role in emergency planning and preparedness.
the County government.

Generally this will be

Other local government entities (e.g., towns,

cities, municipalities, etc.), are considered to be sub-organizations
with supportive roles to the principal or lead local government organization responsible for emergency planning and preparedness.

In some cases

there will be more than one lead organization at the local level, but
designation of one lead local organization is preferable.
Private Sector (organizations):
Industry, volunteer, quasi-governmental etc. having a role in emergency
planning and preparedness.
It is not possible to totally specify each class or type of organization that
may be involved in the total emergency planning and preparedness scheme.

Nor

is It possible to define the particular roles, function and responsibilities
of 'principal organizations" and "sub-organizationso.

This is a matter that

is best defined by the various parties involved in developing plans and
preparedness for each nuclear site.

Where the guidance in this document

indicates a function that must be performed, emergency planners at all levels,
must decide and agree among themselves, which organization is to perform
such function.

As a minimum, one lead agency at the State level and one

lead local government agency having 24 hour manning is required.

5-2
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Onsite Technical SuPport Center (TSC) and Licensees Near-Site Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF)
For description and functional criteria for the TSC and EOF, see "Functional
Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities" (NUREG-0696),

U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comnission.

Consequences

The results or effects (especially
projected doses or dose rates) of a
release of radioactive material to
the environment.

Core Melt Accident

A postulated reactor accident in which
the fuel melts because of overheating.

Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)

A generic area defined about a nuclear
facility to facilitate offsite emergency
planning and develop a significant
response base.

It Is defined for the

plume and ingestion exposure pathways.
During an emergency response best
efforts are made making use of plan
action criteria without regard to
whether particular areas are inside or
outside EPZs.
Ingestion Exposure Pathway

The principal exposure from this pathway
would be from ingestion of contaminated
water or foods such as milk or fresh
vegetables.

The duration of principal

exposures could range in length from
hours to months.
5-3
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Planning Basis

Guidance in terms of (1) Size of
Planning Area (Distance); (2) Time
Dependence of Release; and (3) Raaiological Characteristics of Releases.

P1 anni nq Standard

The standard that must be met for
onsite and offsite emergency plans
and preparedness.

(Ref:

10 CFR 50

section 50.47 Emergency Plans,
45 FR No. 162 pp 55409; and proposed
44 CFR 350 section 350.5 Criteria for
Review and Approval of State and Local
Radiological Emergency Plans and
Preparedness, 45 FR No. 123 pp 42344).
Plume Exposure Pathway

The principal exposure sources from
this pathway are:

(a)whole body external

exposure to gamma radiation from the plume
and from deposited materials and (b)
inhalation exposure from the passing
radioactive plume.

The duration of

principal potential exposures could
range in length from hours to days.
Projected Dose

An estimate of the radiation dose which
affected individuals could potentially
receive if protective actions are not
taken.

5-4
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Protective Action

An action taken to avoid or reduce a
projected dose.

(Sometimes referred to

as protective measure).
Protective Action Guide

Projected absorbed dose to individuals
in the general population which warrants
protective action.
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December 8, 2000
Mr. Robert J. Barrett
Site Executive Officer
New York Power Authority
Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
Post Office Box 215
Buchanan, NY 10511
SUBJECT:

INDIAN POINT 3 -EVALUATED EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS EXERCISE NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000286/2000-010

Dear Mr. Barrett:
The enclosed report documents an inspection at the Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant. The
inspectors evaluated the performance of your emergency response organization during the
November 15, 2000, full-participation exercise, and the post-exercise critique as specified in the
reactor oversight program. The inspectors discussed the findings of this inspection with
Mr. F. Dacimo and other members of your staff on November 16, 2000.
This inspection was an examination of activities conducted under your license as they relate to
safety and compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations and with the conditions of
your license. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selected examination of
procedures and representative records, observations of activities, and interviews with
personnel.
Based on the results of this inspection, no significant issues were identified.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosure will be available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document
Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of NRC's document system
(ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at
htto://www.nrc.aov/NRC/ADAMSfindex.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).

000902

Mr. Robert J. Barrett

-2-

Should you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Mr. Richard J. Conte at
(610) 337-5183.
Sincerely,
IRAI Daniel H. Dorman for:
Wayne D. Lanning, Director
Division of Reactor Safety
Docket No. 05000286
Ucense No: DPR-64
Enclosures:
1. Inspection Report No. 05000286/2000-010
2. NRC's Revised Reactor Oversight Process

$

000903

Mr. Robert J. Barrett

-3-

cc wlencls:
C. D. Rappleyea, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
E. Zeltmann, President and Chief Operating Officer
J. Knubel, Chief Nuclear Officer and Senior Vice President
F. Dacimo, Plant Manager
H. P. Salmon, Jr., Vice President of Engineering
W. Josiger, Vice President - Special Activities
J. Kelly, Director - Regulatory Affairs and Special Projects
T. Dougherty, Director - Nuclear Engineering
R. Patch, Director - Quality Assurance
G. C. Goldstein, Assistant General Counsel
C. D. Faison, Director, Nuclear Licensing, NYPA
K. Peters, Licensing Manager
A. Donahue, Mayor, Village of Buchanan
J. McCann, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing
C. W. Jackson, Con Edison
C. Donaldson, Esquire, Assistant Attorney General, New York Department of Law
Chairman, Standing Committee on Energy, NYS Assembly
Chairman, Standing Committee on Environmental Conservation, NYS Assembly
T. Morra, Executive Chair, Four County Nuclear Safety Committee
Chairman, Committee on Corporations, Authorities, and Commissions
The Honorable Sandra Galef, NYS Assembly
P. D. Eddy, Electric Division, Department of Public Service, State of New York
F. William Valentino, President, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
J. Spath, Program Director, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority
C. Hehl, Incorporated
C. Terry, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
R. Toole
R. Schwarz
County Clerk, West Chester County Legislature
A. Spano, Westchester County Executive
R. Bondi, Putnam County Executive
C. Vanderhoef, Rockland County Executive
J. Rampe, Orange County Executive
T. Judson, Central NY Citizens Awareness Network
M. Elie, Citizens Awareness Network
FEMA, Region 11
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Mr. Robert J. Barrett

-4-

Distribution w/encl: (VIA E-MAIL)
H. Miller, RAJ. Wiggins, DRA (1)
J. Shea, RI EDO Coordinator
E. Adensam, NRR (ridsnrrdlpmlpdi)
G. Wunder, NRR
P. Milano, NRR
D Thatcher, NRR
J. Wilcox, NRR
J. Linville, DRP
S. Barber, DRP
L Harrison, DRP
R. Junod, DRP
M. Oprendek, DRP
R. Martin, DRP
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
P. Drysdale, SRI - Indian Point 3

W. Lanning, DRS
R. Conte, DRS
D. Silk, DRS
D. Barss, NRR

DOCUMENT NAME: G:NOSBISILK\IP30001O.WPD
After declaring this document 'An Official Agency Record" it will be released to the Public.
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I
Docket No:

05000286

License No:

DPR- 64

Report No:

05000286/2000-010

Licensee:

New York Power Authority
P.O. Box 215
Buchanan, NY 10511

Facility:

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant

Dates:

November 14 - 16, 2000

Inspectors:

D. Silk, Senior Emergency Preparedness Inspector, DRS (Lead)
N. McNamara, Emergency Preparedness Inspector, DRS
L. James, Resident Inspector, Indian Point 3, DRP
P. Bissett, Senior Operations Engineer
R. Nimitz, Health Physicist, DRS
R. Bores, State Liaison Officer (FEMA RAC Member)

Approved by:

Richard J. Conte, Chief
Operational Safety Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
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1.1

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
IR 05000286/2000-010, on 11/14-16/2000; New York Power Authority, Indian Point 3 Nuclear
Power Plant. Emergency Preparedness exercise.
This inspection was conducted by region based inspectors and the resident inspector. The
significance of issues is indicated by their color (green, white, yellow, red) and was determined
by the Significance Determination Process (Enclosure 2).

i-I

Cornerstone: Emergency Preparedness
No significant findings were identified.

.

ii

000907

Reoort Details
1.

REACTOR SAFETY
Cornerstone: Emergency Preparedness (EP)

1EP1 Drill. Exercise, and Actual Events
a.

Inspection Scooe

The inspectors reviewed:

b.

*

The exercise scenario to determine if the exercise would test major elements of
the licensee's emergency plan.

*

The licensee's biennial full-participation exercise performance by focusing on
risk-significant activities in the control room simulator, the technical support
center, and the emergency operations facility (EOF). The risk significant areas
are emergency classifications, offsite notification, radiological assessment, and
protective action recommendations (PARs).

*

The licensee's exercise performance in the above mentioned facilities, as well
as, the operations support center and the emergency news center.

*

The emergency response organization's (ERO) recognition of abnormal plant
conditions, classification of emergency conditions, notification of offsite agencies,
development of PARs, command and control, communications, utilization of
repair and field monitoring teams, and the overall implementation of the
emergency plan.

*

The post-exercise critique to evaluate the licensee's self-assessment of the
exercise.

Issues and Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

4.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

40A2 Identification and Resolution of Problems
a.

Inspection Scone
The inspectors reviewed licensee findings pertaining to the recent drills, and the last
licensee biennial exercise critique to determine if significant performance trends exist
and to determine the effectiveness of licensee corrective actions based upon ERO
performance during the exercise.

00090;-.

2
b.

Issues and Findings
No findings of significance were identified.

40A6 Exit Meeting
The inspectors presented the inspection results to Mr. F. Dacimo and other members of
your staff at the conclusion of the inspection on November 16, 2000. The licensee had
no objections to the NRC findings.

000905

3
PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee
R. Barrett, Site Executive Officer
F. Dacimo, Plant Manager
A. Grosjean, Senior Emergency Planner R. Martin, Emergency Plan Engineer
M. Wilson, Emergency Planning Coordinator
ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED
Ooened
None
Closed
None
Discussed
None
LIST OF ACRONYMS USED
DEP
EAL
EOF
ERO
GE
PAR

Drill and Exercise Performance
Emergency Action Level
Emergency Operations Facility
Emergency Response Organization
General Emergency
Protective Action Recommendation

000910
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ENCLOSURE 2
NRC's REVISED REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS
The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently revised its inspection, assessment,
and enforcement programs for commercial nuclear power plants. The new process takes into
account improvements in the performance of the nuclear industry over the past 25 years and
improved approaches of inspecting and assessing safety performance at NRC licensed plants.
The new process monitors licensee performance in three broad areas (called strategic
performance areas): reactor safety (avoiding accidents and reducing the consequences of
accidents if they occur), radiation safety (protecting plant employees and the public during
routine operations), and safeguards (protecting the plant against sabotage or other security
threats). The process focuses on licensee performance within each of seven cornerstones of
safety in the three areas:
Reactor Safety
*
*
*
*

Initiating Events
Mitigating Systems
Barrier Integrity
Emergency Preparedness

Radiation Safety

Safeguards

* Occupational
* Public

* Physical Protection

To monitor these seven cornerstones of safety, the NRC uses two processes that generate
information about the safety significance of plant operations: inspections and performance
indicators. Inspection findings will be evaluated according to their potential significance for
safety, using the Significance Determination Process, and assigned colors of GREEN, WHITE,
YELLOW or RED. GREEN findings are indicative of issues that, while they may not be
desirable, represent very low safety significance. WHITE findings indicate issues that are of
low to moderate safety significance. YELLOW findings are issues that are of substantial safety
significance. RED findings represent issues that are of high safety significance with a
significant reduction in safety margin.
Performance indicator data will be compared to established criteria for measuring licensee
performance in terms of potential safety. Based on prescribed thresholds, the indicators will be
classified by color representing varying levels of performance and incremental degradation in
safety: GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW, and RED. GREEN indicators represent performance at a
level requiring no additional NRC oversight beyond the baseline inspections. WHITE
corresponds to performance that may result in increased NRC oversight. YELLOW represents
performance that minimally reduces safety margin and requires even more NRC oversight. And
RED indicates performance that represents a significant reduction in safety margin but still
provides adequate protection to public health and safety.
The assessment process integrates performance indicators and inspection so the agency can
reach objective conclusions regarding overall plant performance. The agency will use an Action
Matrix to determine in a systematic, predictable manner which regulatory actions should be
taken based on a licensee's performance. The NRC's actions in response to the significance
(as represented by the color) of issues will be the same for performance indicators as for
inspection findings. As a licensee's safety performance degrades, the NRC will take more and
increasingly significant action, which can include shutting down a plant, as described in the
Action Matrix.
More information can be found at: htto://www.nrc.aov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/index.html.
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ABSTRACT
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6.2.2

Material Nonlizvearity Effects on Stractural Response

Zieann
at al. 1421 investigated the effects of material wnolineanitlea
on response spectra resulting frot the Impact of a Boeg. 707w320 oa thel
secondary coutai
n of a MMZ reactor such as shown In Pig. U.
They used
a fiuite-element model vhch consida=re Concrete cerackilg ad crissb1i
as
well as steel yielding for the aualyuim. The resulting displacement time
histories are shown in Fig. 12.
Comjarisoc of the nonlinear and linear
ds3pla emeut time histories shove a si
fCt
I=crase in the vertical
displazeme= (28)
In the vicnity of Impaet tons, which fades out rapidly
away from the iUpact point as expected, since the response far aay from the
Impact area Is prlmarily elastic behavior. Therafore, if the impact loading
is sufficient to produCe any permanent deformation, a more complicated
constitutiv equat1oa mu
be used in order to obtain the real structural
responssae Since theae Is no conaens theory which can predict all uatenral
behavior of coucreta, such as tension, Cmpresuion, crushing, microcracking,
creeping, etc., the choice should depend oc the most Important.6.3 local Structursl Response
63.31

Local

ailre leehanslas.

3te Impact of an aircraft upon a concrete otament of a nuclear power
plan generally may result In the damap to coacrete valls. The damae may
be local or may produce an overall dynamic response of the target vall.

Raznedy [431 presented a daetal review of proceduzes for the analysis and
design of concrete strctures to withstand issil
Impact elfects. Missnla
velocities generated by airraft crashes m
be between 100 aud 1500
ft/see.
The local damage due to alrcaft zpact consists of 5a11X of
conce-te froa the front (4-Pacted) surfae
d s bg
of concrete fro the
rear suface of the target togethar with missile petratlou into the target
as sbogu In Fig. 13. If the douge is suffietent, the missille may perforate
and pass through the target.
creaseKjS, pieces of concrete are
spalled off from the izpacted surface of the target. This spalling creates
a spall crater that can estead over an area substantially greater than the

As the Velocity of the impactizq missile
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area of the striking uiseile.

vii

penetrate

the target

As the velocity increases,

to depths

beyond

the depth of the

spal1 crater .foraing a cylindrical bole with diameter slightly greateri than
the* missle diameter. As the penetration continues, the missile will stick

to the concrete target; this is called plastic Impact. lurther increazes in
velocity produce cracking of the concrete on the rear surface followed by
scatbing of concrete from this rear surface.
The zone of scabbing viii
generally be much wider, but not as deep as the front surface spall crater.
Once scabbing begins, the depti of penetration viii Increase rapidly. For
barrier tdckmess to missile diameter ratios less ttha- five, the pieces of
sca'bbed concrete can be large and have substantil velocities.
As the
missile velocity increames further, perforation of the target Will
occur as
the penetration hole extends throug
to the scaablbiog crater.
Still higher
veloeities vill cause the w1ssile to exit from, the rear surface of the
target.
Upon plastic Impact, portions of the kinetic energy of the
impact ing missile are conveted to strait energy associated with deformation
of the cissile and energy losses ssociated with target penetration.
The
remaining caergy Is absorbed by the Impact target.
This absorbed energy

results In an overall target response that Includes flexural deformatio
the target
structlres.
Local

of

barrier end the subsequent deformation of its. supporting
A review of comonly used empirical procedures for determining

missile
thickness, and

impact

effects

such an penetrartion deptb, perforation
scabbing thickness for co=crete targets subjected to bard-

missile Impact can be found lu 1431.

Note that these empirical formulas

were develped by the Army Corps of Engineers, the National Datense Research
Committee, and others many years ago based o experimental observation.
Today, with the advent of the finite.-element method and after Intensive
research In fracture =echauics, It is possible to predict these phenomena
analytically. The above discussion deals with concrete structures only. If
the aircraft Impact on a steel structure,
then only penetration,
perforation, aid Overall response w:iU occur
The numerical approach to
various target geometries of this type can be found in 14 4 1.

6.3.2

Fallure-Mode Analysis Usiag Plustic Shells of Revolution Theory

Degen=,

Frrer, and Jemielewvki [45

habve investigated the effects of a large

comercial airplane crashing perpendilrl
on the surface of a 8phere.a"
reactor building domae.
They obtained the carrying capacity of the structure
under an equivalent static load using
plates, and calculaied the sectlonal

the yield-line theory of circular
forces using Unear-elastie shell

theory. They then calculate the failure load and distribution of sectional
forces using the plastic shell theory. The analysis was performed using the
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ccputer code STARS-21 developed by Svalbouas and Levine [463. This zde
performs platic analysis of sells of r:eoltlou.
1lastic effects are
appromiated using the initial *traln appproaeh, and different modes of
hardening may be taken leto account.
From the results, they obtained the
failure zone mecbhauu at the apes of a spherical sheLU subjected to
aircraft: Impact cver a finite loading area. The results are shown In ig .
14.

Degan et al. 1451 also presented failure mde analysis by the flnite-aelet
.u
progrim T7M 1471 Which utilizes three-dimeasional elements for conav 3t
;
and one-dtaewiual elements for ratinforaing steael
This program cosuide :ed
uoulineur strass-strai relationships for concrete tmder =tiat4stre 3
i,
naldno and
rushing under a triaxial scress. states and elarlps
±c
behavior for relnforct
steel.
TbO calculation of collspse load us Lag
yild-line theory for plates, STAS-2P for shell of veylution, and thr idiesiol
a
D are is the Pressure Tange of p -1I
to 25, 30 to 35, .mnd
2S to 30 kg/cm, respectively as reported by Degen ec al.
-

Sine the calclated collapsed load vas assumed to be distributed over a
cer n contact area, the macting total load corresponding to a range of
30-35 kg/czs rssults In 28,000-33.000 tos. unsig eOn peak load-veloc:.ty
reAtiouship; the crmahig Veldltcy "of aIarge comiercal airplan which
struxr und cru dezado. could still sustals may 'Ie between 48D sa : 30
balbr.
If tas impct vwlocity further increasee past of the energy C-iot
absorbed by tlhe strncture) will be retained in the fallng object. 7igme
15 shows the maImoi remaining loads -as a function of crash VOlocity.
bithin the velocity range of 480 to 750 kmlhr, only part.of the peak ind
mauy act me the structure, but ovor -750 km/bt th. total peak load at be
used.. Carlton and Bedi [48J and Gapta and Seaman 1493 also studied the
local response of reinforced concrte to uissie Impacts using a differat
eomputer coda. TM analysis appears to be adeqnate for the description of
faIla
=ode uec
s.
6.4

Structural Syatam and R31Apmen Response

There are =any studies [50-583 concerning the cozuparigou of the dyanle
response of a typical nuclear pow plant subjected to a modest earthquake
and to the impact of alrcraft crashes. Abed et al. [50-511 used a ftit3element beam model and m-dal superposition techniques to obtain the ti u
history responss and the corresponding floor response spectra of tVW
structur/componeut. The effect of soil-structura interaction is consider d
in that study. Figuru 16 shows the structural Idealizatiou of the nods apower plant in the f
teelemet modael. ?igura 17 shoWs the ccmp*==scn of
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7.

F723 AND

5LOSI0N RAZARD A3S0CLATED WITS AN A

TCRT
CRASH

The crash of an aircraft, at least those events lu which the aircraft
structure is s5guificantly damaged, will release large quantities of fuel In
the general viclaity of the crash site.
A siguificant fraction of the
maximum aircraft takeoff welght is fuel; thus, quantities of the order of
SO.0O0 lb of fuel can be expected to be released by large military aircraft
such as an P3-111 fgsbter. Iv
larger quantities of fuel are used In large
comaercial aircraft.
The ftels are, typically, JP-l, JP-4, or kerosene.
These fuels as*not biShly volatile, but thby bu
readily and when properly
-ixed with air can explode.
Crash events which coinist of relatively long ground traverses frequently
saver or puncture fuil tank (i.e., wing strnctutre), and the leaking fuel
Ls sprayed nd spilled out over rather lwg distances forming vapor clods
and liquid pools. Crash event which consist of the abrupt arresting of the
entire alrcsaft, ands, therefore, providing essentially total structural
collapse of the aircraft In a few tenths of a secnd . valease theix fuel
very rapidly, spilling the fuel on the Impact point (structure) - and the
1=editt o urea.
Agal a portion of the fuel Will tend to =Ii with the
surrounding
iair
forming a potentially explosive cloud. A major portion of
the fuel will lera
pools or vet dowa tbe adjacet surfaces.
The crash eveut, being rather catastrophic,
ill 'be associated with the
release of significant amounts of energy, heat, and sparks such that
ignition sources idl generally be present; it is therefore moat lkely that
a fel fire Will occur.
These fires will be local events and last for
periods of Lime of the order of
y minutes, perhaps a few tens of
minutes. They will generat, a significat amunt of heat (thermal radiation
and bot gases) and combustion products (3soke and tozic fumes).
The hot
coabustion products3, largely gases, will be transported upward due to
buoyancy forces and will move downwind.
Thus, these gases 'hav the
potential of reaching earby lntaks vents of the surrounding facilities.
In additiou to the above poteutial cambination and toxic bazards, which
appear to be tolerable ft zany instanes, at least for adequately desiged
facilities, it is important to exaine the crash event an the local ispact
area for unique situations which may cause an nacceptabla hazard.
For
example, L the case of an ifpact on a double enveloped cwtatnment
structure It my be possible to deposit a significant adequate quantity of
fuel between the two envelopes
The subsequent vaporization and ition of
the resulting vapor-sir mixture could lead to a rather violent explosion
environmeat and Impose upon the primary containment relatively savera
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loads.
These loads are
impaet process. hbt may
occur shortly after the
structure to the combined

different in character than those imposed by the
be just as severe.
Furthermore, these loads 41U
impact load, *aud, therefore, .the response of the
load event should be exaLiued.

A relatively large body of data .sd analysis methodologies exists rela :ig
to fires resulting from the crashes of aircraft . This data base res: des
primarily In the FA domain and La supported by a yet larger data lase
dealing with fire and fire effects in general. The quantification of f:;res
and their effects, expecially pool fires, has been developed to a *I age
where the general characteristics (I-ea, flume height, duration, radiat ive
flx=, etc.) are known.
Whfile itt
sttL difficult to predict *tzt
*precisiol the outcone of various alrcaft fuel-spil fires, the Influeacc of
many. major parameters such as fuel properties ea wind effects Is
understood.

The

=ajor difficulties generally lie In the comple: nature of

tbe fuel distrbunion, the Influence of random effects. A the soez hat
extreme geometries which may be encountered iL eany realistic ercraft e ash
at a plant sti
(i.e., cluster of buildins).
The explosion hazard resulting from the. rash of an aircraft is difficult to
define

for

several

reasons.

One

Is that the basc pheson

is

*try

complex, and many or varied degrees of energy release * or combastion can
occur.

The other in that the dissemintion of the fuel and Its partial

mixing with the surrounding air to form an explosive cloud ae virta L
impossible tW predict with any acceptable degree of accuray
The approach
used by Eichler and
e
sky 59 and others In dealln with a brMa
class of accidental vapor cloud explosions was to define, from accident md
experimental data. reasonably coUnervative TNT equivalence factors for thise
events.
Because of the very dynrtie fuel dispersion and the low va or
pressure of eatiou fuels, the applicability of the TNT equivale ic
appaoaches to the explosion h&azads from catastrophic aircraft crashes nost
be carefully evaluated.
This Is particUlrly true for the effects close in
to the explosion.
Uspadensky aid Takata 16O], while examiins tr. dx
accidents involviug the release of c-bu t~ble materials for a 10-y ar
period In which a fire and/or an explosion occurred,
observed that
approximately 36 percent of the -events involved both fire and explotia ,
while approimately 56 percezt of the eveats involved only fire.
'he
remaining 8 percent of the events 1wolved only an explosion.
It

to clear that a broad spectr

ocCur, and while the

o

or mIz of f ri and exploslon events

an

of fuel involved In any explosion evet may be

quite small, the occurence of such events must be considered. Tf olr
c ue
percent of the fuel, say 500 lb for the fl-Ill fighter planes is involved in
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such an event, the blast environment will be equivalent to the detonation of
The local. blast characteristics or a wapor
approxiaitely .1000 lb of.
cloud are substantialiy diffiarent f== those of a TNT explosion; however, at
For the above
longer ranges the equivalency concept is sppropriata.
explosion the 'safe overpresmre of I psi will exist at a range of
approimAtely

120 a.

It is difficult to obtain a cpatles. and perhaps correct pictur, of the
design reviw and
eptae
process as It applies to aDy given offsite
ince the detalls are frequently divided between many
hazard - feature,
diverse documents In the dockets and In the iterattue question and answer
fozat which is eaployed. Using the fire hazard analysis of the Seabrook
Statio 1371, the fofloving level of treatzeat appears to be typical. The
(In
production of a coubustible vapor Is- dismissed as bi!3
igffiet
quantity) on the basis that the atomization process ralce place over the
0.3-sec. Impact (load) duration. Ths duration Is not representative of the
vapor production period.
Clearly a uber of vapor production mechaniaza
will eist.
For emple, mome fuel vLi be sprayed Into the atmosphere end
settling at a rate much less than 0.1 w/s, depending
the fal as 'raw
upon

droplet

size.

Pur1terzore,

fuel

C

be expected

t

be throw

over

large elevated surfac;i with subsequent flow downward over thesie surfaces
due to the action of gravity.
Deending upon the suf ace temperature of these exposed surfaces (exposed
perhaps in tie 8uu) and the possible presenc of fire, the vaporization rate
can be anpllfied significatly ed the vapoxizatiou petiod may last for vamy
minutes.
tires arm usually treated In a wore compreheusives
anner than

explosions sinca a vatiety of pool coitious a be poatulateds and using a
vaporization rate (for a burning pool) of apprusuately 0.004 c=/,. the
durations of the fires am be estimated.
Mlama temeratures, radiative flu
levels, and fire durations can tean be used (but usually *at explicitly
uaed) to claim that fires do not constitute a threat to the facility. The
probability of fuel eateting the relatively few openings (vent stack, air
intake vents. utea lne tunnels, etc*) to these collective structures vill
generally be quite low simply om an area basis, altbough specific values are
161j of the internal concrete
frequently not cited. Account bas been tak
val1 which acts as a missile barrier When presen to prevent flames and fuel
from directly enteriug the aft intake. It wuld eppear, boever, that this
Is too optimistic silae
tapntiied fupl, bot gaseous reaetion products, sad
to a certain extent. portions of liquid (fuel) streas will flow around swch
obstructions.
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Based on the revioew of past licensiag experie*e, it appears
that fIre and
explosion hazards have beet treated with mtch lesi care than
the dltaect
aircraft Impact and the resultiag structural response. Therefore,
the clali
that these firelexploslou effects do wot represent a threat to
=clear pcwer
plant faciltles has sot been clearly demonstrated.
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targets subjected to wisai1, Izipact.
Simplified procedures are do !ined
for deterauling the' dyunamic response of. the target wall. an
for
eventing oversall failur of the wall.

Off site. Razards:
Type of M~del,ir
Author.:

Title:

Reference:

Brief Descriptions

Aireraf t Crash
terz&iftstic
IbTrtulks No 3.
A~alysiz of Aircraft lmj~st P1rablems
Advanced Structural DymauJIess E. 'by ])me3,
Jo Applied Science Publishers, Ltd., Loudou*
1978, pp 337-386

This paper presented the characterization of th.

various

alvtraft

mpacting

ca tbz

imlear power

-

I

II

:t

load -case-Inducet by
pleats.

Also

the

inluence of elastoplastim deformation Lu the area of impact 6a lo"
functiou la discussed.
t
dywami; structural invesdtgations for

reactor building are preseuted using

bea

and shell models-

7he =,dal

dampins,
damping
parawetexs,
soll
Parameters
are
dicus sad.
%ovestigatioa. of two ne1bboring bildings of unequal sizes show bat
thu pres== of the smaller building has a damping effect on the
dynmic response of the larger building, and tbs Impact on the 2x.gur
buLlding excites oscillations In the msmaller bldLs.
Aa fo an the
comparImns ulth an earthquake and an rlosive shock wave, in the lo
frequency range (up to 5
z) . tha load case of an earthquake Lo
governing -hereas
in the high frequency rangs (above 10 Hz) the :oad
aze Of 4-4 aircaft criah douillatied.

off sit Mazards:
Typ. of Modelt
Autbazat

Referetuces

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistla
Nlyogi, P. T.,* Morlt, R. C., and Mhaztachir~ya, A. X.
Safety- Desilft of Nucleai PoieM Plants Agaist Aivera f t
Itoset~s
W~F
higueara .6 Constractors, Inc., Philadeaphia,
PA*

Brief Descriptions
A nclear power plant in coide~red adequately des8ued agat let
aircraft hazards If the probability of alrrait accidents resxtlsg in
Vadiologial
-cSE
greater than 10 CIM part 100 guideins in
l~ess _than abo
pr yere
b
a aircraft-s erdent is
cOUsiiSred a de sig
si
eu
&.the plUmrmust be bsk4eenad up to
the-pot -zt- vhch the above criterion iu-ndti la =*I cases It Las
been ftfficien to demonstrate that the probability of am impact cm a
seaety-related building is less than
per year. In other cases, it
in necessary tw takce into account the Inrinsic hArdness of buildiz 8
and structures designed to withstand tornado, seisic, and waw de
hazards in order to demonstrate that aa aircraft impact presents an
acceptable risk In soma cases, however, it Is necessary to coui td
aircraft impacts as design basis events and to specify the level of
hardenfig required to satisfy the design criterion.

le?
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DD-02-XX
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Samuel J. Collins, Director
In the Matter of
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.
(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
Nos. 1, 2, and 3)

)
)
)
)

Docket Nos. 50-003, 50-247,
and 50-286
License Nos. DPR-5, DPR-26,
and DPR-64

)
)

(10 CFR 2.206)

PROPOSED DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206.
I. Introduction
By letter dated November 8, 2001, as supplemented on December 20, 2001,
Riverkeeper, Inc., et al. filed a Petition pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
Section 2.206 (10 CFR 2.206). The Petitioners requested that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) take the following actions: (1) order the licensee to suspend operations,
revoke the operating license, or adopt other measures resulting in a temporary shutdown of the
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3 (IP2 and 3); (2) order the licensee to
conduct a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security measures, and evacuation plans;
(3) require the licensee to provide information documenting the existing and readily attainable
security measures which protect the IP facility against land, water, and airborne terrorist
attacks; (4) immediately modify the IP2 and 3 operating licenses to mandate certain specified
security measures sufficient to protect the facility; and (5) order the revision of the licensee's
emergency response plan and Westchester County's radiological emergency response plan
(RERP) to account for possible terrorist attacks and prepare a comprehensive response to
multiple, simultaneous attacks in the region, which could impair the efficient evacuation of the
PROPOSED
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In addition, the Petitioners requested that the NRC take prompt action to permanently

retire the facility if, after conducting a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security
measures, and evacuation plans, the NRC finds that the IP facility cannot be adequately
protected against terrorist threats. Further, separately from the above issues, the Petitioners
requested that the NRC order the licensee to undertake the immediate conversion of the
current water-cooled spent fuel storage system to a dry cask system. The bases for the
requests are that (1) the IP facility is a plausible target of future terrorist actions, (2) actual
threats against nuclear power plants have been documented, (3) IP is currently vulnerable to a
catastrophic terrorist attack, (4) a terrorist attack on IP2 and 3 would have significant public
health, environmental, and economic impacts, and (5) the Westchester County's RERP is
inadequate because it is based on erroneous assumptions.
In a letter dated December 20, 2001, the NRC informed the Petitioners that their request
for a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security measures, and evacuation plans at IP2
and 3 were approved, in part, because the NRC had already taken action to require licensees
to enhance security and the Commission had directed the staff to undertake a comprehensive
review of plant security. In light of the facility's defense-in-depth, the heightened security
measures implemented in response to the events of September 11, and the NRC's ongoing
reevaluation of its safeguards regulations and programs, the NRC did not consider the
immediate closure of IP2 and 3 to be necessary to provide adequate protection of the public
health and safety. Further, the NRC informed the Petitioners that the issues in the Petition
were being referred to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) for appropriate action.
In its December 20 letter, the NRC told the Petitioners that a public meeting or
telephone conference with the NRR Petition Review Board (PRB) was not necessary or
appropriate at the time since the Petitioner's request was already being treated as a 2.206
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-3Petition and because of the sensitive nature of the information. Under normal circumstances,
the NRC would closely follow Management Directive (MD) 8.1 1, "Review Process for 10 CFR
2.206 Petitions, when reviewing requests for enforcement action; however, since the Petition
involved sensitive security information, the NRC deferred application of certain public aspects of
the MD 8.11 process pending further developments of our security review.
On December 20, 2001, the Petitioners provided a declaration from Dr. Gordon
Thompson dated December 7, 2001, and requested that the declaration be included as a
supplement to their Petition. The NRC treated the declaration as a supplement to the Petition.
Although the NRC had initially withheld the Petition from public distribution pending Commission
guidance about public dissemination of potential security information, the NRC has now
determined that the Petition can be made publicly available. Therefore, the documents are
available in the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Managment System (ADAMS) for
inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room (PDR), located at One White Flint
North, 11555 Rockville Pike (first floor), Rockville, Maryland. Publicly available records are also
accessible from the ADAMS Public Electronic Reading Room on the NRC Web site
htto:ltwww.nrc.aov/readina-rm/adams.html. Persons who do not have access to ADAMS or
have problems in accessing the documents located in ADAMS should contact the NRC PDR
reference staff by telephone at 1800-397-4209 or 3014154737 or by e-mail to Ddr Wnrc.pov.
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., responded to the Petition on February 11, 2002, and
the staff considered the information in reviewing the Petition.
II. Discussion
Full Review of Vulnerabilities and Security Measures
In the Petition, as supplemented, the Petitioners requested that the NRC order the
licensee to conduct a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security measures, and
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-4 evacuation plans. The Petitioners stated that the reactor, spent fuel, control rooms, and
electrical switching were vulnerable to terrorist attack. The Petitioners' request was based on
the following assertions: (1) IP2 and 3 are a plausible target because of the population density
of the surrounding area and the proximity to New York City, (2) news releases have
documented threats against nuclear facilities, (3) an operational plant is more vulnerable, (4) an
attack could damage cooling to the spent fuel pools and/or drain the pools, leading to fuel
cladding oxidation, fire, and release of radioactive materials, and (5) the design-basis threat did
not consider a terrorist attack. The Petitioners also stated that the facility is not currently
equipped to defend itself from terrorist attacks, the licensee has a poor record in security and
emergency preparedness, and nuclear industry security forces have repeatedly failed to repell
mock attacks. The Petitioners also believe that an attack on an operating reactor would force
plant operators to face competing interests from safe operations and physical security.
Staff Response
The NRC and its licensees have dealt with the issue of protection of licensed facilities
against sabotage or attack for a number of years. Security against sabotage has been an
important part of the NRC's regulatory activities, with defense-in-depth as the guiding principle.
NRC regulations ensure that nuclear power plants are among the most hardened and secure
industrial facilities in our nation. The many layers of protection offered by robust plant design
features, sophisticated surveillance equipment, professional security forces, and NRC
regulatory oversight provide an effective deterrence against potential terrorist activities that
could target equipment vital to nuclear safety.
The NRC requirements for the defense of nuclear power plants are defined by the
'design basis threat' (DBT). The DBT is specified in general terms in 10 CFR 73.1 and in
greater detail in sensitive documents. The DBT was prepared by safeguards experts on the
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-5 basis of information from the Department-of Energy and the intelligence community about
terrorist-related information both abroad and in the United States. Before September 11, the
DBT defined the licensee's defense obligation and the NRC's assessment of the reasonably
likely sabotage threat.
In 10 CFR Part 73, Physical Protection of Plants and Materials," the NRC provides
detailed requirements designed to protect nuclear power plants against acts of radiological
sabotage, prevent the theft of special nuclear material, and protect safeguards information
against unauthorized release. The requirements of Part 73 are as follows:
1.

The licensee permits only authorized activities and conditions within established
protected areas, material access areas, and vital areas by using controls and
procedures, defined boundaries, detection, communication and surveillance
subsystems, and by establishing schedules of authorized operations.

2.

The licensee prevents unauthorized access of persons, vehicles and objects into
protected and vital areas by using detection and barrier systems.

3.

The licensee provides for authorized access and assures detection of and response to
unauthorized penetrations of the protected area.

4.

The licensee permits only authorized control and movement of special nuclear material.

5.

The licensee provides response capabilities to assure that NRC requirements are
achieved.

6.

The licensee maintains a well-equipped and highly trained security organization.

7.

The licensee installed physical barriers to protect vital equipment and material.

8.

The licensee installed detection, surveillance, and alarm systems capable of sensing
unauthorized penetrations of isolation zones and ensuring a prompt response action.
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The licensee provides access authorization (e.g., background checks, routine worker
screening, badging, etc.) programs and procedures.

10.

The licensee ensures that all guards and armed response individuals have the ability to
communicate with a continuously manned alarm station.

11.

The licensee established an effective testing and maintenance program to verify that all
physical barriers, and detection and alarm systems are capable of meeting NRC
requirements.
The current NRC regulations require all licensees to establish a physical protection

system and a security organization. These requirements are necessary to prevent the
unauthorized access of persons, vehicles, and materials into protected and vital areas and
ensure that security personnel respond to unauthorized penetrations of the protected area.
Licensees are also required to develop physical security plans (PSPs) and submit these plans
to the NRC for approval before implementing them. (NRC regional security teams conducted
routine inspections for compliance with commitments made in approved PSPs and to assess
the capabilities of the licensees' security programs. Although these commitments were
intended to ensure that the security organizations were able to protect against the DBT, the
inspections carried out to evaluate compliance with these commitments did not provide for
performance testing of tactical response capabilities or evaluation of the effectiveness of these
commitments to protect against the DBT.) Performance testing has been done by the staff
through the Operational Safeguards Response Evaluation, which have been done at all sites.
In addition, the licensees are required to establish a liaison with local law enforcement
organizations for added assistance in the event of an attack.
Shortly after September 11, the NRC recognized the need to reexamine the basic
assumptions underlying the current nuclear facility security and safeguards programs.
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-7 Chairman Richard A. Meserve, with the full support of the Commission, directed the staff to
undertake a top-to-bottom review of the NRC's security regulations and programs. The security
review includes the NRC's participation with the Office of Homeland Security, the Federal
Bureau of Investigations (FBI), Departments of Transportation and Energy, and others to keep
the NRC advised of the current threat environment. The NRC's participation with these
agencies allows the NRC to communicate its actions to other Federal agencies, ensuring an
appropriate and balanced response throughout the nation's entire critical energy infrastructure.
Attacks like September 11 were of a type that have not been part of the NRC's planning
(or that of any other agency with similar responsibilities). Moreover, there are other aspects of
the September 11th attack and the subsequent assessments that require the NRC and its
licensees to reevaluate the type of assault that might be mounted against a nuclear power
plant. As a result, on February 25, 2002, the NRC issued Orders to all operating power reactor
facilities to require that certain interim compensatory security measures be taken beyond those
called for by current regulations. These interim measures are the result of the NRC's initial
review of current safeguards and security plan requirements and a review of information
provided by the intelligence community. Although licensee responses to the prior Threat and
Safeguards Advisories Safeguards (which provided information about potential threats and
possible prompt actions for the licensee to consider implementing) were adequate to provide
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC also
determined that certain compensatory measures were prudent to address the generalized highlevel threat environment in a consistent manner throughout the nuclear reactor industry. The
Orders formalized a series of steps that nuclear power plant licensees had been advised to take
by the NRC in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on September 11 and added certain security
enhancements. For security reasons, the details of the security requirements cannot be made
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requirements for guard forces; new requirements for searches of vehicles approaching nuclear
facilities; enhanced capability to respond to and mitigate any large fires or explosions on site;
and heightened coordination with appropriate local, State, and Federal authorities. The Order
also directed licensees to evaluate and address potential vulnerabilities to maintain or restore
cooling to the core, containment, and spent fuel pool and to develop specific guidance and
strategies to respond to an event resulting in damage to large areas of the plant due to
explosions or fire. These security strategies are intended to help identify and utilize any
remaining equipment and capabilities to maintain or restore core, containment, and spent fuel
pool cooling, including both onsite and offsite resources. These requirements will remain in
effect until The NRC notifies licensees that the threat environment has significantly changed or
until the NRC determines, as a result of the ongoing comprehensive reevaluation of current
safeguards and security programs, that other changes are needed. In addition, pursuant to
10 CFR 2.202, the NRC concluded that in the circumstances described above, the public
health, safety, and interest require that these Orders be made effective immediately.
As part of the comprehensive review of safeguards vulnerabilities, the NRC will
reexamine the DBT and modify it as appropriate. As in the past, the NRC will coordinate its
evaluation with various other Govemment agencies and discuss resource commitments with the
military, the States, and local law enforcement. If a credible vulnerability is identified that is not
addressed by the actions of another Federal agency, the NRC staff will consider additional
physical protection, material control, and other appropriate requirements. The NRC will
continue to be assisted by the Office of Homeland Security and other Federal agencies in
evaluating threats beyond the defensive capabilities of NRC licensees. Because of the
budgetary obligations that might be associated with any new responsibilities, the Office of
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between the private and public sector in the defense of nuclear facilities.
Although the NRC cannot rule out the possibility of future terrorist activity directed at a
licensee's site before implementing any further enhancements to its safeguards programs, the
NRC believes that these facilities can continue to operate safely. Nuclear power plant design is
based on defense-in-depth principles, and includes many features to protect public health and
safety. For example, reinforced containment buildings and redundant safety systems would
help trained operators prevent or limit the release of radioactive material in the event of a
terrorist attack. In addition, NRC requirements for coping with fires and station blackout (loss of
offsite and onsite power) provide added capability to bring the plant to safe shutdown conditions
assuming such aspects as loss of the control room to fire or failure of the emergency diesel
generators. (The control rooms for IP2 and 3 are also located in separate buildings.)
The NRC requires careful background checks (to minimize the risk of insider
assistance) and facility access controls, delay barriers, and intrusion detection systems (to
detect potential attackers). The NRC also requires licensees to be able to respond with force to
a group of armed attackers, using protective strategies involving layers of defense. Therefore,
the NRC believes that the facilities are adequate to withstand many of the challenges from
safety or safeguards events, such as armed assaults.
Regarding the issue of whether a terrorist could gain employment at a nuclear power
plant, the regulations require that every employee who will have access to safety equipment
have passed various background checks (past employment, references, credit history, and an
FBI criminal record check) and have undergone psychological testing. During the course of
employment, each employee is also subject to fitness-for-duty requirements, including random
drug and alcohol testing. Behavioral monitoring of employees is also required to ensure that
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and there are portal detectors for metals and explosives. As part of the ongoing review, the
NRC is considering whether to supplement these requirements.
Full Review of Radiological Emergency Pregaredness and Evacuation Planning
In its December 20 supplement, the Petitioners cited a prior NRC study prepared by
Sandia National Laboratory and discussed source terms and potential radiological
consequences of an attack on IP. The Petitioners were concerned about the economic and
environmental consequences of an attack causing a massive release of radioactive materials.
Regarding emergency preparedness planning, the Petitioners believe that the IP onsite
and offsite emergency plans did not envision an act of terrorism of the magnitude seen on
September 11, 2001. Additionally, the Petitioners state that the Westchester County RERP is
inadequate and does not consider the possibility of multiple simultaneous attacks on vital
Infrastructure relied on in the current plan.
Staff Response
The overall objective of emergency response planning is to minimize the dose to the
public for a spectrum of accidents that could produce offsite doses in excess of protective
action guidelines. No single accident sequence should be isolated as the one for which to plan
because each accident could have different consequences, both in nature and degree.
Emergency plans are intended to be broad and flexible enough to respond to a wide spectrum
of events. The plans are then designed to manage any radiobiological accident, regardless of
the source of the release, types of nuclides released, or magnitude, timing, or duration of
release.
The NRC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) are the two Federal
agencies responsible for evaluating emergency preparedness at and around nuclear power
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plants. The NRC is responsible for evaluating the adequacy of onsite emergency plans
developed by the utility, while FEMA is responsible for assessing the adequacy of offsite (State
and local) radiological emergency planning and preparedness activities. The NRC requires
licensees to have detailed procedures for responding to events, making timely notifications to
appropriate authorities, and providing accurate radiological information. For the offsite plans,
the NRC relies on FEMA's findings in determining whether there is reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.
The licensee, local and county emergency response officials, and State emergency
management officials discuss and agree on the facility's emergency response plan.
NRC regulations require the establishment of a plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone (EPZ) about 10 miles in radius and an ingestion exposure pathway EPZ about
50 miles In radius around each nuclear power plant site. The size of the EPZs chosen
represents a judgment on the extent of detailed planning which must be performed to ensure an
adequate response in the event of a radiological emergency. In one emergency, protective
actions may be restricted to a small part of the planning zones. On the other hand, the
response measures established within the 10-mile and 50-mile EPZs provide a planning basis
for expanding the protective actions if conditions of a particular accident warrant.
In the event of a severe reactor accident with offsite consequences, NRC guidance calls
for the prompt evacuation of the population within a 2-mile radius of the plant and about 5 miles
in the downwind direction. The guidance states that these protective actions would be
expanded, as necessary, based on further assessment of plant conditions, dose assessment,
and field monitoring information. At longer distances, shelter is usually the appropriate
protective action, followed by relocation of segments of the population if warranted by the
results and analysis of radiological measurements taken in the field. The main protective action
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-12 planned for the 50-mile EPZ is protection of the public from the ingestion of contaminated food
and water. It is considered extremely unlikely that evacuation would be required at a distance
of 50 miles even after the most severe accident. The planning established for the 10-mile and
50-mile EPZs, the decreasing consequences and increasing time available for taking protective
actions as the distance from the plant increases, and the availability of monitoring data on
which to base protective action decisions provide assurance that appropriate protective actions
would be taken to protect the population within 50 miles of a site.
NRC regulations also require that the applicant for a nuclear power reactor operating
license provide an analysis of the time required to evacuate and take other protective actions
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ. This analysis is referred to as the evacuation time
estimate* (ETE). There are no preset minimum evacuation times that a nuclear power plant
site must meet. However, the NRC expects that the ETEs for a site are a reasonably accurate
reflection of the time it would take to evacuate the site environs under normal and adverse
conditions. ETEs are mostly used to identify potential traffic bottlenecks so that appropriate
traffic control plans can be developed. Nuclear power reactor licensees are expected to review
and revise their ETEs for their sites. The revisions must take into account changes in
population, road capacities, potential traffic impediments, and other factors affecting the ETEs.
The ETEs are assessment tools used by decision makers for determining whether evacuation is
the preferred protective action option for the general public under specific accident and offsite
conditions. There are no minimum required evacuations times.
On August 1, 2001, the NRC issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2001-16, OUpdate
of Evacuation Time Estimates," to all holders of operating licenses for nuclear power plants. In
this RIS, the NRC alerted licensees of the possible need to update ETEs as the results of the
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3.
The Petitioners refer to the 1982 Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) report Calculation
of Reactor Accident Consequences- (CRAC-2 Report). The reactor siting studies in the
CRAC-2 report were performed as part of research on the sensitivity of various plant siting
parameters. The studies used generic postulated releases of radioactivity from a spectrum of
severe (core melt) accidents, independent of probabilities or mitigation mechanisms. The
studies were never intended to be realistic assessments of accident consequences. The
estimated deaths and injuries resulted from assuming the most adverse condition for each
parameter In the analytical code. In the cited studies, the number of resulting deaths and
injuries also reflected the assumption that no protective actions were taken for the first 24
hours. The studies did not, and were never intended to, reflect reality or serve as a basis for
emergency planning. The CRAC-2 report analyses used more simplistic models than current
technologies. The two basic conclusions from the SNL siting studies were that the mean
estimated number of health effects from the assumed releases for all reactor sites varied by up
to more than 4 orders of magnitude and that the financial costs of the releases were dominated
by clean-up costs and replacement power costs. The SNL studies provided a useful measure
to compare sites, not to analyze plant-specific accident consequences.
FEMA has established the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program to
(1) ensure that the health and safety of citizens living around commercial nuclear power plants.
can be adequately protected in the event of a nuclear power plant accident, (2) inform and
educate the public about radiological emergency preparedness, and (3) make findings and
determinations as to the adequacy of State and local plans and the capability of State and local
governments to effectively implement these plans and preparedness measures. Such findings
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proceedings. In accordance with a Presidential Directive and Federal mandates, FEMA issues
policy and guidance to assist State and local governments in developing and implementing their
radiological emergency response plans and procedures. Federal agencies also have plans in
place to coordinate their response activities and share their resources in support of State and
local officials during an emergency. Coordination of activities includes joint planning and
training sessions and exercise participation.
The emergency planning and preparedness framework, which is set forth in the
emergency plans, integrates a number of key elements, including division of responsibilities and
authorities, management controls, provisions for timely and informed decision making,
coordination of response organizations, adequate primary and backup communication systems,
adequate assessment capabilities, adequate notification capabilities, written procedures to
guide emergency response personnel, adequate public radiological emergency information and
the dissemination of information to the public, and training for emergency response personnel.
These key elements apply to any type of emergency, including terrorist initiated events.
Emergency planning and preparedness also makes emergency workers more aware of the
complex nature of emergency response and fosters a better understanding not only of
individual response tasks but also of how the separate tasks combine to form diverse response
capabilities. Trained responders are extremely flexible in handling the disruptions caused by
natural phenomena, such as severe weather, and flexibility implicitly extends to handling
disruptions from potential terrorist activities. Further, emergency planning and preparedness is
a dynamic process. Emergency plans are continually improved based on experience gained
through plan implementation and as a result of exercises, drills, and actual events.
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- 15In late January 2002, the State of New York issued its annual letter of certification to
FEMA. By this letter, the State informed FEMA that specific preparedness activities have been
completed including training and the updating of State and local plans. However, the updating
of State and local plans is an ongoing activity. The NRC staff understands that the State and
counties are presently addressing the adequacy of evacuation plans through their required
review process in preparation for the scheduled exercise in September 2002 and, in doing so,
will review evacuation-related procedures in light of changes in demographics and conditions.
Regarding the Petitioners' assertion that the emergency plans do not contemplate
multiple attacks on the infrastructure, the NRC finds that the existing emergency response
plans allow considerable flexibility to respond to a wide variety of adverse conditions, including
the results of a terrorist attack. The NRC advisories and the Order issued since September 11
directed licensees to take specific actions to improve existing emergency response plans,
including heightened coordination with local, State, and Federal authorities.
Information about Security Measures to Protect Aaainst Terrorist Attacks
The Petitioners requested that the NRC require the licensee to provide information
documenting the existing and readily attainable security measures which provide IP with
protection against land, water, and airborne terrorist attacks. This information should provide
sufficient basis for the NRC to determine that physical barriers, intrusion alarms, and other
measures are in place or constructed and are sufficient to meet realistically expected threats.
Staff Response
The NRC and its licensees have taken a number of steps since September 11 to
increase security at NRC-licensed facilities, including safeguards advisories. At IP, the Entergy
security force was augmented by the New York State Police and the National Guard (including
Hudson River patrols) and local law enforcement personnel.
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power plants to implement interim compensatory security measures for the current threat
environment. Some of the requirements made mandatory by the Orders formalized the security
measures that NRC licensees had taken in response to advisories issued by the NRC in the
aftermath of the September 11th terrorist attacks. The Orders also imposed additional security
enhancements, which have emerged from our ongoing security review. The requirements will
remain in effect until the NRC determines that the level of threat has diminished, or that other
security changes are needed. The NRC views these compensatory measures as prudent
interim measures to address the current threat environment in a consistent manner throughout
the nuclear reactor industry. The specific actions are sensitive, but generally include
requirements for increased patrols, augmented security forces and capabilities, additional
security posts, installation of additional physical barriers, enhanced coordination with law
enforcement and military authorities, more restrictive site access controls for all personnel, and
enhanced capability to respond to and mitigate any large fires or explosions on site. The
Orders also require additional security measures pertaining to the owner-controlled land outside
of the plants' protected areas. Currently, the New York State Naval Militia provides security
measures to detect and deter watercraft access from entering the exclusion area around the IP
plants.
In its report on security, the State of New York Office of Public Security (OPS) provided
recommendations to enhance security at IP. Many of the measures suggested have been
implemented by the licensee and others are currently under advisement. The measures are
recommendations by OPS to further enhance security and are not requirements in current NRC
regulations. As stated in the NRC's letter of March 13, 2002, the NRC cannot release this
information because of the sensitivity of the material.
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The NRC has sought to achieve public confidence through a variety of methods. The most
effective method is NRC's policy of transparency. The NRC's open decision-making processes
enable the public to be fully informed of the issues before the NRC. However, the events of
September 11 have made clear the need to rethink just how open the NRC can and should be
with respect to physical security issues. In this process, there are two vital, but competing,
interests. The public's right to know Is grounded in law and Is one of the most cherished
principles of our democracy. On the other hand, the NRC needs to keep sensitive information
away from those whose purpose is to destroy that democracy. The NRC is striving to strike an
appropriate balance between openness and security.
As stated in its letter to the Petitioners of March 13, 2002, the NRC is currently
reviewing documents related to security to judge whether any of the information could provide a
level of assistance to a potential adversary. In general, If a terrorist could use the information
for threat analysis, target identification, or vulnerability analysis, the information will be redacted
from the public record or withheld. The NRC believes that it is to no one's benefit to discuss
perceived vulnerabilities and current or planned security measures in the public domain.
Mandate Security Measures Sufficient to Protect the Facility
The Petitioners requested the NRC to mandate, at a minimum, the following security
measures sufficient to protect the facility:
1.

Obtainment of a permanent no-fly zone from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
in the air space within 10-nautical miles of the IP facility..

2.

A defense and security system sufficient to protect and defend the no-fly zone.

3.

A defense and security system sufficient to protect the entire facility, including the
containment and spent fuel storage buildings, control room and electrical equipment.
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plant operators to face competing interests from both safe operations and physical security.
Staff Resgonse
Since September 11, the NRC's safeguards analysts have been working continuously
with the intelligence and law enforcement agencies to assess the general threat environment.
The NRC, with assistance from Federal, State, and local law enforcement, has examined
unusual incidents, such as flyovers and unsubstantiated threats.
Both the NRC and the FAA have provided direction regarding flyovers of nuclear power
plants to NRC licensees and general aviation pilots. On September 26, 2001, the FAA issued a
Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) that advised pilots to avoid the airspace above or in the proximity to
various structures, including nuclear power plants. It also indicated that pilots "should not circle
as to loiter in the vicinity of such facilities.' This NOTAM was reissued on December 19, 2001,
to include military facilities. On October 6, 2001, the NRC advised licensees to report any
flyovers that are considered too close to their sites or that are of a suspicious nature to the local
FAA, local FBI, local law enforcement, and the NRC. This direction remains in effect today.
The NRC is also reviewing measures to bolster defenses and to establish new
antiterrorism strategies in a thorough and systematic manner. The NRC is taking a realistic and
prudent approach toward assessing the magnitude of the potential threat and the strength of
licensee defenses.
Since September 11, there have been no specific credible threats of a terrorist attack on
a nuclear power plant. In light of the high general threat environment, the NRC and facility
licensees have maintained a high security posture. The NRC has started a comprehensive
review of its security program to ensure that the right protections are in place for the long term.
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- 19 NRC licensees must defend nuclear power plants against the DBT. September 11
showed that the NRC and its licensees must reevaluate the scope of potential assaults of all
types. However, there are limits to what can be expected from a private guard force, even
assisted by local law enforcement. Even if it is determined that nuclear power plants should be
defended against aircraft attack, the NRC cannot expect licensees to acquire and operate
antiaircraft weaponry. Protection against this type of threat may be provided by-other means
within the Federal government. Similarly, there might be other types of attacks which should
properly involve governmental response because of the size of the assumed attacking force or
the equipment that must be employed in defense. As a result, In developing policy, the NRC
must differentiate between the licensee's defensive obligation and that which must be
undertaken by the government. Any gap between licensee capability and the assumed threat
must be assumed by the government, and the government must prepare for this. As noted by
the licensee in its February 11, 2002, response to the Petition, prior NRC proceedings have
concluded that a licensee is entitled to rely on settled and traditional governmental assistance in
handling an attack or sabotage by enemies of the state. In light of the difficulty in protecting the
numerous specific potential targets of an aircraft attack, the NRC believes that the Nation's
resources devoted to protection against terrorist attacks by air should be primarily directed
toward enhancing security at airports and within airplanes in flight.
As part of the ongoing comprehensive security review, the NRC is examining the new
threat environment in coordination with the new Office of Homeland Security, the FBI, FEMA,
the FAA, the military, the intelligence community, and the Department of Energy, among others.
The NRC will need to discuss government support with the military, the States, and local law
enforcement organizations about the provision of governmental assets at appropriate times.
These organizations will define the appropriate boundary between the public and private sector
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York and about 40 States to ensure that any state defensive assets (National Guard or State
police) are used as needed to augment licensee defensive strategies.
Dry Cask Soent Fuel Storaae System
The Petitioners request that the NRC order the licensee to immediately convert the
current spent fuel storage from water-cooled spent fuel pools to a dry cask storage system in a
bunkered structure. As the basis for the request, the Petitioners state that this action would
reduce the long-term risk of potential exothermic oxidation in the existing fuel storage facility.
The Petitioners state that the NRC has never established that the spent fuel storage facility at
IP is secure against foreseeable attacks nor can the NRC be certain that the spent fuel storage
facility is sufficiently sound to preclude the possibility of a spent fuel fire in the event of an
airborne, land, or water-based assault. The Petitioners' concerns were based, in part, on
information in an NRC report, "Final Technical Study of Fuel Pool Accident Risk at
Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants," dated October 2000, and on the Petitioners'
evaluation of the consequences of a terrorist attack on the spent fuel pool buildings. In their
December 20, 2001, supplement, the Petitioners state that the NRC has not performed an
environmental impact statement or probabilistic risk analysis assuming all modes of water loss
from the spent fuel pools, including terrorist attack, and the Petitioners further discuss the
probability and consequences of exothermic oxidation of the spent fuel cladding.
Staff Resoonse
The NRC staff believes that spent fuel can be safely stored at the IP reactor site in the
current system of spent fuel pools. Although the spent fuel storage buildings at IP are not as
hardened as the reactor containment structures, the spent fuel pools themselves are robust,
and relatively small structures, that are partially below ground level. The spent fuel is stored in
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are designed to prevent a rapid loss of water with the structure intact, and the pool water level
and cooling system are monitored and alarmed in the control rooms. Thus, the response time
for events involving the SFP is significantly longer. It is also easier to add water to the SFP
from various sources because it is an open pool. The robust design and small size of the pools
minimize the likelihood that a terrorist attack would cause damage of a magnitude sufficient to
result in an offsite release of radioactive material. Further, offsite resources can be brought
onsite to assist the response to an event.
When the NRC staff completes its reevaluation of the physical security requirements,
the NRC will be able to judge whether modifications to the spent fuel pool structures and
enclosures are warranted and whether additional safeguards measures should be established.
If so, the NRC will act accordingly. In the meantime, the NRC has issued Orders to all
operating nuclear power plants requiring certain interim compensatory measures to augment
security and strengthen mitigation strategies. The spent fuel pools are within the protected
area of the facility and therefore protected from certain external threats under the security
provisions identified in the physical security plans (PSPs).
During the NRC review of the transfer of the licenses for IP1 and 2, the licensee
indicated that it was evaluating the possible construction of an independent spent fuel storage
facility. In a public meeting on March 14, 2002, the licensee stated that it was expediting its
engineering review for this facility.
The regulations in 10 CFR Part 72, "Licensing Requirements for the Independent
Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste," establish requirements,
procedures, and criteria for the issuance of licenses to receive, transfer, and possess power
reactor spent fuel, power reactor-related greater-than-class C waste, and other radioactive
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(ISFSI).
The NRC authorizes storage of spent nuclear fuel at an ISFSI under two licensing
options: site-specific licensing and general licensing. Under a site-specific license, an
applicant submits a license application to The NRC and the NRC performs a technical review of
all the safety aspects of the proposed ISFSI. If the application is approved, the NRC issues a
license that is valid for 20 years. A spent fuel storage license contains technical requirements
and operating conditions (fuel specifications, cask leak testing, surveillance, and other
requirements) for the ISFSI and specifies what the licensee is authorized to store at the site.
A general license authorizes a nuclear power plant licensee to store spent fuel in NRCapproved casks at a site that is licensed to operate a power reactor under 10 CFR Part 50. The
licensee is required to perform evaluations of its site to demonstrate that the site is adequate
for storing spent fuel in dry casks. These evaluations, including analysis of earthquake intensity
and tornado missiles, must show that the cask certificate-of-compliance conditions and
technical specifications can be met. The licensee must also review its security program,
emergency plan, quality assurance program, training program and radiation protection program,
and make any necessary changes to incorporate the ISFSI at its reactor site.
Dry cask storage allows spent fuel that has already been cooled in the spent fuel pool to
be surrounded by inert gas inside a container called a cask. The casks are typically steel
cylinders that are either welded or bolted closed. The steel cylinder provides a leak-tight
containment of the spent fuel. Each cylinder is surrounded by additional steel, concrete, or
other material to provide radiation shielding to workers and members of the public.
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III. Conclusion.
As stated in its letter to the Petitioners on December 20, 2001, the NRC has, in effect,
partially granted the Petitioners' request for an immediate security upgrade at IP2 and 3. On
September 11, 2001, the NRC took action to enhance security at all nuclear facilities, including
IP2 and 3. Immediately after the attacks, the NRC advised all nuclear power plants to go to the
highest level of security, which they promptly did. These facilities have remained at a
heightened security level since. The NRC continues to work with other Federal agencies and is
monitoring relevant information it receives on security matters at nuclear facilities. The NRC is
prepared to make immediate adjustments as necessary to ensure adequate protection of the
public.
On February 25, 2002, the NRC issued Orders to IP and all other operating commercial
nuclear power plants to implement interim compensatory security measures for the high-level
threat environment. Some of the requirements formalized a series of security measures that
NRC licensees had taken in response to advisories issued by the NRC, and others are security
enhancements which have emerged from the Commission's ongoing comprehensive security
review. The Commission issued the Orders because the generalized high-level threat
environment had persisted longer than expected and, as a result, It is appropriate to maintain
the security measures within the established regulatory framework. The details of those
security requirements are sensitive and will not be provided to the public. In general, the
requirements include additional personnel access controls, enhanced requirements for guard
forces, enhanced capability to respond to and mitigate any large fires or explosions on site, and
heightened coordination with appropriate local, State, and Federal authorities. Therefore, the
Petitioners' request that the licensee conduct a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security
measures, and evacuation plans has been, in effect, granted.
PROPOSED
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-24 The NRC finds that the existing emergency response plans are flexible enough to
respond to a wide variety of adverse conditions, including a terrorist attack. The NRC
advisories and the Order issued since September 11 directed licensees to take specific actions
deemed appropriate to ensure continued improvements to existing emergency response plans.
The Petitioners' concern that the emergency plans do not contemplate multiple attacks on the
infrastructure is alleviated by the fact that the emergency plans are intended to be broad and
flexible enough to respond to a wide spectrum of events. Further, the Petitioners' request that
the applicable emergency plans be revised to account for possible terrorist attacks has been, in
effect, granted.
As stated above, the NRC in its February 25, 2002, Order required IP and other plants
to implement interim compensatory security measures for the high-level threat environment.
The Order also directed licensees to evaluate and address potential vulnerabilities to maintain
or restore cooling to the core, containment, and spent fuel pool and to develop specific
guidance and strategies to respond to an event that damages large areas of the plant due to
explosions or fire. These strategies are intended to help licensees to identify and utilize any
remaining onsite or offsite equipment and capabilities to maintain or restore core, containment,
and spent fuel pool cooling. If NRC's ongoing security review recommends any other security
measures, the NRC will take appropriate action.
The NRC denies the Petitioners' request regarding the defense of a no-fly zone by the
licensee. This is the responsibility of the Federal government. Further, the current security
requirements, along with the enhancements in the February 25 Order, provide reasonableassurance of the protection of the facility.
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-25 The NRC finds that the current spent fuel storage system and the security provisions at
IP adequately protect the spent fuel. However, the licensee has stated its intention to install an
ISFSI. The Petitioners' request to order the installation is denied.
As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), a copy of this Directors Decision will be filed with the
Secretary of the Commission for the Commission to review. As provided for by this regulation,
the decision will constitute the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of the
decision unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the decision within
that time.
Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this

day of

2002.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Samuel J. Collins, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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Before the
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of:
ENTERGY CORPORATION
(Indian Point Nuclear Power Station,
50-Units No. 2 and 3; Facility Operating
Licenses DPR-26 and DPR-64)

TO:
:
:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR OPERATIONS
Docket Nos. 50-003, 50-247,
286
August 9, 2002

RIVERKEEPER, INC., et al,
Petitioners
COMMENTS ON MAY 16' 2002 PROPOSED DIRECTOR'S DECISION ON
RIVERKEEPER'S NOVEMBER gm PETITION 2.206 REOUEST FOR
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN OF INDIAN POINT UNITS 2 AND 3
Restatement of Request for Action
Riverkeeper, Inc. and the individual and organizational petitioners identified on the attached
page (collectively, "Petitioners") hereby submit the following comments in response to the
NRC's proposed Director's Decision to petitioner's November 8th petition. Since September 11,
the fimdamental assumptions about the safety of nuclear power plants and the nature and
likelihood of an assault on such plants have changed. The Commission is faced with a choice
between protecting the investment of nuclear plant operators, such as Entergy, who knowingly
took on the economic risks of operating a nuclear power plant, and assuring the health and safety
of civilian populations surrounding such plants, who have never been given the choice of
whether to assume these new risks to nuclear plant operations. Unfortunately, the proposed
decision would protect the operators' economic interests at the expense of the safety and security
of the surrounding population. The proposed Director's Decision fails to provide assurance of
the public health and safety with the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power
facility in the face of plausible terrorist attack scenarios following the September 11 attacks on
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the World Trade Center and the state of war with the Al Qaeda terrorist organization.
Accordingly, Petitioners request that the Commission modify its proposed decision in order to
afford the relief originally requested by Petitioners, including an immediate shutdown of the
Indian Point nuclear power plant, with its restarting contingent upon implementation of adequate
security measures to protect the plant against airborne and seaborne terrorist attacks.
According to a recent National Research Council report, "the potential for a September 11type surprise attack in the near term using U.S. assets such as airplanes appears to be high."
National Research Council, Making the Nation Safer - The Role of Science and Technology in
Countering Terrorism, at p. 50 (available at httn://books.naR.edu/html/stct/index.htmf). The
Commission, in its proposed decision, acknowledges the "gap" between the licensee's capability
to protect against air attacks and the protection afforded by the government. Proposed Decision
at 21. Yet, despite this gap, in its Proposed Decision, the Commission essentially proposes to do
nothing to protect the public from the very threat of aircraft attack that the National Research
Council has ranked as "high." This failure of the Commission to act, if incorporated in a final
decision, can only be characterized as a complete abdication of the Commission's statutory duty
to protect the public health and safety. See Atomic Energy Act § 103, 42 U.S.C. § 2133(d).
Petitioners repeat their request that the NRC implement the following immediate actions:
1. Order the Indian Point licensee to suspend operations, revoke the operating license, or
adopt other measures resulting in a temporary shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and Unit
3, as per 10 CFR § 2.202, and order the licensee to conduct a full review of the facility's
vulnerabilities, security measures and evacuation plans.
2. Require the licensee to provide information, as contemplated by 10 CFR § 2.204(a),
documenting the existing and readily attainable security measures which provide the
Indian Point facility with protection against land, water, and airborne terrorist attacks.
Such information should provide, at a minimum, sufficient basis for the Commission to
determine that physical barriers, intrusion alarms, and other measures are in place or may
be easily constructed, and are sufficient to meet realistically expected threats.
3. Immediately modify the licensee's operating license for Units 2 and 3 to mandate, at
minimum, the following security measures sufficient to protect the facility as required by
10 CFR § 73.55:

a. obtainment of a permanent no-fly zone from the Federal Aviation Administration in
the air space within 10 nautical miles of the Indian Point facility,
b. a defense and security system sufficient to protect and defend the no-fly zone;
2
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c. a defense and security system sufficient to protect the entire facility, including the
containment and spent fuel storage buildings, control room and electricity equipment,
from a land or water based terrorist attack. The security review described above
should contemplate retaining these measures on a permanent basis, and/or discuss
reasonable alternatives of equal efficacy.
4. Order the revision of licensee's Emergency Response Plan and Westchester County's
Radiological Emergency Response Plan in order to account and prepare for possible
terrorist attacks. These reviews must contemplate not only realistic and catastrophic
effects of a terrorist attack on the Indian Point facility, but a comprehensive response to
multiple attacks in the region which may impair the efficient evacuation of the area.
Examples of such attacks include destruction of the Tappan Zee Bridge, loss of power to
passenger railroads, and other events which deny use of necessary infrastructure.
5. If, after conducting a full review of the facility's vulnerabilities, security measures and
evacuation plans, the NRC cannot sufficiently ensure the security of the Indian Point
facility against terrorist threats, the Commission should take prompt action to
permanently retire the facility.
6. Separate and apart from the above, the Commission must order the Indian Point licensee
to undertake the immediate conversion of the current spent fuel storage technology from
a water cooled system to a dry cask system in a bunkered structure in order to reduce the
long-term risk associated with potential exothermic oxidation within the existing spent
fuel storage facility.
Petitioners will demonstrate in the following comments that security provided by Entergy
and Wackenhut Services and security and intelligence provided by various federal agencies
cannot defend against an attack on Indian Point of the scale, sophistication, and coordination
demonstrated on September 11, 2001. Based on this threat, the Petitioners renew their request
that the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the operating licenses for all the
Indian Point units.
I. There is a Gap Between the Present Terrorist Threat and the Indian Point Nuclear
Power Facility's Security Measures.
In light of the September 11 attacks, much of the Nation has been alerted to the necessity
of protecting sensitive infrastructure from possible terrorist attack. Efforts to upgrade security
and safety around the United States continue, often with mixed results.
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Yet, at Indian Point, efforts to upgrade security seem to be lagging more than the norm.
Despite measures taken between the September II attacks and the present day, the Indian Point
nuclear facility remains vulnerable to terrorist attack. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission even
acknowledged on page 9 of its proposed decision that "although the NRC cannot rule out the
possibility of future terrorist activity directed at a [nuclear power plant] licensee's site before
implementing any further enhancements to its safeguard programs, the NRC believes that these
facilities can continue to operate safely." The Commission farther acknowledges that "Any gap
between the licensee capability and the assumed threat must be assumed by the government, and
the government must prepare for this." Proposed Decision at 21.
In other words, while the NRC acknowledges that a gap in the security of the Indian
Point facility exists, NRC is still willing, at least for the immediate future, to live with this gap
that leaves the 20 million people residing in the Hudson River Valley and New York City
vulnerable to nuclear catastrophe. The petitioners are unwilling to accept this conclusion.
A..
NRC Cannot Rely on the Lack of a Specific Credible Threat of a Terrorist Attack on
Indian Point, as the National Research Council has Ranked the "Near Term" Risk of a Terrorist
Attack on a Nuclear Power Plant as 'High."
Despite acknowledging the real risk of catastrophic results of an aerial terrorist attack on
Indian Point and the gap between air defense provided by the plant operator and that needed for
effective defense, the Commission, in its proposed decision, is nonetheless willing to accept the
risk of a terrorist attack occurring before this gap can be filled. Apparently, the Commission
would take comfort in imposing this risk on the population around Indian Point because "since
September 11, there have been no specific credible threats of a terrorist attack on a nuclear
power plant." Proposed Decision at 20. The Commission's proposed decision thus ignores the
nature of terrorist attacks (which are not usually preceded by a "specific credible threat"). This
premise of the proposed decision is also directly contradicted by a recent report of the National
Research Council, which ranks the "near term" threat of a terrorist surprise air attack on a
nuclear power plant as "high." National Research Council, Making the Nation Safer - The Role
of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism, p. 50. (See attached Exhibit A)
By their very nature, terrorist attacks are not preceded by "specific credible threats"
identified by United States intelligence agencies. Certainly, the World Trade Center attack was
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not the subject of such a "specific credible threat"; nor was the bombing of the U.S.S. Cole in
Yemen. The mere lack of advance intelligence warning does not make an attack on a U.S.
nuclear plant unlikely, or excuse the Commission from taking immediate measures to protect
public safety from the effects of an attack that now appears likely, if unpredictable.'
In fact, the National Research Council has performed a recent, detailed assessment of the
likelihood of various radiological attacks by terrorists, and has concluded that "the potential for a
September l-type surprise attack in the near term using U.S. assets such as airplanes appears to
be high." Id. at p. 50. The report notes that such plants '"may present a tempting, high visibility
target for terrorist attack." Id. at p. 50. There is no more highly visible and tempting nuclear
power plant target in the country than the Indian Point nuclear power generating station. And, as
the National Research Council Report notes, "such attacks could potentially have severe
consequences."
Petitioners have thus identified a potential incident - airborne terrorist attack - for which
there is a "high risk" as assessed by the National Research Council, and for which the Indian
Point plants have no protection. This is not a case where the Commission is being asked to take
extraordinary measures to respond to a miniscule risk; rather, the Commission is being asked to
take immediate measures to respond to a risk that is "high" in the "near term." Ignoring this risk
is an abdication of the Commission's duty to protect the public.
B. Airspace around Indian Point is Not Secure
Examination of the current security measures in and around Indian Point show that the
present measures are not sufficient to deal with the threat of terrorist attack that now exists.
Firstly, the airspace around Indian Point is far fiom secure. Numerous incidents involving

'Moreover, contrary to the assertion in the Proposed Decision, there have been specific credible threats of an
attack on U.S. nuclear power plants. On May 24, 2002: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission sent a special
advisory to the nation's 103 commercial nuclear power plants. The advisory, triggered by information gained
by the intelligence community, warned nuclear power plant operators to be on the lookout and to report
anything suspicious to the operations center. A January 23, 2002 NRC memo alerted nuclear power plants that
terrorists may be planning an attack on a nuclear power reactor using a hijacked commercial airliner. - 'FBI
headquarters has provided the following information to all field offices. During debriefings of an al Qaeda
senior operative, he stated there would be a second airline attack in the U.S. The attack was already planned
and three individuals were on the ground in the states recruiting non-Arabs to take part in the attack. The plan
is to fly a commercial aircraft into a nuclear power plant to be chosen by the team on the ground."
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violation of protected airspace, either of Indian Point or of other restricted sites, have occurred
with alarming frequency since the September 11 attacks.
On April 18, 2002, Senator Clinton sent letters to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and the Federal Aviation Administration demanding an explanation in response to a recent
revelation that a reporter from Fox News, without displaying identification up front, was able to
hire a pilot of a small plane to take him directly over the Indian Point nuclear facility for an
extended period of time without interference. In letters to FAA Administrator Jane F. Garvey and
to NRC Chainman Richard A. Meserve, Senator Clinton expressed her "grave concern" over the
incident and stated that "like it or not, our nuclear facilities are potential targets for future
terrorist activity. So we must be as vigilant as possible to ensure that these plants are not only
operated safely, but that the plants and the communities in which they are situated are afforded
the highest level of security, emergency planning, and preparedness against potential terrorist
and criminal attacks."
If a civilian reporter can hire a small plane pilot to take him over the Indian Point facility
for an extended period without interference, then it can hardly be asserted that the airspace over
Indian Point is secure. Even a small plane flying into the Indian Point facility can do significant
damage, especially one loaded with explosives.
Another piece of information showing that the airspace in the United States is not secure
comes from an Associated Press news article. This article, titled "Planes Often Enter Prohibited
Air" (See attached Exhibit B) and published on April 5, 2002, reported that, despite military
patrols and tighter security, pilots had intruded into America's protected airspace at least 567
times in the seven months since Sept. 11, highlighting the continued challenges of thwarting a
terrorist air attack. In each case, a pilot wrongly flew into one of the country's six prohibited
flight zones, where no planes are allowed, or into one of many restricted zones where air traffic
is limited because of sensitive military or nuclear operations or special events. As of this filing,
more violations of protected airspace have no doubt occurred in the intervening three months.
Of all our American institutions, one would expect that the greatest effort to successfully
secure airspace would be made for the White House. Unfortunately, even though the airspace
over the White House has been heavily restricted for years and a new 15-mile no-fly zone was
established after September 11, several unauthorized flyovers have occurred at the White House
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since the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, including at least four commercial
etliners and a medical helicopter. "Planes Often Enter Prohibited Air" (See attached Exhibit B).
The latest of these flyovers occurred on June 20, 2002 and clearly illustrated the
difficulty of relying even on the US Air Force to secure restricted airspace. On June 20, a small,
single-engine plane wandered into the restricted airspace over Washington, D.C. and, despite
repeated attempts, air traffic controllers in the area were unable to contact the pilot. Air Force F16 fighter jets were immediately scrambled to intercept the plane, but by the time the fighters
were airborne, the small plane had already left the restricted zone. Had the pilot actually intended
to ram the White House, even the United States Air Force would have been unable to prevent it.
Clearly, these events show that securing restricted airspace in the wake of September 11
is a notoriously difficult exercise. The NRC's reliance on present methods of securing airspace
seems woefully insufficient to protect the Indian Point facility from an attack from the air. Since
the nation is unable to prevent aircraft from entering restrictedairspace, the unrestricted airspace
above the Indian Point nuclear power plant is clearly vulnerable.
C. Indian Point is Not Secure from Breaches in Airport Security
The NRC has stated on page 21 in its Proposed Decision that it will rely on airport
security to safeguard the Indian Point facility from a terrorist attack from the air. In fact, the
NRC went so far as to say "in light of the difficulty in protecting the numerous specific potential
targets of an air attack, the NRC believes that the nation's resources devoted to protection against
terrorist attacks by air should be primarily directed towards enhancing security at airports and
within airplanes in flight."

I

However, this reliance on airport security will not enhance the safety of Indian Point in
any way from civilian-owned planes that take off and land at smaller airports. While the Office
of Homeland Security concentrates on commercial airliners and major airports, very little
oversight has been put on civilian craft. There is nothing to prevent a terrorist from purchasing or
renting a small single-engine plane, taking off from a small airport and taking a direct course to
the Indian Point facility. The NRC said that a small plane would be unlikely to breach the Indian
Point containment dome. This is still in dispute, but even if it was not, there are other ways in
which a small plane could cause catastrophic damage to Indian Point, such as a small plane
loaded with explosives. Such examples include merely driving the small plane into the spent
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fuel storage facility or even the control room. NRC has made no mention of how it intends to
protect the Indian Point facility from such an attack.
Reliance on airport security at the Nation's major airports to protect against a suicide
attack in a commercial airliner is similarly questionable. In March 2002, the Transportation
Department inspector general released a report that found airport security screeners on several
dozen occasions failed to catch guns and simulated explosives, even after the September terrorist
attacks. Inspector General Kenneth Mead's report found screeners missed knives 70 percent of
the time, guns 30 percent of the time and simulated explosives 60 percent of the time. Also,
according to the Federal Aviation Administration, security breaches caused the government to
evacuate 59 airport concourses or terminals between October 30, 2001 and March 7, 2002,
forcing 2,456 flights to be delayed or canceled. Passengers on another 734 flights had to leave
their seats and go through security a second time. "Airport Security Gets an 'F,"' CBSNews,
March 25, 2002 (See attached Exhibit B)
This is a huge failure rate that exposes the fallacy of relying on airport security to protect
nuclear power plants. With this sort of ease of smuggling weapons through the airports, terrorists
could effortlessly hijack an airliner and use it as a weapon against any nuclear facility, including
Indian Point.
D. Indian Point's Spent Fuel Storage Facility and Cooling Water Intakes are also Vulnerable to
Attack
Terrorists need not fly an airliner directly into the containment dome of a nuclear power
plant to cause a breach of containment and catastrophic release of radiation. An attack on the
spent fuel water-cooling pools of a nuclear plant would be enough to cause loss of coolant to the
point where the highly radioactive used fuel melts and releases huge amounts of radiation. Indian
Point's spent fuel facility is particularly vulnerable to attack as the roofs of these storage
buildings are constructed out of insubstantial sheet metal. The spent fuel storage buildings at
Indian Point were also constructed with rather thin walls. This sort of building is not sturdy
enough to stand up to a determined terrorist attack, whether by a hijacked airplane or by an
armed group of attackers on the ground who detonate explosives.
Recent information also shows that plant cooling intakes could be vulnerable to a scubabased terrorist attack. On May 24, 2002, the FBI issued another warning saying scuba divers
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might be used in terror attacks, but the FBI was vague about the likely scenarios. "Recent
information has determined that various terrorist elements have sought to develop an offensive
scuba diver capability," the FBI said in a bulletin issued by its National Infrastructure Protection
Center and sent to state and local law enforcement agencies. "While there is no evidence of
operational planning to utilize scuba divers to carry out attacks within the United States, there is
a body of information showing the desire to obtain such capability." "Subways, Scuba Divers
and Landmarks," ABCNews, May 27,2002. (See attached Exhibit C)
Can present security measures at Indian Point defend against an attack involving scuba
divers detonating explosives to cripple the cooling intake technology? It is doubtful this question
has ever before been conceived of before September 11, let alone actively evaluated by the NRC
and the various licensees of the Nation's nuclear power plants. This vulnerability at Indian Point
also has to be addressed.
E. Indian Point's Design Basis Threat (DBT) Does Not Adequately Address Present Terrorist
Threats to the Indian Point Facility
Indian Point's design basis threat did not consider safeguarding the facility from methods
of deliberate attack by terrorists, whether by land, water or suicide attack. On March 25, 2002,
U.S. Congressional Rep. Edward Markey released a report entitled "Security Gap: A Hard Look
At the Soft Spots in Our Civilian Nuclear Reactor Security" that analyzed more than 100 pages
of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) correspondence sent to the Congressman in response
to several letters. The report indicates that in no case has any U.S. licensee considered the
possibility of a deliberate aircraft impact such as the one that occurred on September 11, 2001.
Twenty-one U.S. nuclear reactors are located within 5 miles of an airport, but 96% of all U.S.
reactors, including Indian Point, were designed without regard for the potential for impact from
even a small aircraft. According to the NRC Response, only 4 U.S. reactors include any design
features calculated to withstand the impact of an airplane. The Limerick (Philadelphia, PA) and
Seabrook (Portsmouth, NH) reactor designs were evaluated to consider impacts from aircraft
weighing up to 12,500 pounds - less than 3-5 percent of the weight of the Boeing 757s/767s
aimed at the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Only the Three Mile Island units 1 and 2
near Harrisburg, PA, were designed with the impact of a large airliner in mind. According to the
NRC Response, Unit 1 was designed with "reinforcement of outer walls, thickening of concrete
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sections, and unique internal features. In addition, special fire protection and ventilation features
were provided to cope with aircraft crashes. Similar features were incorporated in Three Mile
Island Unit 2." The design features were made so that the reactors could withstand the impact of
planes weighing up to 200,000 pounds. The NRC Response to Congressman Markey's inquiries
states that the U.S. chose not to require additional protection against the impact of an aircraft
because "The likelihood of an airplane accidentally crashing onto a reactor site in the U.S. is
typically much lower than in Europe." See Footnote 11 of "Security Gap: A Hard Look At the
Soft Spots in Our Civilian Nuclear Reactor Security"
Aircraft impact to the containment structure of a nuclear reactor is not the only way an
aircraft could cause a full-scale core meltdown. The NRC Response acknowledges that there are
buildings other than the core of the reactor (which is a hardened structure) that could lead to a
core meltdown if destroyed by the impact of a commercial aircraft: "The NRC recognizes that
aircraft crashes may result in multiple-failure initiating events, and that non-safety system
malfunctions could contribute to such events." If all electrical power to a reactor was cut off (by
a deliberate crash of an aircraft into the power generating systems, for example), the time it
would take for damage to the reactor core to begin is estimated by the NRC to be about two
hours. Support systems for the reactor, such as the cooling system, are not located within
buildings that are hardened (such as the reactor core) and "are not designed to withstand the
direct impact of a large commercial aircraft." The destruction of some of these buildings could
lead to core damage. These acknowledgments by the NRC are highly significant, because they
indicate that claims by the nuclear industry that existing plants would be able to withstand a
terrorist aircraft or other attack due to the strength of containment structures are irrelevant to the
very real risk that terrorists might target critical support infrastructure whose destruction could
result in a catastrophic nuclear accident.
Since September 11, the Federal government has issued many warnings that Al Qaeda
terrorists may try to hijack another plane and use it as a weapon in the same exact manner as they
did on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. This makes it plainly obvious that the DBT as
it is now established is simply not adequate to deal with present possible threats to nuclear power
plants in general and the Indian Point facility in particular.
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H. NRC's Proposed Actions, are Insufficient to Close the Security Gap Now Present At
Indian Point.
A. The FAA Notice to Airmen is Insufficient to Protect the Airspace around Indian Point
As the NRC noted in its proposed decision, the FAA issued a Notice To Airmen
(NOTAM) on September 26, 2001 that advised all pilots to avoid the airspace above and around
sensitive buildings, including those of nuclear power plants. However, as was noted above, this
NOTAM has not prevented hundreds of unauthorized penetrations of restricted airspace from
occurring. Since September 11, there have been nearly a dozen unauthorized flyovers in the
vicinity of the White House alone.
For the NRC to say that the NOTAM is a security measure that is sufficient to protect our
nuclear power plants from aerial attack is simply not credible in light of these hundreds of
airspace violations. The idea that terrorist attackers bent on destroying the Indian Point plant
would refrain from entering the airspace because a "Notice to Airmen" warns them not to is
facially ludicrous.
The NRC also claimed in its proposed decision that it issued a warning to all nuclear
power plant licensees to "report any flyovers that are considered too close to their sites or that
are of a suspicious nature to the local FAA, local FBL local law enforcement, and the NRC."
Proposed Decision at 20. While the NRC may believe this to be an effective measure, the reality
of the situation is quite different. The difficulty and time consumption of the notification of
"suspicious aircraft" to these several different agencies should be plainly obvious. It is also
unclear how the NRC expects the efforts of these varied agencies will be coordinated in response
to a suspicious aircraft. Nor it is clear what actions these agencies will take in response to being
notified of a suspicious aircraft. Also, it is simply not credible that notifying these agencies of a
suspicious aircraft while it is hurtling towards a nuclear power plant at speeds in excess of 500
miles an hour will be able to prevent a nuclear catastrophe once the aircraft impacts the power
plant

B. Reliance on the US Intelligence Agencies Will Not Suffice to Ensure Security at Indian Point
The NRC mentions in its proposed decision that it will coordinate its efforts to help
secure the Nation's nuclear power plants with several federal agencies, including the US
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intelligence services such as. the Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. This is all well and good, but an over-reliance on the intelligence agencies to
prevent terrorist attacks on our nuclear power plants is questionable.
Intelligence failures on the part of the FBI and the CIA concerning their inability to pool
their resources and coordinate their anti-terrorism efforts have been reported at length in the
media since September 11. Several FBI agents in Minnesota and Arizona have disclosed that
they took notice of suspicious actions by Middle Eastern men who showed a special interest in
learning how to fly commercial airplanes, but the agents' superiors did not react quickly to the
warnings. According to U.S. officials, the CIA learned in early 2000 that two of the men who
would eventually become the September 11 hijackers held a meeting in Malaysia. Unfortunately,
the CIA did not inform domestic authorities (including the FBI) to watch for these two men until
three weeks before the September 11 attacks. A former senior official of the FBI said this about
the Bureau: "The FBI is the greatest in the world at investigating a crime after it happened, but it
is not equipped to prevent crimes. It wasn't in the 90's, it wasn't on 9/1 1. We didn't know what
we knew." June 2, 2002 NY Times, "Wary of Risk, Slow to Adapt, FBI Stumbles in Terror
War."
While it is good that the NRC wishes to coordinate its efforts of securing the Nation's
nuclear power plants with the US intelligence services, it is clear that much more remains to be
done in reorganizing the coordination efforts of the intelligence services so that they can prevent
further terrorist attacks. However, the intelligence agencies have other important responsibilities
to maintain besides that of preventing terrorist attacks so any reorganization of the intelligence
services will have to keep their old responsibilities intact as well as prepare them for terrorist
attack prevention.
It must also be realized that the FBI is designed to investigate crimes (including terrorist
crimes) after they happen; it is not geared towards preventing such attacks. The same can be said
of the other post-9/11 intelligence agencies. This is at odds with the NRC's mission, which is to
protect the public health and safety by preventing such attacks on our nuclear power plants
before they can occur. Considering the conflicting goals of the NRC and the nation's intelligence
services and the fact that the reorganization of the intelligence services to their new tasks will
take a significant amount of time, it would be unwise for the NRC to simply pass the
responsibility of prevention to the intelligence services in the interim.
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C. Reliance on Airport Security is Not Enough to Prevent an Aerial Terrorist Attack on Indian
Point
As noted above, the NRC stated in its proposed decision that it intends to rely on
enhancement of airport security by the Federal government as a valid security measure that will
help protect the Indian Point nuclear facility from an aerial terrorist attack. Unfortunately, there
is a great deal of evidence that airport security today, even in the wake of improvements made
since September 11, is still found wanting.
On April 15, 2002, the Washington Post reported that there is significantly less security at
the cargo handling and private plane sections of the Nation's airports than there is for the
commercial airline passengers. Furthermore, airport workers with access to these restricted areas
could move from there into the commercial areas of the airports unscreened by airport security.
No metal detectors are even present in the restricted areas of the airports. Experts interviewed by
the Washington said they were worried that terrorists might try to exploit these weaknesses to
gain access to commercial aircraft. Since Sept. I1, beefed-up security at airports has
concentrated on passengers, right down to their shoes, but not on the "back doors" of airports.
"It doesn't take a rocket scientist to come up with the conclusion that if I devote all my resources
and attention to one segment of security [of security]... and delay attention [elsewhere], I'm
asking for trouble," Capt. Bob Miller, a pilot for United Parcel Service and president of the
Coalition of Airline Pilots Associations, told the Washington Post. April 15, 2002 Washington
Post "Security Gaps Remain at Dulles Airport"
On Tuesday, April 23, 2002, Federal authorities rounded up 94 workers at Washingtonarea airports on a variety of charges from illegal immigration to lying about a criminal
background, Attorney General John Ashcroft announced. The arrests at Dulles and Reagan
National airports were part of a continuing post-Sept. 11 crackdown by U.S. law enforcement
and transportation authorities on airport security lapses. Ashcroft said the workers allegedly
gained access to secure areas of the airports "by lying on security applications," using false
Social Security numbers or committing "various immigration frauds." The April 15'h operation
was a joint effort that included the FBI, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, federal
prosecutors and the Transportation Department's inspector general. Similar arrests have occurred
in the weeks leading up to the April

15th

operation in Phoenix, Las Vegas, Salt Lake City and
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San Francisco. At the time of the bust, about 400 workers have been arrested since Sept. 11.
The investigation, called Operation Tarmac, had spread to 10 airports before the April 15th
arrests. Most of the workers arrested had security badges allowing them to get onto planes,
ramps, runways and cargo areas, law enforcement officials said. They were employed by private
companies, such as those that clean the airplanes or operate airport restaurants. While law
enforcement officials said none of those arrested have been linked to terrorism, some aviation
experts said the workers were in a position to help smuggle bombs or weapons aboard aircraft.
"Dozens of Airport Workers Arrested" CBSNEWS.com, April 23, 2002. (See attached Exhibit
D)
Time Magazine conducted an investigation of airport security in March 2002 and
discovered that recent security measures had not improved the Nation's security. An excerpt of
this article states: "Random screenings and camouflaged soldiers in airports have not made
flying more secure. Sensible proposals long sought by aviation experts - such as requiring
carriers to match all bags to passengers on connecting flights - have not been adopted. The
congressional mandate to install 2,200 explosive-detection devices in all 429 airports by the end
of the year has been scaled down. While the new Transportation Security Administration plans to
buy almost 5,000 trace-detection devices, little is being done in the meantime. The TSA is
having trouble recruiting more than 40,000 new screeners. So far, government-trained screeners
have taken up positions in exactly one airport. Some experts say the United States' haphazard
security procedures may only invite terrorists to try their luck. Because airports, carriers and the
government haven't yet implemented a methodical system for identifying potential terrorists,
everyone from pilots to grandmothers is subject to random screening. -Inthe long run, that can
work in the enemy's favor. 'The U.S. has the bad guys celebrating this inefficient use of
resources,' says Lior Zoucker, who heads an aviation-security firm. 'Terrorists like a system that
treats everyone the same."' May 27, 2002 Time Special Report "While America Slept"
These and many other instances show that airport security is still insufficient to protect
commercial airlines from being taken over by terrorists and used against American targets.
D. Without Public Oversight, Recent Secret NRC Orders Issued to all Operating Nuclear Power
Facilities May Not Ensure that Security at Indian Point is Actually Enhanced.
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In the 2.206 petition Riverkeeper submitted, the petitioners asked that the NRC require
Entergy to provide information documenting the present and readily attainable security measures
which could be put in place at the Indian Point facility to protect against terrorist attack. In its
proposed decision, the NRC said that it received a number of security recommendations from the
New York Office of Public Security (OPS) but that these recommendations could not be revealed
publicly because they are "not required under the current NRC regulations" (Proposed Decision
at 18) and because "of the sensitivity of the material." (Proposed Decision at 18.)
While the petitioners can certainly appreciate the need for keeping sensitive information
from falling into the hands of terrorists, NRC's refusal to allow this information to be publicly
released creates a danger that Entergy will be given a free pass to pay only minor lip service to
making the Indian Point more secure against terrorist attack. If nothing about present or future
security measures at Indian Point is allowed to come into the public domain, then the public
cannot be reasonably informed about these measures and public notice and commentary and
public oversight of Indian Point security becomes impossible.
The greatest danger that worries the petitioners in this case is that Entergy and the NRC
will claim that further measures to secure Indian Point are underway, while in reality, Entergy
and the NRC will use the excuse of "national security" to obscure a failure to implement
sufficient security upgrades at Indian Point. This would be far more dangerous to the public
health and safety than allowing piecemeal knowledge of security upgrades at Indian Point to fall
into the hands of terrorists. If some knowledge of security upgrades at Indian Point that was
made public did fall into the hands of terrorists, the security upgrades still have a chance of
defeating the terrorists should they attack. But if nothing more is done, then the Indian Point
facility remains that much more vulnerable to a terrorist attack.
In is in the interests of all the concerned parties (Entergy, the NRC, the petitioners and
the general public), to allow public notice and comment of any new security measures to be
made at Indian Point.
III. Petitioners' Requested Actions will Suffice to Close Indian Point's Security Gap &
Ensure the Public's Health and Safety
A. Temporarily Shutting Down the Indian Point Reactors As the Facility Undergoes a Full
Review of Indian Point's Security Measures and Vulnerabilities Will Provide Greater Security to
the Public Health and Safety In and Around Indian Point.
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As has been demonstrated above, the Indian Point facility is vulnerable to terrorist attack
by several different means, either by an aerial attack, a ground attack or an attack via the Hudson
River. An aerial attack by a hijacked plane could release radioactive material from the IP facility
by triggering a loss of coolant scenario whereby the fuel in the reactor core or the spent fuel pool
building(s) suffers a fuel meltdown. A ground attack by an armed force of terrorists could allow
these attackers to take over the IP control room or detonate explosives adjacent or within the
spent fuel pool building(s), which could lead to catastrophic damage. An aquatic attack by
terrorist scuba divers could damage the facilities cooling intakes.
A shutdown of the operating nuclear reactors at Indian Point would vastly reduce the
threat of catastrophic nuclear release in a terrorist attack. According to a preliminary analysis
conducted by the Nuclear Control Institute (NCI), after a shutdown of twenty days - which
would greatly reduce the radioactive inventory in the core through decay - the number of acute
fatalities (within a 10-mile radius) from a core meltdown and breach of containment could be
reduced by 80% and the number of long-term cancer deaths (within a 50-mile radius) by 50%. A
reactor core's inventory of short-lived radioisotopes is substantially reduced within a few days of
shutdown, thus reducing the potential incidence of early health effects and thyroid cancers in
surrounding populations if a release occurs. 2
In addition, removing the fuel from the reactors - something than can be done
approximately a week after shutdown - will allow security forces to focus their protection on the
irradiated fuel pool where this highly radioactive used fuel is stored. A plant that is closed is no
longer producing the irradiated fuel rods, which are most dangerous in the first six months upon
removal from the reactor.
It is easier to protect and monitor a reactor that is shut down. The site is most vulnerable
while the reactor is operating. There are a number of ways to cause a meltdown of the reactor:
cutting off-site power, destroying the coolant intakes, sabotage/destruction of safety systems,
destruction of the control room, as well as crashing ajet into the reactor. The propensity of a
reactor core to melt, if the flow of cooling water to the core is interrupted, is substantially
reduced within a few hours of shutdown.

2 Nuclear

Control Institute, The Impact of Nuclear Plant Shutdown on Sever Accident Consequences, February 12,

2002.
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With so many exploitable vulnerabilities, it would make sense for the NRC to order the
temporary shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. If both units were shut down, a ground attack
on the control rooms would be likely to cause less damage. If the reactors in Units 2 and 3 were
placed into cold shutdown, less radioactive material would be released in the event a large
airliner pierced the containment dome, damaged the reactor core cooling system and triggered a
release of radiation. Furthermore, if Units 2 and 3 were shut off, this would allow Entergy to
concentrate more on security especially in relation to safeguarding spent fuel pools. Since
shutting down Units 2 and 3 would make the Indian Point facility more secure, it would also be
prudent to conduct a full review of Indian Point's security measures while the two units are shut
down.
B. Requiring Entergy to Reveal Information Regarding Present and Easily Attainable Security
Measures at Indian Point will Help Determine How to Enhance Security at Indian Point.
Title 10, Section 2.204(a) authorizes the NRC to demand from any licensee 'information
for the purpose of determining whether an order under § 2.202 should be issued, or whether other
action should be taken." It is clear that security at Indian Point needs to be enhanced, especially
in the wake of September 11. Indian Point's DBT did not address the possibility of a terrorist
attack, either by land, water or air. The DBT likewise did not address a suicide attack of any
means by terrorists. Entergy has struggled with security at the Indian Point facility and some of
its other plants. All these instances point up the necessity of upgrading security at Indian Point.
However, as noted above, the NRC claimed in its proposed decision that it has already
taken measures to upgrade security at the Nation's power plants, including Indian Point, but
cannot reveal the information concerning these new measures "due to the sensitivity of the
material." While the petitioners can certainly appreciate this, a hallmark of NRC's ability to fulfil
its responsibility of protecting the public health and security has been public oversight.
NRC indicates its desire to take its time with upgrading security at Indian Point in its
proposed decision. While acknowledging the security gap that exists between present security
measures at Indian Point and the current atmosphere of possible terrorist attack on the Indian
Point facility, NRC said quite clearly that it is willing to live with the gap until new security
measures have been implemented. By keeping those same measures secret with the invocation of
"national security," NRC has a too-convenient opportunity to pay only lip service to
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improvement of the security of the Nation's nuclear power plants while real action could
languish. This is a matter of great public concern and needs to be discussed openly.
Unfortunately, the Operational Safeguard Response Evaluation tests designed to measure
security at nuclear power plants have been suspended. Without the OSRE tests, the only way for
Indian Point's security to be evaluated to the public's satisfaction would be for NRC to compel
Entergy to release any and all necessary information relevant to determining whether Indian
Point can be secured from terrorist attack. Anything less would be a less than complete effort to
maintaining the public health and security.
C. Modifying Entergy's License to Mandate Measures to Defend Indian Point's Airspace will
Help Secure the IP Facility from Aerial Attack.
It has been shown above that the airspace around Indian Point is not secure from an aerial
attack. This situation has to changed as quickly as possible because a successful attack on either
Indian Point's reactors or its spent fuel storage building could result in a catastrophic release of
radioactive contamination that would directly affect the immediate surroundings and quite
possibly extend to New York City.
While the NRC has stated, correctly, that Entergy is unqualified to place and operate antiaircraft weaponry in and around Indian Point to protect its airspace, there are other available
measures that can be readily implemented to speedily secure the airspace around the Indian Point
nuclear facility and thereby prevent disaster. Similarly, while the petitioners concede that
Entergy is not qualified to operate and man anti-aircraft defenses, this does not preclude the
possibility of deployment of those defenses to protect Indian Point, and conditioning Indian
Point's continued operation on obtaining these appropriate defenses from the federal
government.
In October 2001, in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks, the nation of France
deployed anti-aircraft weaponry around its most vulnerable nuclear facilities. Other measures,
such as a no-fly zone and military fighter protection, were also implemented. While the antiaircraft weapons around two of France's nuclear facilities were removed, the other measures
remain in place.
Entergy's claim that anti-aircraft weaponry cannot be deployed around Indian Point
because its employees are not qualified to operate such equipment is refuted by France's
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deployment of similar equipment around its own nuclear plants. The employees working at
France's nuclear power plants were likewise unqualified to operate military equipment But what
Entergy's claim does not foresee is that the petitioners are not asking Entergy or its employees to
operate the anti-aircraft weaponry. Such a task can only fall to qualified military personnel
serving in the US Army. In France the same thing was done: qualified military personnel, not the
nuclear plant employees, operated the anti-aircraft weaponry while it was deployed around
France's nuclear plants.
Also, the removal of the aircraft weaponry in France does not negate the petitioners'
argument in favor of anti-aircraft weaponry deployed to protect Indian Point for several reasons.
France evidently decided that the threat of aerial attack on its nuclear power plants had passed;
the same is not true for the United States. Since September 11, the Office of Homeland Security
and FBI has issued numerous warnings of possible and even imminent terrorist attack. Al Qaeda
has made similar statements that it intends to strike at the United States in the near future. It is
clear that a terrorist threat via an aerial attack to our Nation's nuclear facilities still exists, so
deploying a defense system to protect our nuclear power plants, especially Indian Point, would
be a prudent measure, both for now and in the foreseeable future.
Alternatively, deploying passive defenses such as a massive array of barrage balloons
(interim) and tall poles linked by steel cables (long term) can play an important role in protecting
Indian Point from an air attack. A barrage balloon is anchored singly or in a series over a
potential target to block passage of attacking aircraft. Adding large earthen berms around the
entire plants, which also can make an air attack much more difficult, especially if used in
addition to barrage balloons. Earth berms also protect against attacks by rocket-propelled
grenades and many other possible scenarios. Also, undersea netting needs to be installed to
protect against submarines and scuba diver assaults.
Another measure the NRC would be wise to enact is the establishment of a permanent
no-fly zone within 10 nautical miles of the Indian Point facility. As shown above, the NRC's
warning to all nuclear power plant licensees to "report suspicious aircraft" is not sufficient to
protect Indian Point, especially when such a plane could be under terrorist control and hurtling
towards a nuclear power plant at speeds in excess of 500 mph. However, the establishment of a
permanent no-fly zone around Indian Point would make all pilots aware of the necessity of
avoiding the airspace around Indian Point. Combined with the deployment of anti-aircraft
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weaponry around Indian Point, the 10-mile no-fly zone would serve to give defenders of the
nuclear facility more lead time to make a proper decision on how best to defend Indian Point
should a plane violate the facility's airspace.
It is the NRC's interest and in the interests of all the people living in the vicinity of Indian
Point to have these measures enacted so that they can be protected from nuclear catastrophe by
means of a terrorist attack. Furthermore, these actions are necessary and required under 10 CFR
73.55 which mandates physical protection of nuclear power plants from radiological sabotage.
D. Transferring Indian Point's Spent Fuel Facility to a Dry Cask System Will Greatly Improve
Public Health and Safety.
As was noted above, Indian Point's spent fuel storage facility is vulnerable to attack,
which could lead to devastating consequences. If the cooling water inside the facility is reduced,
whether by an aerial attack or an attack by a group of armed attackers on the ground, the result
will be the same: the remaining water will heat up and evaporate, causing a chain reaction of
events that could lead to a spent fuel rod assembly fire.
The NRC admits in its proposed decision that "the spent fuel storage buildings are not as
hardened as the reactor containment structures." Proposed Decision at 22. Yet it also goes on to
say that the structures are, in fact, "robust." Id. at 22. It seems disingenuous for the NRC to claim
that the spent fuel storage buildings, which consist of thin concrete walls and sheet metal roofs,
are "robust" enough to withstand a terrorist attack, whether by a hijacked plane or by armed
attackers on the ground.
The NRC also claims that the cooling pools in the spent fuel storage facility "are
designed to prevent a rapid loss of water with the structure intact." (Id. at 22, emphasis added).

But what if the structure is not intact? Damage to the structure itself is eminently possible in the
event of a terrorist attack. Indeed, should the terrorists use a plane (whether a small commuter
plane or a hijacked airliner) to ram the storage facility, damage to the structure sufficient to
reduce the water in the cooling pools is virtually assured.
It is for these reasons that the petitioners also respectfully request that NRC order Entergy
to transfer all spent fuel over five years old from wet storage to hardened on-site dry storage
systems. The dry cask system greatly reduces the risk of radioactive contamination in the event
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of a terrorist attack on the storage facility. Mandating this conversion also enhances the NRC's
ability to fulfil its duty to protect the public health and safety.

E. If NRC Will Not Order Entergy to Undertake the Requested Protective Actions, then NRC
Should Mandate the Immediate and Permanent Shutdown of IP Units 2 and 3 to Protect the
Public Health and Security.
The vulnerability of Indian Point as its security measures are now is clear. The Indian
Point nuclear facility is in danger of an attack that could have devastating consequences for
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of people living in the vicinity of Indian Point. NRC has
been charged with protecting the public health and safety. In order to fulfil this duty, it must
undertake the actions which have been outlined above.
However, if there is any reason that the NRC cannot undertake the outlined actions, there
is only one alternative available which would enable NRC to fulfil its duty of protecting the
public health and safety. If the NRC cannot comply with the petitioners' requests, then the NRC
must mandate the immediate and permanent shutdown of Indian Point Unit Two and Unit Three.
Possible radioactive contamination from a successful terrorist attack on the Indian Point
facility is substantial, especially if security measures at Indian Point are not upgraded. However,
if the reactors are shut down, the high risk of contamination from a rupturing of the containment
dome goes down precipitously. Likewise, shutting off the reactors also reduces the risk of
releasing radioisotopes, which was responsible for many radiation illnesses in the wake of the
Chernobyl accident. Finally, turning off Units Two and Three will make Indian Point less
attractive as a terrorist target. This is so because terrorists are interested in "economy of force,"
that is, causing the maximum amount of damage for the least effort expended. By shutting down
the Indian Point facility, the potential for causing catastrophic damage that could take the lives of
many Americans is markedly reduced. As such, the damage that could be caused by attacking
Indian Point after Units Two and Three have been shut down will not be worth the effort
necessary to conduct the attack. Thus, shutting down Units Two and Three makes Indian Point a
target that terrorists will deem not worth attacking. This thereby leaves the people living in and
around Indian Point safe from nuclear disaster, thus enhancing the public health and safety.
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IV. NRC has Broad Discretionary Powers to Order and Implement Petitioner's Request
A. 10 CFR § 2.202(a) Allows the NRC to Modify, Suspend or Revoke a License or to Take Any
Proper Actions to Fulfil Its Duty to Maintain the Public Health and Safety.
It has been shown that the NRC needs to undertake the actions requested by the
petitioners. Pursuant to 10 CFR § 2.202(a), the NRC has the authority to "institute a proceeding
to modify, suspend or revoke a license or to take such actions as may be proper." This clearly
gives the NRC the authority to order Entergy to comply with the requested actions.
The petitioners have requested that Entergy's license be modified to mandate upgrading
the security measures at Indian Point. This modification of Entergy's license is permitted under
the language of 10 CFR § 2.202(a). The petitioners also requested that if Entergy's license could
not be modified to mandate the security measures, then the NRC must suspend Entergy's license,
thereby forcing the shutdown of Units Two and Three. The wording of 10 CFR § 2.202(a) also
allows suspension of a nuclear power plant's license. Finally, the petitioners also requested that
the NRC force Entergy to transfer its spent fuel cooling pool storage system to a much safer dry
cask storage system. The petitioners have shown that such an action would be proper in order for
the NRC to maintain its commitment to the public health and safety. Thus, 10 CFR § 2.202(a)
also grants the NRC the authority to mandate transfer of these spent fuel rods to dry storage as a
necessary action.
For all these reasons, it is clear that 10 CFR § 2.202(a) grants the NRC the authority to
undertake the actions the petitioners have requested.
B. § 161(b) of the Atomic Energy Act empowers the NRC to "establish rules, regulations and
orders" to "protect health or to minimize danger to life or property.
The NRC has rightly said that it does not have the authority to establish a no-fly zone
over the Nation's nuclear power plants. That authority only exists with the FAA. However,
considering that the FAA and the NRC are both federal agencies that are coordinating with the
Office of Homeland Security, it seems reasonable to assume that the NRC can coordinate with
the FAA to establish no-fly zones over the Nation's nuclear power plants in order to secure them
from terrorist attack.
No one can doubt that securing the airspace over nuclear power plants goes a long way
towards protecting the public health and security and Entergy's own assets. The seeming impasse
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here results from the FAA having control over the Nation's airspace, while the NRC must protect
the public health and security in all matters involving nuclear energy.
However, Section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act allows the NRC to establish rules and
orders to protect the public health. Certainly, the NRC can write up a proposed rule to the FAA
that nuclear power plants should be protected by a no-fly zone. But it would be the FAA's order
that would actually create the no-fly zone. Thus, the NRC would be "establishing!' the no-fly
zone rule, but it would be the FAA's authority that implements the no-fly zone. Under this
scenario, there would be no conflict of authority, as the NRC would be fulfilling its mandate
under Section 161 to protect the public health and safety while the FAA would maintain full
control of American airspace.
V. Conclusion
Since September 11, the NRC has been confronted with a new challenge: how to protect
our nuclear power plants from terrorist attack and how to prevent such attacks from resulting in
the release of radioactive contamination that could threaten countless lives. Despite the fact that
this daunting challenge is unlike any the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has faced before, the
stakes are so high that the NRC is compelled to act.
The actions the petitioners have outlined are needed and necessary to protect the public
health and safety from the danger of radioactive contamination resulting from an attack on the
Indian Point nuclear facility. The NRC must mandate that Entergy immediately act to improve
the present state of security at Indian Point to protect it from terrorist attack whether via air, land
or by water. Furthermore, if, for any reason, security at Indian Point cannot be made to protect
the nuclear facility from terrorist attack, then the NRC must suspend Entergy's license and shut
down the reactors at Indian Point known as Unit Two and Unit Three to make the facility less of
an inviting target to terrorists. Lastly, the NRC must order Entergy to transfer spent fuel rods to a
dry storage system from a cooling pool system, which is vulnerable to terrorist attack, to a dry
cask system, which is decidedly more secure.
These actions are reasonable, within NRC's ability to achieve and mandated by NRC's
responsibility to protect the public health, property and environment of New York. To uphold
that responsibility, the NRC must undertake these actions.
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